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Editor’s Foreword

xi

Zionism in its modern sense reaches back only a little more than a cen-
tury, although the longing to return to the Holy Land has been a central
part of Jewish life and thought for more than two millennia, making it
both an extremely old and a fairly new movement. But unlike many
other movements, it has been successful in that it achieved its main
goal: the creation of the State of Israel, in 1948. Yet many of the move-
ments’ opponents persist in their hostility, and as a result Zionism re-
mains under considerable pressure. Under these conditions, it is neces-
sary to understand where Zionism is coming from in order to more
clearly see where it is heading.

Taking stock is certainly the primary concern of The A to Z of Zion-
ism. The best place to start is the chronology, which emphasizes the
more recent events. The introduction sets them in their broader context,
showing both the achievements and the failures and balancing the vari-
ous contending forces within Zionism and opposed to it. The dictionary
section contains entries on forerunners, founders, and subsequent lead-
ers; various strands and multiple organizations; principles and objec-
tives; and major events in the struggle for statehood and beyond. The
constantly growing literature can more readily be explored by consult-
ing the extensive bibliography.

This edition was written by Rafael Medoff and Chaim I. Waxman.
Both are eminent scholars of Jewish studies with a strong focus on
Zionism. Dr. Medoff is the founding director of the David S. Wyman In-
stitute for Holocaust Studies and has taught at several major universi-
ties, while lecturing more broadly in the United States and abroad. He
has written extensively on the topic at hand, including among others the
books Militant Zionism in America (2002) and Zionism and the Arabs:
An American Jewish Dilemma (1997). Dr. Waxman is professor emeri-
tus of Jewish studies at Rutgers University and a senior fellow at the



Jewish People Policy Planning Institute in Jerusalem. He, too, has lec-
tured widely and written on Zionism, including American Aliya (1989)
and America’s Jews in Transition (1983). They are in a particularly
good position to provide a broad view and different positions. This is
important at a time when, far from having been forgotten, Zionism is at
the center of an increasingly vigorous debate.

Jon Woronoff
Series Editor
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Chronology

xxi

1700s BCE Abraham emigrates from Ur to Canaan.

1600s BCE Jews migrate from Canaan to Egypt.

1200s BCE Exodus from Egypt.

1250 BCE Jewish conquest of Canaan.

1025–1006 BCE Kingdom of Saul.

990–968 BCE Kingdom of David.

968–928 BCE Kingdom of Solomon.

940 BCE First Temple is built.

928 BCE Division of Jewish kingdom into separate states of Israel/
Samaria and Judea.

722 BCE Assyrian conquest of Israel/Samaria.

586 BCE Babylonian conquest of Judea and destruction of First Tem-
ple.

538 BCE First exiled Jews return from Babylonia.

515 BCE Construction of Second Temple completed.

167–164 BCE Maccabean revolt and reestablishment of Jewish sov-
ereignty.

63 BCE Roman occupation of Jewish kingdom.

66–70 CE Jewish revolt against Rome and Roman destruction of Sec-
ond Temple.

73 CE Mass suicide of last Jewish rebels against Rome, atop Masada.



132–135 CE Bar Kochba revolt.

135 Romans rename Jerusalem “Aelia Capitolina” and change the
name Eretz Israel to “Syria-Palaestina.”

637 Muslim conquest of Eretz Israel.

1099 First Crusaders conquer Palestine.

1187 Muslims, led by Saladin, defeat Crusaders and occupy Palestine.

1211 300 French and English rabbis settle in Acre and Jerusalem.

1267 Nachmanides settles in Jerusalem.

1517 Ottoman Turks conquer Palestine.

1665 Shabtai Zvi, in Jerusalem, declares himself to be the Messiah.

1700 A group of Polish hasidim settle in Jerusalem.

1862 Moses Hess writes Rome and Jerusalem. Rabbi Zvi Hirsch
Kalischer writes Derishat Zion.

1870 Mikveh Israel Agricultural School is founded near Jaffa.

1878 Petah Tikvah is founded.

1881 Hibbat Zion movement is founded.

1882 Bilu movement is founded. September: Leon Pinsker’s Auto-
Emancipation is published.

1882–1904 First Aliya.

1885 American Reform rabbis adopt anti-Zionist “Pittsburgh Plat-
form.”

1886 “Hatikvah,” later to become the Zionist anthem, is published in
Jerusalem.

1889 Ahad Ha’am founds Benei Moshe society.

1890 Nathan Birnbaum coins the terms “Zionist” and “Zionism.”

1891 Christian Zionists’ Blackstone Memorial petition is delivered to
U.S. President Harrison.
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1894 December: Capt. Alfred Dreyfus is convicted of treason in
France.

1896 February: Theodor Herzl’s Der Judenstaat is published.

1897 29–31 August: First Zionist Congress is held in Basle.

1898 4 July: Federation of American Zionists (Zionist Organization
of America) is founded.

1899 British Zionist Federation is founded.

1901 Jewish National Fund is founded.

1902 Mizrachi Religious Zionist movement is founded.

1903 6–7 April: Kishinev pogrom. 23–28 August: Sixth Zionist Con-
gress endorses Herzl’s proposal to explore the “Uganda Plan.”

1904–1914 Second Aliya.

1905 27 July–2 August: Seventh Zionist Congress rejects all propos-
als for settling Jews outside of Palestine.

1907 First world union of Labor Zionists is founded.

1908 First Achooza Society is founded.

1909 Hashomer self-defense militia is founded.

1909 Tel Aviv is founded. Degania, first kibbutz, is founded.

1912 Hadassah, U.S. women’s Zionist organization, is founded.

1913 Hashomer Hatzair youth movement is founded.

1913–1914 “Language War” in Palestine.

1914 August: Louis D. Brandeis becomes leader of American Zion-
ist movement.

1915 Palestine Jewish espionage group, Nili, is founded.

1917 23 August: Jewish Legion is founded. 2 November: Balfour
Declaration is issued. 11 December: British conquest of Jerusalem.

1919–1923 Third Aliya.
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1920 February: Haganah is founded. 1 March: Yosef Trumpeldor is
killed at Tel Hai. April: Palestinian Arab mob violence against Jews in
Jerusalem. 25 April: League of Nations, meeting in San Remo, awards
Palestine Mandate to Great Britain. December: Histadrut is founded.

1921 May: Palestinian Arab mob violence against Jews in Jaffa.

1922 Bnei Akiva youth movement is founded. 16 September: British
announce severance of Transjordan from Palestine Mandate.

1923 Betar youth movement is founded.

1924–1931 Fourth Aliya.

1925 1 April: Hebrew University of Jerusalem opens. Revisionist
Zionist movement is founded.

1928 Habonim Labor Zionist youth movement is founded. Soviet
Union establishes alternative Jewish homeland in Siberian region of
Birobidzhan.

1929 Jewish Agency is founded. 23–26 August: Arab riots through-
out Palestine.

1931–1939 Fifth Aliya.

1933 30 January: Adolf Hitler becomes chancellor of Germany. 16
June: Labor Zionist official Haim Arlosoroff is killed in Tel Aviv.

1936 15 April: Palestinian Arabs launch general strike and mass vio-
lence.

1937 April: Irgun Zvai Leumi is founded. July: British Peel com-
mission recommends partition of Palestine.

1938 9–10 November: Kristallnacht pogrom.

1939 15 May: British White Paper restricts Jewish immigration to
Palestine.

1939–1948 Sixth Aliya.

1940 28 February: British restrict Jewish land purchases in Pales-
tine. July: Militant underground later known as Lohamei Herut Israel
(Lehi) is founded. 25 November: Sinking of the Jewish refugee ship
Patria.
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1942 24 February: Sinking of the Jewish refugee ship Struma. 11
May: American Zionists adopt Biltmore Program. 17 December: Allies
confirm Nazi genocide.

1943 19 April: Warsaw Ghetto revolt erupts. August: Abba Hillel
Silver becomes leader of the American Zionist movement.

1944 1 February: Irgun Zvai Leumi launches revolt against British in
Palestine. June: Hannah Senesh is captured by the Nazis in Hungary.
20 September: Jewish Brigade is founded. 6 November: Assassination
of Lord Moyne by Lehi.

October 1945–July 1946 Joint Haganah–Irgun–Lehi revolt against
the British.

1946 22 July: Irgun bombing of British headquarters in the King
David Hotel, Jerusalem.

1947 4 May: Mass escape of Irgun and Lehi members from Acre
Prison. July: Voyage of the Exodus. 30 July: Irgun hanging of two
British soldiers. 29 November: United Nations General Assembly rec-
ommends partition of Palestine.

1948 15 May: State of Israel is born.

1950 Israel enacts the Law of Return, granting automatic citizenship
to Jewish immigrants.

1948–1951 330,000 Holocaust survivors emigrate from Europe to Is-
rael; 325,000 Jews expelled from Arab countries immigrate to Israel.

1950–1960 96,000 Romanian Jews and 45,000 Polish Jews immigrate
to Israel.

1952–1964 200,000 Moroccan Jews immigrate to Israel.

1971–1978 More than 100,000 Soviet Jews immigrate to Israel.

1974 Gush Emunim movement is created to establish Jewish commu-
nities in Judea-Samaria/West Bank and Gaza territories.

1975 10 November: United Nations General Assembly declares
Zionism “a form of racism.”

1979 Israel and Egypt sign a peace treaty.
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1980–1992 More than 44,000 Ethiopian Jews immigrate to Israel.

1991 16 December: United Nations General Assembly revokes Zion-
ism-racism resolution.

1990–1998 757,000 Jews from the U.S.S.R. and the former Soviet
Union immigrate to Israel. 

1993 Israel and the Palestine Liberation Organization sign the Oslo
Agreement.

1994 Israel and Jordan sign a peace treaty.

1995 Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin is assassinated by an opponent of
the Oslo Agreement.

2006 Unilateral withdrawal of all Israeli soldiers and civilians from
the Gaza Strip.
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Introduction

xxvii

The Jewish attachment to Zion is many centuries old. While the mod-
ern Zionist movement was organized a little more than a century ago,
the roots of the Zionist idea reach back close to 4,000 years ago, to the
day that the biblical patriarch Abraham left his home in Ur of the
Chaldees to settle in the Promised Land, where the Jewish state subse-
quently arose.

When the Jewish kingdom was destroyed and its populace taken cap-
tive to Babylonia in 586 BCE, the exiles’ passion for a return to Zion
was never quelled. It permeated their prayers, their works of religious
scholarship, and their popular culture. Fewer than 50 years later, the re-
turn to Zion had begun and the reconstruction of the Temple was un-
derway.

Although the destruction of the Second Temple and the loss of
Jerusalem to Rome in 70 CE resulted in the end of Jewish sovereignty
in the Holy Land and the onset of the dispersion of Jews and Jewish
communities to distant countries throughout the world, Eretz Israel was
never far from the consciousness of Jews during the subsequent 1,878-
year absence of Jewish sovereignty in the land. Throughout that period,
Eretz Israel continued to play a central role in traditional Jewish culture.
Small Jewish communities in such cities as Jerusalem and Safed perse-
vered, aided by contributions from Diaspora Jewish communities.
Some Diaspora Jews managed to visit Eretz Israel, while others actually
managed to move there on a more permanent basis. For Jews around the
world, the Holy Land and the dream of return were embedded in daily
religious rituals and prayers as well as in law and lore. Each day, in the
morning, afternoon, and evening prayers, as well as in the blessings re-
cited after each meal, Jews prayed for the return to Zion and the re-
building of Jerusalem. Three days each year in the Jewish ritual calen-
dar were set aside as fast days commemorating aspects of the



destruction of the Temple and the loss of the Holy Land. Likewise, the
loss of Jerusalem is symbolized in the rituals of the Jewish marriage
ceremony. The daily prayers are recited facing east, toward Jerusalem.
The service at the Passover feast, the Seder, concludes with the prayer
“Next year in Jerusalem!” These serve as constant reminders and sus-
tain the persistent yearning both for being in Eretz Israel and for the ul-
timate messianic redemption.

Talmudic lore is replete with statements affirming the superior status
of the Holy Land, the obligation to live there, and the absolute faith in
the ultimate collective return of the Jewish people to their rightful land.
Thus, the Talmud states that “One should always live in Eretz Israel,
even in a city in which the majority of the population is gentile, and one
should not live outside of the Land, even in a city in which the major-
ity is Jewish. . . . Whoever lives outside of the Land is as if he were
committing idolatry.” Aggadic literature describes prominent rabbinical
sages in the Diaspora tearing their clothes in mourning over their fail-
ure to remain in the land of Israel, an obligation that they characterized
as being “equal to all of the commandments in the Torah.” Abraham
Joshua Heschel eloquently put it this way:

Throughout the ages we said “No” to all the conquerers of Palestine. We
said “No” before God and man emphatically, daily. We objected to the oc-
cupations, we rejected their claims, we deepened our attachment, know-
ing that the occupation by the conquerors was a passing adventure, while
our attachment to the land was an eternal link. The Jewish people has
never ceased to assert its right, its title, to the land of Israel. This contin-
uous, uninterrupted insistence, an intimate ingredient of Jewish con-
sciousness, is at the core of Jewish history, a vital element of Jewish faith.
How did the Jews contest and call into question the occupation of the land
by the mighty empires of the East and West? How did they assert their
own title to the land? Our protest was not heard in the public squares of
the large cities. It was uttered in our homes, in our sanctuaries, in our
books, in our prayers. Indeed, our very existence as a people was a procla-
mation of our link to the land, of our certainty of return. [Abraham
Joshua Heschel, Israel: An Echo of Eternity (New York: Farrar, Straus &
Giroux, 1969), pp. 54–55]

Part and parcel of this attachment to Eretz Israel has been the strong re-
ligious rejection of the Diaspora and galut (exile), a major theme of
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most Jewish philosophers. There was a consensus among rabbinic
scholars and philosophers that galut existence is, at best, a necessary
condition, and that ideal is Zion. Not surprisingly, during periods in
which the physical conditions of Jewish life in the Diaspora deterio-
rated, there was usually an increased emphasis on and yearning for
Eretz Israel. However, despite the periodic fluctuations in the extent of
emphasis on the theme of Eretz Israel, traditional Judaism throughout
the history of the dispersion resolutely expressed the supreme holiness
of and love for Eretz Israel.

Despite the unwavering centrality of the return to Zion in Jewish
thought and culture over the centuries of exile, relatively few Jews per-
sonally settled in the Holy Land. For the overwhelming majority of
Jews, the reference was to a heavenly or spiritual Zion rather than to
Eretz Israel as a material reality. The occupation of Eretz Israel by hos-
tile forces, the harsh conditions in the desolate Jewish homeland, and
the primitive state of international transportation made aliya an unreal-
izable dream for all but a fortunate few.

During the early 19th century, however, a coalescence of factors fos-
tered a more realistic notion of return. Among Jews, it was largely in re-
action to catastrophes, rampant anti-Semitism in Europe, the infamous
blood libel and subsequent pogrom in Damascus in 1840, and a partic-
ularly devastating earthquake in Safed in 1837, which destroyed most
of the homes in the city and resulted in the death of some 4,000 Jews
and about a thousand others. These events led to heightened messianic
anticipation, and to the emergence of a movement of return to the Holy
Land. What was unique about the movement was that it spurned the
popular perception that the physical relocation of the Jewish people to
Eretz Israel must await the prior miraculous arrival of the Messiah. In-
stead, these early pioneers regarded the return to Zion as a human act
that is part of a natural process of redemption or, even, that is a prereq-
uisite for messianic redemption. A significant number of the forefathers
of Hibbat Zion, the first European Zionist movement, such as Rabbis
Yehuda Alkalai and Zvi Hirsch Kalischer, viewed the resettlement of
the Jewish people in Eretz Israel as an initial step in a natural messianic
process. Although this idea was initially opposed by the majority of the
Orthodox rabbinate as an unfounded secularization of the traditional be-
lief about the Messiah, a growing number of rabbis and a much larger
lay following accepted what they viewed as the legitimate adaptation of
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traditional notions to contemporary conditions. In their view, it was the
responsibility of the Jewish people themselves to prepare themselves
and Eretz Israel for the Messiah’s arrival. Their resettlement efforts
were assisted by a corresponding growth in Christian Zionist sentiment,
propagated by Christian millenarians in Great Britain and the United
States. They anticipated a Second Coming to be preceded by the return
of the Jews to the Holy Land. Accordingly, the noted British Christian
millenarian Sir Laurence Oliphant and others undertook efforts to cre-
ate a Jewish state in Palestine.

These settlers were followed by those of Bilu, a pioneering settle-
ment movement initiated by Russian Jewish students after the pogroms
of 1881. With no previous agricultural experience or familiarity with
the local environment and in the face of highly adverse conditions,
members of this movement went to Palestine and established settle-
ments, most of which succeeded and became a model and source of in-
spiration for other young Jews in Eastern Europe.

Zionism as an organized political movement did not emerge until the
second half of the 19th century, when the forces of anti-Semitism and
modern nationalism converged. In Germany and the Austro-Hungarian
empire, these manifested themselves in the emergence of overtly anti-
Semitic political parties. In Russia, the assassination of Czar Alexander
II in March 1881 sparked nationwide pogroms as well as severely dis-
criminatory legislation. The combination of economic, political, and
physical persecution led to two major types of movements among East-
ern European Jews, one geographic and the other political. The first
generated a massive emigration of Jews from Eastern Europe, the over-
whelming majority of whom immigrated to the United States, with
much smaller but not insignificant numbers choosing Palestine. The
second gave rise to organized Zionism.

The emergence of organized Zionism was also a consequence of a
number of developments within European Jewry during the second half
of the 19th century. The traditional Jewish community in Eastern Eu-
rope was experiencing the processes of modernization and seculariza-
tion. Likewise, the relationship between the community and the larger
society was in a state of flux. Until the 19th century, Eastern European
Jews lived in communities that were predominantly isolated from the
larger societies and cultures of the countries in which they existed.
Within those Jewish communities they were, to a great extent, physi-
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cally isolated from the non-Jewish populations. In Russia, they were re-
stricted to the “Pale of Settlement,” an area of 386,000 square miles
spanning the territory from the Baltic to the Black seas and comprising
10 Polish and 15 Russian provinces. They not only formed a majority
of the population in many shtetlach, or towns and hamlets, as well as a
considerable percentage in the bigger cities, but the Jewish sections in
these settlements were often exclusively Jewish. Their interaction with
non-Jews, to the extent that it existed at all, was usually of the most for-
mal type. Accordingly, along with their physical isolation, they were
culturally isolated. In their communities, Jewish traditionalism, includ-
ing religious observance and Jewish values and attitudes, prevailed, and
there was a strong sense of kinship with Jews elsewhere.

That type of tightly integrated community was, however, in the
process of breaking up, coinciding with the larger societal changes that
Europe was experiencing in the course of modernization. Among the
features of transformation from a traditional to a modern society are
those of rationalization and secularization. Among Europe’s Jews, one
of the manifestations was the Haskala, a Jewish Enlightenment move-
ment that attracted ethnically Jewish but religiously alienated Eastern
European Jewish intellectuals. The growing Hibbat Zion movement be-
came the organizational expression of the deep Jewish ethnicity. Simul-
taneously, in Western Europe, those Jews who had sought to assimilate
or at least integrate into modern Western European society, but were re-
buffed, redirected their energies to the new Jewish nationalism.

The Zionist movement was comprised of many philosophies and
wings. Socialist Zionism was among the earliest and largest. Socialist
Zionism was a manifestation of the secularization that invariably ac-
companies modernization, and it attempted to replace the previous reli-
gious universalist-particular synthesis that was inherent in Judaism with
the secular Zionist Socialism. Socialism was the universalistic aspect,
Zionism the particularistic. This modern secular synthesis was a major
source of the overwhelming rejection of modern Zionism by the Ortho-
dox rabbinical elite in the 19th and early 20th centuries. It was not the
nationalism, per se, to which they reacted. On the contrary, those rabbis
would have been the first to assert the national component of being Jew-
ish. The notion that Judaism is solely a religion, in the Western non-eth-
nic sense, with no national component, is a modern one, most charac-
teristic of classical Reform Judaism of the 19th and early 20th centuries.
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The traditional self-definition is that there is a powerful historical and
cultural interrelationship between Jewish religion and Jewish national-
ism.

Although it emerged during the era of European nationalisms, Zion-
ism differed from other modern nationalisms in a number of important
respects. Other national movements arose within the state of the na-
tion. In some cases the movement strove for national unity and in oth-
ers it sought recognition as a nation, but always within the state in
which the movement emerged. Zionism was unique in that it emerged
among a people who were scattered and not in the national homeland.
In fact, there was no consensus on the issue of a homeland. As will be
discussed below, there were even some among the early Zionist ideo-
logues for whom Eretz Israel, or Palestine as the Romans dubbed it,
was not an objective.

Describing the Zionist movement as organized is not meant to sug-
gest that the Zionist movement was united on all issues. In fact, there
were numerous deep ideological divisions that manifested themselves
on a variety of issues. In particular, there was a fundamental disagree-
ment between those who placed primacy on the land and those who
placed primacy on the people. Theodor Herzl and Leon Pinsker, for ex-
ample, placed primacy on the people and initially sought a haven for the
Jewish refugees regardless of its location. Indeed, this was a source of
contention at the very beginning of the Zionist movement, in the strug-
gle over the Uganda Plan. Herzl and his followers urged the adoption of
the plan as a temporary measure, while opponents refused to even con-
sider any place other than Eretz Israel.

Socialist Zionism was only one of many streams of thought in the
movement, and was itself divided into a myriad of factions, some of
them passionately Marxist, others less so. Religious Zionists, for whom
the rebuilding of Eretz Israel was a religious act as well as part of the
messianic process, longed for a state based on the principles of Jewish
tradition. Revisionist Zionists emphasized the need for Jewish military
might and the territorial integrity of the Jewish state-to-be. Cultural
Zionists were less interested in the prospects for Jewish sovereignty
than in the intellectual and cultural climate of the yishuv.

But beyond the specific factions of the Zionist movement were three
broad approaches to the question of how a Jewish state could be at-
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tained. For many, settlement was the key. The painstaking creation of a
modern community, built from the ground up, would establish Zionism
as a physical reality that could not be budged. The slogan “one more
cow, one more dunam” symbolized this approach, particular in the early
decades of the modern yishuv when agricultural settlements were a cen-
tral component of the Zionist enterprise. The rapid growth of Palestine’s
urban areas, especially as a result of the German Jewish immigration of
the 1930s, somewhat altered the character of this nation-building
process but not its central theme.

The movement had its settlers and builders, but it also had its diplo-
mats. For some, diplomacy, not settlement, was the crucial factor. In
their view, the great powers’ endorsement of Jewish statehood would,
more than anything else, decide the fate of Zionism. Farms and facto-
ries had their place, but without internationally guaranteed political
sovereignty the yishuv would end up as just another Jewish minority
community living at the sufferance of others. Securing international
support for the Zionist cause became the Jewish diplomats’ overriding
ambition.

A third approach championed the idea of armed revolt. Support for
the use of force to attain Jewish statehood intensified in response to the
persecution of European Jewry and Britain’s refusal to open Palestine
to refugees fleeing the Holocaust. By the mid-1940s, all factions in the
yishuv had joined the armed struggle against the British mandatory au-
thorities. In the end, however, no single approach prevailed. It was,
rather, a combination of all three approaches that made the Jewish state
a reality.

Although 60 years have now passed since the establishment of Israel,
many of the political and religious factions that made up the Zionist
movement in the pre-state era remain active both in the Diaspora and in
Israel, and continue to debate fundamental questions of Jewish national
identity and purpose. These struggles often manifest themselves in
some of the basic rifts in contemporary Israeli society. What makes
these debates all the more remarkable is that they are taking place at a
time when Zionism is under assault from radical intellectuals and hos-
tile regimes that challenge its legitimacy, not to mention terrorists who
seek its violent destruction. Despite these serious and growing threats,
Zionism has succeeded in fashioning an underlying sense of ethnicity
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and kinship among Jews that makes it possible for them to continue
building a productive and prosperous modern nation-state.

It is our hope that this dictionary, by helping to clarify the terminol-
ogy, concepts, factions, and major events of Zionism, will contribute to
an increased appreciation for both the diversity and consensus that char-
acterize the Zionist experience.
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The Dictionary

1

– A –

AARONSOHN, AARON (1876–1919). The Zionist inventor and ac-
tivist Aaron Aaronsohn was born in Bacau, Romania, and immigrated
to Eretz Israel with his parents in 1882. He was educated in the
newly established settlement Zikhron Ya’akov. In 1896, after com-
pleting his studies at the agricultural college at Grignon, France,
Aaronsohn was appointed agricultural instructor at Metullah, under
the auspices of Baron Edmond de Rothschild. Between 1902 and
1915, Aaronsohn participated as a geologist and botanist in a series
of research expeditions in Eretz Israel, Syria, and Transjordan, under
the geological tutelage of Max Blankenhorn and the botanical tute-
lage of Rachel Rogov-Joffe, sister of the noted malaria specialist Dr.
Hillel Joffe. Joffe, who served as chairman of the Hovevei Zion ex-
ecutive committee, had established a regional hospital and medical
center in Zikhron Ya’akov and was instrumental in the planting of a
forest of eucalyptus trees in the swamps of Hadera as a means of
combating malaria there. Aaronsohn’s agronomic reputation was
greatly enhanced by his discovery of a species of wild wheat in the
Galilee in 1906, leading to an invitation from the U.S. Department of
Agriculture to meet with American agricultural experts. During his
visit to the United States in 1909, Aaronsohn also met with such lead-
ers of American Jewry as Julius Rosenwald, Julian Mack, and Judah
Magnes about his ideas and plans for agricultural experiments in
Eretz Israel. Aaronsohn succeeded in enlisting their support and in
1910 opened an experimental station at Atlit, near Haifa, which
housed a laboratory for testing crops and an impressive technical li-
brary, as well as collections of geological and botanical specimens.



Aaronsohn was a nonconformist who sometimes clashed with pre-
vailing notions. For example, he advocated the employment of Arab
workers, a position that conflicted with that of the established Zion-
ist leaders. 

When World War I broke out, almost all of the work of the experi-
mental station came to a halt, and it was obvious that there was al-
most no chance for Zionist development under the Turks. Aaronsohn
therefore enlisted the help of an assistant at the experimental station,
Avshalom Feinberg, and organized a group of friends and family
members, which they named Nili, for the purpose of spying on the
Turks and providing secret information to the British officials in
Egypt. In 1916, Aaronsohn visited London and promoted the idea of
a Jewish national home in Eretz Israel as part of British policy in the
region. 

After the war, Aaronsohn was appointed a member of the Zionist
Commission headed by Chaim Weizmann and he returned to Pales-
tine, where he found himself shunned by many because of his Nili ac-
tivities. Weizmann, however, continued to support him and in 1918
gave him the task of traveling to the United States to enlist American
Jewish support for the Zionist cause. Aaronsohn was a member of the
Zionist delegation to the Paris peace conference and participated in
designing recommendations for the borders of Palestine. He died in
an airplane accident over the English Channel, on a flight from Lon-
don to Paris. His pioneering work on the flora of Eretz Israel was
published posthumously. 

ACHOOZA SOCIETIES. Achooza societies were Zionist organiza-
tions established in the United States in the early 1900s for the pur-
pose of purchasing cultivable land in Palestine. The first Achooza
(Hebrew for “estate” or “holding”) group was created in St. Louis in
1908 at the initiative of Simon Goldman, a local Zionist activist and
former Palestine resident. Each Achooza member was required to pay
$1,400 in installments over a 10-year period, in return for 12.5 acres
of land planted with almonds, grapes, or olive trees, on which he was
expected to settle after five years, when the trees began to yield fruit.
Fourteen additional Achooza societies, patterned on the St. Louis
model, were organized in cities across the United States and Canada
and reached a peak combined membership of about five hundred in
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1915. The outbreak of World War I dealt the Achooza movement a
serious blow. Wartime conditions impeded the acquisition of land,
and the economic downturn in the United States discouraged poten-
tial investors. The Achooza groups declined rapidly. They were sup-
planted by the American Zion Commonwealth, created by the na-
tional Federation of American Zionists to purchase land in
Palestine that would be settled by Eastern European immigrants—
perhaps a more realistic goal than that of Achooza, given the limited
interest among North American Jews in the idea of personally
relocating to Eretz Israel. The Achooza movement’s practical accom-
plishments, although falling short of its leaders’ goals, were by no
means insignificant. The St. Louis and Chicago Achooza societies es-
tablished the towns of Poriya (1910) and Sarona (1913); the New
York branch established Ra’anana (1921) and Gan Yavneh (1931). 

AGRON (AGRONSKY), GERSHON (1893–1959). Zionist journalist
Gershon Agron (née Agronsky) was born in the Ukraine and came to
the United States in 1906. A professional journalist, he edited Jewish
newspapers in Yiddish and English. In 1918 he went to Palestine and
served with the Jewish Legion. After his return to the United States,
Agron was a journalist with the press bureau of the Zionist Com-
mission in 1920–1921. He then became editor of the Jewish Tele-
graphic Agency and also served as correspondent for the London
Times and the Manchester Guardian. In 1932 Agron founded the
Palestine Post, which after the creation of the state became the
Jerusalem Post and was for many years Israel’s only English-lan-
guage daily newspaper. During the pre-state era, the paper served as
a quasi-official Zionist organ for the non–Hebrew-speaking public,
including mandatory officials. In 1945 Agron served as part of the
Jewish Agency delegation to the United Nations conference in San
Francisco. In 1949–1951, he served as director of the Israel Gov-
ernment Information Services and from 1955 to 1959 as mayor of
Jerusalem. 

AGUDAT ISRAEL. Agudat Israel is a worldwide movement of Or-
thodox Jews that was founded in Katowice, Poland, in 1912 and
guided by the Council of Torah Sages (Mo’etzet Gedolei Hatorah) as
its religious authority on all political matters. Agudat Israel opposed
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secular Zionism and the World Zionist Organization. It initially
consisted of three major groups: German sectarian Orthodox follow-
ers of Rabbi Samson Raphael Hirsch, the Lithuanian yeshiva world,
and Polish Hasidic rabbis and their followers, especially the Gur Ha-
sidic group. It sought to create a structure that would act as the col-
lective voice of Orthodox Jewry and provide a range of religio-com-
munal services that would strengthen the Orthodox community.
Agudat Israel established itself independently of the organized Jew-
ish community in Palestine, but in 1933, despite its ideological
opposition to secular Zionism, it entered into an agreement with the
Jewish Agency, according to which it received 6.5 percent of the im-
migration permits that the agency received from the British mandate
authorities. In 1947 Agudat Israel entered into an even more compre-
hensive agreement that has come to be known as the “status quo let-
ter.” This document guaranteed basic religious interests in Israel and
also served to legitimize Agudat Israel’s inclusion in the government-
in-formation and the initial 1949–1951 government coalition. Agudat
Israel subsequently left the government in protest of the govern-
ment’s decision to draft women into military service. In 1977, it sup-
ported the Likud-led coalition and joined the national unity govern-
ment. Since 1984, it has joined in every government although it has
consistently refused a ministry. 

Agudat Israel experienced a number of internal rifts that came to a
head in the 1980s. In 1983, due to long-simmering resentment over
the absence of Sephardi leadership in the party, the Jerusalem
Sephardi members of Agudat Israel broke away and established the
Shas Party. (Shas is an acronym for Sephardim Shomrei Torah, or
Sephardi Torah Guardians party). Shas was so successful in the Oc-
tober 1983 municipal elections in Jerusalem that it ran a national slate
in the 1984 Knesset elections and won four seats, establishing itself
as a force to be reckoned with. 

Meanwhile, a years-old conflict between the Hasidic and Lithuan-
ian-type yeshiva elements within Agudat Israel, represented by the Ha-
sidic rabbis of Gur and Vizhnitz on one side and Rabbi Eliezer Shach,
the head of the Ponevez Yeshiva in B’nai Brak, on the other, reached
new heights and culminated in the formation of Shach’s Degel Hatorah
(Torah Flag) party, just prior to the 1988 national elections. In 1992
Agudat Israel joined forces with Degel Hatorah to form the United
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Torah Judaism Party (UTJ). This new union won only four seats in that
year’s election, but over the years gradually increased its strength and
as of 2006 had six seats. Despite their adamant rejection of secular
Zionism and the religious significance of the state, they participate in
all aspects of Israeli society, including the political sphere, where their
power has increased since the days of early statehood. As with the
other haredi (ultra-Othodox) parties, Agudat Israel concentrates on all
matters of domestic policy that it perceives as affecting religion, espe-
cially the educational institutions. Although the leadership is officially
non-nationalistic, there is a very strong nationalist sentiment among the
rank and file. See also POALEI AGUDAT ISRAEL. 

AHDUT HA’AVODA. Immigrants of the Third Aliya, together with
Palestinian Jewish workers who were dissatisfied with the country’s
existing political parties, established Ahdut Ha’avoda, the United La-
bor Party, in February 1919. The founders of the new group hoped to
bring the two main workers’ factions, Poalei Zion and Hapoel
Hatzair, into their ranks, but personal and ideological differences
kept Hapoel Hatzair from joining the new alliance. The rivalry be-
tween Ahdut Ha’avoda and Hapoel Hatzair continued and intensified
throughout the ensuing decade. 

As followers of Nahman Syrkin, the ideological pioneer of
Socialist Zionism, Ahdut Ha’avoda advocated the development of a
Jewish national home in Palestine in accordance with socialist prin-
ciples such as class struggle, nationalization of the means of produc-
tion, and the creation of workers’ collectives (kibbutzim and
moshavim). To protect the growth of the Jewish sector’s economy,
Ahdut Ha’avoda promoted the “Hebrew Labor only” campaign to
persuade Jewish employers to refrain from hiring Arabs. 

During the early 1920s, under the leadership of Berl Katznelson,
David Ben-Gurion, and Yitzhak Tabenkin, among others, Ahdut
Ha’avoda promoted the Gedud Ha’avoda workers’ brigades; estab-
lished the Histadrut labor union and Histadrut Hanoar Ha’oved
youth movement; and played a major role in the creation of the Ha-
ganah self-defense militia and the Labor Zionist daily newspaper
Davar. In 1930 Ahdut Ha’avoda united with Hapoel Hatzair to be-
come Mapai, the Eretz Israel Workers Party. Mapai was the nucleus
of what is today the Israeli Labor Party. 
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A left-wing faction within Mapai broke away in 1944 to become
the Tenua le-Ahdut Ha’avoda (Movement for a Unified Labor),
merged with another small faction and changed its name to Ahdut
Ha’avoda–Poalei Tzion in 1946, then merged with the radical
Hashomer Hatzair youth movement in 1948 to become Mapam, the
United Workers Party, and became a partner in many Labor-led Is-
raeli governments. 

ALIYA. Eretz Israel is considered the highest spiritual place on earth,
and going to the Holy Land, therefore, is termed aliya, which in He-
brew means “going up.” When Zionists speak of moving to Israel,
they do not speak of it as “immigration,” hagira, but as aliya. Con-
versely, leaving Israel is not simply emigration, but yerida, “going
down.” In Zionist ideology, aliya is a core ideal, and yerida is a moral
blemish, if not a catastrophe. Part and parcel of the attachment to
Eretz Israel has been the strong religious rejection, or negation, of the
Diaspora, galut, which historically was a major theme of most Jew-
ish philosophers. While there were differences among rabbinical
scholars in terms of the degree to which they explicitly emphasized
the negative nature of Diaspora existence and, concomitantly, the de-
gree to which they emphasized the drive to return to Eretz Israel,
there was virtually no Jewish religious authority until the modern era
who even remotely held up galut existence as an ideal. Without ex-
ception, galut was defined as an ultimately negative existence; Zion
was the unequivocal ideal. 

Despite the strong religious link to Eretz Israel and the moral rejec-
tion of the Diaspora, there have historically been variations in the de-
gree to which the link was overtly expressed, and it appears that an
important variable in determining the emphasis placed upon Eretz Is-
rael was and is the degree of security experienced by the Jews in the
Diaspora. During periods in which the physical conditions of Jewish
life in the Diaspora deteriorated, there was typically an increase in
emphasis upon and yearning for the Holy Land. Historians com-
monly divide the modern waves of immigration that preceded the es-
tablishment of the State of Israel into six periods, or aliyot. 

The First Aliya, from 1882 to 1904, consisted of some 30,000 to
40,000 Jews from Eastern Europe, primarily Russia and Romania,
who sought to escape persecution by fleeing to Turkish-ruled Pales-
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tine. Many were members of the early Russian Zionist movements
Bilu and Hibbat Zion. With aid from Baron Edmond de Rothschild,
the immigrants of the First Aliya established a number of agricultural
communities, including Petah Tikvah, Zikhron Ya’akov, Rehovot,
Hadera, and Rishon le-Zion. At about the same time, some 2,500
Jews from Yemen also immigrated to Palestine. 

The Second Aliya came in response to the Russian pogroms of
1903–1904 and lasted until the outbreak of World War I (1914).
Many of the 35,000–40,000 immigrants of the Second Aliya were
militant advocates of Socialist Zionism. They initiated the first kib-
butz (Degania), the Hashomer self-defense group, and an array of
publications, labor organizations, and political factions. They also
played a leading role in a series of bitter struggles over workers’
rights and employment conditions. A substantial number of those
who arrived with the Second Aliya—no precise statistics were main-
tained—returned to Europe in disillusionment over the intra-Jewish
struggles in Palestine as well as over the various hardships imposed
on the yishuv by the Turkish authorities. 

During the Third Aliya, which took place from 1919 to 1923, more
than 35,000 Jews, primarily from Russia and Poland, reached Eretz
Israel. This wave was ignited by the excitement generated by the Bal-
four Declaration (1917) as well as by the turmoil surrounding the
Russian Revolution (1918), the Russian civil war (1918–1920), and
the Russo-Polish war (1919–1920). The Third Aliya was hampered in
part by restrictions on immigration imposed by the British mandate
authorities in response to Palestinian Arab violence in 1920 and
1921. The immigrants of the Third Aliya, many of whom were deeply
idealistic, established the “labor battalions” that played a crucial role
in the yishuv’s early pioneering efforts, as well as the Histadrut la-
bor union and the first moshav (Nahalal, 1921). 

The Fourth Aliya, dated by some as 1924–1928 but by others as
extending to 1931, comprised some 80,000 Jews, mainly from
Poland. This aliya was also popularly referred to as the Grabski
Aliya, because many of the immigrants left Poland in response to a
series of severe taxes imposed on the Jews there by Polish prime min-
ister Wladislaw Grabski. The adoption of strict immigration quotas
by the United States in 1924 made Palestine a likely destination for
Polish Jewish emigrants during the late 1920s. More than 80 percent
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of the Fourth Aliya immigrants settled in Tel Aviv and other major
cities. 

The Fifth Aliya encompassed much of the 1930s and involved
some 225,000 Jews. (Historians date the Fifth Aliya as beginning in
1929 or 1931 and continuing until 1936 or 1939.) Despite the Pales-
tinian Arab violence that claimed 133 Jewish lives in 1929 and the
growing British tilt against Zionist political aspirations, immigration
quotas were increased and 45,000 German Jews reached Palestine
following Hitler’s rise to power in 1933. The majority of immigrants
who arrived during the 1930s were from Eastern Europe, but the
Fifth Aliya came to be known as the German Aliya because of the im-
pact of the German immigrants, many of whom were highly educated
professionals and industrialists. The capital that the immigrants
brought, including that which was facilitated by the Ha’avara, or
transfer agreement between the yishuv and the German government,
was a significant asset to the country’s economic development. Re-
newed Arab violence in 1936, which continued until 1939, brought
about the British White Paper of 1939, which curtailed Jewish im-
migration to a maximum of 15,000 per year for the five years to fol-
low. 

The Sixth Aliya took place against the backdrop of the Holocaust.
During the period of the war, some 62,000 refugees from Hitler
reached Palestine—50,000 with British immigration certificates and
the remainder through clandestine operations by Zionist emissaries.
From 1946 until the establishment of the State of Israel in May 1948,
when the Sixth Aliya officially came to a close, an additional 60,000
Jews reached Eretz Israel. 

The high priority that the Zionist movement assigned to the con-
cept of aliya was given formal expression by the Knesset’s passage,
in July 1950, of the Law of Return, granting automatic citizenship
to Jewish immigrants. 

There have been a number of major waves of aliya since the es-
tablishment of the State of Israel. Some 330,000 European Holocaust
survivors left their postwar Displaced Persons camps and immi-
grated to Israel during 1948–1951. About 600,000 Jews escaped or
were driven out from Arab countries in the period beginning shortly
after Israel’s creation. They included about 50,000 Jews from Yemen
in 1949–1950, in what was known as Operation Magic Carpet (also
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called Operation On Eagles’ Wings); about 125,000 from Iraq in
1950–1951, known as Operation Ezra and Nehemiah, after the bibli-
cal prophets who led the first return from Babylonia to Eretz Israel in
ancient times; and more than 200,000 Jews from Morocco, between
1952 and 1964, part of which was code-named Operation Yachin. 

During the late 1950s, the Romanian authorities permitted Jews to
emigrate to Israel, and 96,000 did so. Some 45,000 Jews emigrated
from Poland to Israel during the late 1950s, as part of the Gomulka
Aliya, named after the Polish Communist leader whose decision to
permit Polish nationals in Russia to return to Poland enabled the Jews
among the returnees to emigrate.

Clandestine Israeli and American rescue operations brought almost
45,000 Ethiopian Jews to Israel in three stages, known as Operation
Moses (1984), Operation Joshua (1985), and Operation Solomon
(1991). Approximately 16,000 more arrived between 1993 and 2001.

More than 100,000 Jews were permitted to emigrate from the So-
viet Union during the early and mid-1970s, following worldwide
protests on their behalf. There was an exodus following the collapse
of the Soviet Union and, by 2000, approximately 1 million olim from
the Former Soviet Union had arrived in Israel.

In recent years, ideological post-Zionists have called for aban-
doning the term aliya and replacing it with “immigration,” because
they reject the traditional Zionist view of aliya as an act of Jewish
spiritual and national significance. See also ALIYA BET.

ALIYA BET. This is a term used to connote unauthorized immigration
to Palestine, as distinct from ordinary aliya, which refers to immi-
gration to Eretz Israel with the permission of the ruling authorities.
There were many instances of individuals entering Palestine illegally
during the period of Turkish rule, but Aliya Bet is ordinarily used to
refer to the organized efforts to bring groups of Jews to Eretz Israel
in defiance of the immigration quotas imposed by the British. Some
Aliya Bet immigrants reached Palestine by overland routes, but the
majority arrived by sea. In 1937, the Revisionist Zionists began
sending shiploads of European refugees to Palestine. This operation,
under the direction of Vienna attorney William Perl, brought tens of
thousands of Jews—the exact number is unknown—to Eretz Israel
prior to the outbreak of World War II. The Labor Zionist leadership
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opposed Aliya Bet, for fear of harming Zionist relations with the
British and because of what they claimed was the inclusion on Revi-
sionist transports of individuals who were physically unsuited for life
in Palestine. 

Wartime conditions made further Aliya Bet voyages nearly impos-
sible; the number of such ships dwindled to a handful during
1940–1943. Beginning in mid-1944, the Haganah organized its own
series of Aliya Bet ships, this time with the blessing of the Labor
Zionist leaders, whose views on the subject had been radicalized by
the Holocaust and Britain’s continuing refusal to permit more than a
small number of Jews to legally enter Palestine. In addition, an esti-
mated 1,350 young Jews were smuggled overland from Syria and
Lebanon to Palestine during 1943–1945.

After the war, the Haganah intensified its Aliya Bet activities.
Most of its transports were intercepted by the British, and more than
50,000 passengers on those boats were taken to detention camps in
Cyprus. Even the intercepted ships played an important role in the
Zionist effort, however, as the international publicity surrounding
their capture—as in the case of the famous SS Exodus—increased
pressure on the British to withdraw from Palestine. 

Altogether, more than 100,000 Jews were brought to Eretz Israel
in Aliya Bet ships from the 1930s until the establishment of the State
of Israel. 

ALIYA HADASHA. German and Austrian immigrants to Palestine
who were uncomfortable with the existing political parties created
their own party, Aliya Hadasha (“New Immigration”), in October
1942. Emphasizing the need for a more efficient society, greater in-
tegrity in public life, and early national elections, Aliya Hadasha did
well in the communal elections of 1943. The following year, Aliya
Hadasha won eighteen seats—about 10 percent of the vote—in the
elections to the national Va’ad Leumi. During the late 1940s, Aliya
Hadasha aligned itself closely with Chaim Weizmann’s cautious ap-
proach to relations with the British and the Arabs, strongly opposing
any use of force by Palestine Jewry. It was also careful to use the
phrase “Jewish national home” rather than “state.” Although many of
its members sympathized with the idea of a binational Jewish-Arab
state, the party leadership endorsed the 1947 United Nations plan for
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partitioning Palestine. In the summer of 1948, Aliya Hadasha merged
with a faction of the General Zionist party to become the Progres-
sive Party, which won five seats in the first Knesset elections (1949).
The political career of Shimon Siegfried Kanowitz, an Aliya Hadasha
founder and later a Knesset member for the Progressives, summa-
rized his movement’s legacy: the phrase “Kanowitz law,” which be-
came part of the Israeli political lexicon, refers to a law that sounds
good but cannot be enforced, such as Kanowitz’s legislation against
pollution. 

ALKALAI, YEHUDA (1798–1878). One of the earliest advocates of
modern Religious Zionism, Yehuda Alkalai was born in Sarajevo,
Serbia, which was then under Turkish rule and where his father,
Shlomo Hai, was a teacher. Alkalai was a student of Midrash
(homiletics) and Kabbalah (Jewish mysticism), which he apparently
learned from his major teachers, Rabbi Yaacov Finzi and Rabbi
Eliezer Pappo, as well as from his travels throughout the large
Sephardic communities in the Balkans. Alkalai began his adult life in
the footsteps of his father by becoming a congregational “reader”
(hazan) and a teacher. He developed a strong interest in Hebrew
grammar and wrote a summary of the rules of Hebrew grammar in
Ladino for the Sephardic community in which he was then serving.
Subsequently, in 1839, Alkalai published his first book, Darkhei
Noam (“Pleasant Ways”), on Hebrew grammar. In the introduction to
his next book, Minhat Yehuda (“The Offering of Judah”), published
in 1843, Alkalai wrote lavish praise of Sir Moses Montefiore and
stressed that the redemption would not come suddenly but in stages.
He was one of the earliest advocates of a return to Hebrew as the lan-
guage of the Jewish people, a theme that he reiterated in his later
works. He also emphasized that Jewish tradition forecasts a heroic
military leader known as Messiah, Son of Joseph, who will serve as
a precursor to the arrival of the full-fledged Messiah, known as Mes-
siah, Son of David, and that human action can hasten the arrival of
the precursor. Therefore, he argued, due recognition should be given
to the efforts of the Rothschild family and others, and everyone
should contribute his or her own funds to the settlement of the Land.
In his next book, Kol Korei (“A Beckoning Voice”), first published in
1848, Alkalai offered a somewhat radical interpretation of the mitzvah
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of teshuvah. In place of the traditional understanding of teshuvah as
repentance, Alkalai interpreted the term literally, to mean “return,”
that is, to return to the Land. In 1871 Alkalai himself went to live in
Jerusalem, where he continued his efforts to organize Jewry for the
support of the rebuilding of Eretz Israel. In an article written that
same year, he related his success in organizing Ashkenazi and
Sephardi leaders of Jerusalem for the establishment of a branch of the
Alliance Israelite Universelle (Kol Israel Haverim), an organization
founded in Paris in 1860, of which Alkalai was an enthusiastic sup-
porter. The Jerusalem branch had as its explicit objective assisting the
poor in the settling and building of the Land. Likewise, he was an
avid supporter of the Society for the Colonization of Palestine in
Frankfurt on the Oder and of the agricultural school Mikveh Israel. 

ALLIANCE ISRAELITE UNIVERSELLE. The Paris-based Al-
liance Israelite Universelle, created in 1860, was the first modern in-
ternational Jewish organization. Its establishment was stimulated in
part by the 1858 controversy over the abduction of an Italian Jewish
child, Edgardo Mortara, by the papal police. The Alliance undertook
diplomatic efforts on behalf of persecuted Jews in various countries,
including some of the earliest initiatives to aid Jews in Ethiopia
(1868) and Yemen (1908). By the 1890s, the Alliance began to con-
centrate on education, setting up schools in Jewish communities in
the Balkans, North Africa, and the Middle East.

Until the 1940s, the Alliance was unsympathetic to Zionism, and
its educational activities promoted the integration of Jews in their
countries of residence. French Jewish leader Adolphe Cremieux, a
founder and later president of the Alliance, was responsible, as
France’s minister of justice, for the 1870 proclamation of equal rights
for Jews in the French colony of Algeria. The Cremieux Decree had
the effect of facilitating the assimilation of Algerian Jews and further
eroding the potential for interest in Zionism there.

Alliance spokesman (and later president) Sylvain Levi testified
against Zionist aspirations when he appeared before the Versailles
Peace Conference in 1919. It was only after the Holocaust that the Al-
liance began to express more sympathy for the Zionist enterprise. At
the same time, some Alliance schools served as de facto sources of
support for Zionism. In Syria, where Zionism was banned, and in ad-
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jacent Lebanon, the Hebrew studies in local Alliance schools became
a major source of Zionist culture and education. Abraham Elmaleh, a
Zionist shaliach from Eretz Israel, directed both schools for some
years prior to World War II. The Alliance also played a role of some
significance in the development of Jewish Palestine. It established a
network of Jewish schools in Palestine during the late 1800s, includ-
ing the agricultural training school Mikveh Israel, near Jaffa, which
was the first of its kind. Its graduates were an important part of the
agricultural developments that so dramatically changed the face of
the country during the ensuing decades. The original language of in-
struction in the Alliance schools in Palestine was French, but Hebrew
soon took its place. The founder of modern Hebrew, Eliezer Ben-
Yehuda, first taught Hebrew in the Alliance school in Jerusalem in
the 1880s. After World War II, the Alliance established secondary
schools in Haifa, Tel Aviv, and Jerusalem, which it continues to sup-
port and administer.

ALTALENA AFFAIR. In late 1947, American supporters of the Irgun
Zvai Leumi (IZL) purchased a ship, which they named Altalena af-
ter one of the pen names of Revisionist Zionist founder Ze’ev
Jabotinsky, for the purpose of bringing weapons from France for the
Jewish fighters in Palestine. Arms negotiations between IZL repre-
sentatives and the French authorities proceeded throughout the spring
of 1948. Shortly after the establishment of Israel that May, with the
IZL and the Haganah already in the process of merging forces, IZL
chief Menachem Begin proposed that the Haganah and IZL bring the
Altalena to Israel jointly. 

David Ben-Gurion, still suspicious of the IZL after more than a
decade of tension and rivalry with the militants, rejected the offer. 

On June 11, having received the long-awaited French approval, the
Altalena set sail for Israel with 900 volunteer soldiers, 5,000 rifles, 4
million rounds of ammunition, and assorted other weapons and sup-
plies. Begin informed senior Haganah officials of the ship’s immi-
nent arrival, and Ben-Gurion authorized talks with the IZL on the dis-
position of the arms, 20 percent of which Begin wanted set aside for
the effort to capture Jerusalem and for IZL units that were under-
equipped. When no agreement was reached, Begin assumed the Ha-
ganah would simply refrain from assisting the landing. The ship
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reached its destination, the coastal village of Kfar Vitkin, on June 21,
and local Haganah officials initially offered to help unload the vessel.
Unbeknownst to Begin, however, Ben-Gurion had decided to use
force against the Altalena, fearing that the IZL secretly intended to
use the arms from the ship to overthrow him. 

All but 50 of the men on board disembarked at Kfar Vitkin, and the
unloading of the weapons began, but Haganah forces soon sur-
rounded the beach and demanded that the IZL surrender the weapons.
Begin refused; the Haganah opened fire. Six IZL men and two from
the Haganah were killed before a cease-fire could be arranged. The
Haganah seized the arms that had already been unloaded, while the
Altalena, still carrying the bulk of the weapons, headed south toward
Tel Aviv. 

When the Altalena began unloading on the Tel Aviv beachfront on
the morning of June 23, Haganah units under the command of
Yitzhak Rabin launched a full-scale assault. Ten IZL men swimming
for shore were shot dead, many others were wounded, and Begin
himself narrowly escaped being hit. Intent on avoiding a civil war,
Begin ordered his men to refrain from shooting back. Rocked by Ha-
ganah shells, the ship went up in flames, and most of the arms it was
carrying were lost. Two cabinet ministers resigned in protest over the
killings, but Ben-Gurion insisted that the use of force against the Al-
talena was justified because of what he said was the threat posed to
the government by the continued existence of the IZL as a separate
Jewish militia. The affair remains to this day a source of bitter con-
troversy between the Labor and Likud camps. See also REVISION-
IST ZIONISM. 

AMERICA-ISRAEL CULTURAL FOUNDATION. Established in
1939 by the American Jewish philanthropist Edward A. Norman, the
American Fund for Palestine Institutions changed its name to the Amer-
ica-Israel Cultural Foundation in 1957. It provides grants to Israeli cul-
tural and educational institutions, scholarships to young musicians and
artists, and fellowships to teachers and professionals in the arts. 

AMERICAN COUNCIL FOR JUDAISM. Worried by the growing
popularity of Zionism in the American Jewish community in general
and within the Reform rabbinate in particular, several dozen Reform
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rabbis and lay leaders established the American Council for Judaism
in 1942. Through lectures, publications, and contacts with govern-
ment officials, the council sought to persuade American Jewry and
the United States government to oppose Zionism. Although its mem-
bership remained small, the council enjoyed a notoriety out of pro-
portion to its numbers because of its close relationship with State De-
partment officials and the prominent coverage it received in certain
media outlets, particularly the New York Times. The council’s activi-
ties were strongly criticized by mainstream Jewish organizations. The
council’s primary argument, that the citizenship or legal status of
American Jews would be endangered by the creation of a Jewish
state, proved unfounded, and the organization faded into obscurity
soon after Israel was established. 

AMERICAN ECONOMIC COMMITTEE FOR PALESTINE.
Robert Szold and Israel Brodie, longtime associates of American
Zionist leader Louis Brandeis, established the American Economic
Committee for Palestine in 1932 to aid the country’s economic de-
velopment. The committee was their response to the Passfield White
Paper, a British policy statement challenging future Jewish immi-
gration to Palestine on the grounds that the country lacked the room
and resources to absorb large numbers of newcomers. The American
Economic Committee provided potential immigrants and investors
with detailed information on the country’s economy, job market, in-
dustrial needs, and the like. The committee’s reports played an im-
portant role in the establishment of many factories in Palestine dur-
ing the 1930s. Later, the committee focused on assembling technical
data to help farmers and manufacturers improve the production and
marketing of their goods. After the creation of Israel, the American
Economic Committee became a part of the Jewish Agency’s Eco-
nomic Department in New York. The committee was formally dis-
banded in 1954. 

AMERICAN EMERGENCY COMMITTEE FOR ZIONIST AF-
FAIRS. See AMERICAN ZIONIST EMERGENCY COUNCIL.

AMERICAN ISRAEL PUBLIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE
(AIPAC). Known as the American Zionist Public Affairs Committee
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when it was created in 1954, the American Israel Public Affairs Com-
mittee is the largest registered pro-Israel lobbying organization in
Washington. It has played a crucial role in securing U.S. aid for Is-
rael and encouraging the passage of pro-Israel legislation. Although
AIPAC is prohibited from contributing directly to political candidates
because of its status as a registered lobby, its reputation as the pri-
mary voice for American Jewry on Israel affairs has earned it signif-
icant clout in Washington. 

AIPAC’s annual guidebook, Myths & Facts, was long considered
the bible of pro-Israel activists. Although Myths & Facts was discon-
tinued in 1992, AIPAC’s biweekly newsletter, Near East Report, re-
mains an important source of Israel-related information for public of-
ficials and the Jewish community alike. 

AMERICAN JEWISH COMMITTEE (AJCOMMITTEE). The
American Jewish Committee was established in 1906 for the purpose
of defending the rights of Jews around the world through diplomatic
intercession and education. Its founders, primarily wealthy American
Jews of German descent, frowned upon Zionist ideology and the idea
of a Jewish state, but many of them sympathized with the notion of
Palestine as a haven for Jewish refugees. They expressed “profound
appreciation” for the 1917 Balfour Declaration on the grounds that
“there are Jews everywhere who, moved by traditional sentiment,
yearn for a home in the Holy Land for the Jewish people.” American
Jewish Committee president Louis Marshall successfully negotiated
with World Zionist Organization president Chaim Weizmann for
the creation, in 1929, of the enlarged Jewish Agency for Palestine,
bringing into its fold a large contingent of non-Zionists. Marshall
himself was named chairman of the agency’s American wing and was
succeeded, after his death in late 1929, by fellow AJCommittee
leader and non-Zionist Felix Warburg. The AJCommittee opposed
the 1937 Peel Commission plan for partitioning Palestine, since it
would have included the establishment of a sovereign Jewish state.
At the same time, the committee consistently opposed British restric-
tions on Jewish immigration to Palestine during the 1930s and 1940s.
A series of conciliation meetings between AJCommittee leaders and
David Ben-Gurion in Connecticut during 1941–1942 ended
unsuccessfully because of opposition both from Zionists who would
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not permit Ben-Gurion to compromise on the goal of Jewish state-
hood and from those elements within the AJCommittee who opposed
cooperation with the Zionist movement. Joseph Proskauer, an
avowed anti-Zionist who became president of the AJCommittee in
early 1943, strove to put further distance between the organization
and Zionism. The AJCommittee participated briefly in the August
1943 American Jewish Conference, but withdrew after the confer-
ence endorsed the goal of a Jewish commonwealth in Palestine. 

In the wake of the Holocaust, the AJCommittee gradually em-
braced the idea of creating a Jewish state in Palestine, and it endorsed
the 1947 United Nations partition plan. After the establishment of Is-
rael, AJCommittee leaders tangled with Prime Minister Ben-Gurion
over his remarks urging American Jews to immigrate to the Jewish
state. In 1950 and again in 1961, protests by AJCommittee president
Jacob Blaustein persuaded Ben-Gurion to issue public statements af-
firming American Jewry’s exclusive loyalty to the United States and
backtracking on his suggestions that U.S. Jews had a religious obli-
gation to immigrate to Israel. 

While differing on occasion from specific Israeli policies, the AJ-
Committee today is supportive of Israel, issues pro-Israel publica-
tions, organizes visits to Israel by American academics, and main-
tains a liaison office in Jerusalem, in addition to its primary activities,
which focus on international Jewish concerns and interfaith relations. 

AMERICAN JEWISH CONFERENCE (AJCONFERENCE). In an
effort to achieve American Jewish unity in dealing with matters of
pressing concern, in January 1943 B’nai B’rith president Henry
Monsky organized a meeting of representatives of major Jewish or-
ganizations in Pittsburgh. While remaining noncommittal on the fu-
ture of Palestine and other issues, the meeting’s attendees resolved to
organize a national, democratically elected American Jewish Assem-
bly, later that year, to consider problems facing world Jewry. The
American Jewish Committee objected to the term “Assembly,”
fearing it emphasized Jewish separateness and worried that votes
taken by an “Assembly” would be binding on all its participants. In
deference to the committee’s concerns, the organizers agreed to
change the name of the gathering to the American Jewish Conference
and guaranteed the right of participants to dissent from the conference’s
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decisions. Local elections in various Jewish communities were
planned for June, and August 29 was selected as the date for the con-
vening of the AJConference in New York City. All Jewish organiza-
tions were permitted to take part in the elections, except for the Re-
visionist Zionists and two Jewish Communist groups. 

More than 80 percent of the delegates elected or appointed to the
conference represented Zionist organizations or their allies, and pas-
sage of a strong Palestine resolution seemed certain. But one faction
of prominent Zionists, led by Stephen Wise, sought to soften the
conference’s stand on Jewish statehood, in the hope of assuaging
concerns expressed by State Department officials and the American
Jewish Committee. The Wise faction sought to broker a deal by
which the Palestine resolution would make no reference to a Jewish
state or commonwealth, in exchange for the support of the AJCom-
mittee and other non-Zionists for language favoring unlimited Jewish
immigration to Palestine. But a groundswell of pressure from the del-
egates, coupled with a fiery speech by Dr. Abba Hillel Silver, re-
sulted in the passage of a strongly pro-Zionist resolution by a margin
of 497 to 4, with only the 3 AJCommittee delegates and 1 other op-
posing. Two months later, the AJCommittee formally withdrew from
the conference. 

During the Zionist lobbying efforts in Washington in the years that
followed, the AJConference’s Palestine resolution was frequently
cited as evidence that virtually all of American Jewry endorsed the
Zionist platform. The AJConference itself, however, played only a
minor role in organized Zionist activity, and it never evolved into a
significant force in the Jewish community. Some of the conference’s
member-organizations favored turning the conference into a perma-
nent body to act as the voice for American Jewry. But internal rival-
ries, and a feeling among most of the groups that with the creation of
Israel the conference had outlived its usefulness, resulted in the deci-
sion in early 1949 to dissolve the organization. 

AMERICAN JEWISH CONGRESS (AJCONGRESS). Jewish ac-
tivists, many of them Zionists, convened the first American Jewish
Congress in 1918, as a democratically elected, grassroots alternative
to the established Jewish organizations. The 400 delegates, most of
them chosen by more than 300,000 voters in Jewish communities
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around the United States, endorsed the Balfour Declaration and re-
solved to send representatives to take part in the Paris peace confer-
ence and to press for Jewish rights in postwar Eastern Europe. Orga-
nized as a permanent body in 1922, the AJCongress addressed a
broad range of Jewish concerns, domestic and international, and
spearheaded the boycott of German goods during the 1930s. It also
played a prominent role in Zionist educational and lobbying activity,
and its presidents frequently served simultaneously in the leadership
of the American Zionist movement. 

Focusing increasingly on domestic issues in recent decades, the
AJCongress has become particularly well known for its legal action
on behalf of church–state separation and consequently regards itself
as “the Attorney General for the Jewish community.” The AJ-
Congress also played a prominent role in the fight against the Arab
boycott of Israel during the 1970s and 1980s and sponsors an exten-
sive travel program to Israel and other countries. 

AMERICAN JEWISH JOINT DISTRIBUTION COMMITTEE
(JDC). In an effort to aid European and Palestinian Jews suffering
from the ravages of World War I, American-Jewish philanthropists
brought together several disparate U.S. Jewish relief groups in
1914–1915 to form the unified Joint Distribution Committee. Post-
war travails and anti-Semitic persecution in Eastern Europe con-
vinced the JDC to continue its activities even after the initial war cri-
sis had passed. Although the JDC’s leadership and major donors were
primarily American Jews of German origin who were less than
enthusiastic about the Zionist goal of Jewish statehood, they favored
developing Palestine as a haven for Jewish refugees and provided
considerable aid to the yishuv during the interwar period. Much to
the dismay of the Zionist movement, the JDC also took a strong in-
terest in the settlement of Russian Jews in Soviet-sponsored ag-
ricultural colonies in the Crimea region of the Union of Soviet So-
cialist Republics, beginning in the 1920s. Later, however, the Soviet
authorities changed their minds, abandoned the scheme, and forced
the JDC’s Agro-Joint agency to leave the country in 1938. Tensions
between the Zionist leadership and the JDC over its aid to Jews set-
tling outside of Palestine persisted during the 1930s. The persecution
of Jews in Nazi Germany, however, galvanized the JDC and its chief
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fundraising rival, the United Palestine Appeal, to join forces in 1939
and raise funds together as the United Jewish Appeal, although dis-
putes over the division of the funds persisted. During the Holocaust,
the JDC provided funds for a variety of rescue and relief activities in
Europe, although its efforts were sometimes hampered by Allied op-
position to sending money into Nazi-occupied territories. The JDC
also helped organize and finance the mass Jewish immigration to Is-
rael from Arab countries during 1948–1950. The JDC continues to
function today as the primary overseas relief agency of American
Jewry, providing aid to immigrants and the underprivileged in Israel,
as well as to needy Jews around the world. 

AMERICAN JEWISH LEAGUE FOR ISRAEL. Members of the
Zionist Organization of America (ZOA) who opposed its affiliation
with the General Zionist Party in Israel broke away from the ZOA
to establish the American Jewish League for Israel in 1957. Several
prominent Zionist figures were among its founders, including veteran
ZOA leaders Louis Lipsky, Isidore Breslau, and Louis Levinthal, but
the league never attracted significant membership, and its current ac-
tivities are limited to occasional meetings and a small newsletter. 

AMERICAN PALESTINE COMMITTEE. Emanuel Neumann, an
American member of the World Zionist Executive, established the
American Palestine Committee in 1932 as a vehicle for attracting
prominent non-Jews to support the Zionist cause. Although the com-
mittee was quickly endorsed by a number of leading public figures
and its inaugural dinner was a singular success, its potential was left
unrealized when Neumann relocated to Palestine later that year. Af-
ter Neumann returned to the United States and became director of
public relations for the Emergency Committee for Zionist Affairs
in 1941, he revived the American Palestine Committee. During the
ensuing five years, the committee attracted to its ranks thousands of
national and state officials, prominent intellectuals, and other public
figures. The committee’s work played a crucial role in the effort to
win American public support for Zionism. In 1946 the American
Palestine Committee merged with the Christian Council on Palestine,
an organization of pro-Zionist Christian clergy, intensifying its pub-
lic information efforts as the American Christian Palestine Commit-
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tee. After the establishment of Israel, the committee continued to
spread its message through radio broadcasts, sermons, and its publi-
cation Land Reborn. The committee disbanded in 1961. See also
CHRISTIAN ZIONISM. 

AMERICAN ZION COMMONWEALTH (AZC). Bernard Rosen-
blatt, a leader of the Federation of American Zionists, established
the American Zion Commonwealth in 1914 for the purpose of ac-
quiring plots of land for settlement in Palestine. Unlike its predeces-
sor, Achooza, the AZC did not require its members to personally re-
locate to Eretz Israel but instead focused on purchasing land for
European Jews to develop. The 30,000-plus acres of real estate the
AZC purchased during 1914–1931 included the land on which the
towns of Balfouriya (1919), Herzliya (1924), and Afula (1925) were
established. During the late 1920s, financial difficulties experienced
by the group’s Polish-Jewish investors led to the demise of the AZC.
Most of its assets were purchased by the Keren Hayesod, and the
AZC disbanded in 1931–1932. 

AMERICAN ZIONIST COUNCIL. See AMERICAN ZIONIST
EMERGENCY COUNCIL. 

AMERICAN ZIONIST EMERGENCY COUNCIL (AZEC). On the
eve of World War II, the World Zionist Organization established
the Emergency Committee for Zionist Affairs (ECZA) in the United
States, expecting it to assume Zionist functions in the event of war-
related restrictions or hardships on the Zionist centers in London and
Jerusalem. Officially, the ECZA was an umbrella group for U.S.
Zionist organizations, but in practice the Zionist Organization of
America, by far the largest and most influential of American Zionist
groups, dominated the new agency. The ECZA was slow to get off the
ground, due to financial difficulties, intraorganizational rivalries, and
the reluctance of many U.S. Zionist leaders to criticize Great Britain
while the British were fighting Hitler. A turning point came with the
hiring of the activist-oriented Emanuel Neumann as director of the
ECZA’s new Department of Public Relations and Political Action in
early 1941. As part of the ECZA’s campaign to win over American
public opinion to the Zionist cause, Neumann organized two effective
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Christian Zionist groups, the American Palestine Committee for
laymen and the Christian Council on Palestine for clergy. In May
1942, the ECZA convened the Biltmore Conference, which brought
together six hundred Zionist delegates from around the country to
call for the establishment of a Jewish commonwealth. 

Tensions steadily mounted within the ECZA leadership between
conservatives such as ECZA chairman Stephen Wise, who opposed
confrontations with the Roosevelt administration over its Palestine
policy, and activists such as Neumann who favored more forthright
tactics. Neumann’s resignation in late 1942, coupled with grassroots
pressure for more activism, convinced Chaim Weizmann to make
the dynamic Abba Hillel Silver cochair alongside Wise. The ECZA,
which had added the word “American” to its name after the bombing
of Pearl Harbor in order to emphasize the organization’s patriotism,
now shortened its name to the American Zionist Emergency Council,
undertook to raise a substantially larger budget, and hired a staff of
lobbyists, publicists, and organizers to develop a national network of
Zionist activists. In contrast with Wise, who was a Roosevelt loyal-
ist, Silver lobbied Republicans as well as Democrats and sought to
use congressional action as a means of pressuring Franklin D. Roo-
sevelt toward a more pro-Zionist stance. 

The hostility between Silver and Wise reached a boiling point at
the end of 1944, with Silver resigning from the AZEC over Wise’s
opposition to a pro-Zionist congressional resolution. By the spring of
1945, however, a groundswell of grassroots Jewish pressure, galva-
nized by revelations of the full extent of the Holocaust, swept Silver
back into power, this time as the AZEC’s sole leader. Silver’s re-
newed national campaign of rallies, lobbying, and political pressure
during 1945–1948 helped win congressional and public sympathy for
the Zionist cause, blunted the State Department’s attempts to turn
President Harry S. Truman against Zionism, and added to the inter-
national pressure on Britain to pull out of Palestine. 

With the establishment of Israel, the AZEC’s primary task was
complete. Dropping the word “Emergency” from its name, the AZC
continued functioning as a coalition of leading U.S. Zionist groups
engaged in pro-Israel information efforts. After the establishment of
the American Israel Public Affairs Committee (1954) and the
Conference of Presidents of Major American Jewish Organiza-
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tions (1955), the AZC’s influence and level of activity steadily
waned. It was eventually revived and reorganized in 1970 as the
American Zionist Federation. 

AMERICAN ZIONIST FEDERATION. See AMERICAN ZIONIST
MOVEMENT. 

AMERICAN ZIONIST MEDICAL UNIT (AZMU). Hadassah, the
American women’s Zionist movement, organized the American
Zionist Medical Unit in 1916 to aid the Palestine Jewish community,
which had been ravaged by cholera and typhus epidemics and a
shortage of medical facilities. Hadassah’s leaders saw the unit as “an
embryonic Department of Health” for Palestine Jewry. Delayed by
Turkish opposition, the AZMU finally reached Palestine in August
1918 after the British conquest. The forty-five doctors, nurses, social
workers, and administrators set up clinics or hospitals in Haifa,
Safed, Tiberias, Jaffa, Tel Aviv, and Jerusalem; sent health inspectors
to schools and orphanages; ran a rural medical service for outlying
communities; provided medical attention to newly arriving immi-
grants; established schools for training nurses in Jerusalem and
Safed; and played a key role in early anti-malaria efforts. In 1921, the
AZMU was renamed the Hadassah Medical Organization (HMO).
Asserting itself as a permanent part of the yishuv rather than a
wartime emergency project, the postwar HMO expanded the scope of
its activities, establishing infant welfare stations in various cities,
building the Straus Health Centers in Tel Aviv and Jerusalem, and
setting up the first milk-pasteurization plant in Palestine. The HMO’s
crowning achievement, the Hadassah hospital and medical school on
Mount Scopus, affiliated with Hebrew University, opened in 1939. 

AMERICAN ZIONIST MOVEMENT (AZM). Implementing the
decision of the 27th World Zionist Congress (1968) to establish
Zionist Federations in every country, the American Zionist Council
was reorganized in 1970 as the American Zionist Federation (AZF),
to serve as the umbrella group for major U.S. Zionist organizations.
The AZF began with 11 member-organizations and expanded to 16
by the 1990s. It provides Israel-related speakers, programming, and
informational material to local Zionist groups. In 1993, the AZF
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changed its name to the American Zionist Movement and began so-
liciting individual memberships in addition to organizational mem-
berships. Some of its Orthodox and nationalist member-organizations
withdrew in 1994–1995 in disputes over the AZM’s positions on re-
ligious pluralism and the Oslo process, but most of them subse-
quently rejoined.

AMERICANS FOR PROGRESSIVE ISRAEL (API). Established in
1952 to serve as the American wing of Israel’s Mapam party, Ameri-
cans for Progressive Israel promotes the principles of Socialist Zion-
ism. API publishes a quarterly magazine, Israel Horizons; sponsors
U.S. speaking tours for Israeli Mapam representatives and kibbutz
movement officials; and maintains small local chapters in various
cities. See also GORDONIA; HACHSHARA; HALUTZ; HAPOEL
HATZAIR; HEHALUTZ; HISTADRUT; KIBBUTZ. 

AMIT. Originally known as American Mizrachi Women, Amit was
established in 1925 as the U.S. women’s division of the Religious
Zionist movement. Its 425 chapters in the United States and Israel
comprise a membership in excess of 80,000. Beginning with its spon-
sorship of the Beit Tzei’rot High School in Jerusalem in 1933, Amit
has focused on educational projects in Israel and today oversees an
array of religious vocational high schools, youth villages, community
centers, and children’s homes. In 1981, Amit was designated as the
Israeli Education Ministry’s authority for religious secondary tech-
nological education. See also MIZRACHI. 

ANGLO-AMERICAN COMMITTEE OF INQUIRY (AACI). The
British and American governments announced the creation of the An-
glo-American Committee of Inquiry in November 1945, for the pur-
pose of examining the Palestine problem and the demand by Holo-
caust survivors in European Displaced Persons (DP) camps to be
permitted to immigrate to Palestine. The committee was cochaired by
an American, Judge Joseph C. Hutcheson, and an Englishman, Sir
John Singleton. The other American members were James G. Mc-
Donald, the former League of Nations high commissioner for
refugees; Boston Herald editor Frank Buxton; attorney Bartley C.
Crum; veteran diplomat William Phillips; and Dr. Frank Aydelotte,
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director of Princeton’s Institute for Advanced Study. The other
British representatives were members of Parliament Richard H. S.
Crossman, Major Reginald Manningham-Buller, and Lord Robert
Morrison; economist Wilfrid Crick; and labor mediator Sir Frederick
Leggett. The AACI held hearings in Washington in January 1946, at
which a variety of Jewish and Arab witnesses gave testimony. The
committee then traveled to Europe for further hearings and meetings
in London, Warsaw, and several of the DP camps. The AACI dele-
gates continued their work in the Middle East, visiting Palestine as
well as Egypt, Syria, Jordan, Lebanon, Saudi Arabia, and Iraq. The
AACI’s final report, issued in April 1946, recommended temporary
continuation of the British mandate in Palestine, followed by a
United Nations trusteeship over the country, with no Jewish or Arab
state to be established; canceling the restrictions imposed by the
British in 1940 on Jewish land purchases in Palestine; and the imme-
diate granting of permits to 100,000 DPs to enter Palestine. While un-
happy with the trusteeship proposal, Zionist organizations hailed the
AACI’s recommendations concerning immigration and land pur-
chases, as did President Harry S Truman. The Arabs and the British,
however, rejected the AACI’s proposals. Although the AACI’s plan
was never implemented, the attention that was focused on the pro-
posal for 100,000 immigrants helped intensify the growing interna-
tional criticism of British policy in Palestine. 

ANTI-ZIONISM. The Zionist movement has always encountered op-
position from a wide range of critics, Jews as well as non-Jews.

Prior to the establishment of Israel, many assimilated Jews in the
United States and Western Europe opposed Zionism because they
feared it would undermine their status by raising questions about
their national loyalty. During the 1920s and 1930s, however, some
Jewish anti-Zionists shifted to non-Zionism, which meant favoring
Palestine as a refugee for the oppressed while continuing to oppose
Jewish political sovereignty. After the establishment of Israel, these
non-Zionists and even most anti-Zionists felt reasonably comfortable
with the Jewish state.

Jewish Communists, who were particularly numerous in Eastern
Europe, regarded Zionism as contradicting the Marxist ideal of a
world without national distinctions. Some were so extreme that they
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even justified Arab violence against the Jews in Palestine in the
1920s–1930s. But when the Soviet Union briefly adopted a more
friendly stance toward Zionism after World War II, most Jewish
Communists abandoned anti-Zionism.

From the late 1800s until 1948, Jewsh religious denominations
were deeply divided over Zionism.

Reform Judaism initially viewed Zionism as an unacceptable de-
viation from its universalist vision of Jews becoming an integral part
of their native countries, serving as an ethical “light unto the nations”
from within those nations. The small Zionist minority within the Re-
form movement grew as a result of the Balfour Declaration, the im-
pressive Jewish development of Eretz Israel, and the intensified per-
secution of Jews in Europe. The Reform movement gradually shifted
to embrace non-Zionism in the 1930s, and by the mid-1940s en-
dorsed Zionism. Diehard anti-Zionists in the Reform movement re-
sponded by establishing, in 1942, the American Council for Ju-
daism, an organization for the purpose of opposing Zionism. It faded
into obscurity after Israel was born.

Many Orthodox rabbis opposed Zionism, especially in the late
1800s and early 1900s. Their position was based on traditional as-
sumptions that the rebirth of the ancient Jewish state would be di-
vinely ordained and spearheaded by the Messiah. The fact that the
Zionist movement was dominated by secularists reinforced rabbini-
cal skepticism toward Zionism. After 1948, most of the haredi (ultra-
Orthodox) segment of Orthodox Jewry remained unsympathetic to
Zionism as an ideology, while reconciling itself to the existence of
the State of Israel as a reality. Among Orthodox Jews today, only the
Satmar Hasidim, and the Neturei Karta group that grew largely from
its ranks, remain anti-Zionist.

During the British mandate period, a handful of radical Jewish in-
tellectuals in Palestine, popularly known as Canaanites, espoused
what was essentially an anti-Zionist position. Instead of a sovereign
Jewish state, they favored creation of a secular entity based on a “He-
brew” national identity that would encompass both Jews and Arabs.
Their influence was negligible. In recent years, a small number of Is-
raeli intellectuals, calling themselves “post-Zionists,” have taken up
the mantle of anti-Zionism. They propose the transformation of Israel
into a Jewish-Arab state with no overtly Jewish characteristics. They
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have received considerable media attention and triggered lively pub-
lic debates, but whether they will ultimately influence Israeli society
or government policy remains to be seen.

Among non-Jews, the most forceful and organized source of anti-
Zionism has always been the Arab and Muslim world. Beginning in
1920, the Palestinian Arabs, with support from neighboring Arab
rulers, employed violence against the yishuv in a concerted attempt
to crush the Zionist enterprise. The violence continued throughout
the 1930s, ultimately achieving one of the primary aims of anti-Zion-
ism: the near-total stoppage of Jewish immigration to Palestine in the
1940s. After Israel’s creation, Palestinian Arab opposition crystal-
lized in the formation of terrorist groups that have waged war against
the Jewish state to this day and attacked Jewish and Zionist targets
abroad, as well.

At the same time, the Palestinian Authority and Arab and Muslim
regimes have waged a relentless ideological campaign against Zion-
ism, educating the Arab masses to regard Zionism as the root of the
region’s social and economic problems. Arab anti-Zionism is often
mixed with crude anti-Semitism.

Until its collapse in 1990, the Soviet Union (USSR) was one of the
world’s most active purveyors of anti-Zionism. After initially sup-
porting the creation of Israel, the USSR turned hostile in the 1950s,
viewing the Jewish state as a tool of Western imperialism. Zionist ac-
tivity among Russia’s Jews was grounds for arrest, and Soviet prop-
aganda depicted Zionism as racist, fascist, and colonialist. The Krem-
lin’s attacks on Zionism were often laced with classic anti-Jewish
stereotypes. Other Communist regimes, such as Cuba and China,
have espoused a similar, if somewhat less obsessive, antipathy to-
ward Zionism. The domination of the United Nations by the Soviets
and their Third World allies made possible the passage of the 1975
UN resolution equating Zionism with racism.

In the West, anti-Zionism among non-Jews has been confined to a
relatively small number of intellectuals of various political and reli-
gious persuasions, including those who support the Arab cause for
personal or political reasons; Christians who are religiously opposed
to Jewish control of the Holy Land; those on the radical left who view
Israel as an extension of Western capitalism or imperialism; and lib-
erals in the West who view Zionism as inherently undemocratic, or
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who regard the dissolution of the Jewish state as necessary to achieve
Middle East peace.

ARLOSOROFF AFFAIR. Haim Arlosoroff (1899–1933), a senior La-
bor Zionist official, was shot and mortally wounded while strolling
with his wife on the Tel Aviv beach on the evening of June 16, 1933.
Just two days earlier, Arlosoroff had returned from negotiations with
Nazi German officials over the Ha’avara agreement to facilitate the
transfer of German-Jewish assets to Palestine by using them to pur-
chase German goods. The agreement had been vigorously denounced
by the Revisionist Zionists as a violation of the international Jewish
boycott of Germany, prompting some Labor Zionist leaders to pub-
licly claim that Arlosoroff must have been the victim of a Revision-
ist assassin. 

Despite Arlosoroff’s own statement, as he was dying, that his
assailants were not Jews, and despite his widow’s initial statements
to the police that the attackers were Arabs, the British police arrested
Revisionist activists Avraham Stavsky and Zvi Rosenblatt as suspects
in the assassination. In a police line-up arranged under questionable
circumstances, Arlosoroff’s widow, Sima, identified Rosenblatt as
the killer and Stavsky as the accomplice who had shone a flashlight
on her husband just before he was shot. Abba Ahimeir, leader of a
militant Revisionist faction and a particularly vehement critic of Ar-
losoroff, was indicted on the charge of inciting the murder. The Re-
visionists claimed that Labor officials, hoping to undercut their polit-
ical rivals, had prevailed upon Mrs. Arlosoroff to identify
Revisionists as the killers. 

The arrests ignited a bitter and sometimes violent campaign by La-
bor Zionists against the Revisionists in Palestine and in Europe. La-
bor newspapers declared the suspects guilty even before their trials,
and the Revisionist movement as a whole was accused of having in-
spired the murder. The controversy affected the outcome of the 1933
elections to the World Zionist Congress, with Labor’s share of the
vote increasing to 44 percent from its previous 29 percent, while the
Revisionists dropped from 21 percent to 14 percent. 

Before the trials got underway, Abdul Majid, a Palestinian Arab in
jail on a different murder charge, confessed to killing Arlosoroff. As-
pects of Majid’s statement to the police and evidence found in his
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home seemed to substantiate the confession. Majid soon recanted,
however, and the trials of the Revisionist suspects proceeded. 

During the trials, medical evidence and testimony by a number of
police officers cast doubt on some of Mrs. Arlosoroff’s statements,
and on the witness stand she was caught in contradictions on more
than one occasion. Despite Mrs. Arlosoroff’s identification of Rosen-
blatt, he was proved to have been in a different part of the city at the
time of the murder. Both Rosenblatt and Ahimeir were acquitted, but
Stavsky was convicted and sentenced to death. Shortly after the con-
viction, Abdul Majid again confessed to the Arlosoroff murder, this
time to an attorney associated with Mrs. Arlosoroff, insisting that his
previous recantation had been false. The Supreme Court refused to
accept Majid’s confession but overturned Stavsky’s conviction on the
grounds that there was no evidence to corroborate Mrs. Arlosoroff’s
claims. Labor Zionist leaders refused to accept the acquittals and
continued to urge the excommunication of the Revisionists from
yishuv society. 

Years later, additional evidence emerged. In 1955, Yehuda Tan-
nenbaum, the police officer in charge of the initial investigation, re-
vealed that he had compiled a lengthy report concluding that Mrs. Ar-
losoroff and the prosecutors had fabricated evidence against the
defendants, but his superiors responded by dismissing him from the
case. In 1973 two Jewish members of the British police force, Yehuda
Arazi and Tuvia Arazi, stated that their investigation in 1933 had
identified two Arabs as the killers, but their report was ignored by
their superiors. 

An official Israeli government Commission of Inquiry, established
in 1982, reexamined the controversy. It concluded, in a report issued
in 1985, that there was no persuasive evidence against the Revision-
ist defendants, but that the identity of the actual culprits could not be
determined. 

ASEFAT HANIVCHARIM. Shortly after the British conquest of
Palestine in World War I, leaders of the yishuv began preparations for
the establishment of a democratically elected representative body of
Palestine Jewry. The first nationwide elections to the Asefat
Hanivcharim, or “Elected Assembly,” were held in April 1920, with
77 percent of eligible voters casting ballots. The principle of
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woman’s suffrage was upheld despite haredi (ultra-Orthodox) oppo-
sition, leading to the eventual secession of the haredi delegates from
the assembly, although other Orthodox delegates opted to remain.
Defining itself as “the autonomous national leadership of the Jews of
Palestine,” the Asefat Hanivcharim served as Palestine Jewry’s offi-
cial representative in dealings with the British ruling authorities, su-
pervised the yishuv’s annual budget, and helped oversee the commu-
nity’s religious, educational, and social welfare spheres. By
providing a forum for yishuv leaders to debate domestic and foreign
policy issues, the Asefat Hanivcharim helped lay the groundwork for
the future of Israeli parliamentary democracy. Elections to the Asefat
Hanivcharim were held again in 1925 and 1931. The Palestinian Arab
violence of 1936–1939, followed by the eruption of World War II, de-
layed the subsequent elections until 1944. The Labor Zionist bloc
won a plurality in each of the elections. The Revisionists, who com-
peted for the first time in the 1925 election and won about 7 percent
of the vote, increased their total to 21 percent in the 1931 election but
boycotted the 1944 contest. The Asefat Hanivcharim was abolished
in early 1949, following the establishment of the State of Israel. 

AVUKAH. Avukah (“torch” in Hebrew), a national network of Ameri-
can Zionist college students, was established in 1925. It sponsored
campus lectures and study groups on Jewish history, culture, and the
Hebrew language. Avukah’s leaders played a key role in the success-
ful 1929–1930 campaign to have Hebrew accepted as a language to
be studied in New York City public schools. In addition to promoting
cultural and educational activities on campuses, during the 1930s
Avukah established summer schools for training in Zionist organiz-
ing and ideology in New York and Michigan. It published a newslet-
ter, the Avukah Bulletin, as well as two editions of a Zionist anthol-
ogy, the Brandeis Avukah Annual. With the ascension of Zelig Harris
to the presidency of Avukah in 1934, the organization aligned itself
closely with the League for Labor Palestine and the Marxist-Zionist
youth movement Hashomer Hatzair. The increasing appearance in
Avukah literature of denunciations of “imperialist war” and Avukah’s
advocacy of what it called “a non-minority center for Jews in Pales-
tine,” rather than explicitly calling for the creation of a Jewish na-
tional home, aroused the ire of mainstream Zionist organizations. By
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1939, Avukah boasted 65 chapters and several thousand members.
Many of Avukah’s leaders and prominent members were drafted for
service in World War II, leading to the dissolution of the organization
by 1943. See also ZIONIST ORGANIZATION OF AMERICA. 

– B –

BACHAD. The Brit Halutzim Dati’im (“Union of Religious Pio-
neers”), known by its acronym Bachad, trained young Orthodox Jews
in Hungary and Czechoslovakia in the 1930s for a future of Religious
Zionist pioneering in Palestine. Additional training centers were later
established in Italy, Denmark, France, and the Netherlands. Bachad’s
activity in Germany was initially tolerated by the Nazi authorities be-
cause it helped facilitate the emigration of German Jews. After the
November 1938 Kristallnacht pogrom, thousands of Bachad activists
relocated to Great Britain, where 14 training farms were established.
Jewish refugees from other European countries were also brought to
the Bachad centers in Britain. Numerous Bachad activists settled in
religious kibbutzim in Eretz Israel, and a Bachad group was respon-
sible for the establishment of Lavi, a religious kibbutz near Tiberias,
in 1949. See also MIZRACHI; RELIGIOUS ZIONISM. 

BALFOUR DECLARATION. On November 2, 1917, the British for-
eign minister, Arthur James Balfour, sent a note to Baron Lionel Wal-
ter Rothschild, in which he conveyed the following declaration of
sympathy with Zionism: 

I have much pleasure in conveying to you on behalf of His Majesty’s
Government the following declaration of our sympathy with Jewish Zi-
onist aspirations which has been submitted to, and approved by, the
Cabinet. 

His Majesty’s Government view with favour the establishment in
Palestine of a National Home for the Jewish people, and will use their
best endeavours to facilitate the achievement of this object, it being
clearly understood that nothing shall be done which may prejudice the
civil and religious rights of existing non-Jewish communities in Pales-
tine, or the rights and political status enjoyed by Jews in any other
country.
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I should be grateful if you would bring this declaration to the knowl-
edge of the Zionist Federation.

The sources of the government’s action lay in its attempt to win the
support of Russian Jews to prevent the use of Russian resources by
Germany, with whom the Allies were at war. It was also believed that
the declaration would muster the support of large numbers of Amer-
ican Jews who heretofore had not been staunch supporters of the Al-
lied effort. In addition, the British were aware of rumors that Ger-
many might seek the support of the Zionist movement by issuing a
pro-Zionist declaration. 

In 1922 the declaration was incorporated in the British mandate on
Palestine by the League of Nations. The precise meaning of the
phrase “the establishment in Palestine of a national home for the Jew-
ish people” became the source of controversy among Jews with dif-
fering conceptions of Zionism, as well as among non-Jews. The
clause “that nothing shall be done which may prejudice the civil and
religious rights of existing non-Jewish communities in Palestine, or
the rights and political status enjoyed by Jews in any other country”
also gave rise to a series of debates that have not yet been fully re-
solved. 

The Arabs viewed the Balfour Declaration as an act of perfidy,
especially because they had cooperated with Great Britain in the
struggle against Ottoman rule in the Middle East during World War I.
They claimed that the British had promised to assist in the establish-
ment of a united Arab country spanning from the Persian Gulf to the
Red Sea. 

Increased pressure from the Arabs and their allies contributed to
the British White Paper of May 1939, which in effect terminated
Great Britain’s commitment to Zionism and reversed the policy set
forth by the Balfour Declaration 22 years earlier. 

BAR GIORA. See HASHOMER. 

BAR-ILAN (BERLIN), MEIR (1880–1949). Religious Zionist leader
Meir Bar-Ilan was born Meir Berlin in Volozhin, Russia, and began
his studies with his father, Rabbi Naphtali Zvi Judah Berlin (“Net-
ziv”), who was a world-renowned rabbinic scholar. His father died
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when Meir was 14 years old, and Meir then went on to study in the
prominent yeshivot of Telshe, Brisk, and Novharudok. He was al-
ready taken with Religious Zionism in Novharudok, and his first
public activity on its behalf was a lecture he gave to a local Zionist
group. After that, Meir became increasingly dedicated to the propa-
gation of religious nationalism. He was a delegate for the Mizrachi
movement at the Seventh Zionist Congress in 1905 and was one of
the minority who voted against the Uganda Plan. Shortly thereafter,
he became one of the central leaders of the Mizrachi Council. Bar-
Ilan was appointed secretary of the world movement and when, in
1911, Mizrachi headquarters moved from Hamburg (Altona) to Ber-
lin, he moved as well. Despite his staunch opposition to the adoption
by the 10th Zionist Congress of secular “cultural activity” by the
World Zionist Organization, he refused to even consider Mizrachi’s
secession from the organization. While in Berlin, he also founded and
edited a Religious Zionist weekly, Ha-Ivri (“The Hebrew”). In 1913,
Bar-Ilan was invited to the United States to help establish the Amer-
ican Mizrachi movement, and he came for a six-month speaking tour
that was highly successful. In addition to his own powerful elocution
skills, the fact that he was the son of a widely revered scholar gained
Bar-Ilan and his ideas broad acceptance. His visit convinced him of
America’s future as a center for Jews, and he began to make plans for
his own move there, which were realized in 1915. In the United
States, Bar-Ilan reestablished the weekly Ha-Ivri; served as president
of the American branch of Mizrachi; played active roles in a variety
of Orthodox spheres, including the formation of the philanthropic or-
ganization Ezrat Torah; and in 1925 was named to the board of direc-
tors of the Jewish National Fund. Aliya had long been a dream for
Bar-Ilan and in 1926 he settled in Jerusalem, where he was appointed
to head the World Mizrachi center. 

Three years later, he was named to the Zionist Executive, and he
served until 1931. Bar-Ilan was a consistent and uncompromising
Zionist nationalist who adamantly opposed any partition of Eretz Is-
rael. He believed that it would be a historical error and tragedy if the
Zionist Organization voluntarily agreed to partition, and when in
1937 the Peel Commission proposed partition, he developed a com-
prehensive strategy of civil rebellion against the mandatory powers. 
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Bar-Ilan lived in Eretz Israel throughout the war years, and he ac-
tively participated in Zionist policy deliberations and in the prepara-
tions for the impending struggle for the State of Israel. He also trav-
eled to the United States in 1943 to lobby congressmen and American
Jewish leaders to take a more activist approach to rescuing Jews from
the Holocaust. In 1944, Bar-Ilan’s activity became drastically limited
when he took ill, and he never fully recovered. 

BASLE PROGRAM. Meeting in Basle, Switzerland, in August 1897,
the First Zionist Congress adopted the principles that came to be
known as the Basle Program. The program, drafted by Max Nordau,
the Hungarian-born physician and Zionist author, defined the aim of
Zionism as “to secure for the Jewish people in Palestine a publicly
recognized, legally secured homeland.” An earlier version of the
wording, using the phrase “secured by international law,” was re-
jected by the congress on grounds that it might be regarded by Turkey
as an infringement upon its sovereignty in Palestine. The vaguer
phrase “publicly recognized, legally secured” was adopted instead.
The remainder of the Basle Program specified some of the means for
attaining a Jewish homeland in Palestine: promoting the settlement in
Palestine of “Jewish agriculturists, artisans, and tradesmen”; organiz-
ing world Jewry on behalf of the Palestine project; strengthening
“Jewish national sentiment and national consciousness”; and “secur-
ing the consent of the various governments” for the creation of a Jew-
ish home in Palestine. The Basle Program remained the guiding plat-
form of the Zionist movement until after the establishment of the
State of Israel, when the 23rd Zionist Congress, meeting in Jerusalem
in August 1951, adopted the Jerusalem Program in its place. 

BEGIN, MENACHEM (1913–1992). Leader of the Irgun Zvai
Leumi (IZL) and later prime minister of Israel, Menachem Begin
was born and raised in Brest-Litovsk. He received a traditional Jew-
ish religious education and then graduated from the Warsaw Univer-
sity law school. He joined the Revisionist Zionist youth movement
Betar in 1929, rising to become leader of the Polish Betar in 1938.
Begin worked closely with Revisionist leader Ze’ev Jabotinsky dur-
ing Jabotinsky’s many visits to Eastern Europe during the 1930s. 
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Fleeing to Vilna in 1939 to escape the German occupation of War-
saw, Begin was arrested by the Soviets for his Zionist activity and
sentenced to eight years of hard labor in Siberia. In late 1941, how-
ever, Polish citizens were amnestied, and Begin was set free. He
joined the Russian-based Free Polish Army and accompanied it to
Palestine. There he went underground and linked up with the Irgun
Zvai Leumi. 

When the Irgun reorganized in 1943 and began making prepara-
tions to end its cease-fire against the British, Begin was chosen as its
new commander in chief. Under Begin’s leadership, the Irgun
launched its armed revolt against the British forces in Palestine in
early 1944. To elude the British police, Begin grew a beard and dis-
guised himself as “Israel Sassover,” an Orthodox Jew. From his se-
cluded Tel Aviv apartment, he personally directed the escalating Ir-
gun military campaign of 1945–1947 that helped drive the British out
of Palestine. 

When the Irgun found itself the target of Haganah kidnappings in
1944–1945, the period known as the “Season,” Begin insisted that the
IZL not retaliate, a policy that was later widely credited with prevent-
ing a devastating Jewish civil war. Begin himself was nearly killed
during the Haganah’s shelling of the arms ship Altalena in 1948, but
he again ordered his troops to refrain from a violent response. 

After the establishment of Israel, Begin founded and led the
nationalist Herut (Freedom) Party, which soon became the major op-
position party. He joined the national unity government, as a minis-
ter without portfolio, on the eve of the 1967 Six-Day War but left the
government in 1970 when it agreed to a U.S. proposal that would
have involved surrender of territories that Israel won in 1967. Herut
subsequently became the major component of the Likud bloc, which
won the 1977 Israeli elections, and Begin became prime minister. He
was re-elected in 1981. Among Begin’s most significant actions as
prime minister were the initiation of widespread Jewish settlement of
Judea, Samaria, and Gaza; the signing of a peace treaty with Egypt
(1979); the bombing of the Iraqi nuclear reactor (1981); and the war
against the Palestine Liberation Organization in Lebanon (1982). Af-
ter the death of his wife and because of his own failing health, Begin
resigned from office in 1983. 
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BEN-GURION (GRUEN), DAVID (1886–1973). Labor Zionist
leader and later prime minister of Israel, David Ben-Gurion was born
David Gruen in Plonsk, Poland. He was the sixth child in his family
and received a traditional Jewish and secular education. His father
was a Hebrew teacher and belonged to the Hibbat Zion movement. 

In 1900 David founded the Ezra Sofer organization, which was de-
voted to speaking Hebrew and to the spread of Hebrew culture
among young people. From 1904 to 1906, he was a teacher in War-
saw. At age 17, he joined Poalei Zion and was soon an activist and
recruiter for the movement. 

In 1906, at age 20, he immigrated to Eretz Israel, where he He-
braized his name to Ben-Gurion. Soon named to Poalei Zion’s central
committee, he was a delegate to the 11th Zionist Congress. Ben-Gu-
rion studied law in Istanbul, Turkey, in 1912. In 1915 he was expelled
from Palestine because of his Zionist activity and went to Egypt,
where he met Yosef Trumpeldor and learned of the Zion Mule Corps.
Ben-Gurion regarded the project as ineffective and even dangerous.
Later that year he went to the United States, where he helped found
the Zionist pioneering movement Hehalutz. During his stay in New
York, in 1917 Ben-Gurion met and married Paula Munweis, a nurse.
After the Balfour Declaration, he volunteered for the British Army’s
Jewish Battalion and then returned to Eretz Israel, where he became
increasingly active in Poalei Zion and participated in the founding
conference of Ahdut Ha’avoda, where he and his colleagues mapped
out a blueprint for the future development of Eretz Israel. 

Ben-Gurion was one of the founders of the Histadrut labor union
in 1920, and in 1921 he was elected its first secretary general, a po-
sition he held until 1935, when he was elected chairman of the Jew-
ish Agency. His strong personality—which some have characterized
as “domineering”—enabled Ben-Gurion to determine the character
of the Histadrut and to render it the dominant socioeconomic institu-
tion in Israel for many decades. When he took charge of the Jewish
Agency, he applied the same leadership skills there and made the
Jewish Agency into the most significant modern Jewish political in-
stitution. Ben-Gurion also was a key player in the unification of the
various wings of Labor Zionism into the Mapai party in 1930. Un-
der his leadership, Mapai was the dominant political party in the
yishuv, and later in Israel, until the 1970s. 
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As chairman of the People’s Executive, a position to which he rose
in March 1948, he proclaimed independence for the new State of Is-
rael on May 14, 1948, and became the new nation’s first prime min-
ister and minister of defense. He rapidly molded the sociopolitical
structure of the country with his emphasis on “statism” (mam-
lakhtiut), according to which all political functions that had previ-
ously been assigned to political parties were now the domain of the
state. Despite his strong socialist roots, he cast a definite pro-Western
character to Israel’s foreign policy. On the issue of Zionism, Ben-Gu-
rion bluntly declared that Zionism means aliya, immigration to Israel.
One can be pro-Israel from abroad but to be a Zionist, he averred, one
must actually be an Israeli. 

In 1953 Ben-Gurion resigned and moved to Kibbutz Sde Boker in
the Negev, ostensibly to set an example for Israel’s youth and to em-
phasize the significance of the Negev. However, as a result of the
Lavon affair, Ben-Gurion returned to political leadership and contin-
ued as prime minister until 1963, when he resigned again, primarily
because of growing opposition within his own party to his attempts
at political reform, as well as opposition to his pro-German foreign
policy. 

His wife, Paula, died in 1968, and Ben-Gurion was never the same
afterward. He died in 1973 and was buried in Sde Boker, which had
established the Ben-Gurion Archives and Research Institute and has
since become a major tourist attraction as well as a study center. 

BEN-YEHUDA (PERELMAN), ELIEZER (1858–1922). Known as
the father of the modern Hebrew language, Eliezer Ben-Yehuda was
born Eliezer Perelman in Lushky, Lithuania. His father, who died
when Eliezer was five years old, was affiliated with the Habad move-
ment of Hasidism. The young orphan received a religiously tradi-
tional Jewish as well as gymnasia education. He was approximately
13 years of age when he became acquainted and fascinated with He-
brew literature. It was not long before Eliezer began to display a
growing interest in living in Eretz Israel and became convinced of
the need for a national movement to restore the Jews to their land and
their language. As a practical move, he went to Paris in 1878 to study
medicine. While there, Ben-Yehuda wrote an article in 1879 in the
Hebrew periodical Hashahar, in which he espoused his notion of a
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national spiritual center in Eretz Israel and developed the argument
that Jewish national revival was part of the broader pattern of na-
tional awakening in Europe. Ben-Yehuda was stricken with tubercu-
losis in 1878 and was forced to give up his medical studies. He then
decided to realize his aspiration of living in Eretz Israel, especially
since its climate was much more favorable to his condition. While he
was in the hospital in Paris, Ben-Yehuda met a scholar from Eretz Is-
rael who convinced him of the historic authenticity of the Sephardic
pronunciation in Hebrew. Shortly afterward, he wrote a number of ar-
ticles urging that Jewish schools in Eretz Israel teach only in Hebrew
and that they do so in the Sephardic pronunciation. 

He and his wife, Deborah, settled in Eretz Israel in the fall of 1881
and commenced speaking only in Hebrew. Ben-Yehuda participated
in the publication of Hahavatzelet and Mevaseret Zion and estab-
lished his own publication, Hazvi, which began as a weekly and grew
into a daily. In his writing as well as in his speaking, Ben-Yehuda
joined with a number of other prominent Hebraists and educators in
opposing the haluka system, that is, the system of organized charity
from funds solicited in Diaspora communities abroad and distributed
by a local religious charity institution. 

In 1890 Ben-Yehuda and his colleagues founded the Hebrew Lan-
guage Committee, with the task of developing modern Hebrew as the
official language of the yishuv and setting its standards. The com-
mittee later developed into Israel’s Academy of the Hebrew Lan-
guage. His wife died in 1891, and he married her sister, Hemdah. She
was even more antagonistic than he toward the Orthodox religious
authorities in the yishuv, and he subsequently became even more out-
spokenly forceful in his opposition to the haluka system. 

Ben-Yehuda supported the Uganda Plan, and wrote a number of
articles and a pamphlet in favor of it, much to the consternation of a
number of his colleagues who strongly opposed it. During World War
I, the Turkish authorities imposed a strict censorship, which forced
Ben-Yehuda to cease publishing. He left and moved to the United
States, where he remained until after the war. Upon his return in
1919, Ben-Yehuda was stunned when the British high commissioner
welcomed him with the traditional Hebrew greeting “Shalom
‘Aleikhem.” He subsequently influenced the commissioner to accept
Hebrew as one of the country’s three official languages. 
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Ben-Yehuda began constructing a dictionary of modern Hebrew, a
project that was as yet incomplete upon his death and was first pub-
lished in its entirety in 1959. He is universally recognized as the “fa-
ther of modern Hebrew,” because he encouraged spoken Hebrew, set
standards for the language, embarked on the dictionary, and wrote
voluminously in Hebrew. 

BEN-ZVI, IZHAK (1884–1963). Labor Zionist leader and future
president of Israel, Izhak Ben-Zvi was born in Poltava, Ukraine. His
father had deep attachments to Eretz Israel and traveled there when
Izhak was a youngster, to investigate the possibilities of settling in
the Land. Izhak received a traditional primary Jewish as well as sec-
ular education. He completed Russian gymnasium in 1905 and then
went to the University of Kiev. He did not complete any studies there,
however, because the university was shut down by a strike. Izhak’s
first visit to Eretz Israel was in 1904, when he stayed for two months.
He was active, along with his friend Ber Borochov, in the founding
of a Jewish self-defense organization and the socialist Poalei Zion
party in 1906. In June of that year, Ben-Zvi escaped from the police
in Poltava, who charged him with illegal Zionist activity, and went to
Vilna, where he continued activity on behalf of Poalei Zion. The fol-
lowing year he settled in Eretz Israel and, shortly thereafter, Ben-Zvi
served as a delegate to the Eighth Zionist Congress in the Hague on
behalf of the Eretz Israel branch of Poalei Zion, which he had
founded together with David Ben-Gurion. In 1909 he was one of the
founders of Hashomer, the yishuv’s first organized self-defense
group, and the following year Ben-Zvi participated in founding the
first Hebrew-language socialist periodical in the yishuv. In the fall of
1918, he married his longtime colleague Rahel Yanait. 

Ben-Zvi was one of the founders of the Histadrut in 1920 and was
appointed to its secretariat. He was also one of the founders of the
Ahdut Ha’avoda party. He was chairman and in 1945 president of
the yishuv’s Va’ad Leumi, the agency responsible for all social wel-
fare matters. 

With the establishment of the State of Israel, Ben-Zvi was elected
to the Knesset in 1949. Following the death of Chaim Weizmann,
Ben-Zvi was nominated Israel’s second president, a position to which
he was subsequently re-elected three times, serving from 1953–1963.
He died early in his third term. 
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In addition to engaging in these political activities, Ben-Zvi was a
scholar who specialized in the study of the history of Eretz Israel and
the social history of Diaspora Jewish communities. Among his many
writings is the highly regarded The Exiled and the Redeemed, which
was published in numerous languages. One of Israel’s most presti-
gious publishers of scholarly works in Jewish social history, Yad
Izhak Ben-Zvi, is named for him. 

BENEI BERIT. One of the earliest modern Zionist organizations, the
Benei Berit (“Sons of the Covenant”) was established by German
Jews in 1882 to support the settlement of Russian, Romanian, and
Moroccan Jews in Palestine. It provided financial support to early
Zionist colonies in Eretz Israel, published the weekly newspaper
Der Kolonist, and collaborated with the Russian Zionist group Hib-
bat Zion. In 1884 the Benei Berit merged with the German branch of
the American Jewish organization B’nai B’rith. 

BENEI MOSHE. A handful of Russian Zionist intellectuals close to
Asher Ginzberg, better known by his pen name Ahad Ha’am, or-
ganized the semisecret Benei Moshe (“Sons of Moses”) group in
1889. With their elaborate initiation rituals and code names, the
Benei Moshe bore some resemblance to a masonic order. Aspiring to
the austere lifestyle, passionate commitment, and moral exemplitude
of the biblical patriarch Moses, the Benei Moshe imagined them-
selves as the future elite leadership of the Jewish people. The Benei
Moshe devoted themselves to Ginzberg’s philosophy of Cultural
Zionism, the idea that Zionism should focus on creating a small but
influential Jewish cultural and intellectual center in Palestine, rather
than developing the land or establishing a sovereign Jewish state.
Ginzberg was the group’s unquestioned leader, even going so far as
to scrutinize and supervise aspects of his followers’ personal lives.
For their part, Ginzberg’s devotees related to him as Hasidim regard
their rebbe, venerating his every word and action. In the course of the
group’s seven years of existence, the Benei Moshe published several
Hebrew-language periodicals, helped create the Hebrew publishing
houses Tushiya and Ahiasaf, aided in the establishment of the agri-
cultural colony of Rehovot, and played an important role in the
founding of Hebrew-oriented schools in Eastern Europe and Pales-
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tine. A variety of problems gradually beset the Benei Moshe. The
lack of a clear program or any specific actions for members to take
sparked internal conflicts about both strategy and goals. A partially
successful attempt by the Benei Moshe to take over the leadership of
the Hibbat Zion organization caused resentment among some Hov-
evei Zion activists. By late 1896, Ginzberg had lost interest in the
Benei Moshe and turned his attention to a new periodical, Hashiloah,
leading to the dissolution of the Benei Moshe the following year. 

BERGSON GROUP. Followers of the Revisionist Zionist leader
Vladimir Ze’ev Jabotinsky established a series of political action
committees in the United States during the late 1930s and early
1940s. They were often referred to collectively as the Bergson
Group, after their leader, Hillel Kook, who used the pseudonym Pe-
ter Bergson.

During the late 1930s, Kook and others active with the Irgun Zvai
Leumi in Palestine were sent by the IZL to Europe to organize trans-
ports of immigrants (aliya bet) in defiance of British immigration re-
strictions. One of these activists, Yitshaq Ben-Ami, was selected by
the Irgun to go to the United States in 1939 to raise funds for aliya
bet. He established a small organization based in New York City
called American Friends of a Jewish Palestine (AFJP). Ben-Ami was
soon joined in the United States by Irgun emissaries Eri Jabotinsky,
Alexander Rafaeli, Samuel Merlin, and Kook. After Jabotinsky’s
death in 1940, this nucleus, under the leadership of the charismatic
Kook—now using the name Bergson—focused on advocating the
creation of a Jewish army to fight alongside the Allies against the
Nazis. Toward that end, they transformed the AFJP into the Commit-
tee for a Jewish Army of Stateless and Palestinian Jews.

The committee used dramatic techniques such as full-page news-
paper advertisements and public rallies to attract attention to the Jew-
ish army issue. These efforts, combined with behind-the-scenes lob-
bying by mainstream Jewish organizations, eventually persuaded the
British to establish the Jewish Brigade, an all-Jewish military unit
that was part of the British army.

When news of the Nazi genocide was verified by the Allies in late
1942, the Bergson Group set aside its Jewish army campaign and es-
tablished a new organization, the Emergency Committee to Save the
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Jewish People of Europe. The new group built an ecumenical coali-
tion for rescue, winning the support of numerous celebrities, enter-
tainers, intellectuals, and political officials. The Emergency Commit-
tee sponsored more than 200 newspaper ads around the country, held
rallies, lobbied Congress, and organized a march by 400 rabbis to the
White House just before Yom Kippur in 1943. The march helped gal-
vanize the introduction of a congressional resolution urging creation
of a U.S. government agency to rescue refugees. This congressional
pressure, combined with the efforts of Treasury Secretary Henry
Morgenthau Jr. and his aides, persuaded President Franklin D. Roo-
sevelt to establish the War Refugee Board.

In late 1943 and early 1944, the Bergson Group created two new
organizations: the American League for a Free Palestine, to mobilize
American public support for Jewish statehood, and the Hebrew Com-
mittee of National Liberation, which claimed to serve as a govern-
ment-in-exile for the Jewish rebels in British mandatory Palestine
and those European Jews seeking to reach the Holy Land.

The Bergson Group’s campaigns angered many leaders of estab-
lished Jewish organizations. This hostility was due in part to fears
that the group’s successes were upstaging the mainstream Jewish
leadership, and in part to concerns that noisy Jewish protests would
stir anti-Semitism. Those Jewish leaders who opposed the Irgun also
resented the Bergson Group’s support for the IZL. Pressure by Berg-
son’s opponents helped bring about U.S. government investigations
of the group, which failed to find grounds for prosecution but did
hamper its effectiveness somewhat.

Despite this opposition, the Bergson Group played an important
role in reshaping American Jewry’s agenda during the Holocaust era,
influenced some of the established leaders to adopt a more activist
approach, and contributed significantly to the creation of both the
Jewish Brigade and the War Refugee Board. Shortly after the birth
of Israel in 1948, the Bergson committees voluntarily dissolved.

BERGSON, PETER. See KOOK, HILLEL. 

BERIT HA’OLIM. See HABONIM. 

BERMUDA CONFERENCE. In response to mounting public criti-
cism of the Allies’ failure to aid the Jews in Nazi-occupied Europe in
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late 1942 and early 1943, the American and British governments de-
cided to cosponsor a conference to discuss the refugee problem.
Originally slated to be held in Ottawa, Canada, the conference site
was changed to the island of Bermuda, where wartime regulations
would restrict access by the media and potential critics. The U.S. del-
egation to the conference was led by Princeton University president
Harold Dodds and included two congressmen known for their sup-
port of the Roosevelt administration’s policies on refugee matters,
Senator Scott Lucas (Democrat of Illinois) and Representative Sol
Bloom (Democrat of New York), chairman of the House Foreign Af-
fairs Committee. The conference opened on April 19, 1943, and
lasted 12 days. Both the U.S. and British delegations operated under
instructions from their respective governments to exclude the possi-
bility that either of their countries would take in additional refugees.
Rejecting pleas by Jewish and Zionist organizations, the British in-
sisted that Palestine be excluded from consideration as a refuge. The
delegates focused on locating neutral European countries or other
sites to serve as temporary havens for those refugees who might es-
cape Hitler. The participants’ final report to their governments rec-
ommended that refugees be settled in the Cyrenaica region of Libya.
At the conclusion of the Bermuda conference, the delegates issued a
brief statement explaining that the details of the proceedings would
remain confidential. The secrecy shrouding the gathering, and the
apparent lack of any concrete results from the conference, galvanized
congressional and Jewish criticism of Allied policy toward European
Jewry. 

BETAR. The international youth movement of Revisionist Zionism,
Betar was founded in Riga, Latvia, in 1923 by the Zionist leader
Ze’ev Jabotinsky. Betar is an acronym for Brit Al Shem Yosef
Trumpeldor, or the “Covenant in Memory of Yosef Trumpeldor,” re-
ferring to the legendary Zionist pioneer who was killed while de-
fending the Tel Hai outpost from Arab attackers in 1920. Betar advo-
cated a Jewish state on both sides of the Jordan River, armed
self-defense for Jews both in Palestine and abroad, and national arbi-
tration instead of strikes to settle labor disputes in Eretz Israel. 

Expecting military force to be crucial to the establishment and sur-
vival of a Jewish state, Betar focused on paramilitary training and
preparedness. In the 1930s, Betar graduates helped create and lead
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two of Palestine’s Jewish underground forces, the Irgun Zvai Leumi
and the Lohamei Herut Israel (the Stern Group). Betar ran Jewish
naval training bases in Italy and Latvia, and aviation training schools
in Paris, Lod (central Palestine), Johannesburg, and New York. 

At its peak, on the eve of World War II, Betar had almost 100,000
members in 26 countries. Its appeal was especially strong in Poland,
where the Betar themes of Jewish nationalist pride and aliya as the
answer to inevitable Diaspora anti-Semitism resonated in a Jewish
community suffering from poverty and anti-Jewish discrimination.
Betar played an active role in prewar efforts to smuggle European
Jews into Palestine in defiance of British immigration restrictions.
During the war, Betar members figured prominently in armed resist-
ance against the Nazis in a number of ghettoes in Europe, including
the Warsaw Ghetto uprising. The majority of Betar members in Eu-
rope were killed in the Holocaust. 

After the war, Betar activities were revived, although on a much
smaller scale, in a number of Western countries. Betar today is prima-
rily an educational movement, with an emphasis on encouraging its
members to immigrate to Israel. 

BIALIK, HAYIM NAHMAN (1873–1934). Zionist author and poet
Hayim Bialik was born in Radi, a Ukrainian village, to a traditional
Jewish family. His father died when Hayim was seven years old, and
the child was sent to Zhitomir to be raised by his rigid grandfather
and to study at a yeshiva there. Several years after his bar mitzvah,
Bialik went to study at the famous yeshiva in Volozhin, Lithuania,
but there he became attracted to the Haskala, the Jewish Enlighten-
ment movement. He joined the Hovevei Zion group and began to
write Hebrew poetry. Bialik gradually drifted away from the world of
the yeshiva, finding it too stifling, and at age 18 went to Odessa.
There he joined Jewish literary circles, began to achieve recognition
as a Hebrew poet and prose writer, and first met Ahad Ha’am, who
had a major impact on his Zionism. 

Initially, Bialik did not make his livelihood from writing. For four
years, he was a lumber salesman and bookkeeper in his father-in-law’s
business in Zhitomir. He then returned to Odessa, where he taught, pub-
lished, and translated, and was literary editor of the weekly Hashiloah.
Bialik wrote profusely and continuously grew in stature. He took an ac-
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tive role in the Zionist movement; participated in the 8th, 11th, 12th, and
17th Zionist Congresses; and became the inspiring national poet of Zi-
onism throughout Eastern Europe and in Eretz Israel. 

In 1921 Bialik moved to Berlin. During his three years there, he es-
tablished the Dvir publishing house. Bialik went on aliya and settled
in Tel Aviv in 1924, where he soon became a literary legend. He es-
tablished the Hebrew Writers Union, was named its president in
1927, reestablished the Dvir publishing house in Tel Aviv, and par-
ticipated in the establishment of the Hebrew University. Bialik died
in Vienna, where he had gone for medical treatment. His home in Tel
Aviv became the Bialik Museum. More than half a century after his
death, Bialik retains the title as modern Jewry’s “national poet.” 

BILTMORE PROGRAM. Shaken by reports of Nazi massacres of
Jews in Eastern Europe and prodded by David Ben-Gurion to adopt
a more activist approach to Zionist concerns, the member-organiza-
tions of the Emergency Committee for Zionist Affairs convened an
“Extraordinary Conference of American Zionists” at the Biltmore
Hotel in New York City in May 1942. The 600 delegates adopted res-
olutions denouncing the 1939 British White Paper as “cruel and in-
defensible”; urging “that Palestine be established as a Jewish Com-
monwealth”; and endorsing the creation of “a Jewish military force
fighting under its own flag” alongside the Allies. Delegates from
Hadassah and Hashomer Hatzair urged the Biltmore conferees to
take a greater interest in the issue of Arab–Jewish relations, but the
resolution that was adopted echoed the traditional position of the
Zionist movement, expressing a general “readiness and desire” by Zi-
onists for “full cooperation with their Arab neighbors.” At the time,
many of the Biltmore attendees as well as commentators in the Jew-
ish press saw little that was new or significant in the conference’s res-
olutions. Many historians, however, regard Biltmore as a turning
point in American Zionist affairs. It was the first national Zionist
gathering in the United States since Pearl Harbor and represented a
break from the cautious attitude that had enveloped American Zion-
ists during the first months following the United States’ entry into the
war. The wording of the Biltmore resolutions also constituted a clear
triumph of Ben-Gurion’s activist line over the more conservative ap-
proach of Chaim Weizmann and his followers. 
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In the months after the conference, the Biltmore resolutions be-
came a sort of touchstone of Zionist commitment, with each of the
major American Zionist organizations specifically pledging them-
selves to promote the Biltmore program. 

BILU. Russian Jewish students in Kharkov organized the Bilu move-
ment in the wake of the 1881 pogroms. Previously committed to the
idea of Jewish integration into a reformed Russia, the students were
disillusioned both by the government’s role in the pogroms and by
the Russian revolutionaries’ justification of the anti-Jewish violence.
The name “Bilu” was an acronym for the biblical verse “O House of
Jacob, come, let us go . . .” (Isaiah 2:5), symbolizing the group’s
commitment to personally emigrate to Palestine. Bilu chapters were
established in more than 20 Russian cities, with as many as 500 mem-
bers, making it the first nationwide Russian Zionist movement. But
Turkey’s April 1882 announcement of new restrictions on immigra-
tion to Palestine dealt Bilu a serious setback. An attempt by the
British statesman Laurence Oliphant to win a reversal of the Turkish
decree failed, crushing Bilu’s hopes and leading to the dissolution of
most of the movement. Despite these developments, a group of 14
Bilu members traveled to Palestine in the summer of 1882. No
preparatory work or acquisition of land for them had been undertaken
prior to their arrival. They initially worked at the Mikveh Israel Agri-
cultural School (southeast of the area that was to become Tel Aviv),
and there organized the first workers’ cooperative in modern Eretz Is-
rael. Two years later, the Bilu pioneers, together with a handful of ad-
ditional Biluim who came from Russia after them, founded the vil-
lage of Gedera, south of Jaffa. Despite severe conditions there, the
colonists persisted and the settlement eventually prospered. Because
of their determination in the face of adversity and their commitment
to settle the land despite their complete unfamiliarity with local con-
ditions, the Biluim served as a source of inspiration for subsequent
groups of Zionist pioneers. Indeed, the First Aliya is often identified
as the Bilu Aliya, even though only a small portion of the Eastern Eu-
ropean immigrants who arrived during that period were connected to
the Bilu movement. 

BINYAN HA’ARETZ. Three small, short-lived European Zionist
groups, independent of each other, operated under the name Binyan
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Ha’aretz (“Building the Land”) during the interwar years. One was
active in Austria in the mid-1930s, a second in Czechoslovakia in the
early 1920s. The most prominent of the three, established in Ger-
many in 1919, stirred controversy by opposing the use of socialist
methods in Palestine settlement and emphasizing the value of private
initiative instead. The German Binyan Ha’aretz fared poorly at the
1921 Zionist convention in Hanover and disbanded shortly afterward. 

BIRNBAUM, NATHAN (1864–1937). Nathan Birnbaum was an early
Zionist activist in Vienna and cofounder of the Zionist student group
Kadimah. In 1890, writing in the journal Selbst-Emanzipation, of
which he was editor, he coined the terms “Zionist” and “Zionism.”
Birnbaum participated actively in the First Zionist Congress (1897)
and was elected secretary-general of the Zionist Organization, but
soon afterward he broke from Herzl and the Zionist movement to be-
come an advocate of Diaspora nationalism and a promoter of the
Yiddish language. Later in life, Birnbaum spurned his secular up-
bringing and adopted a strictly Orthodox lifestyle. In 1919, he was
chosen as secretary-general of the World Agudat Israel, the interna-
tional Orthodox organization. Birnbaum, who sometimes used the
pseudonym Mathias Acher, continued to advocate Jewish settlement
in Eretz Israel, but he opposed Jewish political sovereignty. Follow-
ing the rise of Hitler, Birnbaum relocated to the Netherlands, where
he stayed for the remainder of his life.

BLACKSTONE, WILLIAM E. (1841–1935). A pioneer of modern
Christian Zionism, William Blackstone was born in Adams, New
York. Blackstone was raised in a Methodist church and was exposed
to Evangelicalism early on. He was a successful Chicago business-
man who had become a disciple of John Nelson Darby, the London-
born major spiritual leader of the millenarian Plymouth Brothers
group, and he was a driving force in the founding of the Chicago He-
brew Mission, which later became the American Messianic Fellow-
ship, a movement devoted to missionary work among Jews. In 1890
Blackstone organized the first conference between Jews and Chris-
tians in Chicago. Blackstone’s book Jesus Is Coming (1887) became
a best-seller and was translated into dozens of languages, including
Hebrew. It contended that the return of Jesus would be preceded by
the return of the Jews to Zion. Blackstone visited Palestine in
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1888–1889, and in March 1891 he presented President Benjamin
Harrison and Secretary of State James G. Blaine with a petition,
signed by 413 Jewish and Christian leaders, calling for an interna-
tional conference on the Jews and Palestine and for the return of
Palestine back to the Jews. The petition was ignored by the political
authorities, and in 1916 Blackstone sent a second pro-Zionist petition
to President Wilson. It has been suggested that President Woodrow
Wilson’s favorable disposition to the Balfour Declaration may have
been influenced by Blackstone’s petition. 

B’NAI B’RITH (CHILDREN OF THE COVENANT). Established
as a Jewish social service organization in the United States in 1843,
B’nai B’rith was officially non-Zionist but took a sympathetic inter-
est in the welfare of Palestine Jewry, beginning with the funds it
raised for victims of the 1865 cholera epidemic in Eretz Israel. B’-
nai B’rith lodges were organized in Jerusalem in 1888 and in Jaffa in
1889. The Jerusalem branch helped establish the agricultural settle-
ment of Motza. During the 1930s, funds raised by B’nai B’rith pur-
chased the Galilee land on which Moshav Moledet–B’nai B’rith, a
haven for refugees from Nazism, was established. B’nai B’rith also
helped sponsor the establishment of Moshav Ramat Zvi in 1941. 

The ascension of Henry Monsky, a Zionist, to the presidency of
B’nai B’rith in 1938 marked the beginning of the organization’s shift
to a more openly pro-Zionist position. Backed by a constituency
deeply shaken by news of the Nazi mass murders, Monsky initiated
the convening of the 1943 American Jewish Conference, at which
B’nai B’rith joined all other major Jewish groups—except the Amer-
ican Jewish Committee—in endorsing the establishment of Pales-
tine as a Jewish Commonwealth. B’nai B’rith actively lobbied the
Truman administration and the United Nations to support Jewish
statehood in 1947–1948. 

After the creation of Israel, B’nai B’rith intensified its Israel-re-
lated programming and fund-raising for the Jewish state, including
the sale of Israel bonds, the planting of forests, the provision of schol-
arships for disadvantaged Israeli students, and the creation of a wide
range of medical and charitable institutions throughout Israel. B’nai
B’rith’s university campus organization, Hillel, maintains branches at
Israeli universities, and the Israeli youth movement Noar le’Noar is
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part of the B’nai B’rith Youth Organization. The Anti-Defamation
League, an arm of B’nai B’rith until 1993, has played a prominent
role in pro-Israel information campaigns in the United States. 

B’NAI ZION. One of the earliest American Zionist organizations, B’-
nai Zion, also known as the Order of the Sons of Zion, was estab-
lished in New York in 1908. B’nai Zion, a fraternal society, engaged
in educational and fund-raising activities for Palestine and took part
in the creation of the Provisional Executive Committee for General
Zionist Affairs (1914), the American Jewish Congress (1918), and
the Keren Hayesod (1921). By the 1920s, much of its activity re-
volved around its Judea Insurance Company Ltd., the first Jewish in-
surance company in modern Palestine. A moshav named after B’nai
Zion, and partly financed by it, was established in the Sharon Plain
region in 1947. Today B’nai Zion engages in pro-Israel educational
and cultural activities, assists medical institutions and other humani-
tarian projects in Israel, and distributes awards for excellence in He-
brew to American high school and college students. 

BNEI AKIVA. The youth wing of the Religious Zionist movement
Mizrachi, Bnei Akiva (“Children of Akiva”) was founded in Pales-
tine in 1922. Although it began as an educational movement, Bnei
Akiva shifted its focus to agricultural pioneering, within the frame-
work of a religious lifestyle, in response to the Palestinian Arab vi-
olence of 1936–1939. Bnei Akiva members established several of
the earliest religious kibbutzim, including Ein Tzurim, in the He-
bron hills (1946); Birya, in the Upper Galilee (1946); and Sa’ad, in
the Negev (1947). Bnei Akiva graduates played a major role in the
development of additional religious kibbutzim and were also
prominent in the Israeli Army’s Nahal program, which combined
military service with the development of new agricultural outposts
in border regions. 

Bnei Akiva has also organized a network of several dozen Reli-
gious Zionist high schools throughout Israel. Some of its graduates
are sent abroad as emissaries to work with Bnei Akiva chapters in
other countries. An international Bnei Akiva conference in Israel in
1954 brought Bnei Akiva and like-minded movements, such as
Bachad in Europe and Hashomer Hadati in the United States, into
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a single multifaceted organization. Today there are Bnei Akiva
branches in more than 30 countries, with a combined membership of
more than 50,000. 

BOARD OF DEPUTIES OF BRITISH JEWS. Since its inception in
1760, the Board of Deputies of British Jews has served as the central
defense organization of British Jewry. Its membership includes all
major British synagogues, philanthropic agencies, and Zionist organ-
izations. In 1878 the board joined with the Anglo-Jewish Association
to establish the Conjoint Foreign Committee as the voice of British
Jewry on foreign affairs. With Sir Moses Montefiore, the noted fin-
ancier of Palestine development activity, as its president, the board
aided philanthropic projects in the Holy Land during the late 1800s,
although its leadership was unsympathetic to the goals of Political
Zionism. In May 1917, during the British-Zionist negotiations that
would eventually produce the Balfour Declaration, the leaders of
the Conjoint signed a letter to the London Times condemning Zion-
ism for “stamping the Jews as strangers in their native lands, and un-
dermining their hard-won position as citizens and nationals of those
lands.” The letter played a role in persuading the British cabinet to
water down some of the stronger pro-Zionist language that had ap-
peared in early drafts of the Balfour Declaration. At the time, the
British-Jewish community was in the throes of a power struggle be-
tween an elite, composed of wealthy, socially prominent anti-Zion-
ists, and a grass roots that included growing numbers of pro-Zionist
Eastern European immigrants. The Conjoint letter was the spark that
ignited a full-scale confrontation, resulting in the dissolution of the
Conjoint and the replacement of the board’s president with a local
Zionist leader. 

The board represented a wide spectrum of communal opinions and
consequently did not always take as forthright a stand as some ac-
tivists wanted. During the 1930s, the board focused on aiding Jewish
refugee immigrants to Great Britain and combating local anti-Semi-
tism. It also cooperated with the Jewish Agency and opposed British
restrictions on Jewish immigration into Palestine. By 1943, the Zion-
ists within the board had sufficient numbers to bring about the
board’s formal dissolution of its partnership with the Anglo-Jewish
Association because the latter was non-Zionist. In 1944, with the
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British Zionist leader Selig Brodetsky as its president, the board en-
dorsed the goal of Jewish statehood in Palestine. 

BOROCHOV, BER (DOV) (1881–1917). The ideologist of Marxist
Zionism, Ber Borochov, was born in the Ukraine. He had a formal
high school education and subsequently was self-educated. As a
young adult, Borochov was attracted to the Zionist Socialist Workers
Union. He wrote numerous essays in which he developed a synthesis
of class and nation and argued that for Jews, nationalism was the
most viable institution for conducting the class struggle. Once a Jew-
ish society was reestablished, Jews would control their own eco-
nomic infrastructure, Jews would be integrated into the revolutionary
process, and the Jewish economic structure would be reconstituted as
a base for the class struggle of the Jewish proletariat. Zionism, Boro-
chov asserted, would help create “the new territory,” Eretz Israel,
and pioneer a new migration pattern among Jews that would culmi-
nate in the “stychic,” or “elemental,” migration of the Jewish masses
to Eretz Israel, which is a precondition for Jewish national and eco-
nomic liberation. Borochov opposed Theodor Herzl on the Uganda
Plan and, at the Seventh Zionist Congress in 1905, he headed a fac-
tion of Poalei Zion delegates who opposed the plan. Several years
later, Borochov played a central role in the secession of the Russian
Poalei Zion, which had moved much further left than the congress
and the World Zionist Organization. He left Russia in 1907, and
from then until the beginning of World War I, he was a publicist for
the World Union of Poalei Zion in Western and Central Europe.
Borochov came to the United States in 1914, where he continued his
work as publicist for Poalei Zion and also did publicity work for the
American Jewish Congress. Borochov was in Kiev on behalf of
Poalei Zion when he contracted a fatal bout of pneumonia. 

Buried in Russia, he was reinterred in the cemetery of Kibbutz
Kinneret in 1963, next to other founders of Socialist Zionism. 

BRANDEIS, LOUIS D. (1856–1941). Supreme Court justice and
American Zionist leader Louis D. Brandeis was born to an accultur-
ated Jewish family in Louisville, Kentucky. He graduated from Har-
vard Law School and established a practice in Boston, where he be-
came known as “the people’s attorney” for his defense of consumers
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and small businesses and his outspoken advocacy of social reform
causes. Brandeis’s first significant contact with Jewish matters came
at age 56, when he arbitrated the 1911 garment industry strike in New
York City. Both sides in the dispute were Eastern European Jewish
immigrants, and Brandeis later reported that he was profoundly im-
pressed by the ethical standards and idealism of strikers and bosses
alike. Contacts with former Theodor Herzl aide Jacob De Haas and
yishuv emissary Aaron Aaronsohn in 1912–1913 aroused Bran-
deis’s interest in the Zionist cause. American Zionist activists sought
to recruit Brandeis as the leader of their movement, but he hesitated,
uncomfortable over possible conflicts between Zionist ideology and
loyal Americanism. The social philosopher Horace Kallen helped
Brandeis resolve the conflict with his contention that ethnic groups
retaining their differences—what he called cultural pluralism—
would in the end strengthen the overall fabric of American society.
From his discussions with Kallen, Brandeis came to believe that “to
be good Americans we must be better Jews, and to be better Jews we
must become Zionists.” Convinced that there was no contradiction
between Zionism and Americanism, Brandeis accepted the chair-
manship of the Provisional Executive Committee for General
Zionist Affairs in 1914. Brandeis’s leadership reaped significant po-
litical and financial benefits for the American Zionist movement. His
contacts with the Woodrow Wilson administration helped ensure U.S.
support for the Balfour Declaration and the British mandate over
Palestine. His personal prestige, especially after he became the first
Jew to be appointed to the United States Supreme Court in 1916, sig-
nificantly increased the popularity of Zionism in the American Jew-
ish community. At the same time, his insistence that the organization
operate at maximum efficiency and in accordance with strict business
principles helped the American Zionist movement grow quickly.
Boosted by the Balfour Declaration and the British capture of Pales-
tine, the Zionist Organization of America (ZOA) had more than
175,000 members by 1919, up from just 12,000 five years earlier. 

In 1920, a rift developed between Brandeis and Chaim Weizmann
over the future direction of the Zionist movement. Brandeis believed
that with the Palestine mandate in Great Britain’s hands, the time had
come to cease political and educational activities and concentrate on
practical development projects in Palestine, preferably with the as-
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sistance of wealthy Diaspora non-Zionists. Weizmann rejected Bran-
deis’s approach and set up the Keren Hayesod as the fund-raising arm
of the World Zionist Organization, intending to attract Diaspora do-
nations whose disbursement he and his colleagues would control. The
struggle between Brandeis and Weizmann reached its climax at the
1921 ZOA convention, where Weizmann loyalists outnumbered Bran-
deis and his followers, resulting in the resignation of the latter. 

Brandeis never returned to a formal leadership position in the
movement, but he remained active in a variety of Palestine investment
projects, including the Palestine Cooperative Company (later the
Palestine Economic Corporation) and the Palestine Endowment Fund.
During the 1930s, Brandeis repeatedly tried, without success, to per-
suade President Franklin D. Roosevelt to press the British on Pales-
tine. Long after Brandeis had left the helm of the movement, Ameri-
can Zionist leaders regularly sought his counsel on policy matters. 

BREIRA. American Jewish critics of Israel established the organiza-
tion Breira (Hebrew for “choice” or “alternative”) in 1974. The name
was intended as a rebuke to the popular Israeli saying “Ein breira,”
meaning that in the face of Arab hostility, Israel had no alternative but
to remain militarily powerful. Breira’s ranks included a number of
former 1960s Jewish radicals and liberal Reform and Conservative
rabbis. They called for an Israeli withdrawal to the pre-1967 borders
and the creation of a Palestinian Arab state in the vacated territories,
with Jerusalem to be shared by Israel and the new state. They also
criticized what they perceived as the centrality of Israel in American
Jewish life. Public Jewish criticism of Israeli policy was rare in the
mid-1970s, and Breira’s activities therefore caused something of a
sensation in the American Jewish community. Meetings between
Breira activists and officials of the Palestine Liberation Organization
likewise stirred up controversy. Spirited debates over the propriety of
Breira’s actions filled much of the Jewish press during 1977–1978.
Breira’s credibility was harmed by disclosures that some of its
founders had previously been involved in groups or activities that
were unfriendly to Israel. Stung by the negative publicity and the res-
ignations of a number of its members, Breira disbanded in 1978.
Many of its most active members subsequently joined similar-
minded successor organizations such as New Jewish Agenda and the
American branch of Peace Now. 
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BRENNER, YOSEF HAYIM (1881–1921). Socialist Zionist author
and activist Yosef Brenner was born in the Ukraine in 1881, to a tra-
ditional Jewish family. He grew to be one of the most forceful advo-
cates of a thoroughly secular Hebrew identity. After studying at a
yeshiva, Brenner went to Gomel, where he became active in the Jew-
ish labor movement. He was also influenced by the works of Lev Tol-
stoy and Fyodor Dostoyevsky, and began to write. Brenner moved to
Bialystok and Warsaw at the turn of the century, where he earned his
livelihood by teaching Hebrew. His first book, consisting of short sto-
ries, was published in 1901 and shortly thereafter he was drafted into
the army. He managed to get out of the country, settling in London
where he worked in a printing firm. Brenner also joined and became
active in the new Poalei Zion movement. He published a Hebrew
monthly for a brief period, and in 1909 he settled in Eretz Israel,
where he contributed to a number of periodicals and became one of
the most prominent intellectuals of the Second Aliya. Brenner vehe-
mently disparaged the Diaspora, which he portrayed in pessimistic
and, at times, vicious terms. He averred that the rabbinate had a stran-
glehold on Jewish life there, which prevented the emergence of Jew-
ish genius and creativity. Toward the end of 1920, Brenner joined the
Gedud Ha’avoda and worked on road construction in Galilee. He also
participated in the founding of the Histadrut labor union. Although
Brenner wrote eloquently of the need for “brotherhood” between
Arab and Jewish workers in Palestine, he was murdered by Pal-
estinian Arabs during the May 1921 riots in Jaffa. One of Israel’s
largest kibbutzim, Givat Brenner, near Rehovot, is named for him. 

BRICHA. Bricha, the Hebrew term for “escape,” is used to refer to
both the mass migration of Holocaust survivors from Eastern Europe
to Southern and Western Europe, during the late 1940s, in prepara-
tion for their settlement in Palestine, and the movement that organ-
ized that migration. The Bricha phenomenon began in the final
months of World War II, when Zionists active in the anti-Nazi parti-
san movement smuggled large numbers of Jews out of Soviet terri-
tory into the relative safety of Romania and then southward to Italy.
By autumn of 1945, more than 20,000 such refugees had been
brought to the overflowing Bricha centers in Italy, often with the aid
of veterans of the Jewish Brigade. With the refugee facilities in Italy
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filled, Bricha directed tens of thousands of survivors to the Allies’
Displaced Persons (DP) camps in occupied Germany. Then, in the
wake of the July 1946 pogrom in Kielce, Poland, Bricha activists or-
ganized the emigration of more than 70,000 Polish Jews. 

The presence of hundreds of thousands of Holocaust survivors in
the DP camps, clamoring for permission to settle in Palestine, was an
important factor in galvanizing international pressure on Great
Britain to withdraw from Palestine. 

BRIT IVRIT OLAMIT. The Brit Ivrit Olamit, or World Association
for Hebrew Language and Culture, was established in Berlin in 1931
as the international umbrella organization for groups involved in the
promotion of Hebrew. Chapters of Brit Ivrit Olamit in some 21 coun-
tries engage in a variety of Hebrew language activities, including
song and dance clubs, Hebrew literature study groups, and the pro-
duction of Hebrew-language radio programs. 

BRITH SHALOM. A small group of liberal Zionist intellectuals in
Palestine, led by Arthur Ruppin, chief of the settlement division of
the World Zionist Organization, established Brith Shalom (literally,
“Covenant of Peace”) in 1925, to advocate a more conciliatory Zion-
ist attitude toward the Palestinian Arabs. The group’s platform called
for repudiation of the Balfour Declaration and establishment of a bi-
national Arab-Jewish state in Palestine, in which Jews would be a mi-
nority. Many of the Brith Shalom activists were proponents of Ahad
Ha’am’s idea of Palestine as a cultural center for Judaism, and some
had previously been part of Ha’am’s Benei Moshe group in Russia.
The philosopher Martin Buber was Brith Shalom’s spiritual mentor.
Brith Shalom succeeded in provoking a spirited public debate about
Arab–Jewish relations and enjoyed some private sympathy from
World Zionist Organization president Chaim Weizmann, but its
efforts to influence official Zionist policy were a failure. The intense
opposition it encountered from Zionist groups gradually prompted a
number of Brith Shalom’s members to resign. The inability of Brith
Shalom to find even one Palestinian Arab group that would cooper-
ate with it discredited Brith Shalom’s claim that an Arab-Jewish
peace accord was possible. Brith Shalom disbanded in 1933, al-
though some of its members continued to undertake similar political
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activities in subsequent years and served as mediators in unsuccess-
ful contacts between Zionist and Palestinian Arab leaders in the late
1930s. 

BUND. See DIASPORA NATIONALISM. 

– C –

CANAANITE MOVEMENT. During the 1930s and 1940s, a small
group of Jewish intellectuals, mostly in Palestine, began advocating
that the yishuv reject Jewish traditions and model a new culture
linked to the ancient people of Canaan. Supporters of this idea were
popularly referred to as “Canaanites,” although they themselves did
not formally adopt that designation. In their view, the Jewish resi-
dents of Eretz Israel constitute a nation separate from world Jewry.
Instead of a Jewish state in Palestine, they proposed the establish-
ment of a broader Land of Kedem that would include both Palestine
and all neighboring areas in which Hebrew dialects were spoken in
ancient times, encompassing modern-day Syria, Lebanon, and Jor-
dan. Both Jews and Arabs would shed their particularistic religions
and cultures and instead adopt the “original” Hebrew culture that
they supposedly shared long ago. The poet and journalist Yonatan
Ratosh (1909–1981) was the movement’s most prominent
spokesman as well as editor of its journal, Alef. The Canaanites also
published the periodicals Bama-avak (“In the Struggle”) and Eretz Is-
rael Hatze’ira (“The Young Land of Israel”). A version of the
Canaanite program was promoted in the United States during the
mid-1940s by the Hebrew Committee of National Liberation (also
known as the Bergson Group). It argued that the term “Jew” should
be applied only to Jews intending to remain in the Diaspora, whereas
Jews residing in Palestine and European Jews planning to immigrate
there should be considered members of a separate and distinct “He-
brew” nation. The proposal was too radical a departure from tradi-
tional concepts of Jewish identity to attract any substantial number of
American Jewish supporters. During the 1950s, Canaanite sympa-
thizers in Israel established the Semitic Action Party. It urged Israel
to formally sever ties with Diaspora Jewry and integrate itself into the
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Middle Eastern cultural and political milieu. Uri Avnery, editor (as of
1950) of the magazine Ha’olam Hazeh (“This World”), was a lead-
ing proponent of the new movement. Semitic Action never succeeded
in garnering the sympathy of more than a tiny fraction of the Israeli
public and ceased to exist by the late 1960s, although Avnery himself
was elected to the Knesset in 1965 and continued to promote a
Canaanite-oriented agenda in his journalistic and political activities. 

CENTRAL CONFERENCE OF AMERICAN RABBIS. See
COLUMBUS PLATFORM; PITTSBURGH PLATFORM. 

CHRISTIAN ZIONISM. Over the centuries there have been various
manifestations of attempts by Christians to restore Jewish sover-
eignty in the Holy Land, rooted in the belief that the return of Jews
to the Holy Land and the restoration of Zion under Jewish sover-
eignty are biblically designated preconditions to the Second Coming
of Jesus. As early as the latter half of the 17th century, the Danish
pietist Holeger Paulli (1644–1714) tried to recruit various European
rulers in his effort to establish a Jewish monarchy there. He published
numerous books and letters that he sent to the French and English
kings, calling on them to help the Jews return to Zion and regain their
sovereignty. Christian Zionism became more prevalent during the
19th century with the spread of Christian millenarianism, although
most millenarians were neither pro-Zionist nor favorably disposed to
Jews. To the extent that they were concerned with Jews, it was in
their efforts to convert them to Christianity. One of the earliest Amer-
ican proponents of active Christian Zionism was the Chicago busi-
nessman William E. Blackstone (1841–1935), who was an evangel-
ist and Dispensationalist—that is, a follower of an extreme form of
millenarianism that has a very vivid religious conception of the ulti-
mate fate of the Jews and their role in the “End of Days.” Blackstone
staunchly supported the return of the Jews to Zion and organized
groups of Christians and Jews to further that cause. One especially
colorful individual was Warder Cresson, whose Christian Zionism
led him to Judaism. Born to a well-known Quaker family in 1798, he
was a spiritual searcher who left Quakerism and became a Shaker,
then a Mormon, and then, alternately, a member of various other
evangelical denominations. In 1840, he began an association with
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Rev. Isaac Leeser, one of the most prominent leaders of American Ju-
daism at the time, and during the next four years Cresson developed
a special interest in Jerusalem. In 1844 he succeeded in getting him-
self appointed as the first American consul to Jerusalem. Although he
arrived in Jerusalem as a practicing Christian, Cresson was increas-
ingly attracted to Judaism, and in March 1848 he became a devout
convert to Judaism, with the name Michael Boaz Israel. He died in
1860 and was buried on Mount Olives with honors typically reserved
for great rabbis. Since the Six-Day War of June 1967, a number of
prominent Christian fundamentalists have been strongly supportive
of Israel and have favored Likud policies over those of the Labor
Party. 

COLUMBUS PLATFORM. The Central Conference of American
Rabbis (CCAR), the rabbinical association of Reform Judaism, meet-
ing in Columbus, Ohio, in 1937, adopted a resolution on Palestine far
more sympathetic than any previous pronouncement by the Reform
movement on the subject. The Columbus statement declared that it
was “the obligation of all Jewry to aid in [the] upbuilding [of Pales-
tine] as a Jewish homeland by endeavoring to make it not only a
haven of refuge for the oppressed but also a center of Jewish cultural
and spiritual life.” The Columbus Platform, as it came to be known,
marked the culmination of a gradual shift away from anti-Zionism
that had been underway in the Reform movement for more than a
decade. 

The American Reform movement’s first official position on Zion-
ism, the Pittsburgh Platform of 1885, unequivocally rejected the
concept of Zionism as anathema to the Reform ideals of universalism
and Jewish integration among the nations of the world. During the
early 1900s, a small but vocal and growing minority of Zionist sym-
pathizers within the Reform rabbinate, most prominently Stephen
Wise and Abba Hillel Silver, began influencing the movement away
from the staunch anti-Zionism of the Pittsburgh Platform. Later, de-
velopments abroad played a significant role in reshaping Reform at-
titudes toward Palestine, including the international approval for
Zionism expressed in the Balfour Declaration; the eruption of Pales-
tinian Arab violence in the 1920s; and the rise of Nazism and perse-
cution of European Jews in the 1930s. 
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The 1920 convention of the CCAR adopted a resolution “rejoic-
ing” at the League of Nations decision to grant the Palestine mandate
to Great Britain and asserting that it was “the duty of all Jews to con-
tribute to the reconstruction of Palestine,” while continuing to es-
chew Jewish nationalism per se. Two years later, the CCAR reached
a formal agreement with the Palestine Development Council to pro-
mote joint projects for developing Eretz Israel. In 1928 the CCAR
passed a resolution praising the Jewish Agency for Palestine, and in
1930 it voted to include the Zionist anthem “Hatikvah” in the Re-
form movement’s hymnal. In early 1935, 241 Reform rabbis—out of
401 CCAR members—signed a petition praising the accomplish-
ments of Labor Zionism in Palestine. The 1935 CCAR convention
took “no official stand on the subject of Zionism,” thus officially ac-
knowledging the movement’s shift from anti-Zionism to non-Zion-
ism. It also pledged to “cooperate in the upbuilding of Palestine.” In
the final pre-Columbus indication of Reform Judaism’s changing
view of Zionism, in early 1937 the Union of American Hebrew Con-
gregations, the national association of Reform synagogues, adopted a
resolution urging “all Jews, irrespective of ideological differences, to
unite in the activities leading to the establishment of a Jewish home-
land in Palestine.” The Columbus Platform followed naturally. 

CONFERENCE OF PRESIDENTS OF MAJOR AMERICAN
JEWISH ORGANIZATIONS. Responding to complaints by Secre-
tary of State John Foster Dulles about the growing number of Jewish
representatives approaching him, American Jewish leaders estab-
lished the Conference of Presidents of Major American Jewish Orga-
nizations in 1955 to serve as American Jewry’s primary voice on for-
eign affairs. From its founding membership of 17 organizations, the
conference has gradually expanded to its present constituency of 55
groups, including those from all points on the religious and political
spectrums. Conference of Presidents delegations frequently visit Is-
rael and Washington, DC, to confer with government officials and
convey their views on current issues involving Israel and Jewish
communities around the world. The chairman of the conference
serves a maximum of two one-year terms. The chairman is chosen by
a nominating committee, consisting of former conference chairmen
and current organizational leaders, who are appointed to the nominating
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committee by the conference’s executive vice chairman. The confer-
ence’s policy positions are decided not by direct vote, but rather by
the chairman and executive vice chairman, who develop and articu-
late what they consider to be the consensus view among the member-
organizations. 

CULTURAL ZIONISM. Although its roots may be found in the
thought of pre-Herzl Zionists such as Moses Hess and Peretz
Smolenskin, Cultural Zionism, also sometimes referred to as Spiri-
tual Zionism, is most closely associated with the thought of Ahad
Ha’am (Asher Zvi Ginzberg), a prominent Russian Jewish writer
(1856–1927). A sharp critic of Theodor Herzl’s Practical Zionism
and the notion that a state would resolve the problems of the Jews,
Ahad Ha’am looked to Zionism as the means for the realization of a
Jewish cultural renaissance. His goal was not a nation-state, like
other nation-states, but rather a Jewish national cultural (spiritual)
center for Jews in Diaspora communities around the world, which
would serve to revive Jewish creativity and national consciousness.
Cultural Zionism typically placed emphasis on educational activity
among Jews, as well as on uncontroversial settlement programs in
Eretz Israel. Much of the contemporary debate between the Zionist
left and the Zionist right is rooted in the historic debate between Cul-
tural Zionism and Political Zionism. 

CYPRUS PLAN. In late 1897, Davis Trietsch, a German-born writer
and statistician who served as a delegate to that year’s First Zionist
Congress, began promoting the idea of settling Jews in the British
colony of Cyprus. Trietsch envisioned the settling of Cyprus as part
of a Greater Palestine scheme that would encompass Palestine,
Cyprus, and El ‘Arish. Trietsch established contacts with the Cypriot
authorities, visited the island to survey settlement possibilities, and
even arranged for an initial group of 13 Jewish workers from Galicia
to take up residence on Cyprus in 1899. 

Theodor Herzl at first displayed little enthusiasm for the Cyprus
proposal, but he reconsidered after pogroms in Galicia in the summer
of 1898 and after encountering obstacles in his attempts to win Turk-
ish consent to settle Palestine. Herzl began to imagine Cyprus as a
temporary shelter for European Jewish refugees, which would serve
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as a prelude to the colonization of Eretz Israel. In 1902 Herzl raised
the Cyprus idea with British colonial secretary Joseph Chamberlain,
only to have it rejected on the grounds that the island’s inhabitants
would object. The following year, Trietsch, on his own, raised the
Cyprus plan with British officials, but his entreaties came to naught.
Both the British and the Zionist leadership increasingly focused their
attention on the possibility of settling Jews in East Africa instead, and
the Cyprus scheme was soon forgotten. 

– D –

DE HAAN, JACOB ISRAEL (1881–1924). Haredi (ultra-Orthodox)
anti-Zionist polemicist Jacob de Haan was born in Smilde, Nether-
lands. De Haan gained a reputation as a poet and journalist with so-
cialist and anarchist tendencies. Controversy over his personal
lifestyle resulted in his expulsion from the Dutch Socialist Party. In
1907 he married a Christian physician who encouraged him into the
study and profession of law, but his poetic talents won out and he
abandoned law and published several collections of poetry in Dutch.
He became a ba’al teshuvah, a newly Orthodox Jew, just prior to
World War I and, at first, joined Mizrachi, the movement of Reli-
gious Zionism. He left his wife and family and in 1918 went to
Jerusalem, where he was a journalist for several European newspa-
pers. There he identified with the haredi camp headed by Rabbi
Joseph Hayim Sonnenfeld, the rabbi of the anti-Zionist sectarian
Ashkenazi community in Jerusalem. He wrote numerous anti-Zionist
articles for the European press and engaged in a number of political
activities that were deemed subversive by the Zionist authorities and
much of the yishuv. Haganah authorities allegedly ordered his as-
sassination, which was carried out by two Haganah soldiers on June
30, 1924, as he was leaving the synagogue of Jerusalem’s Shaarei
Zedek Hospital. The assassination gave rise to a bitter dispute, with
numerous secularists condemning it as unconscionable. 

DEMOCRATIC FACTION. The first distinct ideological faction
within the world Zionist movement, the Democratic Faction was or-
ganized in 1901 by Zionist students and intellectuals living in Germany
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and Switzerland. A number of future Zionist leaders, including
Chaim Weizmann and Leon Motzkin, were among its founders.
Some of them were also involved in Ahad Ha’am’s Benei Moshe
society. In December 1901, on the eve of the Fifth World Zionist
Congress, the Democratic Faction activists met to formalize their
agenda. Their use of the term “democratic” in their name was meant
as a slap at Zionist leader Theodor Herzl, who, they argued, ruled
the Zionist movement in an autocratic fashion, without sufficiently
consulting the movement’s committees or leading activists. Chal-
lenging Herzl’s emphasis on political negotiations, the Democratic
Faction called for devoting more resources to actual settlement ac-
tivity in Palestine. The faction also urged the involvement of the
Zionist movement in the shaping of a secular Zionist culture, a posi-
tion staunchly opposed by Religious Zionists. Indeed, the faction’s
lobbying on this point in 1901–1902 helped galvanize the es-
tablishment of the Mizrachi party by religious members of the
World Zionist Organization. After a stormy debate, the Zionist
Congress agreed to the Democratic Faction’s demand for a scientific
study of settlement conditions in Palestine, as well as to its call for
greater personal involvement in Zionist activity by members of the
movement. However, the congress skirted the “culture” controversy,
by endorsing the movement’s involvement in “cultural” and “educa-
tional” activities without defining either term. The following year, a
national conference of Russian Zionists, meeting in Minsk, adopted
the Democratic Faction’s proposal to resolve the cultural controversy
by recognizing the secular and religious approaches to Zionist culture
as two separate but equal methods. Having substantially accom-
plished its major aims, the Democratic Faction dissolved soon after
the Minsk conference. 

DIASPORA. “Diaspora” is a Greek word that means “scattered” or
“dispersion.” Since the exile of the Jews from Eretz Israel by the
Babylonian king Nebuchadnezzar in 586 BCE, the term “Diaspora”
has referred specifically to Jewish life outside of Eretz Israel, the “ex-
ile.” In Hebrew, it is referred to as galut. In traditional Judaism, as
well as in modern Zionism, the term has a strong normative connota-
tion that views the dispersion as abnormal. See also NEGATION OF
THE DIASPORA. 
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DIASPORA NATIONALISM. A philosophy of Jewish national exis-
tence that developed in the late 19th century, Diaspora nationalism
had a profound impact on Zionism, as well as on non-Zionist and
anti-Zionist movements. Its underlying thesis, regardless of its spe-
cific form, is that Jews around the world are a collective entity, bound
by a common history and culture, and that the Jewish people must
create the social and cultural conditions that would enable them to re-
tain their Jewish identity while living as minorities in non-Jewish so-
cieties. The two most prominent proponents of Diaspora nationalism,
although they had strong disagreements between themselves, were
Chaim Zhitlowsky (1865–1943) and Simon Dubnow (1860–1941).
Zhitlowsky was a socialist and a Yiddishist who aspired for Jews to
become a nation as all others, which included autonomy in the social,
political, and economic realms. Dubnow was a prominent Jewish his-
torian who saw the unique communal character of the Jewish people
as the key to their survival in the Diaspora throughout the centuries.
Since the Middle Ages, the Jews have become an autonomous na-
tionality within larger nation-states, and Dubnow posited this Jewish
situation as a model for others in Europe. He looked to the develop-
ment of a Russian-Polish center of Jewish life and culture that would
not only rival but surpass such previous centers as those of Palestine,
Babylon, and Spain. Dubnow was a secularist who also viewed the
Jewish religion as a mark of Jewish cultural creativity and genius. In
the new conditions of the Russian-Polish center, however, he looked
forward to the end of the religious character of the community. As
was Zhitlowsky, Dubnow was a Yiddishist, and he looked to Yiddish
as the language of the newly developing Jewish culture. 

Among the anti-Zionist movements, the most prominent form of
Diaspora nationalism was that of the Bund. It was founded near Vilna
in October 1897 by a small group of Marxist social democrats dedi-
cated to the economic and political liberation of the Jewish working
masses, as well as to universal social and economic justice. The Bund
asserted that the survival and development of Jewish life was depen-
dent upon Jews joining the struggle for social change and social jus-
tice in their respective countries. The organization was staunchly op-
posed to Zionism and the notion of a collective Jewish national
identity, as well as to the Zionist emphasis on Hebrew as the Jewish
national language. The home of the Jews, to the Bund, was the Jewish
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Diaspora, and it promoted the value of Yiddish. It developed a secu-
lar Jewish nationalism with an emphasis on the cultural autonomy of
Jewish life in Eastern Europe. 

Among Zionists, Diaspora nationalism figured prominently in the ide-
ology of Poalei Zion. As a movement whose ideology was a combina-
tion of Zionism and socialism, it emphasized the inseparable connec-
tion between the construction of a Jewish state in Palestine and the po-
litical and social struggles of the Jewish masses around the world. It
valued the pluralistic character of Jewish culture and promoted its de-
velopment in Yiddish and other languages as well as in Hebrew. 

DISENGAGEMENT FROM GAZA. Prime Minister Ariel Sharon an-
nounced, in December 2003, his plan for unilateral withdrawal of all
Israeli soldiers and civilians from the Gaza Strip and from four Israeli
towns in northern Samaria (the West Bank). Sharon argued that the
“Disengagement Plan,” as he called it, was necessary to ease Israel’s
security burden in the region, reduce international pressure on Israel,
and resolve the status of Gaza in the absence of hope for a negotiated
agreement with the Palestinian Authority (PA).

The United Nations and the United States endorsed the plan. The
European Union was more restrained in its support, on the grounds
that it would be preferable for Israel to negotiate its withdrawal as
part of an agreement with the PA. The PA and Arab governments crit-
icized Sharon for planning to act without consulting them. Some on
the Israeli left complained that withdrawal from Gaza and northern
Samaria was insufficient and should be part of a broader withdrawal.

The strongest opposition came from Israeli nationalists, who
warned that withdrawal would enable terrorists to operate freely from
Gaza against targets in the rest of Israel. Israeli religious opponents
argued that the eviction of Jews from an area that had been part of the
ancient Land of Israel was contrary to traditional Jewish and Zionist
principles. Opposition within Sharon’s ruling Likud Party eventually
prompted Sharon to leave Likud and establish a new party, Kadima.
The National Religious Party opposed the plan, and its two cabinet
ministers resigned from Sharon’s government. In August 2005, more
than 100,000 opponents of Disengagement held a prayer rally at the
Western Wall, and the following day, several hundred thousand more
rallied in Tel Aviv.
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The opposition also contended that since unilateral withdrawal had
not been part of Sharon’s election platform, a national referendum
should be held to determine if the Disengagement Plan represented
the will of the Israeli public. The government rejected proposals for
a referendum, adopted the plan, and implemented it in August 2005.
All soldiers were withdrawn, army installations in Gaza were dis-
mantled, 21 Jewish towns in Gaza (known as Gush Katif) and north-
ern Samaria were bulldozed, and approximately 9,000 Jewish resi-
dents of those areas were evicted, many of them forcibly.

The government established the Sela Disengagement Authority to
provide financial compensation to the evacuees. Many of the Jewish
residents of Gaza refused to participate in the compensation program,
either on principle or because they refused to believe the evacuation
would take place. A subsequent report by the state comptroller
sharply criticized the Disengagement Authority for failing to ade-
quately prepare and compensate the evacuees.

More than a year after the withdrawal, many of the evacuees were
unemployed and still living in temporary and inadequate housing.
Because most of the evacuees were Orthodox, the eviction and sense
of being abandoned by Israeli society deepened a growing rift be-
tween the Orthodox and non-Orthodox segments of the Israeli pub-
lic. This sentiment engendered an increasing sense of alienation and
militancy, particularly among the young adults and teenagers who
were evicted from Gaza.

The election of Hamas as the ruling party in the Palestinian Au-
thority in 2006, together with the frequent firing of rockets from
Gaza at Sderot, Ashkelon, and other Israeli cities, led many Israelis,
including some prominent public figures, to express regret at having
supported the Disengagement Plan.

DISPLACED PERSONS (DPs). When the European phase of World
War II ended in the spring of 1945, the Allied occupation forces
found themselves dealing with millions of refugees—people who had
fled the advancing Nazi armies, former inmates of labor camps, Jew-
ish survivors of the death camps, and others. They were given tem-
porary shelter in a series of Displaced Persons Assembly Camps, bet-
ter known as DP camps, that were established throughout the Allied
zones. Most of the Jewish DPs were housed in camps in the American
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and British zones in Italy, Germany, and Austria. Some of them, pri-
marily Hungarian and Czech Jews, stayed in the camps only briefly
and opted to be repatriated. But in the summer of 1945, some 65,000
of the Jewish DPs, mostly Polish Jews, still remained, refusing to re-
turn to their home towns because of the intensity of anti-Semitism
there. Many set their sights on Palestine, but tight British immigra-
tion restrictions kept Eretz Israel off limits for most. Alarmed by
overcrowding and deteriorating health conditions in the camps, in
June 1945 the Truman administration dispatched an investigatory
committee, headed by former U.S. immigration commissioner Earl
Harrison, to survey conditions in the camps. In his report, Harrison
criticized the administration of the camps as inefficient and insensi-
tive; urged approval of the Jewish DPs’ demand to be housed sepa-
rately from non-Jewish Eastern European DPs, many of whom were
anti-Semitic; and expressed sympathy for the Jewish DPs’ demand
for permission to enter Palestine. The report led to a presidential di-
rective to improve conditions in the camps and galvanized President
Harry S Truman to put more pressure on the British to increase Jew-
ish immigration to Palestine. The number of Jewish DPs rose steadily
in late 1945, as thousands who had gone back to their home towns en-
countered local anti-Semitism and opted to return to the camps. In
addition, rising anti-Semitism in Poland provoked a steady stream of
Polish Jews to seek shelter in the DP camps, especially after pogroms
in the Polish city of Kielce in the summer of 1946. By early 1947,
there were well over 200,000 Jewish DPs in the Allied camps. 

Many DPs were among the approximately 70,000 Holocaust sur-
vivors who were smuggled into Palestine during 1945–1948, mostly
by the Haganah. The passengers who filled the Exodus and other
ships that were intercepted by the British while trying to reach Pales-
tine also came from the ranks of the DPs. More than 50,000 of the
would-be immigrants were held in detention camps in Cyprus after
being captured at sea. Following the establishment of Israel, the
Cyprus detainees, as well as the DPs still in Europe, were finally able
to enter Eretz Israel. 

DROR. Russian Zionist activists organized the group that would later
become known as Dror (“Freedom”) in Kiev in 1909. It advocated
focusing on educational efforts to unite Diaspora Jewry on behalf of
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Zionism, rather than exclusively emphasizing actual settlement ac-
tivity in Palestine. In 1917, the group broke off from the mainstream
World Zionist Organization and adopted the name Dror. In the tur-
moil of the Russian Revolution and subsequent civil war
(1917–1921), many of its founders fled the country, some to Pales-
tine with the settlers of the Third Aliya. The others regrouped in
Poland, where they became affiliated with the Hehalutz organiza-
tion. They later formed the nucleus of its youth movement, Hehalutz
Hatzair, and settled in Palestine. In 1981, Dror officially merged with
the Ihud-Habonim Labor Zionists to become Habonim-Dror, the
youth arm of the United Kibbutz Movement. 

– E –

ELDAD, ISRAEL (1910–1998). One of the leaders of the Palestine
Jewish underground group Lohamei Herut Israel (Lehi), Israel El-
dad was born Israel Scheib in Galicia in 1910. He studied at the Lodz
Hebrew High School, the Vienna Rabbinical Seminary, and the Uni-
versity of Vienna. Scheib became active in the Revisionist Zionist
youth movement Betar and rose to its leadership ranks before set-
tling in Palestine in April 1941. There he Hebraized his name to El-
dad and joined Lehi. An accomplished writer and political philoso-
pher, Eldad was soon named editor of the Lehi publications Hazit and
Hama’as. Eldad, Yitzhak Shamir, and Natan Yellin-Friedman com-
prised the ruling triumvirate of Lehi when it was reorganized after the
death of its founder, Avraham Stern. Eldad’s primary role was as
Lehi’s ideological guide. 

Eldad suffered a serious back injury while attempting to avoid ar-
rest by the British police in 1944. Throughout the next year and a
half, Eldad continued his leadership role in Lehi from his prison cell,
via messages smuggled back and forth by his comrades. Brought by
the prison authorities to a Jerusalem hospital to have his body cast re-
moved in May 1946, Eldad escaped and remained free for the re-
mainder of the British mandate period. 

After the establishment of Israel, Eldad organized a nationalist
opposition group called Hazit Hamoledet, which was outlawed by the
Israeli government following the assassination of United Nations 
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mediator Count Folke Bernadotte. Eldad subsequently served as edi-
tor of a militant nationalist journal, Sullam (“Ladder”); authored sev-
eral books expounding his philosophy of maximalist Zionism; edited
a series called Chronicles that portrayed ancient Jewish historical
events in a modern newspaper format; and taught humanities at the
Haifa Technion. 

EMERGENCY COMMITTEE FOR ZIONIST AFFAIRS. See
AMERICAN ZIONIST EMERGENCY COUNCIL. 

EMUNAH. This organization takes its name from the Hebrew word for
“faith.” Founded in 1977 as the Mizrachi Women’s Organization,
Emunah’s 130,000 members, in 23 countries, provide financial sup-
port to an array of Israeli charitable institutions. In addition to Reli-
gious-Zionist schools, recipients of Emunah aid include some 200 Is-
raeli day-care centers, children’s residential homes, vocational
schools for the underprivileged, and senior-citizen centers. Emunah
is also involved in programs to facilitate the absorption of new immi-
grants from Ethiopia and the former Soviet Union. Emunah’s New
York headquarters publishes Emunah Magazine and a newsletter,
Lest We Forget. See also RELIGIOUS ZIONISM. 

ERETZ ISRAEL. Eretz Israel is the Hebrew phrase for “Land of Is-
rael.” The name is biblical in origin, where it refers, variously, to
parts of the region that were under Jewish sovereignty at different
times. Since the dispersion in 70 CE, it has been used to designate
Zion and “the Promised Land.” It was also the Hebrew name for
Palestine under the British mandate. 

ÉVIAN CONFERENCE. In March 1938, U.S. president Franklin D.
Roosevelt invited 32 countries to send representatives to an in-
ternational conference on the European refugee problem, to be held
in July in the French resort town of Évian-les-Bains. The U.S. initia-
tive came in response to the wave of anti-Jewish persecution in Aus-
tria following the German occupation of that country. Roosevelt’s ac-
tion was also intended to head off growing criticism in the media and
in Congress of the administration’s failure to alleviate the refugee cri-
sis. Myron Taylor, the recently retired chairman of United States
Steel, was chosen to head the U.S. delegation to Évian. 
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Thirty-one of the thirty-two invited nations agreed to attend (Italy
was the exception). American officials assured the attendees that
none would be expected to alter their existing immigration restric-
tions and that the financial backing for refugee resettlement would
continue to be borne by private organizations, not governments. 

Some 40 private organizations also attended, including representa-
tives of 21 different Jewish groups. The effectiveness of the Jewish
delegations was hampered by a deep division between Zionist or-
ganizations that wanted to focus on Palestine as the solution to the
refugee problem and non- and anti-Zionists who preferred to explore
other options. 

At the conference, the various representatives reiterated their
countries’ refusal to absorb additional refugees, citing local unem-
ployment or the potential for ethnic unrest in the event of an influx of
foreigners. The British representatives refused to discuss the possi-
bility of allowing increased Jewish immigration to Palestine, and a
request by Zionist leader Chaim Weizmann to address the confer-
ence was rejected. The conference’s only concrete action was to es-
tablish an Intergovernmental Committee on Refugees (ICR), which it
hoped would negotiate with Germany and potential countries of
refuge to organize an orderly exodus of Jews from German territory.
Underfunded and operating with only limited authority, the ICR did
not live up to the high expectations that accompanied its creation. 

EXODUS. The Exodus was the most famous of the 64 refugee ships
that Zionist activists sought to bring to Palestine, in defiance of the
British authorities, during the 1940s. Originally known as the Presi-
dent Warfield, the ship had seen action in the Normandy invasion and
served as a troop ferry during the final months of World War II. Auc-
tioned for scrap at the end of the war, it was purchased by agents of
the Haganah and repaired in the Baltimore harbor in late 1946 and
early 1947. In July 1947, the President Warfield, manned by a crew
that included numerous American volunteers, took aboard more than
4,500 Holocaust survivors at a rendezvous point on the coast of
France. 

As the ship, now renamed the SS Exodus, sailed across the
Mediterranean, it was trailed by a British warship and became the
subject of international media attention. When the Exodus ap-
proached Palestine on July 18, it was intercepted by the British navy.
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Truncheon-wielding British soldiers charged aboard the Exodus and
beat many of the passengers and crew, including American crewmate
Bill Bernstein, who died of his injuries. More than 20,000 New York-
ers filled Madison Square Garden several weeks later for a memorial
ceremony in Bernstein’s honor. 

International controversy over the Exodus intensified when the
British, instead of deporting the refugees to nearby Cyprus as they
had done in previous such cases, shipped them back to France. When
the three shiploads of refugees reached Port de Bouc, however, all but
a handful of the passengers refused to disembark, and the French au-
thorities declined to compel them to do so. The ships remained there
for more than three weeks, focusing embarrassing attention on Great
Britain’s harsh policy toward Jewish immigrants. On August 22, the
British ordered the refugees sent to the British Zone of occupied Ger-
many. Upon arrival at Hamburg, many of the Exodus passengers
staged a sit-down strike and had to be dragged ashore by British
troops. Others physically resisted disembarking and fought a two-
hour pitched battle with the British soldiers. Media coverage of the
struggle further galvanized international criticism of Great Britain’s
policies. 

The passengers of the Exodus finally reached the Holy Land in late
1948, following the establishment of the State of Israel. See also
ALIYA BET. 

EZRA. Religious Zionist students established the Ezra movement in
Germany in 1919. It held educational functions and summer camps,
eventually creating its own Zionist training farm. Some Ezra mem-
bers joined the Mizrachi-affiliated Bachad settlements in Palestine in
the early 1930s. Others fled Germany after the rise of Nazism and
joined Poalei Agudat Israel, the pro-Zionist splinter group of the
haredi (ultra-Orthodox) Agudat Israel movement. In 1948, Ezra for-
mally became part of Poalei Agudat Israel. 

– F –

FAISAL-WEIZMANN AGREEMENT. Hoping to preempt Arab
opposition to Jewish colonization of Palestine, Zionist leader Chaim
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Weizmann initiated talks with the Emir Faisal, one of the most
prominent Arab leaders of the day, in June 1918. Additional discus-
sions between Faisal and Zionist leaders were held during the Paris
peace conference of 1918–1919, and on January 3, 1919, Faisal and
Weizmann signed a formal accord. 

The agreement called for “the closest possible collaboration in the
development of the Arab State and Palestine” (Preamble); endorsed
the Balfour Declaration (Art. III); and specified that “all necessary
measures shall be taken to encourage and stimulate immigration of
Jews into Palestine,” while at the same time promising that “the Arab
peasant and tenant farmers shall be protected in their rights, and shall
be assisted in forwarding their economic development” (Art. IV). In
a handwritten addendum in Arabic, Faisal emphasized that his par-
ticipation in the agreement was conditional upon “the Arabs obtain-
ing their independence” from Great Britain. 

Zionist leaders hailed the accord, believing it would defuse Arab
opposition to Zionism and reassure British officials who were con-
cerned about Arab reaction to Great Britain’s support for a Jewish
homeland. But the Zionist leaders’ joy was short-lived. From media
interviews given by Faisal in the aftermath of the agreement, it seems
he regarded the accord as a means to pave the way for British acqui-
escence in the creation of a vast Arab kingdom, of which Faisal
would be the leader, which would include only a Jewish province, not
an independent Jewish state. He expected world Jewry to finance the
Jewish province and perhaps provide financial assistance to the Arab
kingdom as well. In an interview with the French newspaper Le
Matin on March 1, 1919, Faisal said he had agreed to Jewish immi-
gration into Palestine but would never accept the establishment of a
sovereign Jewish state there. In response to Jewish protests over that
statement, Faisal telegrammed American Zionist leaders that “We
Arabs . . . look with the deepest sympathy on the Zionist movement.”
But he skirted the issue of Jewish statehood, remarking only that
“there is room in Syria [Arabs widely regarded Palestine as southern
Syria] for us both.” Testifying in July 1919 before the King-Crane
Commission, a U.S. government body surveying conditions in the
Middle East, Faisal reiterated that he would assent to “a certain
amount of [Jewish] immigration” but that he opposed “the wider
Zionist aspirations.” 
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Faisal, who subsequently became leader of Syria and was later
crowned king of Iraq, never took any steps to implement the agree-
ment with Weizmann. At the 1929 hearings of the Shaw Commis-
sion, a British inquiry into that year’s Palestinian Arab riots, the is-
sue of the Faisal-Weizmann agreement was raised. Members of the
Arab delegation to the Shaw hearings wrote to Faisal for confirma-
tion that he had signed such an accord, to which the king’s
spokesman replied that Faisal had no recollection of the agreement. 

FARBAND-LABOR ZIONIST ORDER. American Labor Zionists
established the Farband-Labor Zionist Order, a New York–based fra-
ternal aid society, in 1910. It provided its members with life insur-
ance as well as a variety of Zionist cultural and educational activities.
Its insurance program, which began with several hundred sub-
scribers, grew to more than 35,000 by 1979, when it withdrew from
the insurance field. The Farband’s Zionist activities, in conjunction
with the main U.S. Labor Zionist group, Poalei Zion, included after-
school education programs, summer camps, and fund-raising for the
Histadrut labor union. In 1975, the Farband merged with the Labor
Zionists/Poalei Zion and American Habonim to become the Labor
Zionist Alliance. 

FEDERATION OF AMERICAN ZIONISTS. See ZIONIST
ORGANIZATION OF AMERICA. 

FEDERATION OF WOMEN ZIONISTS OF GREAT BRITAIN
AND IRELAND (FWZ). Responding to what they perceived as sex-
ist discrimination by the male-dominated English Zionist Federation
(EZF), a group of women Zionists led by Rebecca Sieff proposed, at
the EZF’s 1918 conference, to establish a separate women’s organi-
zation. Although the proposal was adopted, relations between the
EZF and the new Federation of Women Zionists (FWZ) remained un-
easy for many years. 

The major functions of the FWZ were providing and supporting
educational and social welfare services in Eretz Israel and, until
1948, lobbying for creation of a Jewish state. By World War II, its
membership had grown to more than 15,000. At its 1920 conference
in London, the FWZ initiated the establishment of the Women’s In-
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ternational Zionist Organization (WIZO) and subsequently be-
came, in effect, its British branch. In 2005, the FWZ officially
changed its name to WIZO UK.

FEDERATION SIONISTE DE TUNISIA. Small Zionist groups es-
tablished in Tunisia in the late 1800s, such as Agudat Zion, Terahem
Zion, Ahavat Zion, and Benei Zion, united in 1920 as the Federation
Sioniste de Tunisia (Zionist Federation of Tunisia, or ZFT). Shlichim
from the Jewish National Fund and Keren Hayesod soon arrived to
undertake fund-raising and educational activity. The French colonial
regime permitted the ZFT to operate freely. Its activities included or-
ganizing Hebrew language studies, sending delegates to Zionist con-
gresses, and publishing two Zionist periodicals, La Voix Juive and Le
Reveil Juif. The latter was controlled by local Revisionist Zionists,
who by the late 1920s had become the dominant party in Tunisian
Zionism, with nearly 3,000 members. They organized rallies against
Britain’s Palestine policies and a boycott of German goods, and their
youth movement, Betar, established chapters throughout the com-
munity. A branch of the rival leftwing youth group Hashomer
Hatzair was short-lived. The Zionist movement, like all Jewish cul-
tural and political life, was suppressed during the German occupation
of Tunisia in 1942–1943. After the Allied liberation, the ZFT re-
sumed its activity. In addition, the Haganah became active in the re-
gion and organized two aliya bet ships, the Yehuda Halevi and the
Shivat Zion, in 1947.

– G –

GALUT. Galut is a Hebrew term meaning “exile,” or “dispersion,” and
refers to the Diaspora. Traditional Judaism emphasized a powerful
negation of galut, and this was a major theme in Jewish philosophy.
Galut is to Zion what night is to day. See also ALIYA; YERIDA. 

GENERAL ZIONISTS. After the emergence in the early 1900s of the
first distinct political factions within the Zionist movement,
Mizrachi (the Religious Zionists) and Poalei Zion (the Socialist
Zionists), the majority of Zionists, who were not affiliated with either
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of those factions, came to be known as General Zionists. While loyal
to the Basle Program and the broad principles of Zionism, the Gen-
eral Zionists lacked a specific ideology or platform until 1931, when
an international conference of General Zionists was held, on the eve
of the 17th World Zionist Congress. The conference produced a
new, formal party, the World Union of General Zionists, and elected
Galician Zionist leader Dr. Isaac Schwarzbart as its first president. 

By 1935, two distinct factions had emerged within the World
Union of General Zionists. The General Zionists A, as they called
themselves, sympathized with Labor Zionism’s economic positions
and favored Chaim Weizmann’s cautious approach to relations with
the British authorities. The General Zionists B were critical of so-
cialist economic practices and preferred more forthright opposition to
Great Britain’s Palestine policy. The growing tensions within the
General Zionist movement contributed to its steadily waning fortunes
in Zionist elections during the 1930s. 

At the 1946 World Zionist Congress, the General Zionists sought to
inject new life into their movement, reorganizing themselves as the
World Confederation of General Zionists and choosing the longtime
American Zionist leader Dr. Israel Goldstein as their new president.
The success of the Zionist Organization of America (ZOA) during
the mid- and late 1940s, under the leadership of Abba Hillel Silver,
was also a boon for the General Zionists, since Silver and his col-
leagues identified with General Zionism. At the 1946 Zionist Congress,
a Silver-led ZOA delegation joined forces with General Zionist dele-
gates from Palestine and David Ben-Gurion’s Mapai faction to defeat
Weizmann’s call for a more compromising approach to the British. 

After the establishment of the State of Israel, the divisions within
the General Zionist movement widened. The General Zionists A
competed in the 1949 Knesset election as the Progressive Party, won
five seats, and became part of the Labor-led governing coalition,
while the B faction, running as the General Zionists, won seven seats
and chose to remain in the opposition. The majority in the ZOA sym-
pathized with the B faction and in 1950 issued a public statement ex-
pressing their support for it. That set off a long-running feud within
the ZOA that in 1957 culminated in a minority faction breaking away
from the ZOA and establishing the American Jewish League for Is-
rael under the leadership of Louis Lipsky. 
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A first major step toward rapprochement between the General
Zionists and the Progressives in Israel was taken in the early 1950s,
when the General Zionists established their own faction within the
Histadrut, thereby casting aside their previous policy of rejecting all
cooperation with the socialist trade union. Reconciliation talks be-
tween the Progressives and the General Zionists in 1960–1961 con-
cluded with their merger into the unified Liberal Party, which won
seventeen seats in the 1961 Knesset elections. The rival Diaspora
factions of the Progressives and the General Zionists, however, re-
fused to unite. 

By 1965, the Liberal Party had split in two, this time over a pro-
posal to run for the Knesset jointly with Menachem Begin’s Herut
Party. The majority supported the proposal, and the Liberals and
Herut competed as the Gahal bloc. The minority, mostly those who
had been affiliated with the Progressive Party, seceded from the Lib-
eral Party and established their own Independent Liberal Party, which
won five seats in the 1965 elections. After capturing four seats in the
subsequent elections of 1969 and 1973, the Independent Liberals
won just one seat in the 1977 vote and faded from the political map
soon afterward. The Liberal Party, for its part, remained with Herut
in the Gahal bloc and eventually disbanded as a separate party, fully
merging into Gahal’s successor, the Likud. See also ALIYA
HADASHA. 

GOLDMANN, NAHUM (1894–1982). Zionist diplomat Nahum Gold-
mann was born in Vishnevo, Lithuania, and raised in Frankfurt, Ger-
many. Goldmann’s parents were highly identified with Jewish activ-
ities, and he developed intense Zionist affinities as a youth. He
studied law and philosophy at the University of Heidelberg from
1912 to 1914 and again in 1919–1920, when he received his doctor-
ate in law. He visited Palestine in 1913. During World War I, Gold-
mann worked in the Jewish division of the German Foreign Ministry,
and he attempted to gain Germany’s support for the establishment of
a Jewish state in Palestine. During the 1920s, Goldmann cofounded
a Zionist periodical in Heidelberg and participated in establishing a
German-Jewish encyclopedia, which was never completed because
of the Nazi rise to power. Many years later, in 1972, he saw his proj-
ect realized when he played a pivotal role in the publication of the
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Encyclopedia Judaica, on whose board he served as honorary presi-
dent. Goldmann participated in many Zionist activities, including at-
tendance at the 13th Zionist Congress and all subsequent con-
gresses. He initially opposed Chaim Weizmann’s proposal to
expand the Jewish Agency but ultimately accepted the majority de-
cision. He was a supporter of the partition of Palestine, arguing that
sovereignty was primary for a viable Jewish state. He helped develop
the Biltmore Program in 1942. Goldmann fled Germany in 1935
and, after a brief stay in Honduras, went to New York, where he rep-
resented the Jewish Agency. He was also very active in Diaspora
Jewish communal affairs. In contrast to many Zionists who negated
the Diaspora, he believed in the necessity of strengthening Diaspora
communities, and in 1936 he helped organize the World Jewish
Congress, serving as its first chairman. In 1949 he was named acting
president and in 1953 its president, a position that he held for the re-
mainder of his life. 

With the approval of the Israeli government, Goldmann played a
central role in negotiating German reparations to Holocaust survivors
in 1951, a move that was bitterly opposed by Menachem Begin and
the Herut Party. He helped establish and, from 1954–1959, served as
chairman of the Conference of Presidents of Major American Jew-
ish Organizations, and he founded the Memorial Foundation for
Jewish Culture in 1964. Goldmann’s involvement with the campaign
on behalf of Soviet Jewry was a source of some controversy; his pref-
erence for “quiet diplomacy” was opposed by more activist elements
in the American Jewish community. 

Goldmann became a citizen of Israel in 1962 but did not actually
move there. Rather, he lived in Switzerland and made frequent trips
to Israel. Goldmann’s increasing criticism of Israeli foreign policy,
Israeli attitudes toward the Diaspora, and what he viewed as Israel’s
militarism put him at odds with the Israeli government and many Di-
aspora Jewish leaders. He was the center of a bitter controversy in
1970, when rumors spread of a possible meeting between himself and
Egyptian leader Gamal Abdul Nasser. The Israeli government
strongly disapproved of the meeting, and it never took place. 

GOLOMB, ELIAHU (1893–1945). Eliahu Golomb was one of the
originators of the notion of Jewish defense in Eretz Israel and the
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central figure in the Haganah. Born in Volkovisk, Belarus, he came
to Eretz Israel with his family in 1909. He was in the first graduating
class of Gymnasium Herzliya high school, organized a pioneer group
of youth for work and study, and worked for a time in Kibbutz De-
gania A. As a young man, Golomb became convinced that the yishuv
could not survive without a military infrastructure, although he rec-
ognized the possible consequences this would have for Jewish–Arab
relations. In 1917, Golomb organized a Jewish defense group in
Jaffa, which was a local version of the Hashomer guard force headed
by Yisrael Shohat. 

When World War I broke out, Golomb opposed the induction of
Jews into the Turkish army and promoted the idea of an independent
Jewish defense force instead. Following the British conquest of Eretz
Israel, he came to the conclusion that defense should be the respon-
sibility not just of a small, select group, but of the Jewish population
as a whole. He therefore supported dismantling Hashomer and was
part of the committee that organized the Haganah. Golomb spent
1922–1924 as a Haganah emissary in Europe, purchasing weapons
and recruiting new members. During the Arab riots of 1936–1939, he
was among the organizers of the special units established by Yitzhak
Sadeh to confront Arab terrorists in combat. 

Viewing the Haganah as the sole legitimate defense organ of the
yishuv and the Zionist movement, Golomb staunchly opposed the in-
dependent militias of the Irgun and Lehi. He and Berl Katznelson
tried, to no avail, to convince the Revisionists to rejoin the Zionist Or-
ganization and merge the Irgun and Lehi into a single military unit
with the Haganah. In a meeting with Menachem Begin in 1944,
Golomb demanded that the Irgun cease all action against the British,
and threatened to undertake severe measures, even civil war, to prevent
attacks on the Palestine mandate administration. When Lehi members
in November 1944 assassinated the leading British official in the Mid-
dle East, Lord Moyne, Golomb implemented his threat with “the Sea-
son,” an all-out Haganah campaign against the Irgun and Lehi.

Golomb was a founder and leader of the Palmach, the commando
arm of the Haganah, and his home in Tel Aviv was, for many years,
the Haganah command post. The Haganah archives and the Haganah
Museum are still located there. An annual Israeli presidential prize
for defense is named for him.
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GORDON, AHARON DAVID (1856–1922). Zionist philosopher
Aharon David Gordon was born in Podolia, Russia, in 1856 to an Or-
thodox family. As a young man, he managed a farm but later left
farming and became a clerk. Although a member of Hovevei Zion, it
was not until he was 47 years of age that Gordon decided to go on
aliya. In Eretz Israel, he returned to the farming life, working in var-
ious agricultural settlements and finally joining Kibbutz Degania in
the Galilee. He developed the notion of “the religion of labor,” ac-
cording to which the physical working of the land is the ultimate re-
ligious value; it is a religious experience resulting in the redemption
both of the individual directly involved and also of the Jewish peo-
ple. His thought as well as his own personal example became a model
for the Labor Zionist movement. 

GORDONIA. A Zionist youth movement established in Galicia in
1923, Gordonia was based on the ideology of the Zionist philoso-
pher Aharon David Gordon. His mystical “religion of labor,”
rooted partly in Russian populism, regarded working the soil of
Palestine as the means for the individual Jew to experience his or her
cosmic purpose. 

Gordonia members idolized the communal-agricultural lifestyle
and the movement educated its members to personally settle in kib-
butzim, particularly those affiliated with its Hever Hakevutzot–Igud
Gordonia (created in 1933). The arrival of European Gordonia ac-
tivists in Palestine in the 1930s provided an important boost of
morale and manpower for Degania and other kibbutzim that had been
stagnating. 

In 1945 Gordonia joined with a faction of a like-minded kibbutz-
oriented group, Hamahanot Ha’olim, to establish Hatenua
Hameuhedet. That, in turn, merged in 1959 with another Socialist
Zionist youth movement, Hanoar Ha’oved, to form the official youth
wing of the Histadrut, Hanoar Haleumi Ha’oved Vehalomed. Over-
seas branches of Gordonia eventually became part of Habonim, the
Labor Zionist youth movement. See also SOCIALIST ZIONISM. 

GREATER ACTIONS COMMITTEE. See ZIONIST GENERAL
COUNCIL. 
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GREENBERG, HAYIM (1889–1953). American Labor Zionist
leader Hayim Greenberg was born in Dodoreshti, Bessarabia. He was
self-educated in both Hebrew and Russian. Greenberg acquired ex-
tensive knowledge of both languages and wrote prolifically on polit-
ical subjects. He was also a dynamic orator in Yiddish, Hebrew, and
Russian, and this became the source of his livelihood as a young man.
Greenberg joined the Zionist movement as a teen and in 1906 was a
delegate to a conference of Russian Zionists. In 1917 he was one of
the leaders of Tarbut, an organization devoted to promoting Hebrew
culture, and he edited a Hebrew literary magazine. He taught Jewish
literature briefly at the University of Kharkov. Greenberg’s Zionist
activity led to his arrest by the Bolshevik authorities on a number of
occasions, and in 1921 he went to Kishinev and then Berlin, where
he was an editor of Haolam (“The World”), the Hebrew weekly of the
Zionist Organization, and also became one of the leaders of Hapoel
Hatzair. Greenberg went to the United States in 1924 on behalf of
Tarbut and became editor of the Labor Zionists’Yiddish-language pe-
riodical. In 1934, he became editor of the Labor Zionist monthly, The
Jewish Frontier, as well as a permanent member of the Central Com-
mittee of the Labor Zionist Organization of America. Greenberg
played a central role in the merger of Zeirei Zion and Poalei Zion. As
the most prominent leader of U.S. Labor Zionism, he represented the
movement in the American Zionist Emergency Council and played
an active role in its deliberations during World War II. In his writings
as well as in his political activity, he sought a synthesis between
Zionism, socialism, and universalism. Greenberg subsequently be-
came even more widely known for his essay “Bankrupt,” published
in Der Yiddisher Kempfer in 1943, which sharply criticized the Amer-
ican Jewish leadership’s failure to actively protest the Allies’ apa-
thetic response to the Holocaust. 

Greenberg was elected to the Jewish Agency Executive at the
22nd Zionist Congress in 1946 and was appointed to direct the De-
partment of Education and Culture, a position he held for the re-
mainder of his lifetime. During his tenure, he helped gain the support
of a number of South American delegations to the United Nations for
the establishment of the State of Israel, and he emphasized and en-
couraged the spread of Hebrew language and literature as well as
strong Israel–Diaspora relations. 
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GRUENBAUM, YITZHAK (1879–1970). General Zionist leader
Yitzhak Gruenbaum was born in Warsaw and raised in Plonsk,
Poland. Gruenbaum was active in the Zionist movement as a youth.
After completing high school, during which time he joined the move-
ment, he began studying medicine, but in 1904 he switched to law.
He became a Zionist activist and publicist at that time, writing in He-
brew and Yiddish periodicals. Gruenbaum was a delegate to the Sev-
enth Zionist Congress in 1905 and to each subsequent Zionist Con-
gress during his lifetime. He edited a number of newspapers,
including the Hebrew-language Hazefirah. He was the spokesman for
much of Polish Jewry between the two world wars. Gruenbaum was
the leader of the Radical Zionists, known in Poland as Al Hamish-
mar, and opposed the creation and then the expansion of the Jewish
Agency. He was also a staunch advocate of the secularization of Jew-
ish life and was active in Tarbut, the organization devoted to promot-
ing Hebrew culture in Poland. Gruenbaum organized the “national
minorities bloc” in the Polish elections of 1922, which resulted in the
national minorities, including Jews, gaining considerable representa-
tion. Gruenbaum moved to Paris in 1932 and in 1933 was elected to
the Jewish Agency Executive at the Zionist Congress, after which he
went on aliya. He subsequently held a number of major administra-
tive positions in the Jewish Agency, including head of the Aliya De-
partment from 1933 to 1935, head of the Absorption and Labor De-
partments from 1935 to 1948, one of the heads of the Organization
Department from 1935 to 1946, treasurer of the Jewish Agency from
1949 to 1950, and attorney general, a position designed to ensure the
honesty of the Jewish Agency’s employees and administrators, from
1950 to 1951. As chairman of the Jewish Agency’s Rescue Commit-
tee during the Holocaust years, Gruenbaum was a leading proponent
of pressuring the Allies to bomb Auschwitz and other death camps,
and he helped persuade the agency’s leaders in London, Chaim
Weizmann and Moshe Sharett, to lobby the British government to
bomb the camps. He was among the leaders of the Jewish Agency
who were arrested by the British in 1946. From 1935 to 1948 he was
also head of Mosad Bialik, a major publisher. 

During the period of establishment of the State of Israel, Gruen-
baum was a member of the People’s Administration, in charge of in-
ternal affairs; was one of those who signed the Declaration of Inde-
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pendence; and served as minister of the interior in the Provisional
Government in 1948–1949. In the latter capacity, he organized and
administered the first elections to the Knesset. Running on his own,
as the “Yitzhak Gruenbaum List,” he failed to win sufficient votes for
any seats. Although he retired from politics after that defeat, he re-
mained active in Zionist work, especially as a journalist and thinker.
Gruenbaum became a forceful spokesman for the more extreme left
faction of Socialist Zionism, which won him impassioned opponents
as well as admirers. 

GUSH EMUNIM. Gush Emunim, or the “Bloc of the Faithful,” is the
movement for the Jewish settlement under Israeli sovereignty of
Judea and Samaria/the West Bank, which traditionally were impor-
tant parts of Eretz Israel. The origins of Gush Emunim can be traced
to the mystical Religious Zionist teachings of Rabbi Zvi Yehuda
Kook. Even before the Six-Day War of 1967, Kook, the son and sole
male heir of the first chief rabbi in Eretz Israel, interpreted the found-
ing of Israel in messianic terms and emphasized the inherent holiness
and wholeness of Eretz Israel. Following that war, Kook and his fol-
lowers proclaimed that halakhah, Jewish religious law, prohibits Is-
rael’s relinquishing any of the newly captured territory because it is
all part of Eretz Israel. After the Yom Kippur War of October 1973,
fearing that Israel might cede parts of the territories, a group of
Kook’s followers established Gush Emunim in 1974, initially as a
pressure group within the National Religious Party and then as an au-
tonomous settlement movement. From its inception until 1977, Gush
Emunim was a movement that frequently used characteristic tech-
niques of nonviolent protest and demonstration in its violation of
government orders and its creation of illegal settlements. The move-
ment’s efforts had the overt support of a large segment of the secular
Israeli population and also the covert support of some key govern-
ment and military personnel, and many of the settlements finally re-
ceived government approval. 

The years 1977–1982 were a period of sharp conflicting tensions
for the movement. On the one hand, with the victory of Menachem
Begin and his Likud party in 1977, Gush Emunim had the blessings
of the prime minister and the ruling party, and Begin used the move-
ment to further his own settlement objectives. On the other hand, that
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very same Begin signed the Camp David peace accords with Anwar
Sadat and promised to cede all of the Sinai peninsula, including the
Israeli settlements there. Many Gush Emunim activists participated
in the protest movement to prevent the withdrawal from the Sinai.
That effort was a turning point, and with its failure, coupled with
strong government support of the settlement of Judea and
Samaria/the West Bank, Gush Emunim underwent a process of what
sociologists, following Max Weber, refer to as “the routinization of
charisma.” Gush Emunim was transformed from a predominantly
ideological movement to a much more institutionalized, traditional
settlement movement. One manifestation of this process was in the
fact that until 1984, there was no official leadership of the movement,
and the widely recognized unofficial leader was the ideologue Rabbi
Moshe Levinger, disciple of Zvi Yehuda Kook and founder of Kiryat
Arba and the reestablished Jewish community in Hebron. In 1984,
however, the movement decided to officially appoint an executive
secretary and spokesperson, and the occupant of that position is
widely perceived as the formal head of the organization. 

Just as the overt ideological leadership was receding, the move-
ment was cast into ideological turmoil and split over the arrest, in
1984, and the subsequent conviction of the Jewish terrorist under-
ground. Some within the movement justified the activities of the un-
derground as necessary because the government had not been suffi-
ciently forceful in protecting Jewish lives and rights in the territories,
whereas others denounced the underground’s actions as beyond the
limits of legitimate protest. 

Gush Emunim’s level of support among the Jewish population of
Israel ranged from the staunch opposition of supporters of the Peace
Now movement to the strong support of most Jewish residents of the
territories. The impact of the movement went beyond its size. By por-
traying itself as one of the few authentic contemporary manifesta-
tions of classical Zionism-in-operation, it attracted the admiration of
centrist Israelis who fondly remembered the pioneering ethos of the
early Zionist settlers who built the State of Israel. Gush Emunim’s ac-
tions also had a profound impact on Israeli foreign policy, as its cre-
ation of “facts” on the ground in the territories affected the political
negotiations over the disposition of the territories.
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As the perceived prospects for peace with Israel’s Arab neighbors
increased, public support for Gush Emunim and the retention of set-
tlements began to erode. Most Israelis supported the expulsion of the
Jewish residents of the northern Sinai region of Yamit in 1982 as part
of the peace treaty with Egypt.

Despite its institutionalization, Gush Emunim was always more a
movement than an organization. It had no official members, lacked
other standard features of organizational life, and once its initial pur-
pose had been served, it began to fade from the scene. As the estab-
lishment of settlements became government policy during the 1980s
under the government of Menachem Begin, new agencies of imple-
mentation were created. The Council of Jewish Settlements in Judea,
Samaria, and Gaza, known as the Yesha Council, was established in
1979 to serve as the official public voice of the Jewish communities
in the territories. Another new agency, Amana, was created to serve
as the conduit through which the Jewish Agency provided financial
and other assistance to the settlements. By the late 1980s, these two
organizations had effectively supplanted and replaced Gush Emunim.

– H –

HA’AM, AHAD (PEN NAME OF ASHER GINZBERG,
1856–1927). Zionist philosopher Asher Ginzberg, later known as
Ahad Ha’am, was born in Skvira in the Ukraine, to a wealthy Hasidic
merchant. He acquired higher Jewish learning from a private tutor.
Exposed to the secular literature of the Haskala, the Jewish Enlight-
enment, Ha’am abandoned his religious lifestyle while remaining
deeply committed to the Jewish people and Jewish culture. He settled
in Odessa in 1884 and there was attracted to Hibbat Zion. He joined
the movement, which was led by Leon Pinsker, but then wrote an es-
say highly critical of its settlement activities and advocated, instead,
educational activities aimed at the cultural revival of the Jewish peo-
ple. Ha’am founded the secret order of Benei Moshe, an elitist group
that sought to revive the Hebrew language and Jewish culture, and
for which Ha’am wrote numerous essays on these subjects. After vis-
iting Eretz Israel in 1891, and again in 1893, Ha’am was highly 
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critical of the Zionist movement’s emphasis on land purchase and
cultivation, arguing instead for cultural work as the priority. Follow-
ing the First Zionist Congress, he criticized Theodor Herzl—re-
garding him as basically alienated from Jewish life—and Political
Zionism, which he viewed as self-defeating. Ha’am warned that its
inevitable failure would be deeply disillusioning. Instead, he advo-
cated Eretz Israel as a spiritual or cultural center in which a new na-
tional Jewish identity rooted in Jewish values would be created and
would thereby serve to strengthen Jewish life in the Diaspora. 

After the Sixth Zionist Congress, Ha’am strongly denounced the
Uganda Plan as further evidence of Political Zionism’s detachment
from Jewish values. He moved to London in 1907, where he earned
his livelihood as the agent for the Wissotzky Tea Company. Despite
his differences with Herzl and the World Zionist Organization,
Ha’am remained committed to and active on behalf of his notion of
Cultural Zionism. In 1917, he supported the Balfour Declaration
but urged greater consideration of the national rights of Arabs in
Palestine. He immigrated to Eretz Israel in 1922 and spent the re-
mainder of his life in Tel Aviv. 

HA’AVARA. To circumvent Nazi Germany’s strict limits on how much
currency German Jewish emigrants could take with them, the Anglo-
Palestine Bank negotiated the Ha’avara, or transfer, agreement with
the German authorities in August 1933. The arrangement allowed
Jewish funds in blocked German accounts to be used to pay for Ger-
man exports to Palestine. The Revisionist Zionists and many Amer-
ican Zionists opposed Ha’avara because it breached the international
Jewish boycott of German products. Nevertheless, Ha’avara was ap-
proved by the 19th Zionist Congress (1935), and the Anglo-Pales-
tine Bank gave the Jewish Agency full control of the program. Most
of the 50,000 German Jews who immigrated to Palestine during
1933–1939 benefited from the Ha’avara arrangements, and the prod-
ucts imported from Germany aided in many Palestine development
projects. The Ha’avara deal was terminated by the Germans upon the
outbreak of World War II in September 1939. 

HABONIM. Habonim (Hebrew for “the builders”), the international
youth movement of the Labor Zionist movement, became estab-
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lished at different times in different countries. It was founded in Lon-
don, Great Britain, in 1928. In Germany five years later, two youth
organizations, Kadimah and Berit Ha’olim, merged to become the lo-
cal Habonim. It was established in North America in 1935.
Habonim’s main activity in the Diaspora consisted of Hebrew edu-
cation and hachshara, preparatory programs for aliya and kibbutz
life. In 1958 the various Habonim organizations, as well as other La-
bor Zionist youth groups, merged to form Ihud Habonim. Headquar-
tered in Israel, it became the largest Labor Zionist youth movement,
with more than 20,000 members in the 1960s. Its branches in many
Diaspora communities run summer camps and other educational and
community service programs, with particular emphasis on
Habonim’s primary values of Zionism, Judaism, and social justice
that entails socialism. See also SOCIALIST ZIONISM. 

HACHSHARA. A Hebrew word meaning “preparation,” hachshara is
a term adopted by many Zionist movements, especially youth move-
ments, that incorporated specific programs that were viewed as train-
ing and anticipatory socialization for life in Eretz Israel in general,
and especially kibbutz life. Zionist youth movements in the Dias-
pora would frequently hold summer camp programs for hachshara,
in which the program would attempt to replicate, to the degree feasi-
ble, life in a kibbutz. See also LABOR ZIONISM; SOCIALIST
ZIONISM. 

HADASSAH. What began in the 1890s as a handful of women’s Zion-
ist study groups in New York and elsewhere was by 1912–1913 trans-
formed into Hadassah, the first national women’s Zionist organiza-
tion, under the leadership of Henrietta Szold. Szold, a Zionist
activist and educator from Baltimore, visited Palestine in 1909–1910
and was struck by the country’s dismal health conditions, particularly
those affecting children. Szold returned to the United States deter-
mined to organize American Jewish women to sponsor health-
improvement programs in the Holy Land. The first small team of
Hadassah nurses reached Jerusalem in 1913, where they set up a
health station to provide maternity care and treat trachoma cases. It
lasted until 1915. A much larger team of Hadassah doctors and nurses
comprised the American Zionist Medical Unit, which, beginning in
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1918, set up hospitals and clinics in many of Palestine’s major cities.
Hadassah’s health programs struck a responsive chord among Ameri-
can Jewish women, offering them a practical way to directly assist
the development of the yishuv. Hadassah’s membership rolls ex-
panded quickly, as did its fund-raising capabilities, enabling the or-
ganization to sponsor an ever-growing network of hospitals, infant
health-care centers, playgrounds, and the like. Until the late 1920s,
Hadassah functioned as the autonomous women’s division of the
Zionist Organization of America (ZOA). Differences with the
ZOA leadership over administrative and financial practices, as well
as the ZOA’s reluctance to grant the women a greater say in the or-
ganization’s decision-making process, led to the secession of Hadas-
sah from the ZOA. 

After the rise of Hitler in 1933, there were growing calls from the
Hadassah membership for the organization to move away from its ex-
clusive focus on medical projects in Palestine and to actively assist
Jews in Nazi Germany. Hadassah president Rose Jacobs was dis-
patched to Palestine in 1935 to explore possible new directions for
Hadassah activity there. Jacobs quickly became enamored of Youth
Aliya, a project under the supervision of Henrietta Szold (who had
settled in Palestine in 1920), which facilitated the emigration of
young German Jews to the Holy Land. Hadassah soon adopted Youth
Aliya, a decision that proved both a boon for fund-raising and a
source of inspiration for Hadassah activists during the Nazi era. 

After its secession from the ZOA, Hadassah assumed an increas-
ingly active role in the World Zionist Organization and Palestine-
related political affairs. Hadassah opposed the British Peel Commis-
sion’s 1937 Palestine partition plan, protesting the small size of the
territory allotted to the proposed Jewish state. Hadassah’s Rose Ja-
cobs was the only woman delegate to the St. James Conference in
1939, at which British, Arab, and Zionist leaders sought, unsuccess-
fully, to resolve the Palestine conflict. 

In the wake of Palestinian Arab rioting and British restrictions on
Jewish immigration in the late 1930s, Hadassah established a Com-
mittee for the Study of Arab–Jewish Relations, with Jacobs as its
chair. It marked the first time that an American Zionist organization
had taken an official interest in the problem of Arab–Jewish relations
in Palestine. The committee, which operated until 1943, held private
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discussions on the subject and met with American experts on the
Middle East and Zionist leaders from Palestine to discuss ways to al-
leviate Arab–Jewish tension. 

Hadassah established a major medical center adjacent to the He-
brew University campus on Mount Scopus, Jerusalem, in 1939. The
Allies used it for medical research and care during World War II. Dr.
Haim Yassky, Hadassah’s director in Palestine, and 74 other Hadas-
sah staff members and Hebrew University faculty and staff members,
were massacred when Arabs ambushed a Hadassah convoy heading
to Mount Scopus in April 1948. The center ceased to function shortly
thereafter. 

Mount Scopus came under United Nations supervision as a result
of the 1948 war and was inaccessible to Israelis during the Jordanian
occupation of the surrounding parts of eastern Jerusalem during
1948–1967. Cut off from Mount Scopus, Hadassah established a ma-
jor new hospital in Jerusalem’s Ein Karem neighborhood in 1961, as
well as a medical school in conjunction with Hebrew University. Af-
ter Jerusalem was reunited in the Six-Day War, Hadassah rebuilt and
expanded its facilities on Mount Scopus. 

Hadassah currently boasts the largest membership of any Ameri-
can Jewish organization. It sponsors an array of educational and cul-
tural programs related to Israel, encourages young American Jews to
experience Israel via its Young Judea youth movement, and raises
funds to support its medical facilities in Israel and its work with the
Jewish Agency and Youth Aliya in assisting the absorption of new
immigrants. 

HAGANAH. Palestine’s primary Jewish self-defense militia, the Ha-
ganah (Hebrew for “defense”), had its origins in the 200-member
armed force organized by Zionist leaders Ze’ev Jabotinsky and Pin-
has Rutenberg to protect Jerusalem’s Jewish community against
Palestinian Arab mob attacks in 1920. Many of the members had
served in the Jewish Legion. Jabotinsky and a number of his men
were sentenced to long prison terms for illegally bearing arms during
the 1920 disturbances, but an international outcry prompted the
British mandate authorities to pardon them shortly afterward. Ham-
pered by a lack of financial resources and a meager arsenal of
weapons, the Haganah was unprepared for the massive Palestinian
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Arab violence of 1929 and played only a modest role in combating
the attackers. In the aftermath of the 1929 riots, the yishuv leadership
invested substantial resources to significantly expand the Haganah,
establish secret weapons-manufacturing sites, and develop young
military leaders to turn the Haganah into the full-fledged military arm
of the yishuv and the nucleus of the army of the future Jewish state.
While the Haganah was controlled by the Labor Zionist–dominated
Jewish Agency, a second, smaller militia, known as Haganah Bet
and also as the Irgun Zvai Leumi (National Military Organization),
had been created in 1931 with the backing of the Revisionists, the
Mizrachi Religious Zionists, and the General Zionists. When
Palestinian Arab violence erupted anew in 1936, the Haganah opted
for a policy called havlaga, or “restraint,” which meant defending
Jewish towns under attack but refraining from offensive strikes
against Arab targets. The havlaga policy caused a split in the Irgun; a
minority of its members merged with the Haganah in early 1937,
while the majority opted to remain an independent force and
launched their own counterterrorism actions against Arab targets. 

The scope and duration of Palestinian Arab violence in the late
1930s, much of which was aimed at the British, forced the British
mandate authorities to cooperate with the Haganah despite the fact
that the Jewish militia was technically illegal. The British established
a 1,000-man Jewish police force in 1937 that was, in effect, con-
trolled by the Haganah. It was enlarged to more than 20,000 officers
by 1939, many of whom were Haganah members who subsequently
put their training and weapons at the disposal of the Jewish military.
The mandatory’s special night squads, consisting of Jewish fighters
under the command of British captain Orde Wingate, carried out
raids against Arab terrorists in 1938–1939 and provided the nucleus
of the Haganah’s future mobile strike force, the Palmach. 

During World War II, many Haganah members volunteered to
serve in the British Army. Some also served in the Jewish Brigade,
the all-Jewish unit established by the English near the end of the war.
Thirty-two Haganah members parachuted into Nazi-occupied Europe
in 1944 on a variety of Allied missions. 

Jewish Agency and Haganah leaders sought to persuade the Irgun
to suspend the armed revolt against the British that the militants had
launched in early 1944. The Jewish Agency and Haganah feared that
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anti-British violence would provoke the British to adopt an even
more hostile attitude toward Zionism. When the Irgun persisted, the
Haganah decided to collaborate with the British against the rebels.
From late 1944 until mid-1945, the Haganah kidnapped members of
the Irgun and its splinter, the Lehi (Lohamei Herut Israel, or Stern
Group), forcibly extracted information from them and transferred
them to the British for imprisonment. This period, known as “The
Season,” brought the yishuv to the brink of civil war and aroused
considerable public criticism of the Jewish Agency and Haganah. 

The adoption of a sharply anti-Zionist policy by Great Britain’s
new Labour Party government, which came to power in July 1945,
prompted the agency to abandon its war against the rebels and instead
join their fight against the British. The United Hebrew Resistance,
under a joint Haganah-Irgun-Lehi command, carried out attacks
against British military and police targets throughout Palestine from
the autumn of 1945 until the summer of 1946. A severe crackdown
by the British, including the arrests of Jewish Agency leaders and
thousands of activists and sympathizers on what came to be known
as the “Black Saturday” of June 29, convinced the agency and Ha-
ganah to suspend their participation in the anti-British revolt. 

During 1946–1947, the Haganah concentrated on smuggling tens
of thousands of European Holocaust survivors to Palestine in defi-
ance of British immigration restrictions. Although some of the
shiploads of immigrants, such as the famous SS Exodus, were inter-
cepted, their capture and forcible return to European or Cypriot de-
tention camps outraged world opinion and increased pressure on the
British to leave Palestine. At the same time, the Haganah also focused
on improving its military capabilities and expanding its weapons ar-
senal, in anticipation of war with the Arabs in response to a declara-
tion of Jewish statehood. 

Violent Arab opposition to the prospect of a Jewish state intensi-
fied after the United Nations vote in November 1947, and the Ha-
ganah assumed the role of the de facto army of the yishuv, battling
the Arabs for control of towns and strategic sites throughout the
country. The Haganah officially disbanded on May 31, 1948. Its lead-
ership and rank and file comprised the bulk of the new Israel Defense
Forces, successfully fought off the invading Arab armies, and secured
the establishment of Israel. 
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HALUKA. Haluka (Hebrew for “distribution”) was the name given to
the traditional system of collecting and distributing donations from
Diaspora Jewish communities to sustain impoverished Torah schol-
ars in Eretz Israel. As long ago as the Second Temple period, there
existed a widespread practice in Diaspora communities of providing
financial assistance to Jews living in the Holy Land. The practice was
a means for those not yet willing or able to personally fulfill the bib-
lical commandment of living in Eretz Israel to assist those who were.
Throughout the centuries, emissaries, some of them prominent Tal-
mudic scholars, were regularly sent from Palestine to the Diaspora to
solicit donations. There was periodic friction between the Ashkenazi
and Sephardi communities in Eretz Israel over the proportion of
funds distributed to their respective followers. In the eyes of the
Zionist movement, the term haluka came to symbolize the old yishuv
ways that Zionism strove to replace with a modern polity based on
the principles of physical labor and economic self-sufficiency. With
the emergence of the 20th-century “new yishuv,” the segment of
Palestine Jewry supported by haluka contributions was reduced to a
tiny minority. 

HALUTZ. Halutz, or “pioneer,” is the Hebrew term used to refer to a
young Zionist who immigrated to Palestine, especially during the late
1800s and early 1900s, to help develop the Jewish homeland through
manual labor, most often involving agriculture. Although the ha-
lutzim constituted only a small minority of Palestine’s growing Jew-
ish population, the halutz image quickly became a staple of Zionist
literature, art, and films, as the ideal to which young Diaspora Zion-
ists should aspire. This notion glorified forsaking physical comforts
and white-collar professions, in favor of a life of difficult physical
toil and selfless devotion to the Zionist cause. 

In many Zionist circles, halutziyut, “pioneering,” was seen as a
healthy corrective to the ghetto lifestyle, as well as an antidote to
stereotypes of Jews as bookish and weaklings. Zionists also took spe-
cial pride in the pioneers’ willingness to engage in armed self-de-
fense, in stark contrast with the traditional phenomenon of helpless
Diaspora Jews being victimized by pogromists. See also LABOR
ZIONISM; SOCIALIST ZIONISM. 
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HANOAR HALEUMI HA’OVED VEHALOMED. The Revisionist
Zionist movement established Hanoar Haleumi Ha’oved Vehalomed
(The Working and Studying Nationalist Youth) in 1949. Its branches
throughout Israel sponsor educational and cultural activities.

HANOAR HATZIONI. Representatives of Zionist youth move-
ments in a number of European countries met in Lvov, Poland, in
1931 to unite as Hanoar Hatzioni (The Zionist Youth). Emphasiz-
ing the values of kibbutz life, the movement encouraged its mem-
bers to settle in Palestine. It established a number of kibbutzim, in-
cluding En Hashelosha, Hasolelim, Kfar Glickson, Mei Ami,
Nitzanim, Tel Yitzhak, and Usha, as well as youth villages to pro-
vide education for new immigrants. Hanoar Hatzioni was tradi-
tionally associated with the now-defunct Independent Liberal
Party. 

HAPOEL HATZAIR. The non-Marxist Socialist Zionist organization
Hapoel Hatzair was founded in late 1905 by ten young people, four
of them from Plonsk, Poland, who had come to Eretz Israel as part
of the Second Aliya. By February 1906, it had grown to 90 members,
and the following year it founded a newspaper by the same name,
Hapoel Hatzair. Hapoel Hatzair was committed to the growth of
Jewish labor and the Hebrew language, which its members viewed as
prerequisites for the realization of Zionism. The organization’s ideo-
logical father was Aharon David Gordon, a radical who believed in
the spiritual value of physical labor, the “Religion of Labor” as he
called it, and the establishment of a new Jewish, socially just society.
It promoted the notion of Practical Zionism, that is, involvement in
practical work in Eretz Israel. Although some of its members joined
with some Poalei Zion members and others to form Ahdut Ha’avoda
in February 1919, Poalei Zion itself refused to join because of Ahdut
Ha’avoda’s adherence to Marxist notions, especially its emphasis on
class struggle. Subsequently, however, there was a decline in the em-
phasis on the class struggle in Ahdut Ha’avoda, and in 1930 Hapoel
Hatzair and Ahdut Ha’avoda merged and became Mapai (Mifleget
Poalei Eretz Israel). See also LABOR ZIONISM; SOCIALIST
ZIONISM. 
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HASHOMER. Hashomer (Hebrew for “the guardian”), the first Jewish
self-defense militia in modern Palestine, was organized in 1909 by
activists of the Second Aliya as an outgrowth of the quasi-military
Bar Giora group that had been secretly established in Palestine two
years earlier. Many of the Hashomer members had recently been in-
volved in Jewish self-defense groups that fought against pogromists
in Russia. Hashomer began as a regional defense organization for
Jewish communities in the Galilee, each of which helped defray the
group’s expenses. It later branched out to provide protection to Jews
in Hadera, Rehovot, Rishon le-Zion, Be’er Ya’akov, and other towns.
In 1913 Hashomer established its own settlement, Tel Adashim; it
also founded Kfar Giladi in 1916 and Tel Hai in 1918. After the cre-
ation of the Haganah in 1920, Hashomer gradually disbanded, al-
though small groups of Hashomer activists refused to merge with the
Haganah and maintained local, independent defense groups until the
late 1920s. In addition to protecting Jewish communities against ter-
rorists and thieves, Hashomer sought to instill in the Palestinian
Arabs a respect for the ability of the newly emerging yishuv to de-
fend itself. The Shomrim (Guardians), who never numbered more
than a hundred, excelled in marksmanship and horseback riding and
were often referred to by local Arabs as Moscoby, or “Russians,” a
term connoting courage and hunting skills. Hashomer’s exploits were
featured prominently in the Diaspora Jewish press, where its efforts
to forge an image of a new, fighting Jew became a source of pride and
inspiration to young Zionists. 

HASHOMER HADATI. The American Religious Zionist youth
organization Hashomer Hadati was founded in 1934. It conducted
seminars, summer camps, and programs known as hachshara, which
prepared participants for aliya (immigration to Israel). It subse-
quently transformed and became part of the international Bnei Akiva
movement. See also MIZRACHI. 

HASHOMER HATZAIR. Zionist youth organizations in Poland and
Galicia united in 1913 under the name Hashomer Hatzair, or “Young
Guardian,” after the Palestine self-defense militia Hashomer. The
mystical and romantic themes of the early 20th-century German
youth movement exerted considerable influence upon the founders of
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Hashomer Hatzair. Emphasizing the values of nature, pioneering, and
settlement on kibbutzim in Palestine, Hashomer Hatzair dispatched
its first group of settlers to Eretz Israel in 1919. By the time of the
first international Hashomer Hatzair conference in Danzig in 1924,
the movement had more than 10,000 members. 

During the late 1920s and early 1930s, Hashomer Hatzair formu-
lated a distinct Marxist-Zionist ideology to which it would closely
adhere in the decades to follow. Many of its leaders referred to the
Soviet Union as their “second homeland” and envisioned a socialist
Palestine working side by side with the Union of Soviet Socialist Re-
publics to bring about a global workers’ revolution. Hashomer
Hatzair grew rapidly in the 1930s, expanding its membership to some
70,000 worldwide and establishing branches in the United States and
South Africa, in addition to chapters throughout both Western and
Eastern Europe. Recruits underwent extensive agricultural and ideo-
logical training on special Hashomer Hatzair farms in the Diaspora
before immigrating to Palestine. There, the movement was also rap-
idly growing, from 4 kibbutzim in 1927 to 39 on the eve of World
War II. 

Many members of the movement who had intended to settle in
Palestine were trapped in Europe when war erupted and perished in
the Holocaust. Some of them played a prominent role in the Warsaw
Ghetto revolt and other Jewish armed rebellions against the Nazis,
and many joined anti-Nazi partisan units. After the war, Hashomer
Hatzair branches were reestablished in many countries, although on
a smaller scale than previously. 

Prior to 1948, Hashomer Hatzair favored the creation of a bina-
tional Arab-Jewish state in Palestine, rather than a specifically Jew-
ish state. The credibility of the binationalist position was under-
mined, however, by the fact that even the Arabs rejected it, because
it included provisions for substantial Jewish immigration to Pales-
tine. As a result, Hashomer Hatzair was somewhat marginalized and
exercised little influence on the political decision making of the
yishuv and the Zionist movement. In early 1948, Hashomer Hatzair
joined with other left-wing political factions to establish Mapam, a
Socialist Zionist party to the left of Labor. 

Hashomer Hatzair remains active today on the Israeli scene,
primarily as an educational movement. Members from the Diaspora
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spend periods of time working on the movement’s kibbutzim, and
small numbers settle there permanently. See also LABOR ZIONISM. 

“HATIKVAH.” A stirring song about “the Jewish soul yearning” for
the Land of Israel, “Hatikvah” (“The Hope”) was composed by the
Hebrew poet Naftali Hertz Imber, either in Romania in 1878 or, by
some accounts, in 1882, when Imber was living in Rishon le-Zion.
Comparable tunes have been located in the folk repertoire of Roma-
nia, Germany, Poland, Czechoslovakia, and among Sephardic Jews,
leaving unsettled the question of the precise origins of “Hatikvah.”
“Hatikvah” quickly gained popularity among the early settlers in Pal-
estine during the 1880s and spread to Zionist groups in Europe dur-
ing the 1890s, prior to the First Zionist Congress. The singing of
“Hatikvah” became an emotion-laden staple of the Zionist Con-
gresses, with enthusiastic delegates sometimes singing it over and
over again. The lyrics underwent slight modification over the years,
while retaining their basic theme of Jews never relinquishing the
hope of returning to Eretz Israel. Shortly after the establishment of
Israel, “Hatikvah” was adopted as the official national anthem of the
Jewish state. See APPENDIX 2. 

HATZOFIM. Hatzofim (“The Scouts”), a Zionist version of the
international scouting movement, was established in Palestine in
1919. It combined the ideology and symbols of scouting with the
Zionist ideals of pioneering, self-reliance, and attachment to Eretz
Israel. Since 1924, it has been associated with Young Judea, the
youth movement of the American Zionist women’s organization
Hadassah. After the establishment of Israel, Hatzofim joined the
world scouting movement. Later, in 1957, the Israeli girl scouts
joined the World Girl Scout Federation. 

HAVLAGA. The Hebrew term for “restraint,” havlaga was the name
that the Haganah, the Labor Zionist militia in mandatory Palestine,
gave to its strategy for responding to the Palestinian Arab violence
that erupted in 1936. In practice, havlaga meant defending Jewish
towns that were under attack but refraining from offensive strikes
against Arab targets. The Irgun Zvai Leumi (IZL), the Revisionist-
aligned military force, denounced havlaga as a policy of weakness
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that would encourage Arab violence. This caused a split in the Ir-
gun—a minority of its members merged with the Haganah in early
1937, while the majority opted to remain an independent force and
launched their own counterterrorism actions against Arab targets. As
the Arab violence persisted, the Haganah loosened its havlaga policy.
In 1938, it permitted the British military officer Charles Orde
Wingate, a fervent Christian Zionist, to organize Special Night
Squads—mobile Haganah units that went on the offensive by launch-
ing attacks on Arab targets under the cover of darkness. Wingate’s
squads dealt a blow to the Arab terrorists and boosted the morale of
the yishuv.

HAYCRAFT COMMISSION. Palestinian Arab rioters, including uni-
formed Arab members of the Palestine police force, attacked Jews in
the city of Jaffa in May 1921, killing 47 and wounding 146. A num-
ber of Jewish women were raped, and Jewish shops in the city were
looted. The British high commissioner for Palestine, Herbert Samuel,
appointed Palestine’s chief justice, Sir Thomas W. Haycraft, to head
a commission of inquiry into the violence. The final report of the
Haycraft Commission, released in October 1921, criticized the
Arabs’ use of violence and confirmed that Arab policemen were “in
some cases leaders of or participators in violence.” But the report
also charged that a May Day rally by Jewish Marxists had provoked
the riots, and it stressed that “the fundamental cause” of the violence
was Arab concern over Jewish immigration and colonization and
British support for Zionism. Haycraft also concluded that the World
Zionist Organization had been “a contributory cause of the distur-
bances” because it had “exercised an exacerbating rather than a
conciliatory influence on the Arab population of Palestine.” High
Commissioner Samuel used the Haycraft report as justification for
his shift, already under way, to a more pro-Arab policy in Palestine.
Samuel’s actions included the first-ever restrictions on Jewish
immigration as well as offers to allow the Arabs greater say in run-
ning the country, through participation in a Palestine legislative coun-
cil. Zionist leaders were strongly critical of Haycraft’s attempt to
blame Zionism, and Great Britain’s support for Zionism, as the cause
of the violence. Chaim Weizmann decried the emphasis on blaming
the Zionists as an indication of “a mentality which is worse than that
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of Russian officials in the czarist regime,” while Ze’ev Jabotinsky
called on the British to disarm Arab members of the Palestine police
force. 

HAZOFIM. Disappointed by the 1926 decision of the German-Jewish
youth movement Kadimah to devote greater attention to Diaspora
concerns rather than to Zionism, young Berlin Zionists seceded from
Kadimah to establish Hazofim (“The Scouts”). The group’s member-
ship, which never exceeded 150–200 and remained concentrated in
Berlin, took part in scouting activities, sports, cultural events, and ed-
ucational seminars. Members were strongly encouraged to personally
settle in Palestine. Ideologically, Hazofim was Socialist Zionist. In
1931 the group’s leaders dissolved Hazofim in order to join with a
Kadimah faction in Berlin to establish the German division of
Hashomer Hatzair. 

HEBREW LABOR. Traditional Zionist ideology always emphasized
the value of Jews personally tilling the soil of Palestine. Early Zion-
ist thinkers were critical of what they regarded as the overrepresenta-
tion of Diaspora Jews in entrepreneurship, finance, and other “non-
productive” occupations. They considered the large number of Jews
in such fields as a stimulus to anti-Semitism and an obstacle to the
development of a “healthy” Jewish nation. Jewish physical labor was
seen as a way to gain the respect of the non-Jewish world. Jewish la-
bor in Palestine therefore became a way to simultaneously revamp
the Jewish image and develop Eretz Israel into a modern Jewish
homeland. The young Socialist Zionists who came with the Second
Aliya (1904–1914), and joined the Poalei Zion and Hapoel Hatzair
movements, were particularly emphatic on this point, arguing that
only those who cultivated the land could stake a moral claim to own-
ership of it. Many of them were attracted to the “religion of labor”
philosophy of Aharon David Gordon, elevating the concept of labor
nearly to the level of a religious faith and displaying such zeal that
some historians have compared their passion to that of European Ha-
sidim or American Puritans. These young militants were deeply dis-
appointed to discover, upon their arrival in Palestine, that a number
of Jewish farming colonies employed Arab laborers. Thus was born
their determination to undertake the “conquest of labor” (kibbush
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ha’avoda)—that is, exclusive Jewish control of the Jewish economic
sector. Their slogans urged the hiring of “Hebrew labor [avoda ivrit]
only” and the development of Palestine according to the theory of
“two societies, two economies.” Their initial protest actions, in
1908–1909, included instigating a strike in Sejera against Jewish em-
ployers who sought to hire Arabs, physically evicting Arab workers
from the grounds of the Jaffa Hebrew High School, and digging up
trees planted by Arab laborers in Ben-Shemen for the Jewish Na-
tional Fund. Because of the willingness of Arabs to work for wages
far lower than those of Jewish laborers, the “Hebrew labor” zealots
were unable to persuade significant numbers of Jewish employers to
stop hiring Arabs. While continuing to advocate “Hebrew labor only”
in principle, the young activists turned their attention to the estab-
lishment of self-sufficient Jewish communal settlements, known as
kvutzot (later called kibbutzim), where they could control hiring
practices and develop a Jewish economic sector independent of the
Palestinian Arabs. See also LABOR ZIONISM. 

HEBREW UNIVERSITY OF JERUSALEM. The main campus of
the first Jewish university in Eretz Israel, the Hebrew University of
Jerusalem, is located on Mount Scopus, just north of the Old City.
The idea of establishing a university in Jerusalem was raised at the
First Zionist Congress in 1897, after it had been proposed at the Kat-
towitz [Kattowice] Conference of Hovevei Zion in 1884. A resolu-
tion for its establishment was adopted at the Fifth Zionist Congress
in 1901, with Chaim Weizmann leading a move to make it a corner-
stone of the Zionist movement. A branch of Hovevei Zion bought a
tract of land on Mount Scopus in 1914, and on July 24, 1918, the
foundation stones were laid. Lord Arthur Balfour presided over the
formal inauguration on April 1, 1925. Among the many dignitaries
present were General Edmund Allenby, Hayim Nahman Bialik,
Ahad Ha’am, Chief Rabbi Abraham I. Kook, Sir Herbert Samuel,
and Chaim Weizmann. Dr. Judah L. Magnes served as the univer-
sity’s first chancellor and president. Albert Einstein was a staunch
supporter of the university and, prior to its formal opening, he lec-
tured there in 1923. The university was frequently attacked for sev-
eral years prior to and during the 1948 War of Independence. The
1949 armistice agreement with Jordan left Mount Scopus a demilitarized
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Israeli area within Jordanian territory. The university relocated to
Giv’at Ram, near the main entrance to the New City, and the School
of Agriculture was opened in Rehovot. After the Six-Day War of June
1967, when Israel regained Mount Scopus, the main campus was re-
opened there. The university, whose student body numbers more than
20,000 full-time students, has become an internationally respected
multidisciplinary institution of higher learning and research whose
faculties include the humanities, social sciences, science, agriculture,
medicine, nursing, pharmacy, public health and community medi-
cine, law, business administration, nutritional sciences, occupational
therapy, and social work, among others. The university is also the
home of the Jewish National and University Library, the Institute for
Advanced Studies, the Harry S Truman Research Institute for the Ad-
vancement of Peace, and the Magnes Press. 

HEHALUTZ. Zionist activists established Hehalutz (“The Pioneer”) in
Russia in the early 1900s for the purpose of organizing and training
young pioneers for settlement and construction activity in Palestine.
War hero Yosef Trumpeldor was elected president at the first major
Hehalutz conference, held in Moscow in early 1919. 

Following the death of Trumpeldor at the hands of Arab attackers
in Palestine in 1920 and the intensifying anti-Zionism of the new So-
viet authorities, Hehalutz split in two. One faction remained legal by
adapting to Soviet ideology and pledging to oppose capitalism; the other
went underground and continued its activities in secret. Some Heha-
lutz pioneers managed to make their way to Palestine before the So-
viets fully consolidated their hold on power, but many others were
jailed or exiled to Siberia. 

In 1921 Hehalutz was formally recognized by the 12th Zionist
Congress as an autonomous body within the World Zionist Orga-
nization. Because of Soviet persecution, Poland became the new
center of the movement. Additional training facilities for aspiring pi-
oneers were established in Romania, Lithuania, and Germany. In re-
sponse to Palestinian Arab rioting in the 1930s, Haganah emissaries
were sent to a number of Hehalutz camps to provide military train-
ing. During the interwar period, approximately 45,000 pioneers were
sent to Palestine by Hehalutz. 
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Many Hehalutz activists perished in the Holocaust or were perse-
cuted following the Soviet occupation of Eastern Europe. Those
trapped in Warsaw and other ghettoes were active in Jewish armed re-
sistance against the Nazis. After the war, Hehalutz members played a
prominent role in the effort to bring Holocaust survivors to Palestine
in defiance of British immigration restrictions. Hehalutz activists set
up dozens of training camps in postwar Italy and were able to use
Italian soil as a transit point for the smuggling of thousands of
refugees to Eretz Israel. See also LABOR ZIONISM; SOCIALIST
ZIONISM. 

HEHAVER. Russian-Jewish students living in Switzerland established
the Hehaver (“The Comrade”) Zionist youth group in 1912. Branches
were soon created at a number of universities in Western Europe as
well as in Russia. Persecuted by the Soviet authorities in the early
1920s, Hehaver merged with other Zionist youth groups in 1924 as
the United All-Russia Organization of Zionist Youth. 

HERZL, THEODOR (1860–1904). The father of the modern Zionist
movement, Theodor Herzl was born Binyamin Ze’ev Herzl in Bu-
dapest to a well-to-do, middle-class, and fairly assimilated family. He
attended a Jewish elementary school that provided, in additional to
the secular curriculum, a rudimentary Jewish education. His family
moved to Vienna in 1878, and Herzl studied law at the University of
Vienna, from which he graduated with a doctorate in 1884. Between
1885 and 1891, Herzl wrote plays professionally. In 1891 he was ap-
pointed as the Paris correspondent for the Neue Freie Presse, a highly
influential liberal newspaper in Vienna. 

While covering the Dreyfus trial in Paris, Herzl came to the
conclusion that the only solution to the Jewish problem was a politi-
cal one. He first approached Baron de Hirsch, but the two came to no
agreement. Herzl then brought his message directly to the Jewish
masses in Eastern Europe, where he was met with resounding enthu-
siasm. He called for the establishment of a mechanism that would
raise money through memberships from Jews around the world and
would create the political and social infrastructure of “the Jewish
state” (Der Judenstaat, 1896). Herzl organized the First Zionist 
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Congress in Basle in August 1897 and established the Zionist Orga-
nization (which became known as the World Zionist Organization),
the mechanism of which he had spoken earlier. He was so buoyed by
the congress’s success that he asserted, in his diary, “In Basle I cre-
ated the Jewish State.” Herzl was the unquestioned leader of the
Zionist movement until the Sixth Zionist Congress in 1903, which
was bitterly divided over the issue of the Uganda Plan. Herzl argued
for accepting temporary Jewish shelter in Uganda, and the congress
voted, 295 to 178, for the proposal to investigate its viability. 

Shortly after a visit with the king of Italy and the pope, in which
Herzl persisted in his efforts to gain support for a charter, he died in
Edlach, Austria. Herzl passed away before the Uganda issue was fi-
nally resolved; the plan was resoundingly rejected at the Seventh
Zionist Congress in 1905. He was buried in Vienna with a funeral
procession normally reserved for heads of state. Herzl was reinterred
on Mount Herzl in Jerusalem in 1949. 

HERZL FOUNDATION. Founded in 1954, the New York–based
Theodor Herzl Foundation sponsors a variety of cultural and educa-
tional programs on Israel, Zionism, and the Hebrew language, as well
as the Zionist journal Midstream. The Herzl Foundation’s book divi-
sion, Herzl Press, publishes books on Zionist topics. From 1958 to
1978, it also published the highly regarded Herzl Year Book, a col-
lection of original research essays on Zionist history by prominent
scholars. 

HESS, MOSES (1812–1875). Early Zionist thinker Moses Hess was
born in Bonn. Although the descendant of prominent rabbis, Hess
was a secular Jew who, in his youth, became estranged from Jews
and Judaism and married a non-Jewish woman. Active in the radical
“Young Hegelians,” Hess was an editor of the Rheinische Zeitung, as
a result of which he met another of its editors, Karl Marx. They main-
tained a cordial relationship despite Marx’s disparaging comments
about Hess. Some of Hess’s early socialist colleagues nicknamed
him the “communist rabbi,” although today he is generally viewed as
the first secular Zionist thinker. His first book, The Holy History of
Mankind, was published anonymously, “by a Young Disciple of Spin-
oza,” in 1837. The book was rooted in Spinoza’s rationalist biblical
history, communism, Hegelian philosophy, and Protestant theology.
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According to his own account, it was Hess’s reaction to the Dam-
ascus blood libel of 1840 that led him to write his Zionist treatise,
Rome and Jerusalem, which was first published in 1862. The book
offered the revolutionary thesis that Jews are a national entity, and
advocated the establishment of a Jewish national home in Eretz Is-
rael. After reading Rome and Jerusalem in 1901, Theodor Herzl re-
marked that all of his own plans were already in Hess’s book. As a
student of modern nationalist movements with a passionate interest
in the ultimate liberation of the oppressed classes, Hess argued for
Jewish national liberation with the same fervor he expressed for other
oppressed nations. 

Despite the vast differences in the backgrounds of Hess, Zvi
Hirsch Kalischer, and Yehuda Alkalai, they shared a common be-
lief—unusual for the mid-19th century—in the approaching dawn of
the messianic era. For Hess, that century marked the “springtime” of
human history and was characterized by the liberation and rebirth of
oppressed nations and classes. He was convinced it was the destiny
of the Jewish people, in their own liberation and regeneration, to play
a pivotal role in the universal process of national freedom. Few other
secular Zionist leaders held such messianic notions. 

Hess died in Paris and, according to his own request, was buried in
the Jewish cemetery near Cologne. In 1961, his remains were rein-
terred in Israel, in the cemetery at Kibbutz Kinneret, near the graves
of other founding fathers of Socialist Zionism, such as Nahman
Syrkin, Ber Borochov, and Berl Katznelson.

HIBBAT ZION. As a result of the pogroms that followed the assassina-
tion of Czar Alexander II in 1881, Russian and Polish Jews estab-
lished the Hibbat Zion (“Love of Zion”) movement to promote set-
tlement in Eretz Israel. The first leader of the Hovevei Zion (“Lovers
of Zion”), as Hibbat Zion members were known, was Leon Pinsker,
author of the tract Autoemancipation, which argued that Jews could
never be safe until they acquired their own territory. Pinsker had pre-
viously advocated Jewish assimilation into Russian society, but the
violence of 1881 and the subsequent anti-Semitic “May laws” of
1882 shattered his belief in the possibility of Jewish integration in
Russia. 

Hibbat Zion’s Romanian branch established the towns of Rosh
Pina in the Galilee and Zikhron Ya’akov on Mount Carmel in late
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1882. Two years later, Polish Hovevei Zion founded the Galilee com-
munity of Yesud Hama’ala, while the Russian branch of the move-
ment established Gedera. A group of Hovevei Zion members includ-
ing Rabbi Samuel Mohilever, leader of the movement’s sizable
religious faction, founded the town of Rehovot in 1890. Mohilever
was also instrumental in persuading Baron Edmond de Rothschild to
provide financial support to the Hibbat Zion settlements in Palestine. 

The Hovevei Zion initially functioned as small, independent
societies in various European Jewish communities. An international
conference of Hibbat Zion chapters and like-minded organizations
was held in the city of Katowice in November 1884 for the purpose
of welding the disparate groups into a single, unified movement. Sub-
sequent national Hibbat Zion conferences were held in Druskenik in
June 1887 and Vilna in August 1889. In addition to the movement’s
centers in Russia, branches were active in Germany, Austria, Roma-
nia, Poland, Serbia, Bosnia, Great Britain, and the United States.
They raised money to support existing settlements in Palestine and
encouraged their members to personally immigrate to the Holy Land,
although only a small number did so. 

Officially illegal during its first nine years, Hibbat Zion finally
gained recognition by the Russian government in 1890 on condition
that it restrict its activity to aiding existing settlements in Palestine
and refrain from promoting the emigration of Russian Jews. The
movement adopted a new name, “The Society for the Support of Jew-
ish Farmers and Artisans in Syria and Palestine,” which symbolized
its shift to an emphasis on philanthropy rather than settlement. Al-
though Hibbat Zion’s practical achievements were modest, it did help
pave the way for the rise of Theodor Herzl’s World Zionist Orga-
nization, which overtook and absorbed the Hovevei Zion after 1897. 

HILFSVEREIN DER DEUTSCHEN JUDEN. The Hilfsverein der
Deutschen Juden, or German Jews’Aid Society, was established in
1901 to provide assistance to downtrodden Jews around the world. It
provided financial aid, sponsored schools, and lobbied foreign gov-
ernments against anti-Jewish discrimination. During the early 1900s,
the Hilfsverein assumed an active role in educational activities in
Palestine, managing a network of kindergartens, elementary schools,
a high school, and a teachers’ training college. In establishing the
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Haifa Technikum (later Technion) and its adjacent Reali High
School, the Hilfsverein inadvertently sparked a national controversy
in 1913 by insisting that all scientific and technical subjects at the
schools be taught in German. The Hilfsverein saw the project as a
philanthropic gesture, to help bring technical knowledge to a back-
ward part of the world; but Zionist leaders viewed the establishment
of modern Palestine’s first major academic institution as an integral
part of their dream of nation-building. Fearing the use of German in
the new Haifa schools would interfere with their effort to develop a
new Hebrew-based culture in Palestine, the Zionists organized
teacher strikes against the Hilfsverein’s institutions throughout the
country. The protests and vigorous public debate that consumed
Palestine during the ensuing months have come to be known as the
“Language War.” In the end, many teachers and students left the
schools and established their own Hebrew-language institutions in-
stead. 

After the onset of British mandatory rule in Palestine, management
of the Hilfsverein schools was assumed by the government and the
World Zionist Organization. In 1939, the Hilfsverein was abolished
by the Nazi authorities in Germany. 

HISTADRUT. The Histadrut (Hebrew for “federation”), Israel’s Gen-
eral Federation of Labor (Hahistadrut Hakelalit Shel Ha’ovedim Be-
Eretz Israel) was founded in Haifa in December 1920, as a joint proj-
ect of Ahdut Ha’avoda, Hapoel Hatzair, and a number of smaller
left-wing parties, as the General Federation of Jewish Labor in Eretz
Israel. It subsequently admitted Arabs to full membership and
adopted its present name. It is the world’s largest Jewish labor or-
ganization, having grown from an initial membership of 5,000 to
more than 1.5 million in 1990. David Ben-Gurion was the His-
tadrut’s secretary general from 1921 to 1935. The Histadrut’s objec-
tive was not only to serve the interests of current workers but, even
more, to foster the creation of a new, elite working class. This was
perceived to entail the extensive resocialization, education, and train-
ing activities undertaken by the Histadrut. It also entailed political ac-
tion, and the Histadrut became a very powerful political body that of-
ten engages in activities that in other countries are relegated to the
domain of the government. Histadrut elections are on a political party
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basis and are conducted every four years. The Labor Party controlled
the Histadrut from its inception, and that control fostered Labor’s
domination of the country’s political life until 1977. The Histadrut
functions as an umbrella group for the country’s separate trade unions
and offers health insurance as well as recreational, educational, and
other services to its members, who include about 85 percent of the la-
bor force. In addition to wage earners, kibbutz members are auto-
matically members of the Histadrut. 

Headquartered in Tel Aviv, it has pioneered the development of al-
most every industrial and commercial area. It operates the country’s
largest health-care organization, Kupat Holim Kelalit, and one of the
country’s largest retail cooperatives, Hamashbir Hamercazi. It also
established Bank Hapoalim (Workers’ Bank), which is currently rated
as one of the world’s largest banks. It currently owns about a quarter
of Israel’s farms, businesses, and industries. 

As the country’s economic structure changed dramatically since
the late 1970s, a number of the Histadrut’s largest companies experi-
enced severe economic crises that in some cases resulted in bank-
ruptcy and in others in radical reorganization. Also, its prestigious
daily newspaper, Davar, was forced to close because of declining
readership and financial burdens. All of this, as well as the growth of
the politically conservative sector in Israel, seriously undermined the
power and prestige of the Histadrut, and during the second half of the
1990s it was forced to undergo major reform. It was totally reorgan-
ized and renamed the New Histadrut, with its leadership and mem-
bership significantly reduced in number and many of its assets sold.
It is now a straightforward and powerful trade union with about
700,000 members and much less party-aligned than its predecessor,
and its chairman plays a much less confrontational role. See also LA-
BOR ZIONISM; SOCIALIST ZIONISM. 

HITAHDUT. At a conference in Prague in March 1920, the European
Labor Zionist groups Hapoel Hatzair and Zeirei Zion united to form
the World Union (Hitahdut Olamit) of Hapoel Hatzair and Zeirei
Zion, known as Hitahdut. At the movement’s third annual conference
in Berlin in 1926, the name was altered to the World Zionist Labor
Party Hitahdut. The Hitahdut’s youth movement was called Gordo-
nia, based on the “religion of labor” principles of the Zionist philoso-
pher Aharon David Gordon. Hitahdut’s branches varied in their at-
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titudes toward socialism, with the Polish Hitahdut the most distant
from traditional socialist ideology. The party as a whole advocated a
socialist economy for the future Jewish homeland but opposed the
concept of class struggle. In 1932 Hitahdut merged with the larger
Labor Zionist movement Poalei Zion to form the Ihud Olami, or
World Union of Zionists-Socialists. 

HOVEVEI SEFAT EVER. The organization Hovevei Sefat Ever, or
“Lovers of the Hebrew Language,” was established in Russia in the
early 1900s to popularize Hebrew as a spoken language. More than
60 chapters of the group in local Jewish communities throughout
Russia sponsored educational and cultural activities in Hebrew. Some
of them operated Hebrew-language kindergartens. Hovevei Sefat
Ever was forcibly disbanded by the Communist regime that took
power in 1917. 

HOVEVEI ZION. See HIBBAT ZION. 

– I –

IHUD. Judah Magnes, the Hebrew University president and advocate
of a binational Arab-Jewish state in Palestine, was the driving force
in establishing the Ihud organization in the summer of 1942, to pro-
mote binationalism as an alternative to the Zionist goal of Jewish
statehood. The name Ihud, or “union” in Hebrew, alluded to the goal
of union between Arabs and Jews in Palestine, and between Palestine
and the neighboring Arab states. Ihud’s founders also included the
philosopher Martin Buber, the writer Moshe Smilansky, Youth Aliya
leader (and Hadassah founder) Henrietta Szold, and officials of the
Marxist Zionist youth movement Hashomer Hatzair. Ihud was in
some ways a reincarnation of Brith Shalom, which during
1925–1933 had advocated binationalism and initiated unsuccessful
peace contacts with Palestinian Arab representatives. Buber had been
Brith Shalom’s ideological mentor. Magnes had played only a mod-
est part in Brith Shalom, but he assumed the leadership of Ihud.
Magnes’s willingness to take a more active role reflected his anxiety
over the May 1942 Biltmore Conference resolution urging “that
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Palestine be established as a Jewish Commonwealth,” a declaration
Magnes regarded as a recipe for Arab–Jewish conflict. Although
numbering fewer than 100 individuals, Ihud gained disproportionate
notoriety, thanks in part to generous news coverage of its activities by
sympathetic segments of the American media. The prominence Ihud
attained was a source of considerable frustration for Zionist leaders,
who feared that the appearance of division within Jewish ranks would
undermine their ability to win international support for the cause of
Jewish statehood. Ihud’s success in generating headlines did not
translate into progress at the negotiating table. Its peace feelers were
rebuffed by Palestinian Arab officials, who could not accept the Ihud
position that additional Jewish immigration should be permitted un-
til the yishuv achieved numerical parity with Palestine’s Arab com-
munity. Magnes received a sympathetic hearing when he testified be-
fore the Anglo-American Committee of Inquiry (1946). The
committee’s final report, recommending a United Nations trusteeship
over Palestine rather than Jewish statehood, in some ways resembled
Magnes’s proposals. Magnes was less successful in his appearance
before the United Nations Special Committee on Palestine (1947),
which recommended partition of Palestine into Jewish and Arab
states. Magnes visited the United States in the spring of 1948, where
he met with government officials, including President Harry S Tru-
man, in a futile bid to bring about an American trusteeship over
Palestine instead of partition. In the wake of Israel’s victory in the
1948 war and Magnes’s death in October 1948, Ihud disbanded. 

IMBER, NAFTALI HERTZ (1856–1909). The author of “Hatik-
vah,” which was the anthem of the Zionist movement and subse-
quently became Israel’s national anthem, Naftali Imber was born in
Zlotzhov, Galicia, and received a traditional Jewish education but not
a secular one. As a youth he manifested his artistic talents; by the age
of 10 he had already composed a Hebrew song dedicated to the Aus-
tro-Prussian War. 

There is some debate about when, precisely, Imber composed
“Hatikvah.” According to his own autobiographical account, he
wrote the song “Tikvateinu” in 1878, to commemorate the founding
of the Jewish settlement in Palestine of Petah Tikva, and the song was
subsequently retitled “Hatikvah.” Others, however, assert that
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“Hatikvah” was composed later, between 1882 and 1886, and that it
was influenced by the Polish national anthem. 

There is also some debate about the music to which the anthem is
set. According to some, Imber himself set the poem to the music of a
Slav folk song that he brought from Romania. Others, however, sug-
gest that the music was composed by a cantor. In any case, the open-
ing motif is clearly from Bedrich Smetana’s Vltava (“The Moldau”). 

In 1882 Imber met and became close with Laurence Oliphant, a
Christian Zionist, in Constantinople. He became Oliphant’s secre-
tary and adviser on Jewish affairs and accompanied him when he
went to Palestine in 1882–1887, during which time Imber composed
many songs. He left Palestine in 1887, and after brief stays in various
countries, Imber arrived in London in 1888, where he met and be-
came friendly with Israel Zangwill. In 1892 Imber left for the United
States, where he remained, except for a brief return-visit to London,
for the next 17 years, until his death. His life in America was materi-
ally miserable; he suffered from want and alcoholism. He was briefly
married to Amanda Katie, a Christian physician who converted to Ju-
daism in order to marry him. Throughout, he continued to be creative
in literary endeavors. Imber served as poet, author, and, briefly, as ed-
itor of a periodical devoted to Kabbalah. 

He also translated portions of F. Scott Fitzgerald’s rendition of The
Rubiyat of Omar Khayyam into Hebrew. Imber was erratic, a dreamer
with mystical tendencies, and a somewhat unpolished poet who,
nevertheless, wrote many poems, almost all of which appear in the
volume Kol Shirei Naftali Hertz Imber (“The Complete Poetry of
Naftali Hertz Imber,” with a preface by Dov Sadan [Tel Aviv: Neu-
man, 1950]). 

IRGUN ZVAI LEUMI (IZL). Militant members of the Haganah broke
away in 1931 to establish the Irgun Zvai Leumi (National Military
Organization). They opposed Haganah’s close ties to the Labor Zion-
ists and its policy of havlaga, or self-restraint, in response to Pales-
tinian Arab violence. Although the Irgun’s ranks consisted of Revi-
sionists and Betar loyalists, and its leaders considered themselves
disciples of Revisionist Zionist leader Ze’ev Jabotinsky, the IZL was
an illegal underground militia and as such was not part of the Revi-
sionist movement, which was a legal, above-ground Zionist party.
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In response to the outbreak of Palestinian Arab violence in 1936,
the IZL carried out retaliatory attacks against Arab targets. IZL mem-
ber Shlomo Ben-Yosef, arrested by the British for taking part in such
a raid, became the first Jew to be hanged in modern Palestine. At the
same time, Irgun operatives in Europe organized Aliya Bet, or unau-
thorized immigration, of European Jews to Palestine. Under the lead-
ership of Viennese Revisionist William Perl, the IZL brought at least
20,000 Jews to Eretz Israel during the late 1930s.

The IZL responded to the May 1939 British White Paper, which
severely restricted Jewish immigration, by launching violent attacks
on British targets. With the eruption of World War II, however, the Ir-
gun suspended these military actions and many Irgun members en-
listed in the British army to help fight the Nazis. A minority of IZL
members, led by senior officer Avraham Stern, opposed the cease-
fire and broke away to establish the Lohamei Herut Israel (Fighters
for the Freedom of Israel), known as Lehi.

The IZL’s commander in chief, David Raziel, was killed in a Ger-
man bombing raid while taking part in a British mission behind en-
emy lines in Iraq in 1941. In late 1942, former Polish Betar leader
Menachem Begin arrived in Palestine and became the Irgun’s new
commander. In early 1944, the IZL announced the launching of an
armed revolt against the British forces in mandatory Palestine with
the goal of establishing an independent Jewish state.

Because the 600 badly equipped Irgun fighters were so heavily
outnumbered by the 80,000-man British occupation army, the IZL
sometimes relied on striking psychological blows at British pride and
morale rather than conventional battlefield warfare. For example,
when the British, in June 1946, sentenced two Irgunists to death, the
IZL kidnapped five British officers and threatened to hang them. The
British backed down and commuted the death sentences. Similarly,
after the British whipped an IZL member, the Irgun kidnapped and
whipped four British soldiers. As a result, the British administration
abolished the practice of whipping. Another humiliation for the
British was the Irgun’s April 1947 attack on the Acre Prison fortress,
which freed hundreds of inmates and was described by the interna-
tional media as one of the most spectacular prison breaks of all time.
The Acre raid was later immortalized in the movie Exodus.
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The IZL also staged a number of significant military assaults on
the British. In July 1946, the IZL blew apart the southern wing of the
King David Hotel in Jerusalem, which housed the headquarters of the
British military administration. Three months later, the IZL demon-
strated its ability to strike overseas, by bombing the British Embassy
in Rome. In late 1946 and early 1947, the Irgun staged a series of in-
creasingly deadly attacks, including blowing up British planes in
their hangars, mining British troop trains, and a raid on a British of-
ficers’ club in Tel Aviv that left 17 dead.

The Jewish Agency, the governing body of the yishuv, favored co-
operation with the British and denounced the Irgun’s revolt. During
1944–1945, the Agency leadership sent Haganah units to kidnap IZL
members and turn them over to the British. In some cases, the Haganah
used force on Irgun captives to extract information. This period, known
as “The Season,” ended in mid-1945 after the newly elected British La-
bor government refused to alter England’s Palestine policy. The disil-
lusioned Jewish Agency leadership then forged an alliance between the
Haganah, Irgun, and Lehi, which fought under a joint command as the
United Hebrew Resistance. This period of unity action ended in mid-
1946, when the Agency, under British pressure, ended the alliance and
launched a second “Season” against the militants.

Hoping to deter popular support for the rebels, the British author-
ities instituted various repressive measures against the Palestine Jew-
ish community. They also continued preventing Jewish refugee ships
from reaching the Holy Land. These policies backfired. They fueled
resentment against the occupation forces, increased sympathy for the
IZL, and generated negative international publicity for Britain.

The Irgun’s revolt climaxed in a battle of the gallows in the spring
of 1947. After the British hanged four Irgun prisoners, and began
preparing to execute three more, the Irgun kidnapped two British ser-
geants and announced they would be hanged if the British proceeded
with the executions. The British decided to call the Irgun’s bluff and
hanged the three men. The IZL then executed the two sergeants.
British public support for staying in Palestine had been steadily erod-
ing, and the hangings seemed to be the straw that broke the camel’s
back. The British government finally concluded that the cost of 
occupation was too high to bear. In the autumn of 1947, the British
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returned the Palestine mandate to the United Nations and began
preparing to withdraw from the Holy Land.

– J –

JABOTINSKY, VLADIMIR ZE’EV (1880–1940). The Zionist orator
and activist Ze’ev Jabotinsky was raised in an acculturated, middle-
class family in Odessa. As a young man, Jabotinsky exhibited skills
as a multilingual essayist, poet, translator, and public speaker. He em-
braced Zionism in response to the rising tide of anti-Semitism in Rus-
sia, particularly the 1903 Kishinev pogrom, and soon earned a repu-
tation as one of Russian Jewry’s most dynamic Zionist speakers and
leaders. 

Jabotinsky’s first major success as a Zionist activist was the
establishment, under British auspices, of a Jewish Legion that
helped capture Palestine from the Turks during World War I. The le-
gion’s contribution to the war effort made a profound impression
upon some British cabinet ministers, helping to pave the way for the
Balfour Declaration and the awarding of the Palestine mandate to
Great Britain. 

The Palestinian Arab rioters who attacked Jews in Jerusalem in
1920 were confronted by a self-defense group, consisting largely of
former Jewish Legionnaires who had been assembled by Jabotinsky
and Pinhas Rutenberg. Many of the Jewish defenders, including
Jabotinsky, were jailed by the British for unauthorized possession of
weapons, but the resulting international outcry brought about their
early release. 

As continuing Arab opposition to Zionism caused a shift in British
policy away from the cause of Jewish statehood, a militant faction
within the Zionist hierarchy, led by Jabotinsky, argued—unsuccess-
fully—that only a more aggressive stance could prevent Great Britain
from altogether abandoning the Zionist cause. By 1925, Jabotinsky
established his own wing of the Zionist movement, the League of
Zionist-Revisionists, so named because of their determination to re-
vise the Zionist position vis-à-vis London. 

Jabotinsky frequently shuttled back and forth from Jerusalem (un-
til the British barred him from returning to Palestine in 1930) to Paris
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to London, to press the Zionist case in the halls of international
power, with occasional forays into farther-flung corners of the Dias-
pora, such as South Africa and the United States. Jabotinsky’s mes-
sage of Jewish pride resonated among Eastern European audiences in
particular. In the bleak interwar atmosphere of economic crises and
rising anti-Semitism, Jabotinsky offered hope. 

The Arlosoroff affair of 1933–1934, with its accusations that Jab-
otinsky had incited the murder of a Labor Zionist leader, seriously
tarred Jabotinsky’s reputation. His successful negotiations with
David Ben-Gurion on a peace pact between the Revisionists and
Laborites could not gain the approval of the Histadrut rank and file
in the atmosphere of post-Arlosoroff hostility. 

Economic issues were another source of tension between Jabotin-
sky and the Labor Zionists. Jabotinsky rejected the socialists’ concept
of class war as a threat to Jewish national unity, insisting that labor
disputes be subjected to compulsory arbitration. Pitched battles be-
tween Histadrut strike-enforcers and nonunion Revisionist workers
became commonplace for a time in 1930s Palestine. 

In many ways, Jabotinsky was a pessimist. He believed that
Palestinian Arab opposition to Zionism was natural and inevitable. It
could not be softened, in his view, so the only answer was to build an
“iron wall” of Jewish determination. Jabotinsky also implored his
European audiences to immigrate to Palestine, “to liquidate the Exile
before it liquidates you.” He anticipated that they would be crushed
by anti-Semitism and economic discrimination, although he did not
imagine physical annihilation. 

Wary about Great Britain’s faithfulness to the Balfour Declara-
tion, Jabotinsky urged the adoption of extralegal immigration as the
“Jewish national sport.” As a result, his Revisionist movement was
the first to bring unauthorized boatloads of European refugees to
Palestine in defiance of British restrictions. 

In contrast with those Zionist leaders who feared that explicit de-
mands for statehood would be strategically unwise, Jabotinsky
pressed for an open declaration by the Zionist movement that its goal
was a sovereign state. Although he did not call for a Jewish armed re-
volt against the British in Palestine—Jabotinsky still thought the
British might be persuaded to re-embrace Zionism—after Jabotin-
sky’s sudden death in 1940, his followers were convinced they were
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implementing the spirit of his ideology when they launched their re-
volt four years later. 

JABOTINSKY INSTITUTE. The Jabotinsky Institute (Mahon
Jabotinsky, in Hebrew) was established in 1935 as the central repos-
itory of manuscripts and documents pertaining to the history of Re-
visionist Zionism and its founder, Ze’ev Jabotinsky. The institute is
located in a Tel Aviv building known as Metzudat Ze’ev (the Fortress
of Ze’ev), which houses the Revisionist archives as well as the head-
quarters of the Likud Party. The Jabotinsky Institute also hosts a mu-
seum of the Palestine underground Irgun Zvai Leumi and a museum
focusing on Revisionists who fought against the Nazis during the
Holocaust. The institute’s publications division publishes historical
studies as well as a quarterly journal concerning the institute’s
archival collections. 

JERUSALEM PROGRAM. The 23rd World Zionist Congress, held
in Jerusalem in 1951, adopted the Jerusalem Program as its official
platform. It replaced the outdated Basle Program, adopted at the
First Zionist Congress, which had focused on the need to establish a
Jewish homeland. That aim having been accomplished, the new
Jerusalem Program briefly summarized the purpose of Zionism as
“strengthening of the State of Israel, the ingathering of the exiles in
Eretz Israel, and the fostering of the unity of the Jewish people.” 

A somewhat more detailed version of the 1951 platform was
passed by the 26th Zionist Congress in 1961: “The aims of Zionism
are: The unity of the Jewish people and the centrality of Israel in Jew-
ish life; the ingathering of the Jewish people in its historic homeland
Eretz Israel through aliya from all countries; the strengthening of the
State of Israel which is based on the prophetic vision of justice and
peace; the preservation of identity of the Jewish people through the
fostering of Jewish and Hebrew education and of Jewish spiritual and
cultural values; the protection of Jewish rights everywhere.” It re-
mains to this day the official credo of the world Zionist movement. 

JEWISH AGENCY. When the League of Nations granted Great
Britain the mandate for Palestine in 1922, it called for the establish-
ment of a “Jewish agency . . . as a public body for the purpose of ad-
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vising and cooperating with the administration of Palestine in such
economic, social, and other matters as may affect the establishment
of the Jewish national home and the interests of the Jewish popula-
tion in Palestine.” In 1923 the World Zionist Organization re-
quested that its president, Chaim Weizmann, create that agency, and
in 1929, after years of intense negotiations, the Jewish Agency for
Palestine was established in partnership with the president of the
American Jewish Committee, Louis Marshall, and other prominent
non-Zionists. However, the Jewish Agency never was independent of
the Zionist Organization and, in fact, since most of the non-Zionist
representatives were actually quite sympathetic to Zionism, the Jew-
ish Agency and the Zionist Organization have always worked as one.
Formally, the Jewish Agency was responsible for the educational and
social services to the Jews in Palestine, in addition to being the rep-
resentative of organized Zionism and Diaspora Jewry in the creation
of the Jewish national home, which included discussions with Great
Britain, the League of Nations, and the United Nations. Although the
mandatory government maintained that the Jewish Agency had no
governmental authority in Palestine, the agency managed to set up a
broad administrative structure and was, in fact, viewed by the Jews
of Palestine as their government. After the establishment of the State
of Israel, the governmental functions were relegated to the state, and
the Jewish Agency for Israel was given the principal tasks of immi-
gration (aliya) and absorption (kelita). In 1950, the Knesset formally
designated the World Zionist Organization–Jewish Agency as the
unit responsible for immigration and absorption, as well as building
support for Israel around the world. Ostensibly, the Jewish Agency
carried out the work in Israel, while the World Zionist Organization
operated in the Diaspora. Actually, however, from that point on, they
have been formally recognized as one unit, the World Zionist Orga-
nization–Jewish Agency. 

The strong pro-Israel sentiment aroused throughout the Jewish
world by the Six-Day War galvanized efforts to find ways for Dias-
pora Jews to participate more fully in the workings of the World
Zionist Organization–Jewish Agency. The Jewish Agency was for-
mally reconstituted in 1970–1971 according to a formula that gave
Diaspora Jewry, and especially “non-Zionists,” a considerably larger
role in its decision-making process. 
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JEWISH BRIGADE. Shortly after the outbreak of World War II, the
Revisionist Zionists launched a public campaign in the United States
and Great Britain to urge the Allies to establish a Jewish army that
would take part in the war against Germany. Mainstream Zionist
leaders proposed a more modest Jewish armed unit that would be
based in Palestine to defend it against a possible Nazi invasion. The
British resisted both proposals because of Arab objections. When its
private lobbying yielded no results, the Zionist leadership launched
its own public campaign for a Jewish armed force. The cumulative
pressure finally compelled the British, in the autumn of 1944, to or-
ganize the Jewish Brigade, an infantry force of 5,000 soldiers. In def-
erence to Arab concerns, the unit was slated to fight in Europe only
and would have no connection to Palestine. The Jewish Brigade,
which was based in Italy, began organizing and training in October
1944 and fought with distinction against the Germans in March 1945,
near the war’s end. Many veterans of the Jewish Brigade took part in
organizing the postwar unauthorized immigration of Holocaust sur-
vivors to Palestine. A number of former brigade members also put
their military training to use in the Jewish revolt against the British
in Palestine and subsequently in Israel’s 1948 War of Independence. 

JEWISH COLONIAL TRUST. The Jewish Colonial Trust Ltd. was
the first financial institution of the World Zionist Organization. At
Theodor Herzl’s initiative, it was approved by the Second Zionist
Congress in 1898, established in 1899, and registered in London. Its
designated objectives were to foster the economic development of
and immigration to Palestine. However, the geographic limits of the
trust’s mission were not explicitly defined, and thus for a number of
years it was a source of contention for those, such as Ahad Ha’am,
who feared that the Zionist Organization would establish a Jewish
state elsewhere if its leaders concluded that establishment of a state
in Eretz Israel was unfeasible. In 1905 the Seventh Zionist Con-
gress, which rejected the Uganda Plan, also explicitly limited the
trust’s mission to Palestine and Syria. 

The Jewish Colonial Trust established a subsidiary, the Anglo-
Palestine Company Ltd., which was reorganized in 1933 and became
the Anglo-Palestine Bank Ltd., acting as the official bank of the Jew-
ish community in Palestine. With the establishment of the State of Is-
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rael, the Anglo-Palestine Bank became Bank Leumi Le-Israel, and in
1955 the trust, which was the holding company for the bank’s shares,
became an Israeli company, Ozar Hityashevut Hayehudim. 

JEWISH COLONIZATION ASSOCIATION (JCA; IN YIDDISH,
ICA). The Jewish philanthropist Baron Maurice de Hirsch estab-
lished the Paris-based Jewish Colonization Association in 1891 to
help resettle Russian Jews in agricultural communities in Argentina.
Beginning in 1896, the JCA also provided assistance to Jewish set-
tlements in Palestine. As of 1900, the JCA assumed the role of spon-
sor and overseer of agricultural communities that had been estab-
lished in Palestine during the previous decade by Baron Edmond de
Rothschild. The strict control that Rothschild’s administrators exer-
cised over the settlements, and their lack of sympathy for the settlers’
Zionist idealism, had provoked conflicts between the pioneers and
the administration. The JCA alleviated the tension by granting the
settlers more autonomy and shifting their focus to crops that gave
them increased financial independence. The JCA subsequently estab-
lished a number of its own agricultural villages in Palestine and
helped sponsor the founding of a number of kibbutzim—including
Kfar Giladi, Tel Hai, Ayelet Hashahar, and Mahanayim—in the
northern Galilee. In contemporary Israel, which is the primary site of
JCA activity today, the association sponsors schools specializing in
agricultural training and finances agricultural research projects. 

JEWISH DEFENSE LEAGUE (JDL). Meir Kahane, an Orthodox
rabbi and former Betar activist, established the Jewish Defense
League in New York City in 1968, in response to rising black anti-
Semitism and dangers facing Jews in deteriorating urban neighbor-
hoods. The JDL organized armed patrols to protect Jews in such ar-
eas. The league’s willingness to use force, an unprecedented
departure from the tactics traditionally used by American Jews in re-
sponding to anti-Semitism, was strongly denounced by mainstream
Jewish leaders. The JDL soon broadened its agenda to include
protests on behalf of Israel and Jews in the Soviet Union. Its harass-
ment of Soviet diplomatic personnel and violence against Soviet of-
fices sparked tension between the United States and the USSR in the
early 1970s. The JDL’s militant approach was criticized by other
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Jewish groups, although some credited it for attracting international
attention to the plight of Soviet Jewry.

The JDL strongly encouraged aliya. In his writings, Rabbi Kahane
argued that aliya was a religious commandment, and was necessary
also because of the inevitability of increased anti-Semitism in the
United States. He settled in Jerusalem in 1971, and a number of other
JDL activists followed.

Kahane established a small Israeli political party, known initially
as HaLiga (“The League”), then later as Kach (“Thus”). It advocated
annexation of the territories won in 1967 both for religious and secu-
rity reasons, as well as the expulsion of all Arabs from Israel and the
territories, in order to ensure Israel’s Jewish majority. Kach’s cam-
paigns for the Knesset in 1973, 1977, and 1981 were unsuccessful,
but in 1984, it won enough votes for one seat, which Kahane occu-
pied. Kach was disqualified from the 1988 Knesset race because of
its position regarding the Arabs. Rabbi Kahane was assassinated by
an Arab terrorist in New York City in 1990, and most of the remain-
ing JDL chapters subsequently disbanded. The Israeli government
outlawed Kach in 1994 after a Kahane supporter, Dr. Baruch Gold-
stein, killed 29 Arabs in Hebron.

JEWISH LEGION. After Turkey entered World War I on the side of
the Central Powers in 1914, Zionist leader Ze’ev Jabotinsky began
urging the Allies to establish a Jewish military force to take part in
the liberation of Palestine from Turkish rule. Jabotinsky, together
with the Russian Zionist activist Yosef Trumpeldor, recruited a 500-
man volunteer force from among the thousands of Palestinian Jews
expelled by the Turks to Egypt. The British offered to have them per-
form auxiliary duties rather than go into combat, and not on the
Palestine front. Trumpeldor accepted the proposal and led the Zion
Mule Corps, as it was called, in the Gallipoli campaign. Jabotinsky
refused to take part and resumed his lobbying efforts for a full-
fledged Jewish military force. Many Zionist leaders opposed Jabotin-
sky’s activity, fearing the Turks would retaliate against Palestine
Jewry. British Jewish anti-Zionists lobbied against the Jewish army
proposal because they believed such a military force would call too
much attention to Jewish separateness. The British cabinet, however,
gradually came to see such a force as a way to recruit Russian Jew-
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ish immigrants in Great Britain to fight for the Allied cause. In the
summer of 1917, the British assented to the formation of the Jewish
Legion, officially known as the 38th Battalion, Fusiliers. Its members
included many Zion Mule Corps veterans who had reenlisted. Later,
two additional battalions, the 39th and 40th, were added to the legion
when more than 1,000 Palestinian Jews signed up. A large number of
American Jewish volunteers also joined the force. Commanded by
the famed soldier and lion-hunter Lt. Col. John Henry Patterson, with
Jabotinsky serving as a lieutenant, the Jewish Legion assisted in the
British conquest of Palestine in the autumn of 1918. Anti-Zionist of-
ficials within the British administration in Palestine insisted on the
quick demobilization of the Jewish Legion. Some of the veterans re-
mained in the country to take part in settlement activities, although
many who had come from the West to serve in the legion opted to re-
turn to their native countries. One result was that only a small num-
ber of Legionnaires were still armed and available to help defend
against the Arab riots of 1920 and 1921. Repeated appeals by the
World Zionist Organization that the legion be maintained as part of
the British army in Palestine went unheeded. The legion was gradu-
ally disbanded, prompting the yishuv to organize the Haganah in its
stead. Some ex-Legionnaires later put their British military training
to good use in the Haganah and, subsequently, in the Israeli army. 

JEWISH NATIONAL FUND (JNF). The Jewish National Fund
(Keren Kayemet Le-Israel) was established by the Fifth Zionist Con-
gress in 1901, as a fund for the purpose of purchasing and develop-
ing land in Eretz Israel. Originally stationed in Vienna, the JNF es-
tablished a worldwide fund-raising network. One of its innovative
techniques, the blue and white coin collection box, became an inter-
national Zionist symbol. In 1904 the JNF purchased its first land, at
Kfar Hittim in the lower Galilee, and in 1908 it planted its first for-
est. By 1939, more than 60 percent of all Jewish-owned land was
held by the JNF. When the State of Israel was established in 1948, the
JNF held some 232,000 acres. Since 1948, its major activity has been
the planting of forests. In 1960 the JNF and the Israeli government
signed an agreement establishing the Israel Land Authority to ad-
minister both government and JNF land. The bulk of the JNF’s
budget still comes from voluntary contributions. 
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JEWISH STATE PARTY. The small minority of Revisionist Zionists
who favored remaining part of the World Zionist Organization
(WZO) when their movement seceded from the WZO in 1933 broke
from the Revisionist party and established the Jewish State Party. The
split represented a division of tactics, not ideology; the new State
Party remained loyal to the ideas of Revisionism’s founder, Ze’ev
Jabotinsky. In the elections to the 1933 Zionist Congress, the Jew-
ish State Party won 8 seats, while the Revisionist Party won 45. At its
first world conference, held in Paris in the summer of 1937, the Jew-
ish State Party split in two over the British plan for the establishment
of a Jewish state in only a small portion of a partitioned Palestine.
Supporters of the British plan resigned from the party, while the ma-
jority, who opposed partition, elected Meir Grossman their leader and
joined the anti-partition forces at that year’s World Zionist Congress.
In 1946, the Jewish State Party reunited with the Revisionist move-
ment as the World Union of Zionist-Revisionists. 

JEWISH TERRITORIAL ORGANIZATION (JTO; IN YIDDISH,
ITO). The Jewish Territorial Organization was established in 1905
by supporters of the plan to establish a temporary Jewish homeland
in East Africa (the Uganda Plan), who seceded from the World
Zionist Organization after the Seventh Zionist Congress repudi-
ated the Africa proposal. Israel Zangwill, the early British Zionist
activist and playwright, was elected president. Dozens of chapters
were established in Russia in the wake of the 1905 pogroms, and
branches were also founded in Western European countries and the
United States. 

The Territorialists were convinced that because of the country’s
underdevelopment as well as Arab opposition, Palestine was not a
feasible destination for large numbers of Jewish refugees. Nor
were they impressed by Jewish historical or spiritual ties to the
Holy Land. Their goal was to locate territories where a substantial
number of Jews could find speedy relief from Eastern European
oppression. 

In 1906 Zangwill relocated the headquarters of the JTO, as the
organization was known, from Warsaw to London and sought to per-
suade the British government of the viability of the East Africa
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scheme. When that failed, the JTO examined the possibility of
Canada or Australia as sites of Jewish settlement and sent exploratory
delegations to Cyrenaica (Libya), Mesopotamia (Iraq), and Por-
tuguese Angola, but in each case, insurmountable political or eco-
nomic obstacles arose. In the end, the JTO’s only practical settlement
project was its involvement in the Galveston Plan, which diverted
some 9,000 New York–bound Eastern European Jewish immigrants
to the port of Galveston, Texas, for settlement in towns in the south-
western United States. 

The Balfour Declaration and the subsequent awarding of the
Palestine mandate to Great Britain convinced Zangwill and many
JTO activists to return to the Zionist fold. The JTO was officially dis-
banded in 1925. 

JUDISCHE VOLKSPARTEI (JV). Pro-Zionist German Jewish
groups established the umbrella organization Judische Volkspartei, or
Jewish People’s Party, in Berlin in 1919. The JV was active in local
Jewish communal affairs and held a majority of the seats on the Jew-
ish community council of Berlin from 1926 to 1930. When the Nazis
drastically reduced the size of the Jewish communal leadership in
1935, the JV was deprived of its seats, and no further elections were
held. 

JUNG ISRAEL. One of the earliest modern Zionist organizations,
Jung Israel (“Young Israel”) was established in Berlin in 1892. Its
Zionist educational work, particularly on German university cam-
puses, continued until 1897. It was succeeded by the Berliner Zion-
istische Vereinigung (“Berlin Zionist Association”). 

JUNG JUDISCHER WANDERBUND (JJWB). Young German Jew-
ish hiking enthusiasts established the Jung Judischer Wanderbund
(Association of Young Jewish Outdoorsmen) in 1922. Patterned on
the highly popular German Jewish youth movements of that era, the
JJWB emphasized the value of nature. It gradually embraced Social-
ist Zionism. In 1925 the JJWB merged with the German Zionist
youth group Berit Ha’olim, and many of its members settled in the
early kibbutzim in Palestine during the interwar years. 
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KADIMAH. Jewish students established the Kadimah organization in
Vienna in 1882, to oppose assimilation and promote Jewish national-
ism and settlement in Eretz Israel. The famous Hebrew writer Peretz
Smolenskin assisted the group and gave it its name, which means
“forward” or “eastward.” A number of Kadimah members later
worked closely with Theodor Herzl and the World Zionist Organi-
zation. 

KALISCHER, ZVI HIRSCH (1795–1874). Religious Zionist
philosopher Zvi Hirsch Kalischer was born and raised in Leszno in
western Poland and later moved to Germany, where he studied with
the most prominent scholars of halakhah of the late 19th century. He
soon emerged as one of the most learned Orthodox rabbis of his gen-
eration. He was, however, atypical in that he did not adopt the char-
acteristic Eastern European Orthodox approach of rejecting moder-
nity out of hand. Kalischer spoke the language of modernists and
maintained close relationships even with those who rejected Ortho-
doxy. Perhaps the most novel aspect of Kalischer’s worldview was
his conviction that the Messiah would arrive through natural
processes. To this end, he attempted to interest Muhammad Ali, the
Egyptian ruler who then controlled Eretz Israel, in permitting Jew-
ish land purchases in order to develop the Holy Land for the return of
the exiled Jewish masses. Kalischer also became active in Dr. Chaim
Lurie’s Society for the Colonization of Palestine, in Frankfurt on the
Oder. In 1862 Kalischer published Derishat Zion (“Zion’s Call”), a
seminal work in the literature of Religious Zionism. In it, he sys-
tematically explained the natural process of the redemption, combin-
ing his vision with pragmatism by suggesting specific ways to settle
the land. Two of his suggestions, the establishment of an agricultural
cooperative as the economic foundation of settlement and the estab-
lishment of an agriculture school in Eretz Israel, were both seconded
by Moses Hess and eventually materialized. The latter was realized
when the Alliance Israelite Universelle founded the well-known
agricultural school Mikveh Israel in 1870, and the former, with the
adoption of an emphasis on agricultural development by the Palestine
Office of the World Zionist Organization in the early 1900s. 
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Kalischer did not live to realize his plan to make aliya. He died in
Toru, central Poland. Tirat Zvi, a religious kibbutz in the Bet She’an
Valley, is named for him. 

KALLEN, HORACE MEYER (1882–1974). American Zionist
philosopher Horace Kallen was born in Berenstadt, Silesia, Germany,
to a rabbinic family. His parents immigrated to the United States with
him when he was five years of age. Kallen graduated from Harvard
University in 1903 and taught English at Princeton University from
1903 to 1905. He then returned to Harvard for his doctorate in phi-
losophy and taught there from 1908 to 1911 and at Clark College in
1910. Kallen then taught at the University of Wisconsin from 1911 to
1918, during which time he published a number of significant works
in philosophy. One of the founders of the New School for Social Re-
search in New York in 1919, Kallen taught there from 1919 to 1952,
serving as dean of the Graduate Faculty of Political and Social Sci-
ence from 1944 to 1946 and as research professor from 1952 to 1965.
In 1965, at age 83, he accepted a teaching appointment at Long Is-
land University. Kallen was active in the American Jewish Con-
gress, the American Association for Jewish Education, and YIVO In-
stitute for Jewish Research. He also served on many committees and
organizations dedicated to civil and minority rights, including the
Presidential Commission on Higher Education, the New York City
Commission on Intergroup Relations, the International League for
the Rights of Man, and the Society for the Scientific Study of Reli-
gion. Kallen is probably best known for his social philosophy of “cul-
tural pluralism.” In contrast to the dominant cultural ideology of the
“melting pot,” he argued that American culture is enriched by its va-
riety and that all ethnic groups, including Jews, should have group
pride because each contributes in its unique way to the richness of
American culture. Kallen specifically argued for Jews’ right of and
need for a homeland in Eretz Israel. 

KATZNELSON, BERL (1887–1944). Labor Zionist leader Berl
Katznelson (née Beeri) was born in Bobruysk, Belarus, to a wealthy
family. Berl’s father was a member of Hovevei Zion and the youth
was educated by private tutors. He studied well and was able to com-
plete the required curriculum and pass the exams required to be 
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certified as a tutor, a vocation that Katznelson practiced briefly, both
privately and in a girls’ school in his native town, where he taught
Jewish history and literature. He was also a very popular librarian in
the Hebrew-Yiddish library that had been established in the town. 

As a youth, Katznelson was interested in sociopolitical issues,
especially as they affected the Jews. He grew increasingly skeptical
about the future of Jewish life in the Diaspora; thus, he was attracted
to Socialist Zionism. He developed a strong desire to live in Eretz
Israel and in 1908, after poor health removed any danger of his be-
ing drafted into the army, Katznelson went on aliya. Upon arriving in
Eretz Israel, he worked near Petah Tikvah and became acquainted
with Aharon David Gordon and Yosef Hayim Brenner, who
quickly became his closest friends. He also became politically in-
volved with David Ben-Gurion and Izhak Ben-Zvi. Katznelson was
a firm believer in the “conquest of labor,” that is, the central role of
Jewish labor in a Jewish society, and he urged all Jewish employers
in the yishuv to hire Jewish workers. 

Katznelson joined Kinneret, a kibbutz in the Galilee, in 1911 and
soon became secretary of the Council of Galilean Agricultural Work-
ers, during which time he began to formulate the notion of a workers’
union. After a short tenure, he became critical of the Zionist move-
ment, including much of Socialist Zionism, because its members in
the Diaspora tried to control the yishuv. Katznelson aspired to a
movement of individuals personally committed to aliya and labor. He
served in the Jewish Brigade in 1918 and, two years later, helped
found the Histadrut trade union federation. One of the founders of
Hamashbir and Kupat Holim, Katznelson was in 1925 named editor
of Davar, the Histadrut daily. He also founded the Labor publishing
house Am Oved. Katznelson was appointed to head the Jewish Na-
tional Fund and held that position for the remainder of his life. 

A vigorous opponent of Ze’ev Jabotinsky and the Revisionist
Zionists, Katznelson believed their actions were irresponsible and
could spell disaster for the welfare of Jews. 

At the same time, Katznelson broke with Chaim Weizmann and
Ben-Gurion on the issue of partition, opposing the Peel Commission
partition proposal of 1937 on the grounds that Zionism must demand
all of Palestine. He later advocated active struggle against the manda-
tory authorities and was a driving force for “illegal” immigration.
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During the Nazi period, Katznelson encouraged his younger follow-
ers to parachute into occupied Europe to save Jews. 

In contrast to most of his Socialist Zionist colleagues, Katznelson
advocated the observance of Sabbath, festivals, and dietary laws in
the Histadrut kitchens, and he wanted young people to respect and
appreciate their Jewish religious heritage. Katznelson was buried in
the Kinneret cemetery. The Histadrut college, Beit Berl, in Kfar Saba
and Kibbutz Beeri in the Negev are named in his memory. 

KEREN HAYESOD. The Keren Hayesod, or the Palestine Foundation
Fund, was established in 1920 to serve as the chief fund-raising arm
of the World Zionist Organization (WZO). The fund became the
focal point of controversy when Justice Louis D. Brandeis and other
American Zionist leaders charged their European WZO counterparts
with financial mismanagement of Palestine development projects. A
showdown between Brandeis and supporters of WZO president
Chaim Weizmann ended with the defeat of the Brandeis group, and
the Keren Hayesod emerged as the WZO’s preeminent financial arm.
It soon assumed responsibility for the entire operating budget of the
Jewish Agency. During the British mandate years, Keren Hayesod
played a major role in financing immigration, absorption, education,
housing, and development for the yishuv. It also purchased arms and
paid for other expenses involved in the 1948 War of Independence.
Since the establishment of Israel, Keren Hayesod has raised funds to
assist in immigration and absorption activities and to aid underprivi-
leged Israelis through programs such as Project Renewal, which re-
builds deteriorating neighborhoods with funds raised in part by Di-
aspora Jewish communities. 

KIBBUTZ. Kibbutz (also kevutza; pl., kibbutzim, kevutzot) is the
generic term used to identify a collective community in Israel. Fa-
vored by Socialist Zionists as the most effective way to settle the
land and build a new society, the first kibbutz had its origins in the
founding, in December 1909, of an experimental collective settle-
ment in the Jordan River Valley, just off the southern shore of the
Kinneret (Sea of Galilee). Although the experiment proved success-
ful, its original members dispersed shortly thereafter, and it was taken
over by a group of pioneers (halutzim) from Russia who named it
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Degania. The various streams of Socialist Zionism devised different
types of collectivism but, at least originally, all adhered to the basic
tenets of collectivism, namely, that all property was communal, and
the kibbutz provided for the needs of all of its members (haverim).
Everyone worked in and for the kibbutz, and all jobs were, ostensibly,
of equal status. Members shared in the goods and services according
to their needs, as defined by the democratically decided criteria. The
kibbutz functioned as a popular democracy, with all members having
equal voice in the operation of the community. Until the 1970s, kib-
butzim were overwhelmingly involved in agricultural production. 

In the more ideologically socialist kibbutzim, there was strong
age-segregation, with adults and children, even young infants, living
separately not only during the daytime hours but at night as well. An
original motivating factor for this type of living arrangement was to
foster the notion that the kibbutz was more important than the fam-
ily. Over time, commitment to this ideology dwindled and traditional
family patterns, including that of children living with parents, re-
asserted themselves in the overwhelming majority of kibbutzim. 

Some other basic tenets have likewise undergone radical
transformation, such as the commitment to agricultural production
and the ban on the employment of non–kibbutz members. Kibbutzim
are now heavily engaged in manufacturing, and some have opened
large shopping centers. 

Never comprising more than approximately 4 percent of the Israeli
population, the kibbutz has been promoted as the elite of Israeli soci-
ety. The kibbutz was presented as the model of the new, egalitarian
society and became one of most effective fund-raising symbols
among Diaspora communities. It has always been a priority sight-
seeing attraction for visitors from abroad, and a prominent American
Jewish social scientist once quipped that there were probably many
more books and articles written about them than there were actual
kibbutzim. Undoubtedly true, this statement indicates the exalted sta-
tus of the kibbutz and its members, in a society whose political elite
viewed the kibbutz as most beneficial to the country’s development. 

KING-CRANE COMMISSION. Henry C. King, president of Oberlin
College, and Charles R. Crane, a businessman and former U.S. diplo-
mat, cochaired the American section of the Inter-Allied Commission
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on mandates in Turkey, which was established by the 1919 Paris
peace conference. Great Britain and France opposed an American
proposal to have the commission visit the formerly Turkish territories
of Palestine and Syria to recommend the disposition of those areas.
Ignoring his allies’ objections, President Woodrow Wilson dispatched
King and Crane to scout out the region. Within days of their arrival
in Palestine in June 1919, King and Crane cabled a warning to Wil-
son that Zionist aspirations could be implemented only through the
use of “a large army,” thus indicating the commissioners’ predisposi-
tion against Zionism. After three weeks of meetings with an array of
representatives of local political and religious groups, they filed a
preliminary report from Beirut. It proposed that a single mandate,
consisting of Syria, Lebanon, and Palestine, be granted to the United
States or, if it declined, to Great Britain. Emphasizing the Wilsonian
principle of national self-determination and Palestinian Arab opposi-
tion to Zionism, King-Crane urged the Allies to accept no more than
“a greatly reduced Zionist program,” according to which limited Jew-
ish immigration would be permitted to Palestine, but no Jewish state
would be established against the desires of Palestine’s Arab majority. 

The commission’s final report, reiterating these points, was deliv-
ered to the U.S. delegation to the Paris peace conference in August.
Two Middle East experts who accompanied King and Crane dis-
agreed with some of their conclusions and filed their own reports,
one sympathetic to Zionism and the other differing on the issue of a
single, unified mandate. 

The King-Crane report did not reach President Wilson until after
his medical collapse in September, and many historians believe he
never even read it. It was not made public until 1922. Consequently,
the report had no influence on the disposition of Palestine, the man-
date over which was granted to Britain at the April 1920 San Remo
Conference and ratified by the League of Nations in July 1922. 

KOLLEK, TEDDY. See SONNEBORN, RUDOLPH GOLD-
SCHMIDT. 

KOOK, ABRAHAM ISAAC HACOHEN (1865–1935). Religious
Zionist philosopher and future chief rabbi of Palestine, Abraham
Isaac Kook was born in Latvia. Kook’s early education was in the 
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local heder, the Jewish day school. His father was a scholar who im-
parted to him a great love for Eretz Israel. As a teenager, Kook stud-
ied privately with several well-known scholars and, subsequently, in
the yeshiva in Volozhin. In addition to traditional Talmud learning, he
studied literature, philosophy, and Kabbalah—Jewish mysticism—
and began writing original works of Talmudic literature, philosophy,
and poetry. Kook served as rabbi in Lithuania from 1888 to 1904,
when he immigrated to Eretz Israel and was appointed rabbi of Jaffa.
His enthusiastic support of Zionism, which he perceived as part of
messianic redemption, antagonized much of the Orthodox rabbinic
leadership, whose members were religiously opposed to both the no-
tion and the movement. In 1914 Kook traveled to Europe and, pre-
vented from returning by the outbreak of World War I, assumed the
temporary position of rabbi in a London congregation. While there,
he also attempted to establish a movement for spiritual renewal,
Degel Yerushalayim (“Flag of Jerusalem”), to supplement the secular
Zionist movement. He returned to Eretz Israel after the war and was
appointed chief rabbi of Jerusalem. When the British Mandate rab-
binate was instituted in 1921, Kook was selected as the Ashkenazi
chief rabbi of Palestine. 

Kook’s personal warmth and his interaction with all Jews, regard-
less of religiosity, as well as his attribution of holiness to all partici-
pants in the Zionist endeavor, became legendary and won him admi-
ration even among the most secular Zionists. Some, no doubt,
mistook his openness to them as acceptance of their secularism in
principle. Although firmly entrenched in traditional learning, Kook
was also well-versed in modern Western thought. He simultaneously
manifested the sensitivity of the mystic and an intellectual sharpness
that took cognizance of the rational. As a communal rabbi, he was at-
tuned to the difficulties of the day and attempted to accommodate his
rabbinic decisions to what he perceived as the authentic principles of
religio-legal decision making as well as the contemporary situation.
This was, at times, another source of tension in Kook’s relations with
the sectarian Orthodox community. 

Another manifestation of his relatively modern perspective was his
view of higher Jewish education. Kook established a yeshiva, Mer-
caz Harav, which was unique in that it incorporated the study of the
Bible and Jewish thought and promoted a deep commitment to Zion-
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ism, in addition to traditional Talmud study. The yeshiva was small
and remained so after his death, when it was headed by his son, Rabbi
Zvi Yehuda Kook, and his son-in-law, Rabbi Shalom Natan Raanan.
It became a major institution and the center of the messianist ideol-
ogy that fostered Gush Emunim after the Six-Day War of June 1967. 

Although Kook’s voluminous writings are readily available in He-
brew, only a minute portion of his works has been translated into
English. 

KOOK, HILLEL (PETER BERGSON) (1915–2001). Born to a
prominent rabbinic family in Lithuania, Hillel Kook had childhood
memories of Jewish suffering at the hands of pogromists, which in-
stilled in him a lifelong commitment to Jewish national sovereignty
and strength. In 1925, the Kook family settled in Palestine, where
Hillel’s uncle, Rabbi Abraham Isaac Hacohen Kook, had recently
been named chief rabbi. An admirer of Revisionist Zionist leader
Ze’ev Jabotinsky, Hillel joined the Haganah, Palestine Jewry’s
self-defense militia, after the Palestinian Arab pogroms of 1929. Two
years later, he sided with the militants who left the Haganah to form
the Irgun Zvai Leumi (IZL). Kook headed an IZL unit that battled
Palestinian Arab rioters during the violence of 1936.

The Irgun sent Kook to Poland in 1937 to raise funds and help or-
ganize unauthorized Jewish immigration (Aliya Bet) to Palestine. He
also worked at Revisonist Zionist headquarters in London, before be-
ing sent to the United States, together with other Irgun and Revision-
ist emissaries, in the spring of 1940. After Jabotinsky’s death that
summer, Kook, using the alias “Peter Bergson” to shield his family
in Palestine from unwanted publicity, split from the Revisionist
movement. Together with a handful of colleagues, he established and
led a succession of political action committees: the Commitee for a
Jewish Army of Stateless and Palestinian Jews (1941–1943), the Emer-
gency Committee to Save the Jewish People of Europe (1943–1945),
the American League for a Free Palestine (1943–1948), and the He-
brew Committee of National Liberation (1944–1948). They were of-
ten referred to collectively as the Bergson Groups.

Beginning in 1944, Bergson espoused a theory of Jewish identity
according to which Jewish residents of Palestine and European Jews
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who intended to settle there would adopt the nationality-based iden-
tity of “Hebrews,” while other Diaspora Jews would retain the reli-
gion-based designation of “Jews.” This concept reflected the influ-
ence of the poet Yonatan Ratosh, leader of the Canaanite Movement,
who saw Palestine Jewry as culturally and spiritually separate from
the Diaspora. Bergson’s theory failed to win support in the American
Jewish community.

Shedding his pseudonym, Kook returned to Israel immediately af-
ter its establishment in 1948. He was one of many Irgunists arrested
by the Haganah following the Altalena affair, and spent two months
in detention on a kibbutz. In 1949, Kook was elected to the First
Knesset as a representative of Menachem Begin’s Herut Party, but
soon left the party as a result of personal and ideological differences
with Begin, particularly Kook’s advocacy of a constitution for Israel
and strict separation of state and religion. Returning to the United
States in 1951, he took up commodity trading and other business ven-
tures. He resettled in Israel in 1968 but did not reenter the political
arena.

– L –

LABOR ZIONISM. The first Labor Zionist organization, known as
Poalei Zion and based on the principles of Socialist Zionism, ap-
peared in Minsk, Russia, in 1900. Additional Poalei Zion groups
arose elsewhere in Europe and they formed a single international or-
ganization at a convention in the Hague in 1907. Internal conflicts in
the world socialist movement, especially concerning the movement’s
relationship with the Soviet Union, led to a division within Poalei
Zion. Two rival factions arose at the world Labor Zionist conference
in Vienna in 1920. The more conservative Right Poalei Zion faction
merged with Hapoel Hatzair to form Ahdut Ha’avoda. The Left
Poalei Zion was explicitly Marxist, viewing Ber Borochov as its ide-
ologist. It remained apart from organized Zionism, including the
Zionist Congresses, and was hardly involved in the activities of
Practical Zionism. It concentrated on the socioeconomic, economic,
and cultural life of the Jewish communities in the Diaspora and on
broader societal issues of social justice. 
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In 1930 Ahdut Ha’avoda and Hapoel Hatzair merged to become
Mapai, an acronym for Mifleget Poalei Eretz Israel (Israel Workers’
Party). A split emerged in 1944, and an opposition Faction B (Si’ah
Bet) seceded from Mapai and took the name Ahdut Ha’avoda. A year
later, in 1945, it merged with the Left Poalei Zion, and in 1948 it
merged with Hashomer Hatzair as Mapam. Subsequently, in 1954,
ideological differences again led it to secede, whereupon it again took
the name Ahdut Ha’avoda. In 1965 Ahdut Ha’avoda again joined
Mapai to form the Israel Labor Party, and after the Six-Day War, in
1968, they were joined by Rafi, the splinter party created in 1965 by
David Ben-Gurion and a small group of Knesset members after the
Lavon affair. Since 1969, there has been a Labor Alignment
(Ma’arach), which affiliates the Israel Labor Party and Mapam. 
However, each retains its organizational and party distinctness. See
also ARLOSOROFF AFFAIR; GORDONIA; HABONIM;
HACHSCHARA; HAGANAH; HALUTZ; HEBREW LABOR;
HISTADRUT; HEHALUTZ; KIBBUTZ; NA’AMAT; PALMACH. 

LAW OF RETURN. The Law of Return was passed by Israel’s parlia-
ment, the Knesset, in 1950. Its rationale was that Israel is a Jewish
state and the state of the Jews. The law, therefore, proclaimed the
right of every Jew to come to Israel as an oleh, an immigrant with im-
mediate and complete rights of Israeli citizenship. The law was
amended in 1954, for clarification purposes but without significant
change. In 1965 it was further amended to exclude those for whom
there are public documents indicating that they are not Jewish. In
1970 an amendment extended citizenship rights under the law to
spouses and children of Jews, even if they are not Jewish. There have
been calls for repeal of the law by some non-Zionists and others who
view it as discriminatory. From their perspective, Israel should be a
state like any other modern state and should not have laws that dis-
criminate on the basis of religion or ethnicity. Some Orthodox lead-
ers have called for an amendment to the law that would precisely de-
fine a Jew as one born of a Jewish mother or one who converted
according to Orthodox tradition. The call for this amendment has
given rise to the question “Who is a Jew?”—sparking passionate de-
bate, both in Israel and the Diaspora, over definitions of Jewish iden-
tity. The proposal of such an amendment has aroused strong opposi-
tion from the Reform and Conservative movements. 
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LEAGUE OF BRITISH JEWS. British Jewish opponents of Zionism
established the League of British Jews in 1917 to counter the Zionist
lobbying efforts that eventually resulted in the Balfour Declaration.
The league included a number of prominent British Jews and was
chaired by Lionel de Rothschild. Another of its leading members was
Laurie Magnus, editor of the Jewish Guardian, which served as a
voice of the anti-Zionists. The league disbanded in 1929. 

LEHI. See LOHAMEI HERUT ISRAEL. 

LEVIN, SHEMARYAHU (1867–1935). Russian Zionist activist
Shemaryahu Levin was born in Svislovitch, Belarus, where he re-
ceived a traditional Jewish education. He also received a secular ed-
ucation in the school in Minsk. Levin joined the Hibbat Zion move-
ment as a young man and was one of Ahad Ha’am’s most dedicated
protégés. He joined the Benei Moshe society and then studied at the
University of Berlin’s college for the science of Judaism (wis-
senschaft des Judentums) and became a member of the Russian-Jew-
ish Scientific Society, a group that propagated Jewish nationalism.
Levin was appointed a rabbi (Kazyonny ravvin) in Grodno in 1896,
in Yekatrinoslav in 1898, and in Vilna in 1904. In all of his pulpits he
spread the idea of Jewish nationalism. Levin was a charismatic ora-
tor and a thoughtful journalist who was fluent in both Hebrew and
Yiddish, as well as Russian. Youths were especially attracted to his
powerful lectures on Jewish historical-cultural themes. In 1903 Levin
was one of the leaders at the Sixth Zionist Congress in opposition to
the Uganda Plan. He helped found the League for the Attainment of
Equal Rights for the Jewish People in Russia in 1905 and the fol-
lowing year was elected to the Duma on the Jewish National List in
Vilna. Levin left Russia and settled in Berlin in 1908, where he
worked for a German-Jewish organization, championed the founding
of the Technion in Haifa, and raised money for it. Levin also urged
that its language of instruction be Hebrew and, when the suggestion
was rejected, he, Ahad Ha’am, and several other Hebraists resigned
from the Board of Governors. Elected a delegate to a number of Zion-
ist Congresses, beginning with the Fourth in London in 1900, Levin
was an advocate of Practical Zionism. He was elected to the Zionist
Executive at the Tenth Zionist Congress in 1911. During World War
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I, Levin lived in the United States, where he was a prominent Zion-
ist publicist, orator, and proponent of Hebrew culture. He coedited a
weekly Hebrew periodical, Hatoren (“The Mast”), and regularly
penned its lead article. After the war Levin returned to Berlin, where
he joined Hayim Bialik in the founding of the Dvir publishing house.
In 1920, he was appointed to head the information services of Keren
Hayesod, where Levin was pulled into the Chaim Weizmann–Louis
Brandeis rift. He remained loyal to Weizmann throughout and
orchestrated the victory of the Weizmann faction at the Zionist Or-
ganization of America convention in Cleveland in 1921. Levin set-
tled in Eretz Israel in 1924. The village of Kfar Shemaryahu, in the
southern Sharon, is named for him. 

LILIENBLUM, MOSHE LEIB (1843–1910). Early Zionist author
and activist Moshe Lilienblum was born in Kedainiai, near Kaunas
(Kovno), Lithuania, and received an intensive Orthodox Jewish edu-
cation. As a young man, he was attracted to the secular Hebrew liter-
ature of the Enlightenment and to socialism, believing that it would
solve the problem of anti-Semitism. Lilienblum sharply criticized tra-
ditional Judaism and wrote articles that harshly rejected Orthodoxy
as a stifling relic that has no place in modern culture. In 1881 Lilien-
blum underwent a change in his thought on socialism and the re-
demptive power of progress, and he came to view Zionism as the an-
swer to anti-Semitism. Retaining his hostility toward Orthodoxy and
its rabbis, he argued that Jews will always remain aliens in the Dias-
pora and that they need their own land. He joined Hibbat Zion, he
was a delegate at its conference held in Katowice in November 1884,
and, when the World Zionist Organization was founded, he became
an active ideologist of Practical Zionism. 

LIPSKY, LOUIS (1876–1963). American Zionist leader Louis Lipsky
was born in Rochester, New York, to immigrants from Poland. Lip-
sky served as editor of various English-language Jewish periodicals,
including Sho-far, The Maccabean, The New Palestine, and The
American Hebrew, all of which were implicitly or explicitly Zionist.
Chosen chairman of the Federation of American Zionists (FAZ)
Executive Committee, Lipsky later served as president of the Zionist
Organization of America (ZOA) between 1921 and 1930. He was
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close to Chaim Weizmann and was a staunch defender of his policy
in the Weizmann–Brandeis debate, which, at the 1921 ZOA con-
vention in Cleveland, was decided in Weizmann’s favor. Lipsky was
active in the founding of Keren Hayesod in the United States and,
for a number of years, served as its chief executive officer. He was
one of the founders of the World Jewish Congress, a vice president of
the American Jewish Congress, and president of the United Jewish
Appeal. During World War II, he played a significant role in garner-
ing American Jewish support for a Jewish state in Eretz Israel. He
was chairman of the American Zionist Federation from 1949–1954. 

LOHAMEI HERUT ISRAEL (LEHI). Members of the Irgun Zvai
Leumi (IZL) who opposed its suspension of anti-British actions for
the duration of World War II broke away in 1940 to establish a sepa-
rate underground movement aimed at driving the British out of Pales-
tine. Led by senior IZL officer Avraham Stern, the new group ini-
tially called itself Irgun Zvai Leumi B’Israel, but was known as the
Stern Group or, to its detractors, the Stern Gang. In 1941 it changed
its name to Lohamei Herut Israel (“Fighters for the Freedom of Is-
rael”), or Lehi.

Lehi’s early actions included bank robberies to finance small-scale
anti-British violence. Stern was captured by the British police in
1942 and executed on the spot. His death led to Lehi’s temporary dis-
integration. The following year, Lehi was reorganized under the com-
mand of Yitzhak Yezernitsky (later Shamir), Israel Scheib (later El-
dad), and Natan Friedman-Yellin (later Yellin-Mor). Never more
than several hundred in number, Lehi concentrated on assassinations
of British officials rather than on the kind of large-scale attacks for
which the Irgun was known. In 1944, Lehi members Eliahu Hakim
and Eliahu Bet-Zouri assassinated Lord Moyne, the top British offi-
cial in the Middle East. The killing triggered the first “Season,” the
Haganah’s campaign against the Jewish underground fighters, but
the Haganah focused its attention on the IZL after Lehi agreed to
cease its attacks on the British.

Lehi resumed its armed struggle when it joined with the IZL and
Haganah in the United Hebrew Resistance (UHR), which fought the
British from October 1945 until July 1946. After the dissolution of
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the UHR, the Lehi returned to independent action, especially attacks
on British police and military positions.

Lehi, like the IZL, was absorbed into the new Israeli Army in 1948.
Nonetheless, Lehi members assassinated United Nations mediator
Count Folke Bernadotte later that year, to scuttle his efforts to pres-
sure Israel into making additional concessions to the Arabs. The Is-
raeli government then outlawed Lehi and placed many of its mem-
bers in detention. Yellin-Mor and another Lehi official, Mattitiyahu
Shmulevitz, were prosecuted and jailed for their roles in the assassi-
nation.

Yellin-Mor’s “Fighters” list won enough votes in the 1949 Knes-
set elections for one seat, and he was released from prison to assume
his parliamentary duties. Eldad became an author and columnist,
while Shamir opted for a career in the Mossad, Israel’s secret intelli-
gence agency, and then entered politics. Succeeding Menachem Be-
gin as leader of the Likud Party, Shamir served as prime minister
from 1983–1984 and 1986–1992. See also REVISIONIST ZION-
ISM. 

LOWDERMILK, WALTER CLAY (1888–1974). In late 1938, U.S.
Secretary of Agriculture Henry Wallace sent Walter Clay Lowder-
milk, his assistant chief of soil conservation, to Africa, Europe, and
the Middle East to examine whether climatic changes or human mis-
treatment of the soil were responsible for the transformation of an-
cient fertile regions into modern deserts. Lowdermilk had previously
spent time in northern China and was convinced that local farmers’
misuse of the land was to blame for the silt problems in the Yellow
River that had caused devastating floods and famine. Lowdermilk
was delighted to discover in Palestine that the Zionist pioneers were
carefully practicing soil conservation efforts as they sought to re-
claim barren areas of the country. In a radio broadcast from
Jerusalem, Lowdermilk dedicated to the pioneers what he called the
Eleventh Commandment: “Thou shalt inherit the holy earth as a
faithful steward, conserving its resources and productivity from gen-
eration to generation. . . .” Lowdermilk’s Methodist upbringing had
already instilled in him a measure of sympathy for the Jewish re-
building of the Holy Land. His encounter with the modern yishuv
sealed his commitment to the Zionist cause. Lowdermilk’s final 
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report of his journeys, completed in the spring of 1939, argued that
Palestine could absorb as many as four million Jewish refugees if it
used modern scientific methods to irrigate its desert regions, such as
hydroelectric power and the diversion of water from the Jordan
River. To that end, he recommended the establishment of a Jordan
Valley Authority, modeled on the U.S. government’s Tennessee Val-
ley Authority. Lowdermilk’s conclusions were used by the Zionist
movement to combat British claims that Palestine contained an in-
sufficient amount of fertile land to absorb large numbers of immi-
grants. Justice Louis D. Brandeis characterized Lowdermilk’s final
report as “the best argument for Zionism I have ever read.” The
American Zionist Emergency Council provided him with research
assistants and financial backing to facilitate the publication of a book
based on his report. Palestine: Land of Promise reached the best-
seller list in 1944. It eventually went through 14 printings and was
translated into seven languages. Lowdermilk and his wife, Inez,
wrote and lectured widely on the Holy Land’s future, and Inez even
founded a Hadassah chapter in Berkeley, California, where they
resided. 

Lowdermilk’s arguments played an important role in the Novem-
ber 1947 debate within the Truman administration over whether the
Negev desert should be included in the territory that the United Na-
tions had recommended become a Jewish state. Chaim Weizmann
convinced President Harry S Truman to support Jewish retention of
the Negev by showing him Palestine: Land of Promise and arguing
that the desert region could be made fertile through methods recom-
mended by Lowdermilk. Many years later, Israeli foreign minister
Yigal Allon remarked that Lowdermilk’s work had been “instrumen-
tal” in securing the Negev for the Jewish state. 

On his first visit to the new State of Israel, in 1949, Lowdermilk
was troubled to find the Israeli government too overwhelmed by its
immigrant absorption problems and national security concerns to pay
sufficient attention to the country’s agricultural needs. At Chaim
Weizmann’s request, Lowdermilk spent two years in Israel
(1951–1953) as special adviser on soil conservation to the Israeli
government. In that capacity, he established the Israeli Soil Conser-
vation Service, created the country’s first land-use conservation pro-
gram, and developed its master water plan. 
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Returning to Israel in 1954, Lowdermilk developed a school of
agricultural engineering at the Haifa Technion, where he served as
professor of soil conservation until 1957. Lowdermilk visited Israel
again in 1964, to witness the inauguration of the project to use the
headwaters of the Jordan River for irrigating desert areas around the
southern city of Beersheba, a partial realization of the ideas he had
presented 20 years earlier in Palestine: Land of Promise.

– M –

MAGNES, JUDAH (1877–1948). American Zionist leader, and later
president of Hebrew University in Jerusalem, Judah Magnes was
born in San Francisco to German-Jewish immigrants. Magnes re-
ceived rabbinic ordination at Hebrew Union College in Cincinnati in
1900 and then studied at the University of Berlin and the University
of Heidelberg, where he received a doctorate in philosophy. While
studying in Europe, he became aware of Eastern European Jewry and
sympathetic to the Zionist movement. He was named rabbi of New
York’s prestigious Reform congregation Temple Emanuel in 1906.
However, his traditionalism as well as his Zionism caused conflict
with the more powerful modernist members of the congregation and
forced him to resign in 1910. He was active in the small group of Re-
form rabbis who rejected the anti-Zionist stance of classical Reform
Judaism. His marriage to the sister-in-law of Louis Marshall, a
prominent figure in American Jewry, brought Magnes close to many
American Jewish leaders. He was among the founders of the Ameri-
can Jewish Committee, was a delegate to the Zionist Congress in
1905, and from 1905 to 1908 was secretary of the Federation of
American Zionists. 

Magnes was the major force behind the bold experiment to organ-
ize the Jewish community of New York City, the Kehillah, of which
he served as president from its inception in 1908 until its demise in
1922. During the years of its existence, the Kehillah dealt with reli-
gious matters, Jewish education, and labor relations issues. In the fi-
nal analysis, despite the tireless efforts of Magnes, the modern char-
acter of American society that emphasizes the individual over the
collective and personal achievement over ascribed status rendered his
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dream of creating an organic communal structure unfeasible and un-
realizable. 

During the World War I years, Magnes was distinctly unpopular in
the American Jewish community because of his deep pacifist convic-
tions, which were probably rooted in more basic anti-imperialist con-
victions. Never one to be swayed because his views were not in
vogue, he did not waver from his pacifism until Hitler rose to power,
after which he announced the change in his thinking. 

Although he considered himself a Zionist, Magnes did not sub-
scribe to a notion that became a doctrine of much of Eastern Euro-
pean Zionism, namely, the “negation of the Diaspora” (shelilat
hagola). He viewed Jewish life as important, whether it be in Eretz
Israel or in the Diaspora. His conception was one of the Jewish peo-
ple with two centers, Israel and the Diaspora, rather than one of an Is-
raeli center and a Diaspora periphery. Even when, in 1922, Magnes
personally went on aliya, it was not out of any belief in an impera-
tive of aliya but, rather, as a voluntary personal decision of his own. 

Magnes’s major activity in Palestine consisted of building the He-
brew University and working toward Arab–Jewish cooperation. In
1923 he was involved in opening the university and establishing an
institute for Jewish studies there. He was named chancellor in 1925
and president in 1935, a position that he held until his death. The uni-
versity’s press was named for him. He also served as the chairman of
an Emergency Council of Hadassah in Palestine and as chairman of
the Middle East Advisory Council of the American Jewish Joint
Distribution Committee, an organization that he had helped found
in 1914. 

Magnes opposed the establishment of a Jewish state in Palestine.
Instead, he advocated a binational state of Palestine in which Jews
and Arabs and, indeed, all its citizens would enjoy equal rights. He
was one of the founders, in 1925, of Brith Shalom, a small group,
primarily of intellectuals, that included such personalities as Hans
Kohn, Arthur Ruppin, Samuel Hugo Bergman, and Gershom 
Scholem, who held similar convictions on binationalism and Arab–
Jewish relations. Magnes was at the center of a major controversy in
1948 when he cooperated with the U.S. State Department in efforts
to forestall the establishment of Israel. He died during a visit to New
York in October 1948 and was buried in Jerusalem. 
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MAHAL. Mahal is an acronym for Mitnadevei Hutz La-aretz and refers
to volunteers from abroad. Originally, it referred to those 3,000–
5,000 Diaspora Jews who, in 1947–1948, volunteered and fought in
Israel’s War of Independence. Many of them had previous military
experience and were a significant military resource. Those who did
not were provided with basic training as rapidly as possible, some-
times even before their arrival in the country, and they were immedi-
ately integrated into units of the Israel Defense Forces (Tzahal). Be-
cause of their experience, socioeconomic background, and
dedication, they often played significant roles. More than a hundred
of these volunteers were killed in action, among the most famous be-
ing Colonel Mickey Marcus. Since American immigration laws be-
gan to be interpreted as allowing for volunteering for a foreign coun-
try’s military service, a very small number of American youth who go
to Israel for a year or two of study, with eyes to their own aliya sev-
eral years hence, have begun volunteering for the more recent Mahal
program of the Israel Defense Forces. 

MAIMON (FISHMAN), JUDAH LEIB (1875–1962). Religious
Zionist activist Judah Leib Maimon was born in Marculeshti, Russia,
and educated at Lithuanian yeshivot. From 1905 to 1913, he was
rabbi in Ungeni, Russia. As a youth, Maimon joined Hovevei Zion.
After meeting Rabbi Isaac Jacob Reines, he became active in the
effort to create a Religious Zionist movement and was a participant
in the founding conference of Mizrachi in Vilna in 1902 and in its
first international conference in Pressburg in 1904. From then on, he
participated in every Zionist Congress. Maimon also spearheaded
Zionist educational campaigns in southern Russia, for which he was
arrested. 

Maimon went on aliya in 1913 and settled in Tel Aviv, where his
major efforts were devoted to establishing a Religious Zionist educa-
tional system in Eretz Israel. During World War I, he was deported
by the Turkish authorities and opted to move to the United States,
where he was soon elected to the central committee of the American
Mizrachi organization. Maimon returned to Palestine in 1919, on the
first ship to reach its shores after the war. There he headed Mizrachi;
edited its newspaper, Hator (“The Turtledove”); and, together with
Rabbi Abraham Isaac Kook, helped establish the Chief Rabbinate
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of Eretz Israel. Maimon was elected Mizrachi’s representative to the
Jewish Agency Executive in 1935 and the following year established
Mossad Harav Kook, a publishing house that specializes in rabbinic
literature. He also founded its journal, Sinai, which he edited until his
death. 

Maimon maintained a strong position with respect to the conflict
with the British and, though he remained within the organized Jew-
ish community, he expressed sympathy for such dissident organiza-
tions as the Irgun Zvai Leumi (IZL) and the Lohamei Herut Is-
rael. When the Haganah embarked on a campaign of suppression
against the IZL, Maimon publicly expressed his opposition. At the
same time, he remained a close ally of David Ben-Gurion and, at the
beginning of the War of Independence, took an active part in the ne-
gotiations between the Jewish Agency and the IZL. When Israel was
established, Maimon was a signatory to its Declaration of Indepen-
dence. 

In 1947 Maimon, Ben-Gurion, and Yitzhak Gruenbaum sent a
letter in the name of the Jewish Agency to leaders of Agudat Israel,
pledging that in the State of Israel religious matters would be gov-
erned as before, with freedom of religion in the private sphere and
traditional Judaism in the public sphere. This agreement, which came
to be known as the Status Quo Agreement, has been a source of con-
troversy ever since in the struggles between religious and secular fac-
tions in Israel. 

Maimon served as Israel’s first minister of religion until 1951.
During his tenure, he advocated the reestablishment of the Sanhedrin,
the ancient religious high court, with the authority to improvise and
“update” traditional Judaism in light of the new realities, especially
of a Jewish state. Maimon and his proposal were sharply denounced
in many religious quarters, especially among the haredim (ultra-Or-
thodox). The Sanhedrin dispute worsened relations between Maimon
and the haredim, which were already tense due to Maimon’s criticism
of haredi anti-Zionism. 

Maimon authored numerous works, including biographies of
prominent scholars, memoirs, and books on Religious Zionism. 

MAPAI. See LABOR ZIONISM. 
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MAPAM. See LABOR ZIONISM. 

MEIR (MEYERSON), GOLDA (1898–1978). Labor Zionist activist
and future prime minister of Israel Golda Meir was born Golda
Mabovitch in Kiev, Russia. Her family resettled in Milwaukee, Wis-
consin, in 1906, where she joined Poalei Zion while in high school.
After working as a school teacher for several years, Golda settled in
Eretz Israel, in Kibbutz Merhavia, in 1921, along with her husband,
Morris Meyerson. She soon became active in the yishuv’s labor
movement. She and her husband moved to Tel Aviv in 1924, where
she took a position with the Histadrut’s construction corporation,
Solel Boneh. For the period of 1932–1934 she returned to the United
States as a Labor Zionist emissary to the Pioneer Women organiza-
tion. Meir later served as secretary of the Histadrut’s Action Com-
mittee and policy section and in 1946, when the mandatory authori-
ties arrested and imprisoned many yishuv leaders, she was named in
place of Moshe Sharett as head of the Political Department of the
Jewish Agency. In 1948 Meir was appointed to David Ben-Gurion’s
Provisional Government. After the establishment of the State of Is-
rael, she was elected to the Knesset, served as ambassador to
Moscow, and then served in the cabinet as minister of labor from
1949 to 1956 and as foreign minister from 1956 to 1966. Meir was
secretary-general of Mapai from 1966 to 1968 and, upon the death of
Levi Eshkol in 1969, she became interim prime minister and re-
mained in the position after the October 1969 elections. The Yom
Kippur War broke out during Meir’s premiership. Her decision to re-
frain from launching a preemptive strike against the Arab armies on
the eve of the war stirred considerable controversy. After the war, the
Israeli government–appointed Agranat Commission concluded that
Chief of Staff Moshe Dayan and the government had seriously mis-
judged Arab intentions. The Labor Party won the elections in De-
cember 1973, but Meir resigned in April 1974 after two unsuccessful
attempts to form a coalition. 

MIZRACHI. When the Fifth Zionist Congress in 1901 resolved to en-
ter the educational sphere, many religious members of the World
Zionist Organization (WZO) who believed that secular nationalism
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was antithetical to Judaism refused to acquiesce to a program of sec-
ular Zionist education. Under the leadership of Rabbi Isaac Jacob
Reines, the Mizrachi movement was founded in Vilna in 1902 as the
Religious Zionist organization within the World Zionist Organiza-
tion. It was the first recognized separate federation within the WZO.
The name is an acronym for mercaz ruhani (spiritual center), and its
banner was “The Land of Israel for the people of Israel according to
the Torah of Israel.” In 1904 a world conference of Mizrachi was
convened in Bratislava, Czechoslovakia (then Pressburg, Hungary),
and the Mizrachi World Organization was founded with the objective
of educating and promoting Religious Zionism in all religious Jewish
circles. The first convention of the American Mizrachi Organization
was convened in 1914 under the guidance of Rabbi Meir Bar-Ilan
(Berlin), its general secretary. After World War I, a faction of Reli-
gious Zionists with a special interest in settlement and labor formed
the Hapoel Hamizrachi (Mizrachi Labor) Organization, which went
on to found a series of religious kibbutzim and moshav settlements.
Although Hapoel Hamizrachi worked closely with Mizrachi, the two
were separate, autonomous organizations and initially remained so
when they were transformed into political parties in the Israeli Knes-
set. They merged in 1956 and became the National Religious Party
(NRP). From 1951 to 1977, they jointly occupied 10 to 12 seats in the
Knesset. Although the Mizrachi–Hapoel Hamizrachi movement
played a major, if not the most significant, role in establishing the
public religious character of Israel in its initial decades, its power and
prestige declined notably by the fourth decade of Israel’s statehood.
In 1981 the party lost half of its 12 seats, and it declined from its rep-
resentation of two-thirds of the combined religious parties to less
than half. It lost even further in 1984 and 1988, declining to less than
a third of the combined religious parties’ votes. The decline of the
NRP has been attributed to a variety of factors, including the per-
ceived accommodative stance of the Likud to religious tradition; ide-
ological confusion, stagnation, and an absence of leadership devel-
opment within the NRP; and a move to the religious right that led
many former Mizrachi loyalists into the more sectarian religious par-
ties such as Agudat Israel and Shas. The 1992 elections gave the NRP
a very modest gain of one seat, but that only brought it back to the
number of seats it had held in 1981. The NRP’s increase to nine seats
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in 1996 proved to be only a temporary surge, as it dropped to five
seats in the 1999 elections. See also BACHAD; EMUNAH;
HASHOMER HADATI. 

MOHILEVER, SAMUEL (1824–1898). Early Religious Zionist
philosopher Samuel Mohilever was born in a small town near Vilna.
He studied at and, in 1842, received ordination at the prominent
yeshiva in Volozhin. He served as rabbi in a number of cities in the
Polish-Russian region: Glubokoye, 1848–1854; Szaki, 1854–1860;
Suwalki, 1860–1868; Radom, 1868–1883; and finally, Bialystok,
1883. Most of his scholarly writings were destroyed in the pogroms
of 1906. He founded the Bnai Zion club, which advocated settlement
in Eretz Israel. In each of his rabbinic positions, Mohilever was ac-
tive in community affairs and sought to bridge the growing gap be-
tween religious traditionalists and modernists. He was an early mem-
ber of Hovevei Zion and a pioneer of Religious Zionism. At a time
when most of his Orthodox colleagues withdrew from the movement
because of its growing secular influence, Mohilever remained sup-
portive. Indeed, he encouraged Leon Pinsker and Moshe Lilien-
blum in their efforts to organize the various local Hovevei Zion
groups into a single organization, Hibbat Zion, and he immediately
joined that organization. He attributed much greater significance to
the modest sums given to Hovevei Zion than to the huge sums that
Baron Hirsch dedicated to the establishment of Jewish settlements in
Argentina, which Mohilever viewed as dangerous. In the early 1880s,
Mohilever led a group of Hovevei Zion members and influenced
Baron Edmond de Rothschild to support the establishment of early
settlements in Eretz Israel, especially Rishon le-Zion, Zikhron
Ya’akov, Ekron, and Petah Tikvah, to which Rothschild responded
very generously. In 1884 Mohilever was named honorary president
of the Hovevei Zion conference, and he was chairman of the 1887
and 1889 conferences. In 1890 he led a Hovevei Zion group on a tour
of Eretz Israel and, upon his return, issued a public call for physical
and financial support of settlement. He also encouraged his Orthodox
colleagues to lend their support as well. Under Mohilever’s influ-
ence, a rabbinic board was named to ensure that settlement work in
Eretz Israel would be carried out in accordance with Jewish tradition,
and he issued a responsum that permitted the Jewish farmers in Eretz
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Israel to work their land during the “seventh year” (shemita), when
biblical law would appear to prohibit it. 

In 1893, at a meeting of Hovevei Zion, Mohilever proposed fos-
tering a movement that would be a mercaz ruhani, a “spiritual cen-
ter” within Zionism. His proposal was adopted and led to the found-
ing of the Mizrachi movement; the name, Mizrachi, was adopted as
an acronym for mercaz ruhani. 

Mohilever was an enthusiastic supporter and member of the World
Zionist Organization. Although he was not able to attend the First
Zionist Congress in Basle in 1897, due to poor health, Mohilever did
write a stirring letter that was read at the congress. In recognition and
appreciation of his activity, he was elected as one of four Russian
representatives to the Zionist Executive. In his last letter to the Jews
of Russia, Mohilever implored them to practice tolerance and to par-
ticipate to the fullest in the settlement of Eretz Israel, “the foundation
of the existence of our people.” 

On his 70th birthday, an orchard named Gan Shmuel was planted
near Hadera in Mohilever’s honor and in recognition of all of his
activities on behalf of settlement and Zionism. 

MONTEFIORE, MOSES (1784–1885). The sponsor of 19th-century
Jewish settlement efforts in Palestine, Moses Montefiore was born in
Leghorn, Italy, while his parents, who lived in Kensington, England,
were there on business. The family was of Spanish origin and of
modest means. Moses studied at a small commercial school and,
upon graduation, went into business as a stockbroker. He was mar-
ried in 1812 to Judith Barent Cohen, whose father was a wealthy mer-
chant and was related by marriage to the Rothschilds. Montefiore,
however, prospered on his own, succeeding in a number of highly
lucrative stock market ventures. In 1830, he purchased East Cliff,
Ramsgate, as his residence and proceeded to build a synagogue there.
Montefiore’s first of seven trips to Jerusalem was in 1827. He went
with his wife and, in the course of the trip, also visited Egypt, where
he met with Muhammad Ali. In 1836 he was elected president of a
group representing the Jewish communities of Great Britain and,
from then on, became the spokesman of masses of Jews around the
world. In 1840 Montefiore was very active on behalf of the Jewish
community of Damascus, which was pillaged in a pogrom emanating
from an especially vicious blood libel. Montefiore visited czarist
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Russia on at least two occasions for the purpose of seeking to allevi-
ate the plight of Russian Jews. In 1858 a Jewish child, Edgar Mortara
of Bologna, Italy, was abducted from the home of his parents, Giro-
lamo Mortara Levi and Marianna Padovani Levi, by a Catholic nurse
and was hidden in a convent. According to evidence, the abduction
took place with the approval of the archbishop of Bologna, and it was
subsequently endorsed by Pope Pius IX. The entire incident was a
major cause célèbre in Jewish communities around the world, and
Montefiore played a pivotal role in efforts on behalf of the child and
his parents. 

In his 90th year, in 1875, Montefiore undertook efforts to improve
the dismal economic condition of the yishuv in Eretz Israel and to
enable it to become economically productive, especially in agricul-
ture and crafts. He established numerous health and social welfare in-
stitutions in the yishuv; sponsored the first neighborhood outside of
the walls of the Old City in Jerusalem, Mishkenot Shaananim; and
built the building that houses Rachel’s Tomb in Bethlehem. 

Montefiore was buried in Ramsgate, England, next to his wife. A
number of neighborhoods in Jerusalem are named for him. 

MOROCCAN SECTION OF THE FRENCH ZIONIST FEDERA-
TION. Small Zionist groups in various French Moroccan towns in
the early 1900s coalesced, in 1923, as the Moroccan Section of the
French Zionist Federation. Its efforts were boosted by the arrival of
shlichim from the Jewish National Fund and Keren Hayesod, in-
cluding Abraham Elmaleh, who had played a leading role in Zionist
activity in Syria and Lebanon. Concerned about Arab opinion, the
French ruling authorities during the early 1920s discouraged Moroc-
can Zionist activity by prohibiting distribution of the Zionist publi-
cation Ha-Olam and placing limits on fund-raising for yishuv proj-
ects. The restrictions were later relaxed and, under the leadership of
Zionist shaliach Yonatan Thurtz, Zionist activity in French Morocco
increased during the late 1920s and 1930s, including the inauguration
of a pro-Zionist periodical, L’Avenir Illustre, and the first Moroccan
Zionist convention, held in 1936. The rise of Moroccan Muslim na-
tionalism in the 1930s, with its hostility toward Jews and Zionism,
stimulated increased Jewish sympathy for the Zionist movement.
Suppressed during the Vichy occupation (1940–1942), Moroccan
Zionist activity resumed after the war, in response to revelations
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about the Holocaust, the return of Zionist shlichim from Palestine,
the end of the Vichy regime’s anti-Jewish discrimination, and the es-
tablishment of Hebrew cultural centers in Casablanca and elsewhere.
Large-scale Moroccan Jewish emigration to Israel and the West be-
gan in the 1950s, especially after anti-French riots in 1954 in which
a number of Jews were victimized.

MOSHAV. A moshav (pl., moshavim) is a community in Israel based
on agriculture. It has some of the characteristics of a kibbutz, in that
it is a cooperative. However, it is also based on private farming. The
idea of the moshav was formulated in 1919 by Eliezer Jaffe. Like the
kibbutz, the moshav was viewed as a pioneering institution. It pro-
vided an economic structure that its members favored and it facili-
tated mass settlement. The first moshavim, Nahalal and Kfar
Yehezkel, were founded in 1921 in the Jezreel Valley, and they be-
came the models for the moshav ‘ovdim, the workers’ collective. The
moshav leases land from the Israel Lands Authority or the Jewish
National Fund and that land is then divided among the settlement’s
members, who typically number approximately 60 families. Prior to
the Six-Day War, the moshav ban on hired labor was widely upheld.
Since then, however, moshavim have increasingly come to rely on
Arab labor as an integral part of the moshav economy. Another kind
of moshav, the moshav shitufi, or collective settlement, was estab-
lished by those who wished to combine what they viewed as the best
of the kibbutz and the best of the moshav. They wanted the settlement
to avoid being, as they viewed it, overly collective, as in the kibbutz,
or overly individualistic, as in the moshav ‘ovdim. The first two
moshavim of this type, Kefar Hittim and Moledat, were established
in 1936–1937 in the Galilee. 

By 1970, there were more than 300 workers’ moshavim, with a
population of more than 100,000, and 22 collective moshavim, with
a population of approximately 4,200. By 1991, the latter grew to 46
collective moshavim, with a total population of 12,600. 

MOTZKIN, LEON (ARYE LEIB) (1867–1933). Early Zionist author
and activist Leon Motzkin was born in a small town near Kiev and
studied at a traditional Jewish primary school (heder). As a young
teenager he witnessed a pogrom in Kiev, an event that was to pro-
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foundly affect the future course of his life. In 1889 Motzkin was
among the founders of the Russian Jewish Academic Association. He
also wrote articles in Jewish periodicals that advocated the return to
Zion and the national revival of the Jewish people. He was one of the
founders of the first nationalist Jewish student society. During that
period, Motzkin met and became friendly with Chaim Weizmann,
who viewed Motzkin as his mentor in Jewish nationalism. Motzkin
was a harsh critic of Hovevei Zion, favoring instead the approach of
Theodor Herzl and Political Zionism. He was active at the First
Zionist Congress and participated in the drafting of the Basle Pro-
gram. He was one of the founders of the Democratic Faction, which
rallied for the democratization of the World Zionist Organization
and for its inclusion of a cultural agenda in its activities. In
1911–1913, while Mendel Beilis was on trial in the famous blood li-
bel case in Russia, Motzkin actively provided information to world
capitals and encouraged well-known figures to publicly protest
against the false allegations. He was also a staunch advocate of He-
brew as the national language of the Jews. During World War I, he
headed the Zionist Organization’s Copenhagen office, which served
as a liaison between the various Zionist organizations in the warring
countries. At the end of 1915, Motzkin went to the United States to
garner support for Jewish war victims and to ensure equal rights for
the Jews of Russia. While there, he became active in the movement
to convene the American Jewish Congress. Motzkin was elected to
the Zionist Executive in 1921–1923. For the last several years of his
life, he served as president of the Zionist Congresses—which he had
headed, de facto, since the 12th Congress. He was an early advocate
for the establishment of a World Jewish Congress to represent and ad-
vance Jewish interests in international forums. This objective was
fulfilled with the convening of the first World Jewish Congress in
1930, three years before his death. He died in Paris and was rein-
terred on the Mount of Olives in Jerusalem in 1934. 

– N –

NA’AMAT (WORKING AND VOLUNTEERING WOMEN). The
Israel-based women’s Labor Zionist movement, Nashim Ovdot 
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u-Mitnadvot, is better known by its acronym, Na’amat. It lobbies for
women’s rights, sponsors vocational training for girls, runs child-care
centers, and provides various forms of assistance to working moth-
ers. Pioneer Women, the Diaspora support group for Na’amat, raises
funds for the movement’s projects in Israel. 

NATIONAL RELIGIOUS PARTY (NRP). See MIZRACHI. 

NEGATION OF THE DIASPORA. The negative view of the Dias-
pora, a prominent theme in modern Zionist thought, was originally
expressed in religious thought. A strong religious rejection of galut
(the Diaspora) was a major theme of most Jewish philosophers. Al-
though there were differences among scholars and rabbis in terms of
the degree to which they explicitly emphasized the negative nature of
Diaspora existence and, concomitantly, the degree to which they em-
phasized the drive to return to Eretz Israel, there was virtually no
Jewish religious authority until the modern era who even remotely
held up galut existence as an ideal. Without exception, galut was de-
fined as an ultimately negative existence; Zion was the unequivocal
ideal. The ideological negation of the exile (shelilat hagola) is, to one
degree or another, an explicit or implicit assumption of all varieties
of Zionism. It flows from the premise that there can be no future for
the Jewish people without the center in Eretz Israel. 

NES ZIONA. Religious Zionist students from the Volozhin yeshiva
who joined the Hovevei Zion movement established their own fac-
tion within the movement, known as Nes Ziona, in 1885. It was
specifically Orthodox and had, among its explicit objectives, the goal
of developing rabbis, orators, writers, and other intellectuals who
would influence the masses and bring them closer to the movement
to settle Eretz Israel. Similar to other groups at the time, Nes Ziona
was a semisecret, underground group because it had no government
authorization. Its elaborate oath of allegiance was a source of contro-
versy among its members and, in 1887, jeopardized the group’s fu-
ture when some members threatened to leave unless the oath was
modified. Lengthy deliberations resulted in new leadership for the
group and created a heightened pace of activity, most of which was
directed at propaganda, especially in the distribution of rabbinic
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Zionist literature. Books, periodicals, and a letter by the revered
Rabbi Naphtali Zvi Judah Berlin (“Netziv”) that was emphatically
supportive of Hibbat Zion were widely circulated. A strong letter of
support from 13 of Eastern Europe’s most prominent rabbis gave Nes
Ziona a significant boost. 

The group was eventually exposed when a letter written by one of
its members to a periodical fell into the hands of the Russian police,
who promptly shut down the group. Many of Nes Ziona’s members
subsequently joined the Benei Moshe group, while a small core re-
organized, calling themselves Netzach Israel, with virtually the same
objectives as its predecessor. However, when the yeshiva in Volozhin
closed in the winter of 1892, the group’s members dispersed and it
ceased to exist. 

NETANYAHU, BENZION (1911– ). Revisionist Zionist activist and
Jewish historian Benzion Netanyahu, the eldest son of Rabbi Nathan
Mileikowsky, settled in Palestine with his family in 1920, at age nine.
He joined the Revisionist movement’s Central Committee in 1933
and founded its daily newspaper, HaYarden (“The Jordan”), the fol-
lowing year. He later memorialized his father by changing his family
name to a Hebraized version of his father’s first name.

In 1940, Netanyahu joined Ze’ev Jabotinsky’s delegation to the
United States. There he helped promote the campaign for the creation
of a Jewish army and then became executive director of the New
Zionist Organization of America (NZOA), the U.S. wing of the Re-
visionist movement. Through rallies and newspaper ads, Netanyahu
helped raise the group’s profile. He also lobbied on Capitol Hill, es-
tablishing some of the first serious relationships between the Zionist
movement and Republican members of Congress.

At the same time, Netanyahu completed a doctorate at Dropsie
College in Philadelphia, specializing in the history of Spanish Jewry.
During the 1950s, he lived in Jerusalem and served as editor of the
Encyclopedia Hebraica, then returned to the U.S. to teach at Dropsie.
Later he also taught at the University of Denver and Cornell Univer-
sity, and authored several scholarly books, most notably his 1995
magnum opus on the Spanish Inquisition.

Netanyahu’s eldest son, Jonathan, was killed leading the 1976 En-
tebbe raid. His second son, Benjamin, was elected prime minister of
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Israel in 1996 as leader of the Likud Party. The youngest of Ne-
tanyahu’s sons, Ido, is a radiologist and novelist.

NETUREI KARTA. Neturei Karta is a sect of haredi (ultra-Orthodox)
Jews whose name is Aramaic for “Guardians of the City.” Its
founders seceded from Agudat Israel in 1935 because the group to-
tally disavows the Zionist movement, not only since it opposes the
secularism of modern Zionism, but since it defines all forms of Zion-
ism as well as any other human endeavors to end the divinely decreed
exile as inherently Satanic. In Neturei Karta’s view, the dispersion
was ordained by God and the redemption can only come about
through His intervention. A vehement early advocate of this perspec-
tive was the Munkaczer Rebbe, Rabbi Chaim Elazar Shapira, one of
the first and fiercest opponents of both Zionism and non-Zionism in
the early part of this century. As he saw it, Zion was always the focus
of a great struggle between the forces of light and those of dark-
ness—between God, on the one hand, and the Evil Inclination (yet-
zer hara), on the other. Thus, in our day it is not only God Who de-
lights to dwell in the Holy Land and the Holy City, but also “the new
ones, who came but lately” (Deuteronomy 32:17), those who seek to
force Zion to submit to them and make it the center of their sac-
rilegious enterprise. Neturei Karta opposed the establishment of the
State of Israel and Israeli sovereignty over Jerusalem. Centered in the
Meah Shearim area of Jerusalem, it rejects the validity of Israel’s ex-
istence, does not participate in its political process, maintains its own
autonomous religiocommunal structure, views itself as the sole au-
thentic protector of the religious nature of the city, and frequently
demonstrates against what it views as violations of that nature. A
number of individuals claiming to represent it have made various
overtures to the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO). One in par-
ticular, Rabbi Moshe Hirsch, is frequently referred to in the Israeli
media as the PLO’s Jewish foreign minister. The much larger Satmar
Hasidic group is supportive of Neturei Karta and often serves as its
voice in Jewish communities outside Israel. Both groups have under-
taken numerous public demonstrations against Zionism and Israel. 

NETZER OLAMI. Headquartered in Jerusalem, Netzer Olami (He-
brew for “eternal crown”) was established in 1980 as the interna-
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tional Reform Zionist Youth Movement, with branches in North
America, Europe, South Africa, and Australia. It sponsors educa-
tional meetings, tours of Israel, and summer and winter camps. 

NEUMANN, EMANUEL (1893–1980). American Zionist leader
Emanuel Neumann was raised in a home steeped in Zionism and He-
brew culture. His father established the first school in the United
States in which Hebrew was the sole language of instruction, and He-
brew was the language spoken in the Neumann home. Beginning in
his teenage years, Neumann was a seminal figure in a wide variety of
American Zionist endeavors. At 17, he helped establish the Zionist
youth movement Young Judea and later edited the group’s magazine.
He was education director of the Zionist Organization of America
(1918–1920), cofounder and national director of the U.S. division of
the Keren Hayesod (1921–1925), a founder and chairman of the ex-
ecutive committee of the United Palestine Appeal (1925–1927),
president of the Jewish National Fund (1928–1930), and the first or-
ganizer of the American Palestine Committee (1931). 

Neumann spent 1932–1934 in Jerusalem as director of the Jewish
Agency’s Economic Department. During that period, he also under-
took secret negotiations with Abdullah, Emir of Transjordan, to allow
Jewish settlement in that region. He remained in Palestine until 1939,
taking part in various business ventures. Neumann also became ac-
tive with the General Zionist party, which put him at odds with the
yishuv’s Labor Zionist leadership for many years afterward. 

When American Zionist leaders decided, on the eve of World War
II, to intensify their political action efforts, Neumann was dispatched
to the United States to take charge of the Public Relations and Polit-
ical Action Department of the Emergency Committee for Zionist
Affairs. He revived the American Palestine Committee, which re-
cruited politicians, intellectuals, and other public figures to support
the Zionist cause. 

Disappointed by the U.S. Zionist leadership’s reluctance to adopt
a more activist approach, Neumann resigned in late 1942. He then
worked to facilitate the appointment of Rabbi Abba Hillel Silver as
cochairman of the American Zionist Emergency Council (AZEC)
in the summer of 1943, resulting in the implementation of activist
policies. After Silver resigned in late 1944 over differences with the
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more cautious Stephen Wise, Neumann worked successfully to bring
Silver back to power the following year. Throughout this period,
Neumann served as Silver’s senior aide, director of political action
for the AZEC, and a primary spokesman for the American Zionist
movement. At the same time, Neumann served as a member of the
Jewish Agency Executive, chaired the Committee on Political Reso-
lutions of the World Zionist Congress, and testified before the U.S.
Congress and the Anglo-American Committee of Inquiry on
Palestine. 

In 1947 Neumann was elected president of the Zionist Organiza-
tion of America (ZOA), a crowning achievement after nearly 40
years of professional Zionist activity. During his two years as presi-
dent, the ZOA, working closely with Silver and the AZEC, played a
key role in the mobilization of American Jewry, Congress, and pub-
lic opinion on behalf of Jewish statehood. 

After Israel’s establishment, Neumann remained active in Zionist
affairs. Along with Silver, he left the Zionist leadership in 1949 in a
dispute over the Israeli government’s involvement in Diaspora
organizational matters. He returned to the Jewish Agency Executive
in 1951, however, and chaired its American Section during several
periods in the 1960s and early 1970s. He was elected to another term
as president of the ZOA, from 1956 to 1958, while also serving as
president of the World Union of General Zionists throughout the
1950s and 1960s. Neumann’s interest in Zionist cultural affairs re-
mained keen. He established the Jewish Agency’s adult education di-
vision in New York, the Theodor Herzl Institute; helped launch the
Tarbuth Foundation for the Advancement of Hebrew Culture in
America; chaired the editorial committee of the first Encyclopedia of
Zionism and Israel; and authored numerous essays on Zionist topics
for Jewish publications. 

NEW ISRAEL FUND. Left-of-center American Jews established the
New Israel Fund in northern California in 1979 to raise funds for
like-minded Israeli political, social, and religious movements. The
fund subsequently shifted its headquarters to New York City and es-
tablished branch offices in numerous U.S. cities, as well as Canada
and Jerusalem. The New Israel Fund’s beneficiaries include Israeli
groups involved in civil rights litigation, environmental activism,
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women’s rights, Jewish–Arab social interaction, and lobbying for Is-
raeli governmental recognition of Reform and Conservative Judaism.
The fund has attracted some criticism in the Jewish community be-
cause its largest beneficiary, the Association for Civil Rights in Israel,
provides legal assistance to, among others, imprisoned Arab terrorist
suspects. 

In addition to its grants program, the New Israel Fund annually
awards endowed prizes to selected organizations promoting educa-
tion for democracy; working in the field of community relations; fur-
thering democratic values; and improving Jewish–Arab relations. An
Israel Women’s Leadership Award is given each year to a leader of
the Israeli women’s rights movement. The fund’s annual award to a
journalist for the best coverage of issues in Israel was discontinued
after several of the award recipients were criticized for being unsym-
pathetic to Israel. 

Despite the controversies it has stirred, the New Israel Fund has
grown steadily over the years, from an annual income of less than
$100,000 at its inception to more than $28 million in 2006.

NEW JEWISH AGENDA (NJA). After the dissolution of the Breira
organization in 1978–1979, left-wing American Jews regrouped to
establish the New Jewish Agenda, which was intended to provide “a
Jewish voice among progressives, a progressive voice among Jews.”
Regarding Israel, the New Jewish Agenda called for an Israeli–Arab
settlement based on withdrawal to Israel’s pre-1967 borders and the
establishment of a Palestinian state, with Jerusalem to be shared be-
tween Israel and the new state. Unlike Breira, which focused almost
exclusively on the Middle East, NJA was also active on a broad range
of other issues, including support for feminism, gay rights, super-
power disarmament, and Central American liberation movements.
The NJA’s sharp criticism of Israel, its meetings with officials of the
Palestine Liberation Organization, and its willingness to cooperate
with Arab-American groups that were unfriendly to Israel aroused
opposition in the Jewish community. The NJA’s Western States divi-
sion stirred further controversy by opposing “Operation Exodus,” the
mainstream community’s campaign to finance Soviet Jewish immi-
gration to Israel, on grounds that it might impinge on Arab rights. The
NJA’s attempts to gain representation on local Federation-sponsored
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Jewish Community Relations Councils were rebuffed in some cities
but successful in others. The movement failed, however, to attract ei-
ther a broad base of popular support or substantial financial backing
and in 1993 announced the shutdown of its national headquarters in
New York City. Individual NJA chapters in some parts of the United
States continue to function independently. 

NILI. In 1915 a small group of Zionist activists in Palestine organized
an espionage ring to provide Great Britain with intelligence informa-
tion that they hoped would assist in the British conquest of the Holy
Land. The group called itself Nili, a Hebrew acronym for the biblical
verse (I Samuel 15:29) “The Eternal One of Israel will not lie.” The
internationally acclaimed agronomist Aaron Aaronsohn and a col-
league at the Atlit agricultural experiment station, Avshalom Fein-
berg, founded and led Nili. Its 40 or so members included Aaron’s
siblings, Alexander and Sarah. Aaronsohn managed to reach Egypt in
the summer of 1916, where he established a relationship with British
military headquarters. Subsequently, a British ship stationed off the
Palestine coast was employed to receive information gathered by Nili
concerning military, political, and economic conditions in Palestine,
which was used to great effect in Britain’s capture of the Holy Land.
In addition, Aaronsohn’s meetings with British cabinet officials in
London contributed to the Zionist lobbying effort that eventually re-
sulted in the Balfour Declaration. Nevertheless, most leaders of the
yishuv opposed Nili, for fear that its activities would unleash the
Turkish authorities’ wrath upon all of Palestine Jewry. In October
1917, the Turks uncovered Nili. The activists who were captured
were treated harshly, including Sarah Aaronsohn, who committed
suicide after three days of torture so as to avoid the risk of breaking
down and informing on her colleagues. Two Nili members were exe-
cuted for treason; others were deported. This debacle, combined with
the British conquest of Palestine and the death of Aaron Aaronsohn
in a 1919 plane crash over the English Channel, ended Nili’s brief but
turbulent history. 

NON-ZIONIST. Just as there are varying conceptions of Zionism,
there are varying conceptions of non-Zionism. Non-Zionists include
those who reject the entire notion of Jewish nationality, such as ad-
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herents to classical Reform Judaism; those who reject the notion of
Jewish self-determination, such as the Neturei Karta; those who re-
ject the singularity of Zion as the Jewish homeland, such as the Ter-
ritorialists; and/or those who reject the notion of a Jewish homeland,
such as Simon Dubnow and the Autonomists. In the formal vocabu-
lary of Jewish organizational life, the term “non-Zionist” refers to
those who refuse to join the World Zionist Organization even
though they may strongly support the notion of Jewish statehood.
Most typically, the latter non-Zionists are Jews in Western countries,
especially the United States, who are staunchly pro-Israel but reject
the Zionist Organization’s tenets of the centrality of Israel in Jewish
life, because they view Jewish life in their country as at least on par
with that of Israel, and reject the notion of aliya, immigration to Is-
rael, as an imperative for all Jews. 

Although the Zionist Organization and many of Israel’s early lead-
ers were at least implicitly deprecatory toward non-Zionism, it had
already attained a significant role in Zionist affairs by virtue of the
1929 Pact of Glory, which gave non-Zionists a prominent role in the
leadership of the Jewish Agency in exchange for their commitment
to substantial fund-raising for yishuv development projects. The con-
tinuing friendly relationship between Zionists and non-Zionists is a
reflection of both changes in the ideological perspectives of Zionists
and the increasing pro-Israelism of non-Zionists. 

NORDAU, MAX (1849–1923). Zionist leader Max Nordau was born
in Budapest, Hungary. His father, Gabriel Suedfeld (or Suegfeld),
was ordained as an Orthodox rabbi and scholar and provided Max
(Simha Zelig) with a traditional Jewish education. By age 18, how-
ever, Nordau rejected religious traditionalism, became a naturalist
and evolutionist, and went on to study medicine, which he practiced
for a number of years. He also engaged in journalism, changed his
name, and acquired a reputation as a controversial intellectual and so-
cial critic, writing in a number of languages, primarily German. Dur-
ing the years 1880–1914, Nordau lived in Paris. In 1896 he married
Elizabeth Dons-Kaufman, a Christian woman who was the widow of
the Danish writer Richard Kaufman. Like Theodor Herzl and others,
Nordau’s sense of Jewishness was profoundly affected by the rising
tide of European anti-Semitism during the 1880s. As a journalist in
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Paris, he was witness to the Dreyfus trial, which apparently sparked
his initial interest during the early 1890s in the projects of Baron
Hirsch. Nordau first met Herzl in 1892, and when, in 1895, Herzl pre-
sented him with his plan for the Jewish state, Nordau was taken with
it. He gave his pen and his reputation to the effort, became Herzl’s
partner in the Zionist movement, and helped mold the Basle Pro-
gram for presentation at the First Zionist Congress. Nordau served
as vice president of the first six congresses and was president of the
Seventh through Tenth Congresses. At the Sixth Zionist Congress he
defended the Uganda Plan, which he defined as a temporary nach-
tasyl (“night shelter”). He also staunchly defended Herzl’s Political
Zionism and was sharply critical of Ahad Ha’am’s Cultural Zion-
ism, which he characterized as “Judaism without Jews.” When, at the
11th Zionist Congress in 1911, David Wolffsohn was shunted aside
by the Practical Zionists, Nordau joined the opposition. That was
the last Zionist Congress he attended. 

During World War I, Nordau insisted that the Zionist Organiza-
tion maintain neutrality, and he urged that it present three Jewish de-
mands to the peace conference: civil rights; cultural-national auton-
omy; and free immigration, settlement, and self-administration in
Eretz Israel. 

After the war, Nordau remained aloof from the Zionist Organiza-
tion, believing that it was not the movement Herzl hoped it would be-
come. Chaim Weizmann made several attempts to bring him back
in, but he refused. He was skeptical of the Balfour Declaration, urg-
ing the Zionist Organization, instead, to bring half a million Jews
from Europe to Eretz Israel. Nordau indicated that he planned to
move to Eretz Israel, but he died in Paris without realizing that
dream. He was reinterred in Tel Aviv in 1926. 

– O –

ORDER OF ANCIENT MACCABEANS. Early British Zionist ac-
tivists, including Herbert Bentwich and Ephraim Ish-Kishor, estab-
lished the Order of Ancient Maccabeans in 1891. Rivalry between the
order and the larger Zionist Federation of Great Britain and Ire-
land was eventually resolved through the creation of a Joint Zionist
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Council in 1912. Among the order’s notable activities were its 1897
pilgrimage to Palestine by 21 prominent British Zionists and its
post–World War I purchases of land in Palestine for Zionist settle-
ment. 

– P –

PALMACH. The Palmach (Hebrew acronym for Plugot Mahatz, or
“shock units”) was the mobile strike force of the Haganah, Palestine
Jewry’s self-defense militia. The Palmach was established by the Ha-
ganah high command in May 1941 to undertake special missions, in-
cluding assisting in the British conquest of Syria and Lebanon that
summer. In mid-1942, faced with the prospect of a German invasion
of Palestine, British experts trained the Palmach in guerrilla warfare
tactics. During the war, 32 Jewish parachutists from Palestine, most
of them Palmach members, landed behind Nazi lines in Europe to aid
the Allied war effort and make contact with persecuted Jewish com-
munities. Toward the war’s end, however, British mandate authori-
ties, fearing that the Palmach would eventually be used against them,
turned against the Jewish strike force. 

Palmach soldiers, one-third of whom were women, were stationed
on kibbutzim, where they worked part-time while continuing their
military service. A small number were trained as pilots and later
served in the Israeli Air Force. Others manned the Palmach’s naval
unit, the Palyam, and formed the core of the future Israeli Navy. 

Palmach units played a leading role in the Haganah’s campaign
against the Irgun Zvai Leumi (IZL) and Lehi (Stern Group) under-
grounds in 1944–1945 and in 1948 sank the IZL ship Altalena, which
Prime Minister David Ben-Gurion feared was carrying weapons
that might be used to overthrow his government. On the other hand,
the Palmach cooperated with the IZL and Lehi as part of the United
Hebrew Resistance movement that attacked British targets in Pales-
tine during 1945–1946. After the alliance broke up in mid-1946, the
Palmach concentrated its efforts on bringing shiploads of unautho-
rized Jewish immigrants from Europe to Palestine. Palmach frogmen
repeatedly sank British ships that were used to deport immigrants to
Cyprus. 
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The Palmach played a major role in the 1948 War of Indepen-
dence, capturing Tiberias, Safed, Kastel, and other key areas, and
taking part in the conquest of Beersheba, Lydda, and Ramleh, as
well as in the counteroffensives against Egypt in late 1948 and
early 1949. More than one-sixth of the Palmach’s 5,000 soldiers
were killed in action. Fearing that the Palmach’s independence of
mind could pose a threat to his power, Ben-Gurion ordered the
force dissolved shortly after the conclusion of the war. See also
LABOR ZIONISM. 

PEACE NOW. Critics of Israeli prime minister Menachem Begin
launched the Peace Now movement in the spring of 1978, with an
open letter signed by 350 army reserve officers, urging Begin to
make more concessions to the Arabs. During the 1980s, Peace Now
gradually emerged as Israel’s largest extraparliamentary protest
movement, attracting large numbers of young Labor and Mapam ac-
tivists who felt frustrated by their parties’ inability to influence the
course of events. Peace Now organized demonstrations, petitions,
and newspaper advertisements urging Israel to make more conces-
sions in the Israeli–Egyptian negotiations and opposing the estab-
lishment of Jewish communities in the Israeli-administered territo-
ries. Peace Now’s activities were denounced by those who feared its
public opposition to the Israeli government would undermine Israel’s
negotiating posture. Arab leaders’ praise of Peace Now further fueled
such resentment. 

Peace Now’s criticism of Israeli conduct in the 1982 Lebanon war
was particularly controversial, since it was the first instance of sig-
nificant public opposition to government policy during wartime. The
mass rallies organized by Peace Now after the Christian Lebanese
killings in the Sabra and Shatila refugee camps in September 1982
were a major impetus to the establishment of the Israeli Commission
of Inquiry into that episode. 

The signing of the 1993 Oslo accords by Israel and the Palestine
Liberation Organization was seen by many Peace Now members as
the fulfillment of their goals. One consequence is that Peace Now’s
ranks have dwindled in recent years, as has its influence, although the
movement continues to undertake a variety of political and educa-
tional activities both in Israel and in the Diaspora. 
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PEEL COMMISSION. Responding to the eruption of sustained
Palestinian Arab violence in April 1936, the British government an-
nounced the appointment of a Royal Commission, headed by former
cabinet minister Lord Peel, to examine the causes of the violence and
offer policy recommendations. When the violence finally subsided in
November, the commission visited Palestine, where it spent nine
weeks hearing testimony from Arab and Jewish representatives. The
commissioners also briefly visited Transjordan to meet with its ruler,
the Emir Abdullah. In July 1937, the Peel Commission issued its 400-
page final report, which was authored primarily by Oxford Univer-
sity professor Reginald Coupland. It recommended partition of Pales-
tine into separate Arab and Jewish states, with the borders to be
drawn largely according to demographic considerations. Thus the
small Jewish state would encompass the Jezreel Valley, the Galilee,
and part of the coastal strip, while the much larger Arab state would
include the rest of the country. The British would maintain control
over Haifa, Acre, Jerusalem, the area south of Jerusalem reaching
Bethlehem, a corridor from Jerusalem to Jaffa, and an area adjacent
to Aqaba. The plan also provided for the relocation of 225,000 Arabs
from the Jewish area to the Arab state, in order to ensure that the Jew-
ish state would have a Jewish majority. 

Arab leaders rejected the plan unequivocally. The Zionist move-
ment was deeply divided. At the August 1937 World Zionist Con-
gress, Chaim Weizmann and David Ben-Gurion led the supporters
of partition. Some Labor Zionists, many General Zionists, the
Mizrachi Religious Zionists, and the Jewish State Party opposed the
Peel plan because of the small amount of territory allotted to the
Jews; the left-wing Hashomer Hatzair opposed the Peel plan be-
cause it preferred a binational Arab-Jewish state. By a vote of 300 to
158, the congress adopted a compromise resolution criticizing Peel’s
proposed borders but authorizing negotiations with the British to
clarify the details of the plan. The British government, for its part, ac-
cepted the Peel Commission’s recommendations, but in the face of
renewed Arab violence during the year to follow, London gradually
abandoned the plan. See also WHITE PAPERS.

PINSKER, LEON (JUDAH LEIB) (1821–1891). Russian Zionist
leader Leon Pinsker was born in Tomaszów, Poland (now called
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Tomaszów Mazoweicki), and received his Jewish education in the
school run by his father, Simcha Pinsker (1801–1864). He studied
law in Odessa and medicine at the University of Moscow. Subse-
quently, he practiced medicine in Odessa in 1849, where he was one
of the founders of and regular contributors to a Russian-language
Jewish weekly. He also was involved with the local branch of the So-
ciety for the Dissemination of Enlightenment (Hevrat Mefitzei
Haskala), which specialized in presenting Jewish culture in Russian.
After the pogrom in Odessa in 1871 challenged his faith in the En-
lightenment, Pinsker ceased his cultural work and concentrated on
professional medicine. Disheartened by the pogroms of 1881 and the
blatant anti-Semitism of the regime, Pinsker met with a variety of Eu-
ropean Jewish leaders and intellectuals—including Vienna’s chief
rabbi, Adolf Aaron Jellinek; the British jurist and head of the Board
of Deputies of British Jews, Arthur Cohen; and the heads of the Al-
liance Israelite Universelle—to discuss his ideas concerning the
need to organize the migration of Russian Jewry and the need for an
autonomous national Jewish center. Almost all of those with whom
he met rejected his notions. Cohen, however, was much more recep-
tive, and he encouraged Pinsker to publish his views, which he did
anonymously in a pamphlet, written in German, entitled Auto-eman-
cipation. In this work written passionately by “a Russian Jew,”
Pinsker asserted that Jews constitute a unique ethnic entity that will
not and cannot be assimilated into any other society and that the only
solution to anti-Semitism and the Jewish problem is for them to have
their own country and be a nation like all others. In short, he asserted
the necessity and inevitability of territorial independence in a Jewish
homeland, and he called for its immediate realization, without, how-
ever, specifying its geographic location. The pamphlet was enthusi-
astically endorsed by Hovevei Zion, widely discussed by others, and
heatedly debated in Russia and beyond. 

Subsequently, Pinsker became increasingly active in Hibbat Zion,
and in 1884 he helped organize a convention of Hibbat Zion, of
which he was elected chairman and at which he delivered a speech
that emphasized the importance of hands-on agricultural work. In
1887, at the second convention, a bitter dispute erupted between the
secularist intellectuals (maskilim) and the religionists, led by Rabbi
Samuel Mohilever. Pinsker remained and, at the behest of the secu-
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larists, continued to serve as the movement’s leader. However, he did
not attend the convention, which took place in Vilna in 1889, nor was
he elected to the executive committee. 

In 1890 Hovevei Zion was granted formal permission to establish
the Society for the Support of Jewish Farmers and Artisans in Pales-
tine, and Pinsker was elected its chairman. Concurrently, due to wors-
ening conditions for Russia’s Jews, the Hovevei Zion movement
gained followers, and the aliya notion gained momentum. However,
due to the Ottoman authorities’ ban on immigration, no significant
flow of aliya followed. The Society was thrown into crisis by its ac-
quisition of huge debts and the annulment by the Ottoman authorities
of many of its land purchases. Pinsker was at the time physically
weak, and he grew increasingly pessimistic about the possibility of es-
tablishing a meaningful Jewish homeland in Eretz Israel. He came to
believe that Eretz Israel could be no more than a spiritual center for
Jews and shifted his support to Baron de Hirsch’s Jewish Colonization
Association, which promoted the settlement of Jews in Argentina. 

Pinsker died and was buried in Russia in 1891. He was reinterred
in 1934 in Nicanor’s Cave, near Mount Scopus in Jerusalem. 

PITTSBURGH PLATFORM. Nineteen prominent American Reform
rabbis, meeting in Pittsburgh in November 1885, issued a statement
of religious principles that later came to be known as the Pittsburgh
Platform. It was intended as Reform Judaism’s retort to its two main
theological rivals—Felix Adler’s Ethical Culture movement, which
sought to attract American Jews to universalism, and traditional Ju-
daism, which sought to preserve practices and beliefs that the Reform
movement regarded as outdated. 

The Pittsburgh Platform reflected the optimism of its era. It reveled
in “the spirit of broad humanity of our age” and averred: “We recog-
nize in the modern era of universal culture of heart and intellect the
approaching of the realization of Israel’s great Messianic hope for the
establishment of the kingdom of truth, justice and peace among all
men.” The platform argued that modern Jews should discard the
“primitive” ideas of their ancestors and concentrate on facilitating the
arrival of the messianic era of universal brotherhood. 

The Pittsburgh Platform asserted that “only the moral laws” of the
Bible remain binding. It rejected all other traditional religious legislation,
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specifically citing those laws that “regulate diet, priestly purity and
dress” as irrelevant to modern Jewry. On the question of Jewish
nationalism and territorial aspirations, the fifth of the Pittsburgh Plat-
form’s eight planks declared: “We consider ourselves no longer a na-
tion, but a religious community, and, therefore, expect neither a re-
turn to Palestine, nor a sacrificial worship under the sons of Aaron,
nor the restoration of any of the laws concerning the Jewish state.” 

The Pittsburgh Platform’s anti-Zionism remained the official posi-
tion of the Reform movement until 1937 when the Central Con-
ference of American Rabbis, meeting in Columbus, for the first time
formally expressed sympathy for the idea of Palestine as a Jewish ref-
uge, although it did not embrace the Zionist goal of Jewish statehood.
See also COLUMBUS PLATFORM. 

POALEI AGUDAT ISRAEL (PAI). Poalei Agudat Israel was founded
in Poland in 1922. It was an affiliate of Agudat Israel but was fre-
quently at odds with the parent organization because of its emphasis on
social and economic justice and its more favorable disposition to Zion-
ism. There were initial attempts, which proved to be short-lived, to
establish PAI in Eretz Israel in 1925, but it became successfully es-
tablished in 1933 and in 1944 founded its first kibbutz, Hafetz
Hayyim. Subsequently, it created a second, Kibbutz Sha’alvim, as well
as several moshavim. In 1946, in what was viewed as independence
from Agudat Israel, the World Union of Poalei Agudat Israel was
founded. PAI manifested further independence from its parent body
when its members fought in the Haganah. In almost every election
from 1949 to 1960, PAI was a loyal political partner of Agudat Israel
and followed the edicts of the Aguda’s Council of Torah Sages (Mo’et-
zet Gedolei Hatora). That partnership was severed in 1960, however,
when PAI ignored an edict of the Council of Torah Sages and joined
the government. Throughout the 1960–1980 period, PAI consistently
achieved less than 2 percent of the votes in national elections, and it
held two Knesset seats. In 1980 PAI merged with a number of other re-
ligious-nationalist groups to form Morasha, which achieved 1.6 per-
cent of the vote in 1984 but subsequently disintegrated. 

Although no longer a political party, PAI continues as an Israel-
based movement and has a number of branches worldwide. It also re-
tains its youth organization, Ezra, which joined PAI in 1948. 
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POALEI ZION. See LABOR ZIONISM. 

POLITICAL ZIONISM. Political Zionism was the approach taken by
Theodor Herzl and his disciples toward achieving the Zionist goal.
It emphasized the need to secure international political recognition of
the claim for a Jewish homeland. Herzl viewed the Jewish problem
as political in nature. His position was incorporated into the Zionist
Organization’s Basle Program, which stated that the objective of
Zionism is a publicly recognized and legally secured homeland in
Palestine for the Jewish people. This contrasted with the objectives of
others, such as the Practical Zionists, who stressed settlement activ-
ities, and Cultural (or Spiritual) Zionists, who aimed for a spiritual
center in Eretz Israel. 

POST-ZIONISM. “Post-Zionism” is a term of recent vintage that is
used with a variety of meanings. In its most common and controver-
sial sense, it reflects the view, more prevalent among secular Israelis,
that Israel is and should be a state like any other—that is, a “state of
all its citizens,” Muslims and Christians as well as Jews. Some of the
roots of this type of post-Zionism may be traced to the 1940s platform
of Yonatan Ratosh and the Canaanites. Those committed to this ver-
sion of post-Zionism advocate, among other things, the abolishment
of the Law of Return, the replacement of “Hatikvah” as Israel’s na-
tional anthem, and the severing of official links between Israel and
world Jewry. They also advocate changes in the vocabulary of social
discourse that they view as ideologically tainted. For example, they
urge ceasing to speak of aliya and yerida and instead to speak of “mi-
gration.” Surveys indicate that the number of Israelis adhering to
post-Zionism of this type is small. However, these adherents are vis-
ible and articulate, and their passionate political agenda provides
them with the impetus to air their ideas in the most public and chal-
lenging ways. As a result, the term “post-Zionism” is increasingly
found in popular discussions, and ideas related to it are frequently de-
bated in the Israeli mass media. Also, many of the proponents of post-
Zionism are prolific writers whose works appear not only in scholarly
but also in popular intellectual media in Israel and around the West-
ern world. Their writings are welcomed abroad and give the appear-
ance of representing a growing sector of Israeli society. 
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A somewhat different phenomenon, largely nonideological, has led
to patterns that some view as post-Zionist but that are actually not
unique to Israel. These include the weakened authority of some of the
country’s founding myths as well as increased receptivity to aspects
of other cultures. Most of these are results of the globalization that
occurred with growing international trade and travel as well as the in-
fluence of cyberspace. The ultimate impact of these on Zionism, as
well as on all forms of nationalism in the West, remains to be deter-
mined.

PRACTICAL ZIONISM. Practical Zionism was a stream within the
Zionist movement that struggled with the overtly political interpreta-
tion given to Zionism by Theodor Herzl and his followers. Practical
Zionism had its roots in Hibbat Zion and emphasized achieving the
goals of Zionism through such practical measures as aliya and the
establishment of rural settlements and educational institutions in
Eretz Israel. In contrast to Political Zionism, the Practical Zionists
argued that political activity would be useless without the practical
settlement of Eretz Israel. Political Zionists, on the other hand, as-
serted that settlement would be to no avail unless it was rooted in po-
litical sovereignty. The struggle between the Practical and Political
Zionists persisted for many years and, at the Eighth Zionist Con-
gress in 1907, Chaim Weizmann proposed a synthesis in which they
were not to be viewed as contrasting conceptions of Zionism but,
rather, as complementary ones. 

PROTESTRABBINER. Fearing that the scheduled convening of the
First Zionist Congress in Munich would raise questions as to the
loyalties of German Jewry, a group of prominent German rabbis, Re-
form and Orthodox alike, issued a public statement in July 1897 con-
demning the planned congress. Speaking on behalf of the executive
committee of the German Rabbinical Association, they called the
Zionist goal of a Jewish state “antagonistic to the messianic promises
of Judaism” and emphasized that Judaism obligates Jews to “serve
the country to which they belong with the utmost devotion.” The rab-
bis did, however, praise as “noble” the “colonization of Palestine by
Jewish agriculturists, as they have no relation whatsoever to the
founding of a National State.” The declaration concluded with an ap-
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peal to the Jewish public to boycott the forthcoming Zionist Con-
gress. Responding in the pages of his Vienna-based Zionist weekly
Die Welt, Theodor Herzl wrote that the rabbinical critics “at least en-
able us to distinguish between real rabbis and those salaried employ-
ees of the synagogue who fight against the redemption of their own
people. Let us call them Protest Rabbis [protestrabbiner].” The dec-
laration of the protestrabbiner, combined with similar proclamations
by other Jewish organizations in Munich, persuaded Herzl to shift the
location of the Zionist Congress to Basle, Switzerland. 

PROVISIONAL EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE FOR GENERAL
ZIONIST AFFAIRS. At the initiative of the visiting Russian Zion-
ist activist Shemaryahu Levin, American Zionist leaders in 1914 es-
tablished the Provisional Executive Committee for General Zionist
Affairs. Its aim was to reinvigorate American Zionism, to serve as a
temporary international center for the Zionist movement, and to raise
funds for war-torn European Jewish communities and the yishuv.
The willingness of the famous attorney—and later Supreme Court
justice—Louis D. Brandeis to serve as its chairman lent the Provi-
sional Committee considerable prestige in the American Jewish com-
munity and beyond. Conceived from the start as a temporary body to
meet the war emergency, the committee was dissolved at war’s end.
See also ZIONIST ORGANIZATION OF AMERICA. 

– R –

RADICAL ZIONISTS. Polish Zionists who were critical of the leader-
ship of Chaim Weizmann joined forces at the 13th Zionist Con-
gress (1923) to establish an opposition faction that would eventually
become the Radical Zionists. Originally known as Al Hamishmar
(“On the Watch”), the dissidents criticized Weizmann’s attitude to-
ward the British as too compromising and opposed his plan to include
wealthy Diaspora non-Zionists in the leadership of an expanded
Jewish Agency. Ironically, the Al Hamishmar activists were inspired
by the principles of the Democratic Faction that Weizmann himself
had helped organize in 1901. At a conference in Berlin in June 1925,
the Al Hamishmar group merged with Zionist groups from Europe
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and Palestine to establish the Union of Radical Zionists, with Polish
Zionist leader Yitzhak Gruenbaum as president. The similarities be-
tween the Radical Zionists and the recently founded Revisionist
Zionists led to discussions about possible collaboration, but the al-
liance never materialized because of differences over the Radical
Zionists’ more sympathetic attitude toward the Histadrut and Labor
Zionist settlement activity. The Radical Zionists received enough
votes for 15 delegates at the 14th Zionist Congress in 1925. Its rep-
resentation ranged from 8 to 15 delegates at the congresses of 1927,
1929, 1931, and 1933. After Gruenbaum, the party’s driving force,
joined the Jewish Agency Executive (1933) and then settled in Pales-
tine (1935), the Radical Zionists merged with a faction of the General
Zionists to become the World Union of General Zionists, also
known as General Zionists A. 

RAZIEL, DAVID (1910–1941). A leader of the Palestine Jewish
underground group Irgun Zvai Leumi (IZL), David Raziel, born
Rossensohn, was brought from Russia to Ottoman Palestine at age
four, in 1914. Just four months after the family’s arrival, however, the
Rossensohns were among those expelled to Egypt by the Turks and
did not return to Palestine until 1923. Raziel graduated from the
Tahkemoni High School in Tel Aviv, then enrolled at Hebrew Uni-
versity and Mercaz Harav, the Jerusalem yeshiva of the chief rabbi,
Abraham Isaac Kook. One of the first members of the original IZL,
Raziel, along with fellow Irgunist Avraham Stern, coauthored the
first Hebrew-language military training manual. Raziel emerged as a
central figure in the organization in 1937, when it split over the Ha-
ganah’s policy of havlaga, self-restraint, in the face of Arab terror-
ism. Some Irgunists joined the Haganah, while Raziel became leader
of the remaining members and personally led the first counterterror-
ism raid against Arab targets in November 1937. He was named com-
mander in chief of the IZL the following year. Following the publi-
cation of the May 1939 White Paper and the Irgun’s initiation of
violent protests, Raziel and other Irgun members were jailed by the
British. Upon the outbreak of World War II in September, Raziel and
his comrades pledged to cease anti-British actions for the duration of
the war. As a result, they were released from prison. Raziel’s insis-
tence on the cease-fire led to the secession of Avraham Stern and his
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followers from the Irgun and the creation of the Lohamei Herut Is-
rael, or Lehi. In May 1941, Raziel accepted a British request to lead
an Irgun squad that would undertake sabotage missions against the
pro-Nazi regime that had taken power in Iraq. As part of the deal, the
British agreed to let the Irgunists independently attempt to kidnap the
Mufti of Jerusalem, Haj Amin el-Husseini, who was then residing in
Baghdad. Before they could act, however, Raziel was killed in a
chance German air raid outside the Iraqi capital. 

REINES, RABBI ISAAC JACOB (1839–1915). Religious Zionist
leader Isaac Reines was born in Karlin, Belarus, to a rabbinic family.
Reines studied at prominent yeshivot, authored a number of scholarly
works, and served in a number of rabbinic positions. Early on, he de-
veloped a strong attachment for Eretz Israel—initially through his
father, Shlomo Naftali, who had gone on aliya a number of years be-
fore Isaac Jacob was born and had settled in Safed, where he estab-
lished a publishing company for Hebrew books. While he was on a
trip, much of Safed was destroyed in an earthquake and Rabbi
Shlomo Reines lost his entire family as well as all of his material pos-
sessions. He was forced to return to live in Karlin, where he remar-
ried and established a new family, which included Isaac Jacob. 

Reines joined the Hibbat Zion movement at its inception and was
actively engaged in the promotion of Jewish settlement of Eretz Is-
rael. In 1887 he met the head of the movement, Rabbi Samuel Mo-
hilever, and presented him with a broad plan for the establishment of
settlements accompanied by a multilevel national-religious school
system. Mohilever, however, deemed the plan to be unrealistic and
unworthy of support. 

Reines did not participate in the First Zionist Congress in 1897
because, among other issues, he had questions about Zionism’s con-
gruency with his own religious views. Nevertheless, he was very im-
pressed with Theodor Herzl, and when he concluded that Zionism’s
legitimacy lies in its goal to resolve the physical and material prob-
lems of the Jewish people, he joined the movement with a passion.
He supported Herzl’s call to “conquer the communities,” issued at the
Second Zionist Congress in Basle in August 1898. In 1902 Reines
published a major work, Ohr Hadash ‘al Zion (“New Light of Zion”),
which presented his views on Zionism from a religious perspective
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and his refutation of the religious opposition to Zionism, including
the arguments against cooperating with secularists. 

Reines was avidly opposed to the Zionist Organization’s under-
taking of cultural work and, when it formally adopted the task,
Reines organized a separate movement within the organization,
Mizrachi, the Religious Zionist movement; he was its unquestioned
leader. Nevertheless, Reines continued to support Herzl. He was a
staunch supporter of the Uganda Plan, which emerged in 1903, and
his loyalty to Herzl remained firm throughout his lifetime. 

RELIGIOUS ZIONISM. The origins of contemporary Religious
Zionism may be traced to the prevalent air of messianic anticipation
that pervaded early 19th-century Jewry. Several of the movement’s
founding fathers, especially Rabbi Zvi Hirsch Kalischer, Rabbi
Yehuda Chai Alkalai, and Rabbi Samuel Mohilever, emerged as
authoritative critics of the popular notion that the Messiah would ar-
rive suddenly through a momentous act of Divine intervention. They
asserted, by contrast, that the Messiah would come through a natural
process and that the Jewish people themselves must redeem Eretz Is-
rael and settle it. From their biddings, Religious Zionism emerged as
a synthesis of Judaism and Jewish nationalism that strives to institute
Jewish national life in Eretz Israel in accordance with Jewish reli-
gious law as prescribed in the Torah and Halakhah. 

Although the Religious Zionist movement, Mizrachi, was not offi-
cially founded until 1902, the initiative for it that was adopted was
proposed by Mohilever in 1893. He died in 1898, four years before
the movement was officially established as part of the World Zion-
ist Organization (WZO). 

Within Mizrachi, there were two divergent approaches to Zionism,
in general, and to Theodor Herzl, in particular. To Rabbi Isaac Ja-
cob Reines (1839–1915), under whose leadership Mizrachi was in
1902 organized as a faction within the World Zionist Organization,
Judaism based on the commandments is a sine qua non for Jewish na-
tional life in the homeland, but he viewed Zionism solely in prag-
matic terms, that is, as a movement whose objective it is to guard and
enhance the physical well-being of Jews. Under Reines’s influence,
Mizrachi initially supported the Uganda Plan. 
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On the other hand, Reines’s close colleague, who subsequently be-
came the first chief rabbi of Eretz Israel and spiritual leader of
Mizrachi, Rabbi Abraham Isaac Kook, viewed the contemporary
period as ikveta demeshikha, “the footsteps of the Messiah,” and
Herzl as a semi-messianic figure. Under Rabbi Kook’s influence,
Mizrachi reneged and rejected the Uganda Plan, and the messianic
perspective gradually became the dominant one within Mizrachi. His
son, Rabbi Tzvi Yehuda Kook, succeeded his father as the head of the
first explicitly nationalist yeshiva, Mercaz Harav, and ultimately be-
came the spiritual leader of the Gush Emunim movement. Whereas
Rabbi A. I. Kook viewed the state as an inherently religious entity, his
son saw it as but a means toward messianic redemption that necessi-
tates Jewish settlement of Eretz Israel.

Following the Six-Day War and the Yom Kippur War, organized
Religious Zionism came to be dominated by territorial maximalists
for whom retention of Judea and Samaria, the West Bank and Gaza
Strip regions administered by Israel after the Six-Day War, became
primary. A minority of Religious Zionists viewed these develop-
ments, as well as what they perceived to be a growth of religious fun-
damentalism within mainstream Religious Zionism, as antithetical to
Jewish tradition and the historic principles of Religious Zionism. Ac-
cordingly, in 1975, they founded Oz Veshalom and Netivot Shalom,
two Religious Zionist peace movements that ultimately merged.

Meimad is another reaction to Mizrachi’s moves to the nationalist
and religious right. Broader in scope than Oz Veshalom–Netivot
Shalom, it initially formed as a political party with a more moderate
approach to the territories than that of the National Religious Party.
Having failed to gain sufficient votes for a Knesset seat in the 1988
elections, since 1999 it has been part of the Labor Party–led “One Is-
rael” coalition.

Until the summer of 2006, Religious Zionists had been united in
their belief that religious Jews should participate in all aspects of Is-
raeli society, and it fostered programs within which religious young
men could combine military service with their yeshiva studies and re-
ligious young women could perform civilian as well as military ser-
vice without violating their religious scruples. Since the destruction
of Jewish settlements by the Israeli government in its disengagement
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from Gaza during the summer of 2005, a growing number of Reli-
gious Zionist youth have become disillusioned with the state’s au-
thority, including the army, and have sought to avoid military service.

Religious Zionism had historically been generally supportive of
the authority of the chief rabbinate, and it initiated the system within
which family law and personal status fall within the jurisdiction of
the religious courts. The chief rabbinate’s authority among Religious
Zionists has, however, declined in recent decades, as it has become
increasingly dominated by more haredi (ultra-Orthodox) elements in
the society. See also AMIT; BACHAD; EMUNAH; HASHOMER
HADATI.

REVISIONIST ZIONISM. Russian Zionist leader Ze’ev Jabotinsky
launched Revisionist Zionism in 1925, as a militant faction within the
world Zionist movement. Jabotinsky’s theme was the need to revise
the Zionist movement’s strategy for achieving a Jewish national
home in Palestine, a strategy he regarded as excessively cautious.
Jabotinsky, a member of the World Zionist Executive, had been jailed
by the British in 1920 for organizing armed Jewish self-defense
against Palestinian Arab mob attacks. The episode convinced
Jabotinsky that British policy was turning against the yishuv and that
the Zionist movement should actively resist London’s shift. When his
colleagues in the Zionist leadership rebuffed his calls for a more mil-
itant posture, Jabotinsky founded the Revisionist faction, known by
its Hebrew acronym Hatzohar. Revisionism had particularly strong
appeal among Eastern European Jewish youth, and its youth move-
ment, Betar, attracted substantial numbers of adherents, especially in
Poland. Their themes of Jewish nationalist pride and aliya as the an-
swer to inevitable Diaspora anti-Semitism resonated in Jewish com-
munities suffering from poverty and anti-Jewish discrimination. As
hardships intensified, increasing numbers of European Jews found
themselves in accord with the Revisionist view of the Jewish people
as being trapped in a hostile world where survival depends upon
strength and assertiveness. 

The Revisionists opposed the socialist economic theories of Labor
Zionism and the Histadrut trade union. Jabotinsky argued that in
view of the worsening crises faced by world Jewry, the yishuv should
seek greater unity by employing compulsory arbitration in place of
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divisive strikes as a means of settling labor disputes. The Revision-
ists created their own labor union, the National Workers Federation
(Histadrut Ha’ovdim Haleumit), to compete with the Histadrut. The
Revisionists also established an international fund-raising arm, the
Tel Hai Fund, as well as high school, collegiate, and women’s divi-
sions, and a sports league, Nordia. Rassviet (“Dawn”), a Russian-lan-
guage newspaper published in Paris with Jabotinsky as editor, was
the de facto organ of the movement. 

The Revisionist movement was dealt a serious blow when several
of its members were arrested in connection with the June 1933
assassination of a senior Labor Zionist official, Haim Arlosoroff. Al-
though the suspects were eventually cleared of these charges, the con-
troversy in the meantime ignited a bitter and sometimes violent cam-
paign by Labor Zionists against the Revisionists in Palestine and in
Europe. Labor newspapers declared the suspects guilty even before
their trials, and the Revisionist movement as a whole was accused of
having inspired the murder. The controversy affected the outcome of
the 1933 elections to the World Zionist Congress, with Labor’s share
of the vote increasing to 44 percent from its previous 29 percent, while
the Revisionists dropped from 21 percent to 14 percent. 

In an effort to ease tensions between the two camps, Jabotinsky
and Labor Zionist leader David Ben-Gurion met in late 1934 and
negotiated a peace pact. The agreement was endorsed by an interna-
tional Revisionist conference but rejected in a referendum among
Histadrut members, a majority of whom believed the deal made too
many concessions to the Revisionists. 

Following the collapse of the peace treaty initiative, a referendum
among Revisionists in 1935 won overwhelming approval for Jabotin-
sky’s proposal to secede from the World Zionist Organization and
establish the New Zionist Organization. A small group of Revision-
ists who opposed secession broke from Jabotinsky and created their
own Jewish State Party. 

Revisionism emphasized the value of military strength, and Be-
tar’s training camps included paramilitary training and preparedness.
The movement also ran a maritime training facility in interwar Italy
and an aviation school on Long Island, New York. Many Betar grad-
uates became active in the Revisionist movement’s underground, the
Irgun Zvai Leumi (IZL). As the Haganah gradually came under the
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control of the Labor Zionist–dominated Jewish Agency, the Revi-
sionists backed the establishment of their own militia, the Irgun (ini-
tially known as Haganah Bet), in 1931. When Palestinian Arab vio-
lence erupted anew in 1936, the IZL launched its own counter-
terrorism actions against Arab targets, rejecting the Haganah policy
of havlaga, or restraint. 

At the same time, the IZL began transporting unauthorized Euro-
pean Jewish immigrants to Palestine in defiance of British quota re-
strictions. Tens of thousands of such immigrants were brought to
Eretz Israel by the Revisionists during the years immediately preced-
ing the outbreak of World War II. 

The war years dealt Revisionism a series of devastating blows.
Jabotinsky, pledging the movement’s support for the British war ef-
fort against the Nazis, traveled to the United States to seek support
for the establishment of a Jewish army to fight alongside the Allies.
He died there in the summer of 1940. Jabotinsky was never replaced
as head of the Revisionist Party; instead, a presidium of senior ac-
tivists ruled by consensus. Betar members figured prominently in
armed resistance against the Nazis in a number of ghettoes in Europe,
including the Warsaw Ghetto uprising, but the majority of Betar
members in Europe perished in the Holocaust. 

Polish Betar leader Menachem Begin, reaching Palestine in 1942,
assumed the leadership of the IZL. At the beginning of 1944, the IZL
launched an armed revolt against the British occupation forces in
Eretz Israel. The Revisionist Party, a legal and above-ground politi-
cal movement, retained no formal connection to the illegal militant
underground, although it strongly sympathized with the revolt. In
1946 the Revisionists, having reunited with the Jewish State Party
under the banner of the World Union of Zionist-Revisionists, rejoined
the World Zionist Organization. 

After the ouster of the British and the establishment of the State of
Israel, Begin became chairman of the new Herut (Freedom) Party,
which pledged allegiance to Jabotinsky’s ideas and declared its can-
didacy for the elections to the first Israeli Knesset in 1949. A rival list
of candidates offered by the Revisionist Party failed to gain any seats
in parliament, and Begin’s Herut emerged as the official representa-
tive of Revisionist ideology on the Israeli political scene. Negotia-
tions between Herut and the World Union of Zionist-Revisionists
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brought about a merger of the two in 1951. In 1965 Herut allied itself
with the Liberal Party to form the Gahal bloc, and in 1973 Gahal and
several smaller nationalist parties united as the Likud Party. 

The contemporary Likud officially regards itself as the heir to
Jabotinsky’s ideology. Although the influence of traditional Revi-
sionist principles on today’s Likud leaders is not always apparent,
one may find echoes of the classic Revisionist-versus-Labor debates
of the 1930s and 1940s in the disputes between the Israeli right and
left over issues such as the disposition of territory, economic policy,
and approaches to international relations. See also HANOAR
HALEUMI HA’OVED VEHALOMED; JABOTINSKY INSTI-
TUTE; LOHAMEI HERUT ISRAEL. 

RUPPIN, ARTHUR (1876–1943). Zionist activist and settlement
director Arthur Ruppin was born in Prussia to an affluent family that
fell on bad times. Ruppin left high school at age 15 to work. He sub-
sequently completed high school externally, studied economics and
law at the University of Berlin, and earned a doctorate in law. After
working in the legal field for several years, Ruppin became director
of the Bureau for Jewish Statistics and Demography in Berlin, a po-
sition that he held from 1902 to 1907. A pioneer in the field of the so-
ciological study of Jewry, in 1904 Ruppin published Die Juden der
Gegenwart, which set out his framework for the sociology of the
Jews. He subsequently revised and expanded the work in various edi-
tions, and it appeared in English as two volumes, The Jews in the
Modern World (1934) and Jewish Fate and Future (1940). Although
he was not initially a formal Zionist, as soon as Ruppin was recog-
nized as a prominent sociologist and demographer of Jews, he was
sent to Palestine by the Jewish Agency in 1907 for the purpose of ex-
ploring the opportunities to implement the Zionist Organization’s
activity there. Shortly thereafter, he immigrated and was appointed
director of the Palestine Office of the Zionist Organization in Jaffa.
He devoted the rest of his life to purchasing and settling the land
throughout Palestine. A champion of Practical Zionism, his priority
was obtaining land and systematically settling the country with a net-
work and variety of economically viable urban and rural communi-
ties, including, in addition to cities, kibbutzim and moshavim. He
played a central role in the establishment of Tel Aviv and major areas
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in Jerusalem and Haifa, as well as in the settlement of large portions
of the Jezreel Valley. He was instrumental in the life of the yishuv
from the Second to the Fifth Aliya, and his initial work in enabling
its survival and growth is recognized as his greatest achievement. 

A staunch believer in Arab–Jewish cooperation, Ruppin was one of
the founders, in 1925, of Brith Shalom, a small organization that
called for the establishment of a binational Jewish-Arab state in
Palestine. He headed the organization until 1929 when, after the Arab
riots of that year, he came to view as a necessity a Jewish state that,
in time, would be able to coexist with its Arab neighbors. 

In 1926 Ruppin became a member of the faculty of Hebrew
University, where he taught the sociology of the Jews. During the
1930s, he played an important role in the absorption of the masses of
both German and Yemenite immigrants. 

RUTENBERG, PINHAS (PIOTR) (1879–1942). A prominent yishuv
leader and founder of the Palestine Electric Company, Pinhas Ruten-
berg was born in Romny in the Ukraine. He studied engineering at
the Technological Institute of St. Petersburg and served as the fore-
man at the large metallurgical factory Putilov. While a student,
Rutenberg first became active in the Social Democrat party and then
in the Social Revolutionary party. In 1905, he was among the organ-
izers of the workers’ march to the czar’s castle on “Bloody Sunday,”
along with Father Gapon, who led the march of industrial workers on
Russia’s intellectual center and the czar’s capital. The march, which
was unsuccessful, led to the persecution of many of the protesters,
and Gapon was suspected by his comrades of being a spy for the po-
lice. Rutenberg was among those who organized Gapon’s execution.
Between 1907 and 1915, Rutenberg worked in Italy as an irrigation
engineer and developed a new method for constructing dams that pre-
served water and provided electrical power. At the outbreak of World
War I, Rutenberg became interested in his Jewish identity, founded an
organization for Jewish affairs, and in 1915 traveled to London to
present to Zionist leaders his arguments for the establishment of a
Jewish Legion. He met with Ze’ev Jabotinsky in Italy to discuss the
idea of a Jewish army and authored a pamphlet, “The National Re-
vival of the Jewish People,” which he signed under the pen name Pin-
has Ben-Ami. Continuing on to the United States, Rutenberg con-
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sulted with David Ben-Gurion and Izhak Ben-Zvi about the Jewish
Legion campaign and became active in the campaign to establish the
first American Jewish Congress. 

After the Mensheviks succeeded in overthrowing the czar in 1917,
Rutenberg returned to Russia and was appointed by Alexander F.
Kerensky, the head of the provisional government, as deputy gover-
nor of St. Petersburg for civilian affairs. After the October 1917 Bol-
shevik revolution, Rutenberg was imprisoned for six months. Fol-
lowing his release, he went to the Ukraine where he briefly served as
deputy minister for supplies in the White Russian government until
the area was conquered by the Bolsheviks. By 1919, convinced of the
inevitability of anti-Semitism, Rutenberg settled in Palestine. 

There Rutenberg devoted himself to a survey of the country’s wa-
ter resources, as a prerequisite to obtaining the legal right to establish
an electrical power company. In response to the Palestinian Arab ri-
ots of 1920, he organized, with Jabotinsky, a self-defense militia in
Jerusalem from which the Haganah later grew. When Jabotinsky was
jailed, Rutenberg was left as its leader. Rutenberg led the Haganah
forces in Tel Aviv during the May 1921 Arab riots, but after a subse-
quent conflict with members of Hashomer, he opted to devote him-
self primarily to establishing the electrical power company. His
dreams were realized in 1923 when, despite fierce opposition from a
number of British members of Parliament, he was granted the rights
to establish the Palestine Electric Company, with such personalities
as Lord Melchett (Alfred Mond), Lord Herbert Samuel, and Lord
Reading, among others, serving on the board. In 1928, work on the
power station in Naharayim began, and it went into service in 1932. 

During the crisis caused by the Palestinian Arab riots of 1929,
Rutenberg was named head of the Va’ad Leumi and, in 1930, he was
appointed chairman of the Security Committee. Following the Ar-
losoroff assassination, he attempted to reach an accord between the
Revisionists and the Histadrut. In 1934 Rutenberg helped bring
Jabotinsky and David Ben-Gurion to an agreement, which was sub-
sequently rejected by the Histadrut. 

During the 1930s, Rutenberg took part in efforts aimed at
Arab–Jewish rapprochement. He presented to the Jewish Agency a
memo on the subject, in which he suggested a number of compro-
mises on the issue of Arab labor, and he worked closely with the 
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binationalists Judah Magnes, Moshe Novomeysky, Moshe Smi-
lansky, and the jurist Gad Frumkin. Their efforts were ultimately
unsuccessful. 

In 1940 he was again selected to head the Va’ad Leumi, but his
failing health permitted him to serve only briefly. In his last will and
testament, he called for national unity and for the education of youth
in that spirit. Rutenberg designated his possessions to youth activi-
ties, and his house on Mount Carmel, Haifa, now serves as a youth
center. 

– S –

SABRA. Sabra is a derivative of an Arabic term for a prickly pear that
was believed to be indigenous to the Middle East. In fact, it is in-
digenous to Central America and was imported to the Middle East in
the 18th century. It has become the term applied to native Israelis,
symbolizing their being, as is the sabra fruit, hard on the outside but
sweet on the inside. In Zionist ideology, the Sabra was of especially
lofty, heroic status, frequently portrayed as the brave, altruistic de-
fender of Israel. With the increasing questioning of Zionist mythol-
ogy, the image of the Sabra has undergone extensive transformation
and some Israelis, especially post-Zionists, now question the valid-
ity of the heroic image of the Sabra. 

SAN REMO CONFERENCE. Representatives of the victorious Al-
lied Powers met in San Remo, Italy, in April 1920 to discuss issues
arising from World War I, including the future of territories they had
captured from Turkey and Germany. Zionist officials were on hand at
the conference, lobbying for a British mandate over Palestine based
on the Balfour Declaration. The San Remo conferees agreed to
award the mandate for Palestine—including the area later known as
Transjordan—to Great Britain, specifying that the Holy Land was to
be administered in accordance with the terms of the Balfour Declara-
tion. The San Remo decision on Palestine, which was reiterated in the
August 1920 Treaty of Sevres and would be formally endorsed by the
League of Nations in 1922, was hailed by Zionist leaders and de-
nounced by the Arabs. 
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SHALIACH. Shaliach is a Hebrew term meaning “emissary.” In its
original context, it referred to the millennia-old tradition of emis-
saries from Eretz Israel who traveled around the world to involve
Jews in Diaspora communities in the support of Jewish communi-
ties of the Holy Land. Typically, they came to raise money for Jew-
ish institutions abroad or for themselves, while at the same time im-
parting Jewish learning among those whom they solicited. They
frequently served as itinerant rabbis in small and distant Jewish
communities that had no resident rabbinical leadership. For exam-
ple, in the early New World communities in what is now the United
States, Rabbi Moses Malki, from Safed, was with New York’s Con-
gregation Shearith Israel for four months in late 1759 and then went
to Newport for a brief stay. In 1761 another emissary from Safed,
Chaim Muddahy, arrived in New York to raise funds for the relief of
those who suffered from the earthquake in Safed on October 30,
1760. The most notable among the early emissaries from the Holy
Land was Rabbi Chaim Isaac Karigal from Hebron, who in 1772
spent a month in Philadelphia, almost half a year in New York, and
then stayed in Newport from March through July 1773. One of his
sermons, preached in Newport on the first day of the Jewish holiday
of Shavuot, became the first Jewish sermon published in America.
During the course of his stay in Newport, Karigal developed a close
relationship with the Rev. Ezra Stiles, a local Congregationalist min-
ister who later was to become president of Yale University. Follow-
ing the efforts of these emissaries, correspondence between Jews in
Eretz Israel and Jewish communities in North America, in which the
former solicited funds from the latter, became a fairly regular
phenomenon. 

The Hibbat Zion movement adopted the goal of support for new
Jewish settlement in Palestine, and the World Zionist Organization
(WZO) institutionalized it. The various movements, especially the
youth movement, within the organization sent shelichim (emissaries)
to enlist support for their work. With the decline of the role of such
movements in Western society, the shaliach is typically an emissary
for the WZO itself, and his or her role is a multifaceted one. When
aliya was a major goal of Zionism, significant efforts were expended
on recruiting potential olim (immigrants) from the Diaspora commu-
nities. As a result of the lower priority placed on aliya within the
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Zionist movement, shelichim serve as teachers of Hebrew and Zion-
ist education, as well as cultural emissaries. The shaliach is expected
to be, in the broadest sense, a “social-cultural ambassador” of Israel,
the personification of Israel in his or her host-community, represent-
ing the totality of Israeli society and culture. 

SHAMIR, YITZHAK (1915– ). A leader of the Palestine Jewish
underground group Lohamei Herut Israel (Lehi) and later prime
minister of Israel, Yitzhak Shamir was born Yitzhak Yezernitsky in
Rozinai, Poland, in 1915. After graduating from a Hebrew high
school in Bialystok, Yezernitsky studied law in Warsaw, where he be-
came active in the Revisionist Zionist youth movement Betar. He
moved to Palestine in 1935, enrolled at Hebrew University, and, two
years later, joined the Irgun Zvai Leumi (IZL). Shamir, as he was
known by this time, was among the minority of IZL members who
split from the movement in 1940 and joined the faction headed by
Avraham Stern, soon named the Lohamei Herut Israel (“Fighters for
the Freedom of Israel”). 

After Stern’s death, Shamir, along with Israel Eldad and Natan
Yellin-Friedman, comprised the ruling triumvirate of Lehi. Shamir
was responsible for organization and operations. He was arrested by
the British in 1946 and deported to the African territory of Eritrea, but
he escaped in January 1947 by smuggling himself out of the prison
camp in an empty oil barrel. He made his way to Ethiopia, then
France, and returned to Palestine to resume his active leadership of
Lehi. 

After Israel was established, Shamir initially eschewed politics,
working in private business until 1955, then serving in the Mossad, Is-
rael’s secret service, for 10 years and returning to the business sector
in 1965. In 1969, however, Shamir joined Menachem Begin’s Herut
Party as chairman of its immigration and organization department. 
He was first elected to the Knesset in 1973, was chosen speaker of the
Knesset in 1977, and became foreign minister in 1980. Following 
the resignation of Prime Minister Begin in 1983, Shamir served as
prime minister from 1983 to 1984 and again from 1986 to 1992. 

SHARETT (SHERTOK), MOSHE (1894–1965). Labor Zionist
leader and later prime minister of Israel, Moshe Sharett was born in
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Kherson in the Ukraine. His father, Jacob, was one of the first mem-
bers of the Bilu movement. Moshe came to Palestine with his parents
in 1906. Their first home was in the Arab village of Ein Sinia, in the
hills of Samaria. That experience left him with fluency in the Arabic
language and a deep appreciation for Arab customs. In 1910 the fam-
ily moved to Jaffa and became one of the founding families of Ahuzat
Bayit, the earliest nucleus of what was to become the city of Tel Aviv.
Moshe studied at the Herzliya Gymnasium, the first Hebrew high
school in the country, and was in its first graduating class. He studied
law in Constantinople and, with the outbreak of World War I, he
joined the Turkish army as an interpreter. After the war, Sharett re-
turned to Eretz Israel and joined Ahdut Ha’avoda when it was
founded in 1919. In 1920 he went to study at the London School of
Economics and was active in the city’s Poalei Zion organization.
Sharett returned to Eretz Israel in 1925 and became the associate ed-
itor of the Histadrut daily, Davar (“The Word”). In 1931, upon the
recommendation of the head of the Jewish Agency’s Political De-
partment, Haim Arlosoroff, Sharett was appointed secretary and suc-
ceeded Arlosoroff after his assassination in 1933. From then until the
establishment of the State of Israel, he was the primary negotiator on
behalf of Zionism with the British mandatory officials. 

Sharett pushed for the establishment of Jewish Supernumerary Po-
lice during the Arab riots of 1936–1939. Although he promoted the
recruitment of Jews to the British army during World War II and was
active in the establishment of the Jewish Brigade, Sharett was ar-
rested by the British along with other Jewish Agency officials in
1946, on “Black Saturday,” and was incarcerated in Latrun Prison for
four months. In 1947 he was present at the United Nations General
Assembly during the debate over partition, and he was one of the sig-
natories on Israel’s Declaration of Independence. 

Sharett served as Israel’s first foreign minister in 1949 and when
David Ben-Gurion first retired as prime minister in January 1954,
Sharett succeeded him. When Ben-Gurion returned to politics and re-
assumed the position of prime minister in November 1955, Sharett
remained foreign minister until June 1956, when he resigned due to
irreconcilable differences with Ben-Gurion. The conflicts between
them had emerged many years earlier, with Sharett siding with
Chaim Weizmann in the latter’s disputes with Ben-Gurion. 
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After leaving government service, Sharett became head of Am
Oved, Mapai’s publishing house, and chairman of Beit Berl College.
In 1960 he was elected chairman of the World Zionist Organization
and the Jewish Agency. His feud with Ben-Gurion intensified during
the controversy over the Lavon affair, when Sharett was one of Ben-
Gurion’s staunchest opponents. 

SHAW COMMISSION. After three days of Palestinian Arab violence
in the summer of 1929, which claimed 133 Jewish lives, the British
government appointed a Royal Commission, headed by longtime
Colonial Office official Walter Shaw, to investigate the causes of the
disturbances. Shaw and the commission’s other three members
stayed in Palestine from October through December 1929 and heard
testimony from Jewish, Arab, and British representatives. The com-
mission’s final report, issued in March 1930, argued that Jewish im-
migration and land purchases had provoked the Arab violence. It also
charged that during World War I, the British had made contradictory
promises to the Jews and the Arabs concerning Palestine’s future,
thereby further complicating the situation. The Shaw Commission’s
report, which was praised by Arab leaders and criticized by the Zion-
ists, urged the British government to issue a clear statement of its in-
tentions in Palestine; to prevent “excessive immigration” to Palestine
by the Jews; to reaffirm that the Zionist movement does not “share in
any degree in the government of Palestine”; and to undertake a sci-
entific study of Palestine’s cultivation methods in order to regulate
future land purchases. Acting on these recommendations, the British
dispatched a study team headed by Sir John Hope-Simpson to Pales-
tine later that year. See also WHITE PAPERS. 

SHERTOK, MOSHE. See SHARETT (SHERTOK), MOSHE. 

SILVER, ABBA HILLEL (1893–1963). American Zionist leader Abba
Hillel Silver was born in Lithuania but raised on New York City’s
Lower East Side. There he was attracted to the Zionist movement at
an early age. As a teenager, he cofounded the Dr. Herzl Zion Club,
one of the first Zionist youth groups in America, in 1904. Inspired by
the mesmerizing lectures of Zvi Hirsch Masliansky, the most influ-
ential Zionist preacher of that era, Silver soon developed a reputation
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of his own as an eloquent orator in Yiddish, Hebrew, and English. He
addressed the national Federation of American Zionists (FAZ) con-
vention when he was just 14. A graduate of the Cincinnati-based He-
brew Union College, the rabbinical seminary of Reform Judaism, Sil-
ver was hired in 1917 as the spiritual leader of Cleveland’s The
Temple, one of the country’s most prominent Reform congregations.
There he attracted public attention as an outspoken defender of labor
unions and frequently sparred with groups such as the Daughters of
the American Revolution, which denounced him as a dangerous rad-
ical. Reinvigorated by a visit to British-administered Palestine in the
summer of 1919, Silver began speaking throughout the United States
on behalf of the Zionist movement, attracting large audiences and
rave reviews. As leader of Cleveland’s Zionists—who comprised one
of the largest districts of the Zionist Organization of America
(ZOA)—Silver spearheaded protests against British restrictions on
Jewish immigration to Palestine and organized boycotts of products
from Nazi Germany. The escalating Nazi persecution of Jews, the ap-
athetic response of the Roosevelt administration to news of Hitler’s
atrocities, and Great Britain’s refusal to open Palestine to refugees
from Hitler stimulated a mood of growing militancy in the American
Jewish community during the late 1930s and early 1940s. Silver both
symbolized American Jewish militancy and helped encourage its
spread. His speech at the August 1943 American Jewish Confer-
ence, urging endorsement of Jewish statehood, was greeted with
waves of thunderous applause that said as much about Silver’s pop-
ularity as it did about the American Jewish mood. Rabbi Stephen
Wise, who until then had been widely regarded as the most powerful
leader of the American Jewish community, was compelled to accept
Silver as cochair of the American Zionist Emergency Council
(AZEC), a coalition of the leading U.S. Zionist groups. Silver’s rise
launched a bitter political and personal rivalry between the two men
that would endure for years. 

Under Silver’s leadership, American Zionism assumed a vocal
new role in Washington. Mobilized by the AZEC, grassroots Zionists
deluged Capitol Hill with calls and letters in early 1943 and late
1944, urging the passage of a congressional resolution declaring U.S.
support for the creation of a Jewish national home in Palestine. The
opposition of the War and State Departments stalled the resolution in
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committee but did not deter Silver from campaigning, in the summer
of 1944, for the inclusion of pro-Zionist planks in the election plat-
forms of the Republican and Democratic parties that summer. Sil-
ver’s ability to maneuver the two parties into competition for Jewish
electoral support was a testimony to his political sophistication even
if, much to Wise’s chagrin, the Republican platform went beyond
what AZEC requested by denouncing Franklin D. Roosevelt for not
challenging Britain’s pro-Arab tilt in Palestine. 

During the postwar period, Silver and the AZEC stepped up their
pressure on the Harry S Truman administration with a fresh barrage
of protest rallies, newspaper advertisements, and educational cam-
paigns. Silver’s effort in early 1946 to link postwar U.S. loans to
British policy in Palestine collapsed when Wise broke ranks to lobby
against linkage. More successful were Silver’s behind-the-scenes ef-
forts to mobilize non-Jewish Americans on behalf of the Zionist
cause. The AZEC sponsored the American Christian Palestine Com-
mittee, which activated grassroots Christian Zionists nationwide,
and the Christian Council on Palestine, which spoke for nearly 3,000
pro-Zionist Christian clergymen. 

Although the Truman administration wavered in its support for the
1947 United Nations plan to partition Palestine into Jewish and Arab
states, a torrent of protest activity spearheaded by Silver and the
AZEC helped convince the president to recognize the new State of Is-
rael just minutes after its creation. Silver’s protests against the U.S.
arms embargo on the Middle East, however, were consistently re-
buffed by the administration. 

In the aftermath of Israel’s birth, Silver pressed for a clear sep-
aration between the new state and the Zionist movement, insisting
that Israel should not control the World Zionist Organization or
other Diaspora agencies. His position led to a split with Prime
Minister David Ben-Gurion, who then helped a faction of dis-
gruntled ZOA members to oust Silver from power in 1949. Silver
resumed full-time rabbinical duties at The Temple, with only an
occasional foray into the political arena when he could use his Re-
publican contacts to lobby on Israel’s behalf. He turned his atten-
tion to religious scholarship, reading voraciously and authoring
several well-received books on Judaism. He passed away in 1963,
at age 70. 
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Silver’s reign marked a political coming of age for American
Jewry. His lobbying victories infused the Jewish community with
confidence and a sense that the Jewish agenda was a legitimate part
of American political culture—no mean feat for a community com-
posed largely of immigrants and children of immigrants. The Silver
years left their mark on the American political scene as well. After the
inclusion of Palestine in the 1944 party platforms, Zionist concerns
assumed a permanent place in American electoral politics. In addi-
tion, the swift U.S. recognition of Israel in 1948, a decision made in
large measure with an eye toward American Jewish opinion, was a
first major step in cementing the U.S.– Israel friendship that has en-
dured ever since. 

SMILANSKY, MOSHE (1874–1953). Zionist author and activist
Moshe Smilansky was born to a family of tenant farmers in the
Ukraine. He went on aliya in 1890 and was one of the founders of
Hadera. In 1893 he settled in Rehovot. Smilansky considered himself
a student of Ahad Ha’am. Beginning his literary career in 1898,
Smilansky wrote extensively in the Hebrew press in Russia on the
problems of agricultural settlement in Eretz Israel. He was a founder
of Ha-omer (“The Sheaf”), a literary journal; an early contributor to
the periodical Hapoel Hazair (“The Young Worker”); and the author
of stories about the lives of Arab and Bedouin farmers in Eretz Israel.
During World War I, he headed the Federation of Moshavot in Judea
(Hitahdut Hamoshavot Beyehuda). After a stint in the Jewish Legion
in 1918, Smilansky participated in the founding of the Farmers’ Fed-
eration (Hitahdut Ha-ikarim), which he headed. He also edited the
federation’s periodical, Bustanai (“Orchard Owner”), from 1929 to
1939. Smilansky was active in numerous efforts to promote
Arab–Jewish relations, and his opposition to the Hebrew Labor
campaign infuriated the Histadrut. In 1936 Smilansky participated
in secret talks with Palestinian Arab leaders about the future of Eretz
Israel. His support, in 1937, for the Peel Commission partition plan
brought him close to the Labor Zionist movement, and he became
an avid supporter of the notion of a national economy. His political
views were generally akin to those of Chaim Weizmann, and he op-
posed the Jewish armed revolt against the British during the 1940s.
The moshav Nir Moshe, in the northern Negev, is named for him. 
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SMOLENSKIN, PERETZ (1842–1885). A prominent Hebrew writer
of the Haskala period and advocate of Jewish nationalism and a re-
turn to Zion, Peretz Smolenskin was born in Monastyrshchina, in the
province of Mogilev (Mahilyow, Mohilev) in eastern Belarus (White
Russia). He founded the noted Hebrew monthly Hashahar in 1868
and was its editor until his death. Following the pogroms of 1881,
Smolenskin concluded that the only hope for the future of Jews was
to return to their homeland where they would establish themselves
economically, politically, and spiritually, toward the goal of creating
a Jewish state. 

SNEH (KLEINBAUM), MOSHE (1909–1972). A Haganah leader
who later became a prominent figure in the Israeli Communist Party,
Moshe Sneh was born Moshe Kleinbaum in Radzyn, Poland, to a
family that was part of Hovevei Zion. Sneh studied medicine at the
University of Warsaw and in 1930 was elected head of Yardeniah, a
Zionist student union. He also became close to Yitzhak Gruenbaum
and joined the radical faction of the General Zionists. In 1932 Sneh
was elected to the central committee of the Polish Zionist Federation.
During the years that followed, he served as editor of several Pol-
ish–Jewish newspapers, including the popular and influential daily
Heint (“Today”), and became an accredited physician. Sneh was a
founder in 1935 of the General Zionists A, the group that was formed
as the result of the merger of the Radical Zionists and a faction of
the General Zionists. As a delegate to the 18th Zionist Congress and
as a member of the steering committee of the 19th Zionist Congress,
Sneh was allied with Gruenbaum and the Radical Zionists in opposi-
tion to Chaim Weizmann, accusing him of being too compromising
with the British mandatory authorities. Sneh was an officer in the
Polish army in 1939 and, when Poland fell to the Nazis, he fled to
Palestine and settled there in 1940. In June of that year, he was re-
cruited to the Haganah command, and between 1941 and 1946 he
was chief of the National Command (Rosh Mateh Arzi). In 1945
Sneh became a member of the Jewish Agency Executive. In 1946 he
eluded a British dragnet and fled to Europe, where he appeared be-
fore the entire administration of the World Zionist Organization
and urged continued struggle with the British, in opposition to Weiz-
mann. When Sneh’s arguments were rejected, he resigned his po-
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sition with the Haganah command. Subsequently, he was appointed
the Jewish Agency’s European representative and concentrated on
managing the political aspects of winning support for the establish-
ment of a state, as well as on underground immigration activities. 

Sneh’s political views turned sharply leftward in 1947. At the end
of that year, he resigned from the Jewish Agency Executive after a
dispute over the Zionist leadership’s orientation toward the super-
powers; he favored a less pro-Western approach. Soon afterward, he
joined the new Socialist Zionist party, Mapam. He was elected to its
leadership and served as editor of its organ, Al Hamishmar (“On the
Watch”). Except for the Sixth Knesset, he was a member of every
Knesset until his death. In 1953, Sneh resigned his membership in
Mapam after it refused to explicitly endorse the Slansky trial in
Prague, which alleged a worldwide Zionist conspiracy to sabotage
Communist countries. He established the Israeli Socialist-Left Party,
which in 1954 merged with the Israel Communist Party (Maki). 

After joining Maki, Sneh became editor of its newspaper, Kol
Ha’am (“The People’s Voice”), and head of its Knesset faction. In
1965 the Israeli Communist Party split—the Rakah faction pledged
loyalty to the Soviet Union, while Maki, including Sneh, reasserted
its basic Jewish character and opposed the anti-Israel policy of the
Soviet Union and the Arab states. Following the Six-Day War, Sneh
emerged as one of the earliest advocates of Palestinian Arab control
of the administered territories. 

SOCIALIST ZIONISM. As a result of precarious socioeconomic
circumstances, there emerged among 19th-century European Jewry a
variety of socialist approaches to the problem of the Jewish condi-
tion. Some individuals in these movements were explicitly anti-Zion-
ist, while others were Zionists who believed that the Jewish national
reawakening could not be achieved without a central focus on social
justice and the creation of a Jewish working class. There developed
three major approaches within socialist Zionist thought: one emanat-
ing from the work of Ber Borochov, another from that of Nahman
Syrkin, and a third, which was in fact not quite socialist, from the ex-
ample of Aharon David Gordon. The precursor of them all, how-
ever, was Moses Hess. A prominent figure in the German radical
movement, Moses Hess was among the first German Communists.
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Though not a Marxist, he was deeply impressed with and influenced by
The Communist Manifesto (1848) by Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels.
Accordingly, Hess argued for the elimination of the existing exploita-
tive economic system and its replacement by a system of free labor. As
a student of modern nationalist movements seeking the liberation of
the oppressed classes, Hess also argued for Jewish national liberation
with the same passion that he held for other persecuted nations. 

Ber Borochov (1881–1917) was an unorthodox Marxian who saw
national struggles and class conflict as interwoven. As for Jews, he
viewed Diaspora life as aberrant because it perpetuated Jewish eco-
nomic and political subordination. Jewish life in the Diaspora would
improve only when the Jewish proletariat succeeded in achieving na-
tional and economic independence in its historic homeland. In 1906
Borochov established the Jewish Social Democratic Workers’ Party,
Poalei Zion, and during the controversy over the Uganda Plan, he
joined those who opposed any territory other than Eretz Israel. 

Nahman Syrkin (1868–1924) was a member of Hovevei Zion
from his youth onward and was one of the first thinkers to formulate
a synthesis of Zionism and socialism. He asserted that the plight of
the Jewish proletariat would improve only through Zionism, and he
was critical of Borochov for being overly Marxist. He was a Hebraist
who viewed Hebrew as the national language of the Jewish people.
In 1903–1905, when the Uganda Plan was debated at the Sixth and
Seventh Zionist Congresses, Syrkin was a staunch supporter of
Theodor Herzl. For a while he left the World Zionist Organization
and was a leader of the Jewish Territorialist movement. Following
his immigration to the United States in 1907, he rejoined the Zionist
Organization and went on to become the leader of Poalei Zion in the
United States. 

Aharon David Gordon (1856–1922) was not actually a socialist.
In fact, he argued that the Jewish proletariat should not formally af-
filiate with the broader socialist movement because the Jewish con-
dition was unique. He was, however, a philosophical radical who,
like Henry David Thoreau, believed in the inherent goodness of man
and the spiritual value of physical labor as a means of uniting man
and nature. For Gordon, the highest form of labor was that involving
the soil. There are, in his writings, various references to the “Religion
of Labor.” He held that physical labor on the soil is what maintains
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the group’s ties to the homeland. Without that labor, the group is up-
rooted from its natural environment and inevitably loses control over
its homeland. When the Jews lost their homeland, they lost their au-
thentic Jewish culture. Gordon’s view of Diaspora Jewish life was
among the most deprecating of the Zionist ideologists. Although he
regarded himself as a socialist, Aharon David Gordon’s philosophy
was actually at variance with many aspects of standard socialist be-
lief. He was the spiritual leader of Hapoel Hatzair, the non-Marxist
socialist Zionist organization, and is viewed as the father of the kib-
butz movement. 

Officially, the Israeli Labor Party subscribes to the principles of so-
cialism, although a variety of social and political factors have tem-
pered Labor’s ability to fully implement those principles when it was
the governing party in Israel (1948–1977, 1992–1996, and
1999–2001). 

Although the powerful Labor-affiliated Histadrut trade union has
retained its dominant role in Israeli economic affairs, there has been
a gradual shift away from the highly centralized and government-di-
rected economy that was typical of the 1950s and 1960s, especially
during the Likud governments of 1977–1984 and 1996–1999. 

In recent years, a number of major government-owned corpora-
tions have been privatized, and other efforts have been made to in-
crease competition. In addition, Israel’s modernization and urbaniza-
tion have inevitably led to the adoption of many economic practices
common to the West. The collapse of the Soviet Union has discred-
ited socialism in the eyes of many Israelis, and some Labor Party ac-
tivists have urged their party to formally abandon its socialist sym-
bols, such as May Day celebrations. The party leadership has so far
resisted making any far-reaching changes. 

With agriculture constituting an ever-smaller role in the gross na-
tional product, the traditional Israeli glorification of farming, settle-
ment pioneering, and kibbutz life has given way to a greater preoc-
cupation with materialism, individualism, and other trends typical of
the modern Western world. One result of this cultural transformation
has been a marked erosion of interest in the country’s once-venerated
socialist youth movements. Their ethos of simplicity, community
commitment, equality, and collectivism is now regarded by many Is-
raelis as outdated. A significant segment of young Israelis raised on
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kibbutzim opt to live elsewhere, forcing many kibbutzim to engage
in practices once considered unthinkable, such as the use of foreign
workers. The traditional view of the Socialist Zionist pioneers as pa-
triotic state-builders has come under vehement attack by advocates of
post-Zionism. Most Israelis, however, reject the post-Zionists’ un-
sympathetic view of Israel’s founding fathers. See also AHDUT
HA’AVODA; AMERICANS FOR PROGRESSIVE ISRAEL;
HASHOMER HATZAIR; LABOR ZIONISM. 

SOKOLOW, NAHUM (1859–1936). Russian Zionist leader Nahum
Sokolow was born in Wyszogrod, Poland, to a family with a rabbinic
heritage. He was given a strong traditional Jewish as well as a secu-
lar education. He had a love of languages and literature and, in addi-
tion to Yiddish and Hebrew, he developed linguistic competence in
Polish, Russian, German, French, Spanish, Italian, and English.
Sokolow married at age 17 and began writing while he continued his
studies. He became a regular journalistic contributor to the Hebrew
periodical Hazefirah (“The Siren”) in 1876 and eventually became its
editor and publisher. Sokolow’s first book, on scientific topics, ap-
peared in 1878. After moving to Warsaw two years later, he wrote
several books on Jewish themes. It was in Warsaw that Sokolow’s in-
terest in Zionism developed. In 1901 he published a volume,
Lemaranan Ulerabbanan (“To Our Teachers and Rabbis”), in which
he attempted to alleviate the fears of Orthodox Jews and to bring
them closer to the Zionist movement despite its secular leadership.
Sokolow also translated Theodor Herzl’s Altneuland (“Old-New
Land”) into Hebrew under the title Tel Aviv. Sokolow became secre-
tary general of the Zionist Organization in 1907, was elected to the
Zionist Executive in 1911, and was reelected two years later. When
World War I broke out, he moved to London to work with Chaim
Weizmann. Sokolow played a central role in preparing the political
groundwork for the Balfour Declaration and headed the committee
that drafted it. At the same time, he wrote his major work, the two-
volume History of Zionism, 1600–1918, which caused some con-
troversy because of its early dating of the origins of the movement.
The evidence of the deep attachments of Jews to Eretz Israel, as well
as the support of many prominent non-Jews for their return, offered
an implicit legitimization of the Balfour Declaration and the cultural,
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practical, and political perspectives of Zionism. Sokolow headed the
Zionist delegation at the Paris peace conference in 1919 and was
elected chairman of the Zionist Executive in 1921. After Weizmann
resigned the presidency of the Zionist Organization in 1931, Sokolow
succeeded him. Upon Weizmann’s return to the presidency in 1935,
Sokolow was elected honorary president of the Zionist Organization
and the Jewish Agency, as well as chairman of the Zionist Organi-
zation’s Department of Education and Culture. He was also named
chairman of Mosad Bialik, a major publisher. Sokolow died in Lon-
don and in 1956 was reinterred on Mount Herzl in Jerusalem. 

SONNEBORN, RUDOLPH GOLDSCHMIDT (1898–1986). The
industrialist Rudolph Sonneborn is one of the unsung heroes of Is-
rael’s 1948 War of Independence. In the summer of 1945, Palestine
Jewish leader David Ben-Gurion met with Sonneborn in New York
City and asked him to recruit friends and colleagues to bankroll and
equip the fight for Jewish independence. Sonneborn, a Baltimore na-
tive who managed his family’s large oil and chemical business, had
previously been involved in American Zionism as a young man when
he participated in the 1919 Zionist Commission to Palestine. 

Ben-Gurion’s first goal was to raise money to purchase ships that
could bring Holocaust survivors from Europe to Palestine, in defi-
ance of British immigration restrictions. Sonneborn assembled a
group of several dozen New York businessmen and philanthropists
who pledged to discreetly finance and organize the immigration proj-
ect. The group’s strategy sessions were held each Thursday afternoon
at midtown Manhattan’s Hotel McAlpin. 

Sonneborn and his friends also worked behind the scenes to pur-
chase and develop weapons to equip the army of the Jewish state-to-
be. A network of sympathizers helped them acquire large quantities
of guns, ammunition, and explosives. Experts were engaged to de-
velop, in the United States, prototypes of weapons that could be eas-
ily and cheaply mass-produced in Palestine itself. 

Derelict warehouses were purchased as storage depots for
weapons and other military goods, including machinery that the fed-
eral government was auctioning as postwar scrap metal. To evade the
State Department’s arms embargo on Palestine, the goods were
packed in crates marked “Used Machine Parts” or “Industrial Goods”
prior to being shipped to the Holy Land. 
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In addition, the Sonneborn group provided the funds for Haganah
agent Teddy Kollek to set up his Manhattan-based “Materials for
Palestine” operation. Kollek arranged for tons of vital, but not ex-
plicitly military, materials to be shipped legally to Palestine. The sup-
plies included sandbags to protect convoys reaching besieged parts of
Jerusalem, water distillation units for frontier settlements in the
Negev Desert, binoculars, compasses, telephones, printing presses,
parachutes labeled “hospital supplies” (to be used in supplying out-
lying field hospitals, they claimed), and enough clothing to dress an
army. With the constant flow of materials and the huge staff of vol-
unteers sorting and packing them, the New York City warehouses
where Kollek’s goods were stored were often “busier than Sears Roe-
buck,” one participant later recalled. 

Sonneborn’s funds were also used to purchase surplus World War
II planes, such as C-46s and Lockheed Constellations. They were
refurbished at airfields in the United States and then flown to Pales-
tine by American air force veterans, who in many cases stayed on to
become part of Israel’s fledgling air force. 

After the war, Sonneborn served, at various times, as an official of
the United Jewish Appeal, the United Israel Appeal, and the Zion-
ist Organization of America. However, he preferred to continue the
anonymity that had hidden his pre-1948 efforts, and as a result, his
accomplishments have remained generally unrecognized. 

SOUTH AFRICAN ZIONIST FEDERATION. The South African
Zionist Federation, established in 1898, was the first nationwide Jew-
ish organization in South Africa. It consisted of South African Zion-
ist groups from across the political spectrum, although the Revision-
ist Zionists, a significant force in the South African Jewish
community, operated independently from 1937 until 1946. The fed-
eration sponsors Zionist educational and fund-raising activities, as-
sists South African immigrants to Israel, and, since 1908, has pub-
lished the Zionist Record. 

SPRINZAK, YOSEF (1885–1959). Russian Zionist activist Yosef
Sprinzak was born in Moscow. His father, Dov Ber, was active in the
Hovevei Zion and his home was a center for young Hebrew writers
and Zionists. When Jews were expelled from Moscow in 1891, the
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family moved to Kishinev and then Warsaw. Yosef was one of the or-
ganizers, in 1903, of Hatehiyah, a Zionist group led by Yitzhak Gru-
enbaum. At the same time, he worked in Ahi-asaf, a Hebrew pub-
lishing company, and for Hebrew and Yiddish newspapers in
Warsaw. In 1905 Sprinzak returned to Kishinev where he founded the
Zeirei Zion movement with Hayim Greenberg. In 1908 Sprinzak
spent several months in Constantinople, where he was in communi-
cation with a number of Zionist leaders, including Menachem Us-
sishkin, Nahum Sokolow, David Wolffsohn, and Ze’ev Jabotinsky,
among others, and attempted to influence the new Young Turk
regime. Later that year, he went to Beirut to study medicine at Amer-
ican University in Beirut but left there after only a few months to go
on aliya, because he was asked to become secretary of Hapoel
Hatzair. In Eretz Israel, Sprinzak participated in the absorption of
the Yemenite aliya at the time. He was a delegate to the 11th and 12th
Zionist Congresses and was the first representative of the labor
movement in Eretz Israel to be elected to the Zionist Executive. At
the 11th Congress, in Vienna in 1913, Sprinzak organized a faction of
41 delegates from among members of both Hapoel Hatzair and Zeirei
Zion. Several years later, he was one of the founders of Hitahdut, the
movement that actually merged those two. 

During the 1920s, Sprinzak was a member of the executive
committee of the World Zionist Organization and served as head of
its Aliya Department. He was also a cofounder of the Histadrut and
a member of the Tel Aviv municipality. In the 1930s, he was a mem-
ber of the Histadrut Executive. He also played a significant role in the
merger of Ahdut Ha’avoda and Hapoel Hatzair, which became
Mapai. He served as chairman of the Zionist General Council and
general secretary of the Histadrut during the 1940s.

When the State of Israel was established in 1948, Sprinzak was
elected to the Provisional State Council. Subsequently, he was
elected to the Knesset in 1949, 1951, and 1955. He also served as the
speaker of the Knesset during its first 10 years and had a significant
impact on the shaping of the new state’s political system and culture. 

ST. JAMES CONFERENCE. Having accepted the conclusion of the
1938 Woodhead Commission that partition of Palestine was unfea-
sible, the British government in November 1938 invited Jewish and
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Arab representatives to take part in a conference in London to con-
sider possible solutions to the Palestine problem. The conference,
known as the Round Table Conference, was held in St. James Palace
in London, beginning on February 7, 1939. The Zionist delegation
was led by Chaim Weizmann. In addition, an advisory committee,
composed of both Zionists and non-Zionists, remained in London
throughout the talks to consult with the Jewish delegates. The
Palestinian Arab delegation included both followers of Haj Amin el-
Husseini, the Mufti of Jerusalem, and members of the rival Arab Na-
tional Party. Although the British had initially threatened to exclude
from the conference Arabs who had been involved in recent violence
in Palestine, a number of Arabs who had been deported from Pales-
tine because of their role in the violence were ultimately permitted to
serve as delegates. The governments of Egypt, Transjordan, Saudi
Arabia, Iraq, and Yemen also sent representatives. The British team
at the talks was led by Colonial Secretary Malcolm Macdonald and
Foreign Secretary Viscount Halifax. The Arab delegations refused to
meet directly with their Zionist counterparts, going so far as to use a
separate entrance to the palace to avoid encountering the Jewish lead-
ers. Some of the Arab delegates—but not those from Palestine—did,
however, take part in three informal meetings with Jewish represen-
tatives that produced no breakthroughs. The British held a series of
separate meetings with the Arab and Jewish officials, alternately con-
veying each side’s positions to the other. 

The Arab delegates refused to soften their opposition to further
Jewish immigration and insisted on Palestine becoming an Arab
state. The British unsuccessfully sought Jewish agreement to restric-
tions on immigration in exchange for postponing any decision on
Palestine’s final status. When it was clear that the negotiations were
going nowhere, the British on March 15 presented their own pro-
posal: a maximum of 75,000 Jewish immigrants during the next five
years, subsequent immigration subject to Arab consent, and no im-
mediate decision on the country’s ultimate political status. The Jews
rejected the British plan as a betrayal of the promises contained in the
Balfour Declaration; the Arabs rejected it because it permitted addi-
tional Jewish immigration and because it put off the idea of making
Palestine an independent Arab state. The conference ended without
any agreement. Two months later, the British issued a White Paper
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announcing a new Palestine policy, based on the proposals they had
made at the St. James Conference. 

STATUS QUO AGREEMENT. The term “status quo” in this context
dates back to a letter, signed by David Ben-Gurion, Rabbi Judah
Leib (Fishman) Maimon, and Yitzhak Gruenbaum, in the name of
the Jewish Agency, which was sent to leaders of Agudat Israel in
June 1947, wherein it was agreed that in the State of Israel, religious
affairs would be governed as they had been until then, with freedom
of religion in the private sphere and with traditional Judaism in the
public sphere. As outlined in the letter, the Jewish Sabbath, Saturday,
would be a national day of rest; all kitchens in government-run build-
ings would adhere to the kosher dietary laws; marriages and divorces
would remain in the realm of the rabbinic courts; and the various ed-
ucational streams would be institutionalized within the state. As it
turned out, almost since the beginning, the Orthodox and the secular
have each alleged that the other side has infringed on the Status Quo
Agreement. On the question of Sabbath observance, for example, the
National Religious Party (NRP) has sought to have the government
enact and enforce a Sabbath Law, under which all nonessential pub-
lic facilities, and especially buses, trains, and El Al, Israel’s national
airline, would cease operation from sundown Friday until Saturday
night. Some of the parties, especially Mapam, were opposed to any
such restrictions, and a compromise was worked out to the effect that
the Sabbath was accepted as an official day of rest, but the specifics
of the law, what was and what was not forbidden, were left to the lo-
cal municipalities, with the result that, except for Haifa and several
other areas, there was no official operation of public buses on the
Sabbath. This caused considerable discord in the country. To the Or-
thodox Jew, the observance of the Sabbath is one of the most basic
precepts of Judaism; it is the fulfillment of a religious commandment
and it serves as testimony to the very act of Creation. To many non-
Orthodox, even if the Sabbath does have some religious significance,
the Sabbath Law is a considerable inconvenience, if for no other rea-
son than that Saturday is the only day that one might spend shopping
or at leisure with family and friends. The unavailability of public
transportation, especially if one cannot afford a car or a private taxi,
may be viewed as an unjustifiable restriction of a basic freedom. 
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Although there are few avid supporters of the Status Quo Agree-
ment, it is doubtful whether it will be officially rescinded in the fore-
seeable future, because either camp would view such a rescinding as
a concession to the other, and both are vital for the formation of a
solid Knesset coalition. 

STERN, AVRAHAM (1907–1942). Palestine Jewish underground
leader Avraham Stern was born in Suwalki, Poland, in 1907. Amid
the turmoil of World War I, the Russian civil war, and the Bolshevik
revolution, Stern’s family was exiled to the Russian Urals region. He
returned to his hometown in Poland in 1921, but soon afterward
made his way to Jerusalem, where he completed high school and en-
rolled at Hebrew University. Shaken by the Palestinian Arab vio-
lence of 1929, Stern joined the Haganah. Then, gradually becoming
convinced of the need for more militant tactics, he joined the Irgun
Zvai Leumi (IZL) underground in 1932. That same year he com-
posed the poem “Nameless Soldiers,” which was to become the un-
official anthem of the Zionist militants. A star student at Hebrew Uni-
versity, Stern won a scholarship to travel to Italy in 1933 to work on
his doctoral dissertation in classical Greek literature, but before com-
pleting his studies he opted to return to Palestine to devote himself to
the Irgun. He graduated from its commanders’ course and was named
senior aide to IZL leader Avraham Tehomi, adopting “Yair” as his
nom de guerre. When the IZL was formally established as an in-
dependent underground movement in 1937, Stern became a member
of its High Command. He and the IZL’s new commander, David Ra-
ziel, composed “The Pistol,” the first Hebrew-language weapons in-
struction manual. 

On the eve of World War II, Stern and other IZL leaders were jailed
by the British. From his prison cell, Stern vigorously opposed the call
by Revisionist Zionist leader Ze’ev Jabotinsky to refrain from anti-
British activities so long as Great Britain was at war with Nazi Ger-
many. After his release from prison in June 1940, Stern tried, but
failed, to persuade Jabotinsky to end the cease-fire. He and a minor-
ity of IZL members then broke away to establish a separate under-
ground movement, the Irgun Zvai Leumi B’Israel, which the British
called the Stern Gang. It soon changed its name to Lohamei Herut
Israel (Fighters for the Freedom of Israel) and was popularly known
by its acronym, Lehi. 
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In 1940–1941, prior to the onslaught of the Holocaust, Stern and
his colleagues hoped to make contact with German or Italian diplo-
mats, in the belief that the Axis powers might support a Jewish state
as a means of undermining British interests in the region. The con-
tacts were never made, however. 

Numbering only several hundred and poorly armed, Lehi was lim-
ited to engaging in small-scale attacks against British forces in Pales-
tine. In February 1942, the British police captured the unarmed Stern
hiding in the Tel Aviv apartment of a Lehi sympathizer and executed
him on the spot. Lehi eventually regrouped under new commanders
and took part, alongside the larger Haganah and Irgun, in the Jewish
revolt against the British that led to the establishment of the State of
Israel. 

SYRKIN, MARIE (1899–1989). Author, educator, and Labor Zionist
publicist Marie Syrkin was born in Switzerland, to Zionist leader
Nahman Syrkin and feminist activist Bassya Osnos. The family
moved to New York City in 1908. After her brief marriage to Jewish
novelist Maurice Samuel in 1917 was annulled, Syrkin married a bio-
chemist, Aaron Bodansky, with whom she had two sons. They were
later divorced. In 1930, she married the poet Charles Reznikoff.
Syrkin taught in New York City high schools for 25 years, before
joining the faculty at Brandeis University, where she taught humani-
ties and literature from 1950 to 1966.

In 1934, Syrkin cofounded the Labor Zionist monthly, Jewish
Frontier; she served as its editor from 1948 to 1971. In 1967, she was
a cofounder of American Professors for Peace in the Middle East, a
pro-Israel academic organization, and she served on the editorial
board of its journal, Middle East Review. She was also editor of the
World Zionist Organization’s publishing house, Herzl Press; a
member of the Jewish Agency Executive; and a member of the
World Zionist Executive. A prolific essayist and author, Syrkin’s
best-known books are Golda Meir: Israel’s Leader (1969) and
Blessed Is the Match (1957), one of the first books in English about
Jewish armed resistance to the Nazis. 

SYRKIN, NAHMAN (1868–1924). The father of Socialist Zionism,
Nahman Syrkin was born in Mahilyow, Belarus. His family moved to
Minsk in 1884, where he joined Hovevei Zion and had connections
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with revolutionary anti-czarist groups. After being arrested for sev-
eral weeks, he left for London and in 1888 went to Berlin. He stud-
ied psychology and philosophy at the University of Berlin, and there
he was influenced by German social-democracy, which was at the
height of its intellectual development. Syrkin was an outspoken critic
of those who saw nationalism and socialism as contradictory, and he
rejected Ahad Ha’am’s Spiritual Zionism as oblivious to social real-
ity, especially to the reality of anti-Semitism. Syrkin began writing at
an early age. By his late teens, he had already written for Hamelitz
(“The Advocate”), Russia’s first Hebrew periodical and for many
years the organ of the moderate wing of the Haskala (Jewish En-
lightenment) movement. At age 22, Syrkin published an essay that at-
tempted to refute Marx’s determinism and emphasized the role of the
voluntary in history. He joined Theodor Herzl and participated in the
First Zionist Congress in Basle in 1897, and at the Second Zionist
Congress in 1898 he sponsored a resolution for the establishment of
the Jewish National Fund. 

In 1898 he published an article that argued for the necessity of
realizing the Zionist dream through cooperative mass settlement.
Syrkin attacked the emergence of and increased attention given to
bourgeois elements in the Zionist movement, and he also criticized
Herzl’s efforts to win the diplomatic recognition of what he viewed
as reactionary states, such as Great Britain. He was a strong supporter
of Herzl during the debate over the Uganda Plan and, for several
years, he was a leader of the Territorialists. In contrast to most so-
cialist thinkers, Syrkin was an advocate of Hebrew, rather than Yid-
dish, as the national language of the Jews. 

Between 1901 and 1906, Syrkin worked in Germany, Austria, and
Switzerland to establish Socialist Zionist clubs. In 1901 he founded a
Yiddish publication, Der Hamon (“The Masses”), and in 1903, after
it ceased to appear, he founded a Hebrew publication, Hashahar
(“The Morning”). In both of these, as well as in his pamphlets, Syrkin
rallied for aliya and the establishment of a Jewish state based on new
social foundations. He also urged participation in Russian revolu-
tionary movements. 

Syrkin published his doctoral thesis in 1903. After being expelled
from Germany in 1904, and a brief stay in Paris, he spent two years
in Russia following the revolution there in 1905. Then he immigrated
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to the United States in 1907. Two years later, he joined Poalei Zion
and was its leader for the remainder of his lifetime. In 1909, having
concluded that there was no longer any substance to Territorialism,
he rejoined the Zionist Organization. 

During World War I, Syrkin helped establish the American Jew-
ish Congress. He was an independent thinker and often took minor-
ity positions on significant issues. For example, he supported the no-
tion of a Jewish Legion for the liberation of Palestine, in
coordination with the Allies, although most Socialist Zionists op-
posed it. In 1920, when Poalei Zion was divided between those loyal
to the Zionist Organization and those who instead urged secession
and affiliation with the new Communist Third International, Syrkin
remained firmly with the loyalists, although he was convinced that
there were no inherent bases for the anti-Zionism of the Communists
and that Communist anti-Zionism was the product of alienated Jews. 

Syrkin represented the Committee of Jewish Delegations at the
Versailles peace conference in 1919, after World War I. In 1920 he
visited Palestine as the head of a commission established by the
World Poalei Zion Conference for the purpose of studying the imple-
mentation of the plan for cooperative mass settlement. He subse-
quently returned to the United States, where, in addition to his activ-
ity as head of Poalei Zion, he devoted his efforts to writing and
lecturing. Syrkin never realized his dream of aliya, and he died in
New York. He was, however, buried in Israel. 

SZOLD, HENRIETTA (1860–1945). Hadassah founder Henrietta
Szold was born in Baltimore, Maryland, one of eight daughters of
Rabbi Benjamin Szold, of Congregation Oheb Shalom. She majored
in Jewish studies and foreign languages. In 1877 Szold turned to
teaching and journalism. In 1897 she joined the Zionist Association
of Baltimore, Hebras Zion, and she visited Eretz Israel for the first
time in 1909. A year later, Szold was named secretary of the Feder-
ation of American Zionists. In 1912 she organized the Hadassah
Chapter of Daughters of Zion, consisting of women interested in “the
promotion of Jewish institutions and enterprises in Palestine.” The
organization’s name was changed to Hadassah in 1914, and at its first
convention, Szold was elected president. In 1916 a group of promi-
nent Zionists, including Judge Julian Mack, established a fund that
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provided Szold with lifetime income. In 1920 she was sent by the
American Zionist Medical Unit to Eretz Israel, where she focused
her subsequent work. Resigning as president of Hadassah in 1926,
Szold went to Palestine as a member of the World Zionist Executive
in charge of health and education. In 1933 she was appointed direc-
tor of Youth Aliya, a position that she held for the rest of her life and
that won her the affectionate title “Mother of the Yishuv.” She be-
longed to Judah Magnes’s Ihud group, which supported binational-
ism in Palestine. In 1944 Szold was scheduled to receive an honorary
doctorate from Boston University. However, her serious health con-
dition prevented her from undertaking the trip, and the doctorate was
awarded in a radio broadcast. She died the following year in Hadas-
sah Hospital in Jerusalem. 

– T –

TABENKIN, YITZHAK (1887–1971). Labor Zionist leader Yitzhak
Tabenkin was born in Bobruysk, Belarus. He studied in a traditional
Jewish primary school (heder) and then received a general education,
primarily Russian. Tabenkin joined Poalei Zion in his youth and was
active in self-defense efforts. He took issue with Ber Borochov’s ma-
terialist conception of the connection between the Jewish people and
Eretz Israel. A strong supporter of agricultural settlement, Tabenkin
went on aliya in 1911, worked in agricultural labor on a moshav,
joined the defense organization Hashomer, and became a member of
Kibbutz Kinneret. He was a delegate to every Zionist Congress from
World War I on. 

Tabenkin was a firm believer in the ideology of the kibbutz. He
supported populism rather than elitism, and he advocated large kib-
butzim for the masses. He was one of the founders of Ahdut
Ha’avoda in 1919, and in 1921 he joined Yosef Trumpeldor’s La-
bor Legion (Gedud Ha’avoda). That same year, he was one of the pi-
oneers of Kibbutz Ein Harod, which later became the nucleus of Ha-
kibbutz Hameuhad. In 1920 he was one of the founders of the His-
tadrut and in 1930 of the Mifleget Poalei Eretz Israel (Mapai). 

Tabenkin supported the merging of Ahdut Ha’avoda and Hapoel
Hatzair in 1929. However, a rift in Mapai subsequently arose over
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relations with the Soviet regime. Tabenkin advocated the notion of
Hebrew labor as well as settlement, and he opposed the partition
plan of 1937. He maintained a positive stance toward the Soviets and
helped foster a left-wing opposition that in 1944 seceded from Mapai
and, under his influence, became Hatenuah Le-Ahdut Ha’avoda. In
1948 it merged with Hashomer Hatzair and the Socialist League to
form Mapam (Mifleget Hapoalim Hame-uhedet). Within Mapam,
however, Tabenkin opposed those who called for an alliance with
world Communism. When a rift developed in Mapam, Tabenkin
headed those who seceded and became Ahdut Ha’avoda–Poalei Zion,
which, in 1968, merged with Mapai and Rafi and became the Labor
Party (Mifleget Ha’avoda). In contrast to most of his Labor Party col-
leagues, Tabenkin supported the Greater Land of Israel movement af-
ter the Six-Day War. 

TERRITORIALISTS. Territorialists were those who believed that the
Jewish problem would be solved when the Jewish people acquired a
territory of their own, be it in Eretz Israel or elsewhere. Though
there had been varieties of territorialism earlier, the movement crys-
tallized in 1905, as a result of the defeat of the Uganda Plan, which
the Territorialists supported. The most prominent Territorialist organ-
ization, the Jewish Territorialist Association, was formed under the
leadership of the English writer and playwright Israel Zangwill
(1864–1926); it seceded from the World Zionist Organization, but
its goal of finding a territorial alternative to Eretz Israel never mate-
rialized. After the Balfour Declaration in November 1917, many of
its members returned to the Zionist Organization and in 1925 the as-
sociation was formally dissolved. 

TRUMPELDOR, YOSEF (1880–1920). Zionist pioneer Yosef
Trumpeldor grew up in an acculturated Russian Jewish family and
only became interested in his Jewish identity after a “Jewish quota”
prevented his admission to high school in the town of Rostov-na-
Donu. Further inspired by the convening of the First Zionist Con-
gress in 1897, Trumpeldor became an active Zionist. In 1902
Trumpeldor was drafted into the Russian army. He fought with dis-
tinction in the Russo-Japanese war, losing his left arm in battle but in-
sisting on returning to the front despite his injuries. The multiple honors
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he received made him one of the most highly decorated soldiers in all
of Russia. Captured by the Japanese, Trumpeldor organized a Zionist
group among the Jewish soldiers in his prisoner-of-war camp. To-
gether with a handful of idealistic Zionist friends, Trumpeldor settled
in Palestine in 1912 and, after their own attempt at establishing a co-
operative settlement failed, found work at Degania, the first kibbutz.
During this period, he also made a return visit to Russia as a Zionist
emissary, promoting the Jewish National Fund and encouraging
Russian Jews to move to Palestine. Like other Jewish residents of
Palestine who were Russian nationals, Trumpeldor was expelled to
Egypt by the Turks in 1914. There he met up with Ze’ev Jabotinsky
and joined his efforts to persuade the British to establish a Jewish
fighting force. When the British agreed to create an auxiliary military
unit, the Zion Mule Corps, Trumpeldor accepted the post of deputy
commander. He served with the unit in Gallipoli and was later pro-
moted to commander. In early 1917, Trumpeldor traveled to Russia
to organize a Jewish army that he hoped would fight its way south to
Palestine. Unable to secure government backing for the project,
Trumpeldor devoted himself to organizing the Zionist pioneering
Hehalutz movement in Russia and establishing Jewish self-defense
groups to combat pogromists. Trumpeldor returned to Palestine in
late 1919 and volunteered to command the defense of Galilee Jewish
outposts that were under Arab attack. On March 1, 1920, he was
killed during a battle with Arab attackers at Tel Hai. The author Yosef
Hayim Brenner reported and popularized Trumpeldor’s stirring final
words, “It is good to die for our country.” Although questions have
been raised as to the precise wording of Trumpeldor’s final statement,
there can be no doubt that Brenner’s formulation accurately repre-
sented the spirit of Zionist self-sacrifice that permeated Trumpeldor’s
life. A statue of a roaring lion, sculpted in 1934, marks the site of
Trumpeldor’s grave not far from the Tel Hai battle site. To this day,
many Zionist youth groups visit the cemetery on the anniversary of
Trumpeldor’s death. A Zionist labor battalion (gedud avoda) was
named after Trumpeldor, as was the nearby community of Tel Yosef
and the Revisionist youth movement Betar, which is an acronym for
“Brit al-Shem Yosef Trumpeldor.” 
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UGANDA PLAN. The Uganda Plan emerged in the summer of 1903,
when the British colonial secretary Joseph Chamberlain informed the
World Zionist Organization of Great Britain’s agreement in princi-
ple that a portion of East Africa could serve as a potential Jewish
homeland. At the Sixth Zionist Congress, which met shortly there-
after, Theodor Herzl presented the Uganda Plan and urged its ac-
ceptance as a temporary measure. The proposal became the subject of
one of the fiercest debates in Zionist history, with those who opposed
it calling themselves “Zionists of Zion” (Zionei Zion). When the pro-
posal won a majority, the opposition, most of whom were Russian,
stormed out of the congress and agreed to return only after Herzl 
assured them that he retained his allegiance to Palestine as the ulti-
mate objective of Zionism. Despite their return, those who opposed
the Uganda Plan lost admiration for Herzl, and he never regained the
staunch support that he previously enjoyed. After the congress, the
Zionei Zion called a conference in Kharkov, at which they presented
Herzl with an ultimatum to abandon the Uganda Plan. Herzl ignored
the ultimatum, and the animosity between him and the Zionei Zion
remained fierce until the spring of 1904, when the British govern-
ment withdrew its offer. Herzl died before the Seventh Zionist Con-
gress in 1905, after having read a negative report on the plan by the
commission of inquiry appointed at the previous congress. The
Uganda Plan was rejected by a majority of the delegates. 

UNION SIONISTE ALGERIENNE. Anti-Jewish riots in French-oc-
cupied Algeria in 1897–1898, in response to the Dreyfus affair, led to
the first stirrings of organized Zionism in Algiers. Its supporters were
few in number, however, and it was not until 1920 that the first na-
tional Zionist organization in Algeria, the Union Sioniste Algerienne,
was established. With no more than several hundred members, it did
not become a significant force in the Algerian Jewish community.
Zionism had difficulty gaining a foothold among Algeria’s Jews be-
cause the Cremieux Decree (see Alliance Israelite Universelle) of
1870, which granted Algerian Jews equal rights, facilitated their 
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assimilation and undermined Zionist sentiment. Some fund-raising
for Palestine development projects was undertaken in interwar Alge-
ria by the Jewish National Fund, and there was a temporary increase
in interest in Zionism following Muslim anti-Jewish riots in 1934.
During World War II, the Vichy regime’s anti-Jewish discrimination
led to an increase in sympathy for Zionism, and particularly Revi-
sionist Zionism, among Algerian Jews. After the Allied liberation of
the region, more than 20 small Algerian Zionist associations united
under the auspices of the Zionist Federation. After Algeria gained in-
dependence from France in 1962 and a militant Muslim regime took
power, nearly all of Algeria’s 140,000 Jews fled to France, with only
about 5 percent settling in Israel.

UNITED JEWISH APPEAL (UJA). The United Jewish Appeal was
founded in 1939 as the combination of two major American Jewish
overseas aid agencies, the American Jewish Joint Distribution
Committee (JDC) and the United Palestine Appeal (UPA). The UPA
was formed in 1925 by American Zionists because of their ideologi-
cal disagreements with the older JDC’s approach of assisting op-
pressed Jews in their countries. This was unacceptable to the Zion-
ists, who argued that it was more important to encourage the
oppressed Jews to go to Palestine. 

The Council of Jewish Federations and Welfare Funds (CJFWF),
which ran the American Jewish fund-raising campaigns in the local
communities, had a special reason for wishing that the two overseas
aid agencies should come to some agreement: the competition be-
tween the agencies for contributors was highly inefficient. For sev-
eral years after its creation, the United Jewish Appeal was unstable
and its relationship with the CJFWF was precarious at best. The ef-
fort at cooperation did, however, establish a pattern of increasing co-
ordination of fund-raising activities between the CJFWF and the UJA
in Jewish communities throughout the United States. As a result of
these efforts, fund-raising was streamlined and many more dollars
were raised. The joint campaigns resulted in the CJFWF’s rise to a
position of dominance in domestic Jewish communal affairs. 

Concurrently, the UJA became the major fund-raising agency in-
volved in overseas aid, and the United Palestine Appeal, subse-
quently renamed the United Israel Appeal (UIA), became the major
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power bloc within the UJA. In 1998 the UJA, UIA, and CJF entered
into a formal partnership, the rationale for which was greater finan-
cial efficiency. However, questions have been raised as to whether
this might not represent a weakening of the Zionist commitments of
American Jewry. 

UNITED NATIONS GENERAL ASSEMBLY RESOLUTION 3379
(“ZIONISM IS RACISM”). On November 10, 1975, the United
Nations General Assembly passed a resolution sponsored by 25 Arab
and/or Muslim countries declaring that “Zionism is a form of racism
and racial discrimination.” The resolution passed with 72 countries
voting in favor, 35 against, and 32 abstaining.

The Israeli ambassador to the United Nations, Chaim Herzog, de-
nounced the resolution as “another manifestation of the bitter anti-Se-
mitic, anti-Jewish hatred which animates Arab society,” and demon-
strably tore up a copy of the text. The United States ambassador,
Daniel Patrick Moynihan, declared that the United States “does not
acknowledge, it will not abide by, it will never acquiesce in this infa-
mous act.” Adoption of the resolution prompted many Jewish tourists
to boycott Mexico, which had voted in favor.

The resolution was revoked by UNGA Resolution 46/86, on De-
cember 16, 1991. The motion to revoke Resolution 3379 was intro-
duced by President George H. W. Bush, who asserted that to equate
Zionism with racism was to make a mockery of the UN charter’s
pledge to practice tolerance and promote peace between neighboring
countries. Resolution 46/86 passed by a vote of 111 in favor, 25
against, and 13 abstentions.

Despite its formal revocation, many UN bodies continued for the
next decade to adhere to the definition of Zionism as racism.

UNITED NATIONS SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON PALESTINE
(UNSCOP). Unable to resolve the Arab–Jewish conflict in Palestine,
shaken by Jewish military attacks, and facing growing international
criticism of its Palestine policies, Great Britain announced in Febru-
ary 1947 that it was referring the Palestine question to the United Na-
tions for its consideration. In May 1947, the UN General Assembly
appointed a United Nations Special Committee on Palestine to in-
vestigate the problem and recommend possible solutions. The 13
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members of the committee, representing a variety of countries (ex-
cluding the great powers and the Arab states), heard testimony from
Jewish, Arab, and British representatives in Palestine from June 16 to
July 24. The crisis over the SS Exodus unfolded during the UNSCOP
hearings, and a subcommittee of UNSCOP members visited the in-
ternment camps in Germany where the passengers were held after be-
ing turned away from Palestine by the British. The episode influ-
enced some of the UNSCOP members to favor Jewish statehood. 

UNSCOP’s final report, completed in August, contained a major-
ity recommendation, supported by eight of the members, as well as
an alternative plan endorsed by three of the remaining five. The ma-
jority report proposed a two-year period of transition, followed by the
partition of Palestine into Jewish and Arab states, with Jerusalem as
a separate entity under international trusteeship. The Jewish state
would consist of most of the Negev desert, a coastal strip, and the
eastern Galilee; the Arabs would have the center of the country, the
Gaza–El Arish region, and the central and western Galilee. The bor-
ders, which were determined largely in accordance with patterns of
settlement, would have given the Jewish state a 53 percent Jewish
majority. The minority scheme called for a three-year transition pe-
riod, after which Palestine would become an “independent federal
state.” 

On November 29, the majority plan was endorsed by the UN Gen-
eral Assembly by a vote of 33 to 13, with 10 abstentions. Although
this international acceptance of the concept of Jewish statehood pro-
vided a significant boost for Zionist morale, it was of limited practi-
cal significance, because the United Nations provided no means for
implementation of the plan, and the recommended borders were
overrun in the subsequent invasion by Arab forces seeking to thwart
the establishment of the Jewish state. 

UNITED PALESTINE APPEAL. See UNITED JEWISH APPEAL. 

USSISHKIN, MENACHEM MENDEL (1863–1941). Russian Zion-
ist leader Menachem Ussishkin was born in Dubrovno, Russia. The
family moved to Moscow when he was eight years old. Ussishkin
studied at Moscow’s Technological Institute, from which he gradu-
ated and was certified as an engineer in 1889. While a student, he was
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instrumental in establishing a Jewish students’ society at the institute.
Ussishkin was active in the Bnei Zion society, which was founded in
Moscow in 1884, and was elected secretary of Moscow’s Hovevei
Zion in 1885. Two years later, he became a regular contributor to the
Hebrew periodical Hamelitz (“The Advocate”). In 1889, he joined
Benei Moshe, an organization founded by Ahad Ha’am. Ussishkin
visited Eretz Israel in 1891 and, upon his return, became active in
Hebrew education and the promotion of Zionism. He met Theodor
Herzl and Max Nordau at the opening of the First Zionist Con-
gress, and though he was awed by them, he maintained reservations
about Herzl’s singular focus on Political Zionism. He was a strong
believer in the importance of settlement as well as cultural activity.
At the Second Zionist Congress in 1898, he was elected to the Zion-
ist General Council, a position Ussishkin maintained until his death.
In 1901, at the Fifth Zionist Congress, he proposed the establishment
of the Anglo-Palestine Company in Eretz Israel as a branch of the
Jewish Colonial Trust. 

Ussishkin again visited Eretz Israel in 1903. During his four
months there, he attempted to organize the yishuv and, to that end,
convened a three-day Knesset Hagedolah (“Great Assembly”) in
Zikhron Ya’akov, which, however, did not achieve his objective. The
following month, the Zionist movement was wracked by one of its
most bitter controversies, the Uganda Plan. Ussishkin sharply criti-
cized the proposal and became one of Herzl’s most vocal opponents.
In contrast to Herzl’s Political Zionism, Ussishkin became a leader of
Practical Zionism, which emphasized aliya and agricultural settle-
ment. 

Ussishkin quickly rose to prominence in the yishuv. By 1921, he
was elected chairman of the Zionist Executive. Although, due to a rift
with Chaim Weizmann, Ussishkin was not reelected to the Execu-
tive two years later, he was named head of the Jewish National
Fund in 1923, a post he maintained for the rest of his life. 

– V –

VA’AD LEUMI. The Va’ad Leumi, or National Council, was the
executive branch of Knesset Israel, the officially recognized Jewish
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communal body of mandatory Palestine. The members of the Va’ad
Leumi were appointed by the Asefat Hanivcharim, or Elected As-
sembly, which served as Palestine Jewry’s official representative in
dealings with the British ruling authorities, supervised the yishuv’s
annual budget, and helped oversee the community’s religious, educa-
tional, and social welfare spheres. The Va’ad Leumi functioned as a
sort of shadow cabinet for the Jewish state-to-be, and after Israel was
established in 1948, many of the Va’ad Leumi’s departments were
transformed into ministries of the new Israeli government. 

– W –

WARBURG, FELIX (1871–1937). A prominent member of the
pre–World War II German-born American Jewish elite, Felix War-
burg immigrated to the United States in 1895 after marrying Frieda
Schiff, daughter of the New York Jewish banking magnate and phi-
lanthropist Jacob Schiff. Warburg became a partner in his father-in-
law’s investment firm, Kuhn, Loeb and Company. He was also given
the task of overseeing Schiff’s distribution of charity and soon made
a name for himself in the world of American Jewish philanthropy. At-
tributing his charitable interests to his traditional upbringing, War-
burg provided substantial funds—both Schiff’s and his own—to as-
sist new Jewish immigrants to the United States, as well as to a wide
range of nonsectarian educational, cultural, and social welfare proj-
ects. 

Like most of his social peers, Warburg was initially cold to Zion-
ism, regarding Jewish nationalism as inconsistent with the goal of be-
coming a fully acculturated American and fearing that the establish-
ment of a Jewish homeland would raise questions about the loyalty
of Jews to the United States. However, at the urging of Chaim Weiz-
mann, Warburg paid a brief visit to Palestine at the end of a Mediter-
ranean cruise in December 1923. The experience proved overwhelm-
ing. “I have seen what is being done and I feel like throwing myself
on the ground and kissing every inch of the soil,” he declared. He was
particularly enamored of the budding Hebrew University, whose
chancellor was his old friend Judah Magnes, formerly a prominent
Reform rabbi and Zionist in New York. 
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Upon his return to the United States, Warburg assumed a leading
role in Palestine-related business projects and charitable endeavors.
Even while devoting himself to fund-raising for Palestine, Warburg
continued to spurn Zionist ideology and considered himself a non-
Zionist. He believed that the Zionists’ socialist ideology hampered
the economic development of the Jewish homeland, and he feared
that Zionist propaganda was undermining Arab–Jewish relations.
Warburg believed that sound business practices, under the guidance
of American financial experts such as himself and divorced from ide-
ological or political interests, could remedy Palestine’s problems.
Warburg worked closely with Weizmann to broker the 1929 Pact of
Glory that brought a large faction of non-Zionists into the leadership
of the Jewish Agency. When Louis Marshall, leader of the non-Zion-
ist group, passed away shortly after the deal was signed, Warburg was
chosen to replace him as chairman of the agency’s Administrative
Committee. 

As Palestinian Arab opposition to Zionism intensified, Warburg
became increasingly interested in the issue of Arab–Jewish relations.
In the aftermath of the Arab riots of 1929, he urged the Zionist lead-
ership to make conciliatory gestures to the Arabs. Yet he also initiated
private contacts with Arab and British officials to explore the idea of
providing financial incentives to Palestinian Arabs to relocate to
Transjordan or Iraq, but died suddenly in 1937, before the plan could
be realized. 

WEIZMANN, CHAIM (1874–1952). International Zionist leader and
future president of Israel, Chaim Weizmann was born in Motol, Belarus.
He received both a Jewish and a secular education. He was attracted to
the physical sciences, particularly chemistry, and studied biochemistry
in Germany and Switzerland. While a student, Weizmann was active in
the Zionist movement in Geneva, and he also taught Hebrew. He re-
ceived his doctorate in chemistry from the University of Freiburg,
Switzerland, in 1899. He lectured at the University of Geneva from
1901 to 1903 and then at the University of Manchester. 

During his student years in Berlin, Weizmann belonged to the Jew-
ish-Russian Scientific Association (Jüdisch-Russische Wis-
senschaftliche Verein), among whose members were some of the ma-
jor Zionist ideologists. Weizmann was strongly influenced by Ahad
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Ha’am and Cultural Zionism before coming into contact with
Theodor Herzl and the World Zionist Organization. He was a del-
egate to the Second Zionist Congress in 1898 and, just prior to the
Fifth Zionist Congress in 1901, spearheaded the formation of the
Democratic Faction, which placed priority on the building of socio-
cultural and educational institutions in the yishuv. Weizmann also
helped develop Synthetic Zionism, which emphasized activity in the
field, the yishuv itself, as well as in diplomatic circles. During the
controversy over the Uganda Plan, Weizmann sided with Men-
achem Ussishkin and other opponents of the proposal. 

In 1905 he moved to England, where both his scientific and Zion-
ist careers flourished. He was elected that year to the General Zionist
Council. In 1906 Weizmann met Arthur James Balfour and had the
opportunity to explain to him the Jewish connection to Eretz Israel
and the reasons for the opposition to the Uganda Plan. That meeting
and the subsequent relationship between the two provided the back-
ground for the Balfour Declaration of 1917. Weizmann’s scientific
research also played a role in the process leading to the declaration,
in that he directed the laboratories of the British admiralty during the
war years, from 1916 to 1919, and achieved a measure of fame with
his development of a synthetic acetone used in producing explosives.
These scientific achievements enabled him to establish close contacts
with the Allied forces in World War I and with British leaders. 

In 1918 Weizmann was appointed head of the Zionist Commis-
sion sent by the British government to Palestine to advise the British
authorities on plans for settling and developing the country. While
there, he laid the cornerstone at the founding of the Hebrew Univer-
sity. He also met with a leading Arab official, Emir Faisal, and dis-
cussed the plans for Jewish settlement and prospects for the estab-
lishment of autonomous Arab and Jewish states. Later, he was among
the leaders of the Zionist delegation to the Versailles peace confer-
ence in 1919. Weizmann was elected president of the World Zionist
Organization in 1920 and served until 1931, when his unsympathetic
statements on the question of a Jewish majority in Palestine aroused
opposition to his continued leadership of the Zionist movement. He
served again as president from 1935 to 1946. Weizmann also helped
establish its fund-raising branch, Keren Hayesod. 
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During the early 1930s, he established the Daniel Sieff Institute for
Research, which subsequently became the Weizmann Institute of Sci-
ence in Rehovot. He made Rehovot his home in 1937. 

Weizmann supported the Peel Commission partition plan of 1937.
His pro-British stance, however, undermined his position within the
Zionist movement when, in May 1939, the British White Papers in
effect halted Jewish immigration to Palestine. He was one of the ar-
chitects of the American Zionist Biltmore Program, which called for
the establishment of Palestine as a Jewish commonwealth, and lob-
bied for the creation of a Jewish Brigade to fight alongside the Al-
lies against the Nazis. Weizmann opposed David Ben-Gurion’s call
for a more militant approach in Palestine, fearing that it would pro-
voke both the British and the Arabs. Weizmann’s pro-British inclina-
tions once again undermined his position with the Zionist movement,
and in 1946 he was not reelected president of the World Zionist Or-
ganization. Weizmann did, however, play a central role in persuading
President Harry S Truman to support partition at the United Nations
and to have the Negev included in the Jewish state. 

Weizmann was named by Ben-Gurion as president of the Provi-
sional Council. In February 1949, he was elected as the first president
of Israel, a position that he held until his death in 1952. He was
buried in the garden of his home in Rehovot. Yad Chaim Weizmann,
the Weizmann National Memorial, which includes his archives and
library, was established on the grounds of the Weizmann Institute of
Science. See also FAISAL-WEIZMANN AGREEMENT. 

WHITE PAPERS. Official statements of British policy during the
Palestine mandate period were nicknamed “White Papers,” a refer-
ence to the type of paper upon which the statements were printed.
The first White Paper on Palestine, issued in June 1922, is commonly
called the Churchill White Paper since it was issued by Colonial Sec-
retary Winston Churchill, although it was authored largely by the
high commissioner for Palestine, Herbert Samuel. It specified that the
Jewish national home would be situated in only a part of, rather than
all of, Palestine; emphasized that the Zionist movement would play
no role in the governing of the country; and decreed the principle that
Jewish immigration should not exceed the economic absorptive 
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capacity of the country. The Zionists reluctantly accepted the
Churchill White Paper, but the Palestinian Arab leadership unequiv-
ocally rejected it as too pro-Zionist. 

The Passfield White Paper of October 1930, named after Colonial
Secretary Lord Passfield (Sidney Webb), was based on the recom-
mendations of the Shaw Commission, which had been sent by Lon-
don to investigate the causes of the 1929 Palestinian Arab riots. Al-
though it did not provide for any immediate practical changes in the
British administration of Palestine, the Passfield White Paper an-
nounced plans to establish an elected legislative council to take part
in governing the country; criticized the effect of Jewish land-pur-
chasing activity on the Palestinian Arabs and pledged to consider re-
strictions on that activity; and opposed “unrestricted Jewish immi-
gration” to Palestine. Worldwide Jewish protests convinced British
prime minister J. Ramsay MacDonald to issue a letter, in early 1931,
effectively repudiating the Passfield White Paper. 

After the Woodhead Commission returned from Palestine in 1938
and declared the previous year’s Peel Commission partition plan un-
feasible, the British government issued a White Paper in November
1938 formally abandoning the Peel proposal and proposing a Jew-
ish–Arab conference in London to consider possible solutions to the
Palestine problem. 

The failure of that London conference prompted the British
government to issue its White Paper of May 15, 1939, also known as
the MacDonald White Paper, after Colonial Secretary Malcolm Mac-
Donald. It limited Jewish immigration to a maximum of 75,000 over
the next five years; restricted Jewish land acquisitions; and proposed
the creation of an independent, binational Jewish-Arab Palestine af-
ter a 10-year transitional period. Despite strong Jewish protests, the
1939 White Paper remained official British policy in Palestine until
the end of the mandate regime in 1948. 

WISE, STEPHEN SAMUEL (1874–1949). American Zionist leader
Stephen Wise was born in Hungary and brought to the United States
as a small child. Raised in New York, Wise traveled to Vienna to
study with Rabbi Adolf Jellinek, from whom he received rabbinical
ordination. He later earned a Ph.D. from Columbia University. 
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As the rabbi of Beth Israel, a Reform synagogue in Portland, Ore-
gon, Wise quickly gained fame both as a charismatic orator and as a
social activist. One of the few Zionists in the Reform rabbinate, Wise
had served as a delegate to the Second Zionist Congress (1898) and
helped organize the Federation of American Zionists. In Oregon, he
established the community’s first Zionist group. Wise returned to
New York in 1907 to found the Free Synagogue, a pulpit from which
he spoke out forcefully on a variety of issues, including union rights,
women’s suffrage, race relations, and Tammany Hall corruption. He
was a cofounder of the National Association for the Advancement of
Colored People (1909) and the American Civil Liberties Union
(1920). 

When Louis Brandeis assumed the leadership of American Zion-
ism in 1914, Wise returned to an active role in the movement, be-
coming a senior aide to Brandeis and eventually becoming chairman
of the Provisional Executive Committee for General Zionist Af-
fairs when Brandeis was chosen for the Supreme Court. At the same
time, Wise led the movement to establish the American Jewish Con-
gress as a pro-Zionist, democratically elected alternative to the exist-
ing major Jewish organizations. He also took part in the negotiations
over the wording of the Balfour Declaration, helped secure the sup-
port of President Woodrow Wilson for Zionism, and served as a Zion-
ist spokesman at the Paris peace conference after World War I. 

Wise joined Brandeis in resigning from the Zionist Organization
of America (ZOA) over Brandeis’s 1921 dispute with Chaim Weiz-
mann but remained close to the ZOA leadership and in 1925 was
named chairman of the United Palestine Appeal. At the same time,
Wise served as president of the American Jewish Congress and
founded the Jewish Institute of Religion, an independent Reform rab-
binical school that later merged with Hebrew Union College. In 1936
he established the World Jewish Congress to lead the fight against
anti-Semitism internationally. 

Wise’s early and fervent support for Franklin D. Roosevelt and the
New Deal gave him a level of access to the White House that no other
Jewish leader enjoyed, but access did not equal influence. Wise was
unable to persuade President Roosevelt to intervene against Great
Britain’s 1939 White Paper severely restricting Jewish immigration
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to Palestine. Accepting Roosevelt’s position that nothing should be
done to provoke controversy with the British in wartime, Wise coun-
seled Jewish leaders to refrain from criticizing Britain’s Palestine
policy. He likewise opposed any public Jewish criticism of Roo-
sevelt’s policies toward Palestine and European Jewry. 

As news of the Nazi genocide reached the West in 1942, grassroots
American Jewish opinion increasingly turned against Wise’s cautious
approach. The groundswell of calls for a more activist policy by the
Jewish leadership compelled Wise to accept the appointment of
Abba Hillel Silver as cochairman of the American Zionist Emer-
gency Council in the summer of 1943. Working side by side only in-
tensified the rivalry between the two men, which was as much per-
sonal as it was political. With popular opinion behind him, Silver
effectively usurped Wise’s role as America’s most prominent Zionist
spokesman. Wise’s final defeat came at the 1946 Zionist Congress,
when he backed Chaim Weizmann in a losing struggle against the
activist camp led by Silver and David Ben-Gurion. 

WOLFFSOHN, DAVID (1856–1914). Zionist leader David Wolffsohn
was born in Dorbiany, Lithuania, and received a religiously tradi-
tional education, through which he studied under Rabbi Isaac Ruelf,
one of the future founders of Hibbat Zion. In 1872–1873 he went to
Memel to live with family. He then went to Lyck in East Prussia,
where he met Aharon David Gordon, an early enthusiast of Hibbat
Zion and editor of Hamaggid (“The Herald”), a prominent Hebrew
newspaper. Wolffsohn moved to Cologne in 1888, became a wealthy
businessman, and involved himself in Zionist activities. Wolffsohn
became acquainted with Max Bodenheimer when Bodenheimer gave
an address in which he espoused Jewish nationalist notions that were
strongly challenged by most of the audience. Wolffsohn defended
Bodenheimer and subsequently became active in Hibbat Zion. The
two of them established the Cologne Association for the Develop-
ment of Agriculture in the Land of Israel in 1893. A few years later,
when he read Theodor Herzl’s Der Judenstaat, Wolffsohn was im-
mediately taken with the book and its author, whom he met person-
ally in Vienna in 1896. Thereafter, he became Herzl’s colleague and,
because Herzl’s knowledge of Judaism and Jewish life was very lim-
ited, Wolffsohn served as his unofficial adviser in these matters. It
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was Wolffsohn who gave Herzl the idea of blue and white as the col-
ors for the Zionist flag, based on a blue and white prayer shawl, and
he suggested the shekel, derived from the ancient Hebrew standard
coin, as the Zionist Organization’s membership dues. From 1897 to
1904, he was a member of the Zionist Organization’s Actions Com-
mittee. He was also the central figure in the establishment of the Jew-
ish Colonial Trust, as well as its first president. 

Wolffsohn remained a staunch loyalist to Herzl even when he may
have personally disagreed with him. Throughout the debate over the
Uganda Plan, Wolffsohn voiced no opinion on the matter, although
there are indications he personally opposed it. He succeeded Herzl as
president of the Zionist Organization, a position he held until the 10th
Congress in Basle in 1911. Throughout the years of his presidency,
Wolffsohn sought to mediate and bridge the gap between the “prac-
tical” Zionists and “political” Zionists, an effort that frequently
won him the scorn of both. His skills as a synthesizer, as well as his
appealing personality, were only recognized after his death. Wolff-
sohn was reinterred in Israel in 1952, and his grave is next to that of
Herzl, on Mount Herzl in Jerusalem. 

WOMEN IN ZIONISM. Most of the Zionist movement always em-
braced the concept of gender equality, at least in theory. Socialist
Zionists in particular regarded Zionism as not merely the Jewish re-
settlement of Eretz Israel, but also part of a broader revolution that
would usher in an era of equal rights for all, both in society in gen-
eral and within the Jewish community. Implementing the ideal of
equality has not been automatic, however. 

Women attended the First Zionist Congress, but they did so as the
wives of delegates, without voting rights. Several women partici-
pated in the Second Zionist Congress as representatives of European
Zionist groups, but there was no formal discussion of women’s rights.
At the Third Zionist Congress, in 1899, women were officially
granted equal voting rights. Women gradually rose to positions of
leadership in the movement. Henrietta Szold was the first woman
elected to the World Zionist Organization Executive, in 1927, and
was the only woman serving on the Executive for many years to fol-
low. Ruth W. Popkin, president of Hadassah, was the first woman to
be elected president of the World Zionist Congress, in 1987.
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Women constituted a significant portion of Jewish immigration to
mandatory Palestine, from about one-third of the total in the first
years after World War I, to nearly 50 percent from the mid-1920s on.
Expecting to work the fields side by side with male pioneers, the ha-
lutzot were disappointed to find that some Jewish employers and
kibbutzim were reluctant to use Jewish women as laborers, prefer-
ring to relegate them to domestic tasks. This situation led to the cre-
ation of the Agriculture School for Women, at Kineret, in 1911, and
the Working Women’s Council, the country’s first women’s organi-
zation, in 1914.

About one-fourth of the members of the Hashomer militia were
women, but only a handful had full membership rights, and most
were assigned to kitchen work rather than defense duty. It was not un-
til 1917 that the Hashomer leadership agreed to grant women mem-
bers equal rights, but the decision was only partly implemented be-
fore the movement’s dissolution in 1920. 

A battle in the yishuv over women’s suffrage began in earnest at
the first Constitutive Assembly, which was held in Tel Aviv–Jaffa in
1918, to lay the groundwork for the yishuv’s elected representative
body. The delegates rejected women’s right to vote. An assembly
later that year passed a compromise resolution allowing women to
vote but not granting them the right to be elected. Women were fi-
nally granted equal rights to vote, and to be elected, in time for the
1920 election to the yishuv’s shadow parliament, the Asefat
Hanivcharim.

The Zionist movement in the Diaspora experienced its own gender
struggles. In the United States, many Zionist women opted to estab-
lish separate, independent organizations focusing on humanitarian
assistance to the yishuv rather than political issues. The most notable
of these, Hadassah, began in 1912 as the women’s division of the
Zionist Organization of America but seceded in 1933, partly be-
cause of the male leadership’s refusal to give women a greater say in
decision making. During the interwar years, Hadassah’s membership
total far surpassed that of the ZOA.

In Central and Western Europe, especially Germany, Austria, and
Great Britain, women’s Zionist organizations were particularly ac-
tive. Much of their activity was part of the larger phenomenon of
women in social services. For example, the pioneers of the Jewish
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Women’s Group for Cultural Work in Palestine (Verband Jűdischer
Frauen für Kulturarbeit in Palästina), founded in Germany in 1907,
were Jewish women who had been involved in various forms of so-
cial services, and the organization was dedicated to abolishing “the
exploitation of women” through the establishment of schools and
other facilities for women in Eretz Israel. The Women’s Interna-
tional Zionist Organization (WIZO), established in Britain in
1920, has always placed major emphasis on social and welfare ser-
vices for women and children. WIZO had an early and extended clash
with the British Zionist Federation, which viewed it as competition,
especially in the fund-raising sphere.

Slowly but surely, an increasing number of women in the interwar
yishuv took their place alongside men in the fields, in the military,
and in many occupational endeavors. But their relationship was not
always one of equality, with women frequently finding themselves
paid less than the men or not welcomed in some areas of employ-
ment. Despite the rhetoric of equality, some old-fashioned attitudes
and patterns of behavior persisted.

The contrast between the popular image and reality with respect to
gender equality continued after the establishment of the state and per-
sists, to some extent, in the present. Women in Israel continue to have
low levels of representation in leadership positions. For example, be-
tween 1975–2005, the number of women in managerial positions has
increased threefold, yet women continue to fill only one-third of sen-
ior management positions and less than one-tenth of CEO slots.
Women comprise roughly two-thirds of Israel’s large public sector;
yet they are just one-third of the senior civil service despite having,
on average, much higher educational levels than the men. Israeli
women receive roughly 80 percent of the pay that men do for equal
work. Israeli women also work part-time in far greater numbers than
do men, and their incomes are thus even lower as a result.

In the political sphere as well, Israeli women tend to be underrep-
resented. The 17th Knesset, elected in 2006, included just 17 female
members, 14 percent of the total.

By contrast, the Israeli military has moved steadily toward real
gender equality. Israel is the only country in the world with compul-
sory military service for women. They comprise approximately one-
third of the active duty military and from one-fifth to one-third of the
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junior officer corps. Beginning in 2001 the Israel Defense Force
(IDF) opened the ranks of a wide range of positions and tasks to
women, while still giving women the option of a shorter term of
mandatory service.

The continuing primacy of the Orthodox rabbinate with regard to
matters of family law, including marriage and divorce, is a bone of
contention for many Jewish women because of its tradition-rooted
patriarchalism. Orthodox feminists have in recent years begun to
challenge the rabbinical courts and authorities across a range of mat-
ters. They have spurred the formation of independent rabbinic organ-
izations that seek either to pressure the rabbinic establishment or to
bypass it on issues of pressing socioreligious concern, and especially
family-related issues. 

WOMEN’S INTERNATIONAL ZIONIST ORGANIZATION
(WIZO). This association was founded in 1920 at the initiative of the
Manchester-based Federation of Women Zionists. Rebecca Sieff,
its founding president, held that post until her passing in 1966. WIZO
traditionally focused on the welfare of immigrant women, providing
vocational training, education, and child care in mandatory Palestine.
After the establishment of Israel, it relocated its headquarters to Tel
Aviv and continued to sponsor a broad array of educational, occupa-
tional, and welfare projects and services, especially in the realm of
immigrant absorption. It maintains numerous schools, day-care cen-
ters, summer camps, shelters for battered women, and other social
welfare institutions. WIZO is also actively involved in lobbying for
women’s rights.

WOODHEAD COMMISSION. Following up on the report of the
1936–1937 Peel Commission, which recommended partition of
Palestine into separate Arab and Jewish states, the British govern-
ment appointed a four-man Palestine Partition Commission led by Sir
John Woodhead to visit Palestine in the spring of 1938 and propose
methods for implementation of the Peel scheme. Woodhead, formerly
an official of the British administration in India, arrived in Palestine
in late April and remained until July. He and his colleagues met with
Zionist representatives and officials of the British mandatory govern-
ment but were boycotted by the Arabs. In their 310-page final report,
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presented to the government in October 1938, three of the four com-
mission members endorsed a plan to drastically reduce the bound-
aries of the proposed Jewish state from what Peel had recommended.
According to the Woodhead plan, only a narrow coastal strip would
be included in the Jewish area, while the other territories Peel had al-
lotted to the Jewish state, the Negev, the Galilee, and the Jezreel Val-
ley, would be retained by the British. At the same time, the Woodhead
Commission concluded that there was no feasible partition plan that
could assure economic success for both the Arab and Jewish states.
In November 1938, the British government accepted the Woodhead
Commission’s recommendations, formally abandoned the Peel pro-
posal, and began plans for an Arab-Jewish conference, in Great
Britain, to discuss possible solutions to the Palestine problem. See
also WHITE PAPERS. 

WORLD UNION OF GENERAL ZIONISTS. See GENERAL
ZIONISTS. 

WORLD ZIONIST ORGANIZATION (WZO). Originally called
simply the Zionist Organization, it was founded in 1897 at the First
Zionist Congress in Basle, Switzerland, to be the organizational em-
bodiment of the Zionist movement. Any Jew who subscribed to the
program of the movement and paid the “shekel” fee was entitled to
join the organization. The idea of the organization was Theodor
Herzl’s, and he served as its president from its founding until 1904.
During Herzl’s tenure, the organization’s two major financial appara-
tuses, the Jewish Colonial Trust and the Jewish National Fund,
were established. From its creation until the establishment of the
State of Israel, the Zionist Organization was the control center for the
political, economic, and settlement activities in the yishuv. With the
state’s establishment, the role of the World Zionist Organization was
defined, in 1952, by Israel’s Status Law: “The State of Israel recog-
nizes the WZO as the authorized agency that will continue to operate
in the State of Israel for the development and settlement of the coun-
try, the absorption of immigrants from the Diaspora and the coordi-
nation of the activities in Israel of Jewish institutions and organiza-
tions active in those fields.” At the first Zionist Congress to take place
after the establishment of the state, the 23rd Zionist Congress in
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1951, the Jerusalem Program was adopted, and a new Jerusalem
Program was adopted at the 27th Zionist Congress in 1968. 

– Y –

YERIDA. Yerida is a Hebrew term that, literally, means “descent.” It is
the term that traditional Judaism and Zionism apply to emigration
from Israel, because Israel is viewed as the highest point in the value
system. Ideological post-Zionists call for abandoning the term and re-
placing it with “emigration,” and they have been joined in that call by
some Israelis living abroad. The latter were particularly incensed
when in 1976 the prime minister, Yitzhak Rabin, referred to yordim,
Israeli emigrants, as nefolet shel nemushot (“the droppings of ants”
or “the fallen among the weaklings”). Precise figures are unavailable,
but it is estimated that there are some 50,000–250,000 Israelis living
in the New York metropolitan area and some 350,000–500,000
throughout the United States altogether. Israeli-Americans are no
longer shunned and, in recent years, have been given official recog-
nition as a subcommunity by national American Jewish organizations
as well as by the World Zionist Organization and the government
of Israel. Similar patterns prevail in many other countries with sub-
communities of former Israelis. 

YISHUV. Yishuv, the Hebrew term for “settlement” or “community,” is
commonly used to refer to the pre-1948 Jewish community of Pales-
tine as a whole. In addition, the phrases “old yishuv” and “new
yishuv” are employed to distinguish between the “old” community of
Jewish residents in Palestine prior to the arrival of large numbers of
Jewish settlers in the late 19th century and the “new” Jewish society
that was developed as a result of Zionist development efforts from
the late 1800s until 1948. 

YOUTH ALIYA. Youth Aliya was a major department of the Jewish
Agency, established by the World Zionist Organization (WZO) in
1933 for the purpose of rescuing needy Jewish children in the Dias-
pora by bringing them to Eretz Israel and there providing for their
physical and social welfare, including education. From 1934, it was
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directed by Henrietta Szold, and it organized the immigration and
absorption of thousands of young Jews in kibbutzim, moshavim,
and the youth villages that it established on its own. Much of the cost
of Youth Aliya was funded by the American Zionist women’s organ-
ization, Hadassah. During the 1940s and early state years, some seg-
ments of the religious community accused the WZO of ignoring the
religious and cultural backgrounds of the children in Youth Aliya,
many but not all of whom were orphans. Critics charged that Youth
Aliya was more interested in building a new Socialist Zionist soci-
ety than in rescuing Jews, and that it was therefore selective in its res-
cue activities and overtly intent on fostering its Zionist ideals among
the youth rather than enabling youth to continue in their parents’
ways. The policy officially adopted by the Jewish Agency was that
young children should be reared in the tradition of their parents, but
that those older than fourteen were free to choose their own lifestyle.
This policy did not pacify the critics, and the issue raged for many
years and has rekindled on various occasions in recent years. From its
beginnings with a small group of boys from Germany in 1933 until
1995, approximately 300,000 children have passed through Youth
Aliya’s various programs. When financial pressures forced the
reorganization of the Jewish Agency in the 1990s, it was transferred
to the Israel Ministry of Education. 

– Z –

ZANGWILL, ISRAEL (1864–1926). British Zionist activist Israel
Zangwill first gained fame as the author of a series of novels about
East London Jewish immigrant life, among them Children of the
Ghetto (1892), Ghetto Tragedies (1893), The King of the Schnorrers
(1894), and Dreamers of the Ghetto (1898). He also authored a num-
ber of plays, including The Melting Pot (1909), which impressed
Broadway audiences with its scenes of immigrants from around the
world being forged into Americans through immersion in a large
cooking pot. Zangwill was the first person Theodor Herzl contacted
when Herzl made his initial visit to Great Britain in late 1895 to seek
support for Zionism. Zangwill arranged Herzl’s London appearances
and in 1897 joined the pilgrimage to Palestine by members of the
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British Zionist group the Order of Ancient Maccabeans. Zangwill
also attended the First Zionist Congress at Basle in 1897. A strong
supporter of the plan to establish a temporary Jewish refuge in East
Africa, Zangwill broke from the Zionist movement when the Seventh
Zionist Congress rejected the East Africa scheme in 1905. He then
established the Jewish Territorial Organization (JTO), to seek land
outside of Palestine for the settlement of Jewish refugees. After the
Balfour Declaration in 1917, Zangwill returned to the Zionist move-
ment, where he stirred controversy with his proposal to “make the
Arabs trek,” that is, to encourage Arab residents of Palestine, espe-
cially those who had recently entered the country, to resettle in Arab
lands. 

ZION SOCIETY (LIBYA). Following the Italian occupation of Libya
in 1911, local Zionists, led by Elijah Nehaisi, established the Zion
Society, and a Zionist periodical, Degel Zion, began publication in
1920. But Zionist activity in Libya was sporadic until the arrival, in
1943, of Jewish soldiers from Palestine who were part of the British
force that liberated the region from the Axis. Until their departure
the following year, the soldiers played a key role in organizing Zion-
ist educational activity and stimulating the Libyan Jewish commu-
nity’s interest in Zionism. Anti-Jewish pogroms in Tripoli in 1945
solidified Libyan Jewry’s determination to emigrate, and after the
establishment of Israel, nearly all of Libya’s approximately 31,000
Jews made aliya.

ZIONEI ZION. See UGANDA PLAN. 

ZIONIST ASSOCIATION OF BAGHDAD. Emissaries from Eretz
Israel nurtured relations between Iraqi Jewry and the Holy Land
throughout the 19th century, and wealthy Iraqi Jews contributed sig-
nificantly to the development of the yishuv even before the advent of
organized Zionism. In 1919, Aaron Sassoon ben Elijah Nahum, a
leading Iraqi Jewish educator, founded the Aguda Zionit b’Baghdad
(the Zionist Association of Baghdad). Zionist activity in Iraq in-
cluded fund-raising for the yishuv, purchase of products from Pales-
tine, educational programming, and the purchase of land in Eretz Is-
rael. During the 1920s and 1930s, additional Zionist groups emerged,
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including a Hebrew literary association, youth movements, and
sports clubs. The Iraqi Jewish community’s contributions to the JNF
were so substantial that by 1921 it was the second largest donor-com-
munity, after American Jewry. In 1925, the Iraqi government began
persecuting Zionists. This abuse intensified after Iraq gained inde-
pendence in 1932. The study of Jewish history and Hebrew were
banned, and Zionist teachers from Palestine were expelled. After the
1941 Baghdad pogrom, in which nearly 200 Jews were massacred,
young Iraqi Jews established underground groups to train in the use
of firearms and organize illegal immigration to Eretz Israel.

ZIONIST COMMISSION. The Zionist Commission was a delegation
of Jewish leaders from Allied countries, most of them Zionist ac-
tivists from Great Britain, assembled at the initiative of Chaim Weiz-
mann in early 1918. It arrived in Palestine in April 1918, intending
to assume responsibility for the practical work of developing the Jew-
ish homeland. The commission’s specific tasks, as authorized by the
British Foreign Office, included arranging for the repatriation of
Jews who had been expelled by the Turks; providing for humanitar-
ian aid to war-ravaged parts of the country; facilitating Jewish devel-
opment projects; establishing friendly relations with the local Arabs;
laying the groundwork of the establishment of Hebrew University;
and serving as a liaison between Palestine Jewry and the British au-
thorities. Weizmann chaired the commission. 

The British initially prevented Jewish land purchases and prohib-
ited immigration except for the repatriation of exiles, so the commis-
sion during its first year focused on refugee relief, improvement of
the country’s health standards, and the development of Hebrew Uni-
versity. It also took over the political work of the World Zionist Or-
ganization’s Palestine Office in Jaffa. During this period, Weizmann
held his first meeting with the Emir Faisal. After the British civil ad-
ministration replaced the military occupation regime in the summer
of 1920, the Zionist Commission took an active role in land pur-
chases, settlement projects, immigrant absorption, and expansion of
the educational system. 

At the 12th Zionist Congress (1921), the Zionist Commission was
officially replaced by the Palestine Zionist Executive. See also
FAISAL-WEIZMANN AGREEMENT. 
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ZIONIST CONGRESS. The Zionist Congress, a periodic assembly of
representatives of Zionist organizations from around the world, is the
supreme policy-making agency of the world Zionist movement.
Thirty-three congresses have been held since the inaugural gathering
in 1897. The First Zionist Congress, which opened on August 29,
1897, was organized by Theodor Herzl, the charismatic Viennese
journalist who had assumed the leadership of the infant Zionist
movement. The congress was originally planned for Munich, but
Herzl shifted it to Basle, Switzerland, after German Jewish leaders
protested that their loyalty to Germany could be impugned by such
an event. As Herzl explained in his keynote address to the 202 dele-
gates, the purpose of the first congress was “to lay the foundation of
the house which is to shelter the Jewish nation.” The congress estab-
lished the World Zionist Organization (WZO), elected Herzl its
president, and composed its platform, later known as the Basle Pro-
gram, which defined Zionism’s aim as the attainment of “a legally
secured home in Palestine for the Jewish people.” It called for settle-
ment of Palestine, international Jewish unity, and efforts to
strengthen Jewish identity. The congress also authorized efforts to se-
cure “the consent of the various governments” for the establishment
of a Jewish national home. “In Basle, I founded the Jewish State,”
Herzl wrote in his diary. Herzl was reelected president at each of the
subsequent five congresses. Few rumblings of dissent were heard
within the movement until the Fifth Zionist Congress, held in Basle
in December 1901. The assembly included the first distinct ideologi-
cal faction in the Zionist movement, called the Democratic Faction,
led by Chaim Weizmann and Leon Motzkin. The Democratic group
succeeded in persuading the congress to undertake a scientific study
of conditions in the Holy Land but failed in its attempt to have the
WZO assume an active role in the shaping of a secular Zionist cul-
ture. The debate that the Democratic Faction provoked during and af-
ter the Fifth Zionist Congress on the cultural question helped galva-
nize the establishment of the Mizrachi party by religious members of
the World Zionist Organization. 

Controversy wracked the Sixth Zionist Congress in Basle in Au-
gust 1903, as the delegates battled over a British offer to establish a
Jewish refuge in East Africa. The recent Kishinev pogrom in Russia
strengthened the arguments of Herzl and others who favored creating
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a nachtasyl, or temporary shelter, in Uganda and adjacent territories.
The congress voted, 295 to 178, to support Herzl’s proposal to send
a commission to investigate the viability of the East Africa region.
Herzl’s death cast a pall over the Seventh Zionist Congress, which
was held in Basle in August 1905. A large majority of the 497 dele-
gates unequivocally rejected the Uganda Plan, prompting a minor-
ity, led by Israel Zangwill, to secede and establish the Jewish Ter-
ritorial Organization to seek land for a Jewish refuge outside
Palestine. 

David Wolffsohn, a German Jewish businessman and Herzl confi-
dante, was elected chairman of the Zionist Executive and therefore
became president of the WZO. A major step to advance practical
development projects in Palestine was taken at the Eighth Zionist
Congress in the Hague in August 1907, when the delegates voted to
establish a Palestine Office in Jaffa, under the direction of Arthur
Ruppin. Another critical decision was made by the 11th Zionist Con-
gress in Vienna in September 1913, which resolved to establish a He-
brew University in Palestine. 

After eight years without a Zionist congress, because of the
upheavals caused by World War I, the 12th Zionist Congress was held
in Carlsbad in September 1921. Chaim Weizmann was elected pres-
ident of the WZO, and Nahum Sokolow was chosen to chair the
Zionist Executive. The 512 delegates also voted to approve the pur-
chase of land in the Jezreel Valley. Weizmann led the successful ef-
fort to convince the 16th Zionist Congress, meeting in Zurich in Au-
gust 1929, to enlarge the Jewish Agency to give leadership roles to
prominent American and European non-Zionists, thereby bringing in
major new sources of funding for the movement. Opponents of the
expansion feared that the inclusion of non-Zionists would result in a
diminution of the movement’s Zionist ideology. 

Political turmoil consumed the 17th Zionist Congress, held in
Basle in July 1931. The assembly was held in the shadow of the 1929
Arab pogroms in Palestine and the subsequent Passfield White Pa-
per, which called for restrictions on Jewish immigration and land
purchases. A proposal by Revisionist leader Ze’ev Jabotinsky that
the congress declare statehood as its goal was defeated, and the Re-
visionist delegation left the congress hall in protest. The congress
was also wracked by controversy over a remark by Chaim Weizmann
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that he did not share the goal of a Jewish majority in Palestine. As a
result, Nahum Sokolow was elected to replace Weizmann as WZO
president. In addition, Labor Zionist official Haim Arlosoroff was
elected head of the WZO’s Political Department, the movement’s de
facto foreign ministry. 

The 18th Zionist Congress convened in Prague in August 1933,
just two months after the assassination, in Palestine, of Arlosoroff.
After a tumultuous election campaign dominated by Labor’s charges
of Revisionist complicity in the Arlosoroff murder, the number of Re-
visionist delegates elected to the congress was sharply reduced from
that of the previous congress, and the Labor share significantly in-
creased. The 318 delegates to the congress elected Labor’s Moshe
Shertok to replace Arlosoroff as chief of the WZO Political Depart-
ment. The 18th Congress was the first to be held after the rise of
Adolf Hitler to power in Germany, and many of its debates dealt with
the fate of German Jewry and plans for the resettlement of German
Jews in Palestine. 

When the delegates to the 19th Zionist Congress, meeting in
Lucerne in August 1935, failed to endorse the goal of sovereign Jew-
ish statehood, the Revisionist delegates walked out of the congress,
setting the stage for their subsequent secession from the WZO.
Chaim Weizmann was once again elected president of the WZO. The
484 delegates to the 20th Zionist Congress, held in Zurich in August
1937, grappled with the British Peel Commission’s proposal to par-
tition western Palestine into Jewish and Arab states. After a stormy
debate, the delegates voted, 300 to 158, to declare the Peel plan “un-
acceptable” while authorizing the Zionist Executive to “conduct ne-
gotiations” with the British to “clarify” the details of the proposal. 

In August 1939, just days before the eruption of World War II, the
21st Zionist Congress convened in Geneva. The 527 delegates for-
mally rejected the May 1939 British White Paper, which severely
restricted Jewish immigration and land purchases in Palestine. In the
aftermath of the Holocaust and the rapidly escalating conflict in
Palestine between Jewish rebels and the British authorities, the 386
delegates to the 22nd Zionist Congress met in Basle in December
1946. Those favoring a more activist approach, led by Abba Hillel
Silver and David Ben-Gurion, challenged what they regarded as the
excessively cautious policy of Chaim Weizmann’s administration.
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Great Britain’s invitation to the Zionists to take part in another con-
ference with Arab representatives, which Weizmann favored, was re-
jected by a vote of 171 to 154. Weizmann then resigned. The dele-
gates decided to leave the office of the presidency vacant, with
governing power in the hands of Ben-Gurion as chairman of the
Zionist Executive and Silver as chairman of the newly formed Amer-
ican Section of the Jewish Agency. 

The 23rd Zionist Congress, which opened in August 1951, was the
first to be held in Jerusalem. The 449 delegates voted to adopt the
Jerusalem Program as the Zionist movement’s official platform. It
replaced the outdated Basle Program, adopted at the First Zionist
Congress, which had focused on the need to establish a Jewish home-
land. That aim having been accomplished, the new Jerusalem Pro-
gram summarized the purpose of Zionism as “the strengthening of
the State of Israel, the ingathering of the exiles in Eretz Israel, and the
fostering of the unity of the Jewish people.” Berl Locker was elected
chairman of the WZO in Jerusalem, with Nahum Goldmann as
chairman in New York. 

The Jerusalem Program was somewhat expanded at the 27th Zionist
Congress, meeting in Jerusalem in June 1968, which was the first con-
gress after the Six-Day War. The new text read: “The aims of Zionism
are: The unity of the Jewish people and the centrality of Israel in Jew-
ish life; the ingathering of the Jewish people in its historic homeland
Eretz Israel through aliya from all countries; the strengthening of the
State of Israel which is based on the prophetic vision of justice and
peace; the preservation of identity of the Jewish people through the fos-
tering of Jewish and Hebrew education and of Jewish spiritual and cul-
tural values; the protection of Jewish rights everywhere.” It remains to
this day the official credo of the world Zionist movement. 

In the decades since Israel’s establishment, the Zionist Congresses
have functioned largely as forums for debate. Differences between Is-
raeli and Diaspora perspectives on Zionism sparked controversy at
the 28th Zionist Congress, meeting in Jerusalem in January 1972. Is-
raeli youth delegates succeeded in winning passage of a resolution re-
quiring Diaspora Zionist leaders to emigrate to Israel within two
years or resign their offices. Angry Diaspora delegates stormed out of
the congress hall, and the congress leadership, taken by surprise, hur-
ried to find a parliamentary loophole to nullify the resolution. 
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Another sharp controversy arose at the 30th Zionist Congress, in
Jerusalem in December 1982, when the delegates rejected a proposal
by left-wing parties to prohibit the expenditure of WZO funds in ar-
eas beyond Israel’s pre-1967 borders. 

The issue of religious pluralism has garnered the increasing atten-
tion of Zionist Congresses in recent years. The delegates to the 29th
Zionist Congress, held in Jerusalem in February 1978, vigorously de-
bated a proposal that the WZO provide equal funding to Orthodox
and non-Orthodox educational programs. The motion passed. At the
31st Zionist Congress, held in Jerusalem in December 1987, the Re-
form and Conservative delegations for the first time outnumbered the
Orthodox, a trend that continued at subsequent congresses. See also
PROTESTRABBINER. 

ZIONIST FEDERATION IN PERSIA. In 1919, the Teheran-based
Society for the Promotion of the Hebrew Language changed its name
to Ha-Histadrut ha-Tzionit b’Faras, the Zionist Federation in Persia
(ZFP), formally launching Iran’s Zionist movement. ZFP branches
were established in 18 Iranian cities, and a weekly newspaper, Ha-
Geula, commenced publication in 1920. Upon taking power in 1925,
Reza Shah outlawed all groups linked to foreign movements. Al-
though not strictly enforced against the ZFP, the ban did hamper
Zionist activity in Iran. Motivated by a strong religious longing for
Eretz Israel, along with poverty and the hardships of living under
Muslim rule, a steady stream of Jews moved from Iran to British
mandatory Palestine, totaling more than 20,000 by 1948.

ZIONIST FEDERATION OF EGYPT. The merger of local Zionist
groups in Alexandria and Cairo resulted in the establishment of
Egypt’s Zionist Federation in 1912–1913. Zionist activity in Egypt
included meetings and publications, the Zionist sports clubs Maccabi
and Ha-Koach, branches of the Zionist Scouts, and youth movements
associated with various Zionist factions. Zionist leaders from Pales-
tine and Europe, including Chaim Weizmann and Nahum Sokolow,
visited Egypt to raise funds and influence Egyptian Jewry. The
growth of anti-Semitism and anti-Zionism in Egypt during the 1930s
and 1940s hampered Zionist activity. During the 1950s, most Egypt-
ian Jews immigrated to Israel or elsewhere.
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ZIONIST FEDERATION OF GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND.
The British Zionist Federation was established in 1899 as a coalition
of local Zionist societies and Hovevei Zion chapters. Support for the
fledgling British Zionist movement was to be found largely among
British Jewry’s Eastern European immigrant community. Under the
leadership, as of 1917, of Chaim Weizmann, the British Zionist Fed-
eration assumed an increasingly active role in attempting to win
British public opinion and government officials to the Zionist cause.
Negotiations between Weizmann and his colleagues and members of
the British cabinet resulted in the Balfour Declaration. The British
Zionist Federation worked closely with the international Zionist
movement, especially after 1920, when London became the center of
world Zionism with the election of Weizmann as president of the
World Zionist Organization (WZO) and his colleague Nahum
Sokolow as chairman of the WZO’s Zionist Executive. From a
membership of 4,000 in 1917, the British Zionist Federation grew to
30,000 members and 74 member-organizations by the early 1920s.
Its women’s affiliate, the Federation of Women Zionists of Great
Britain and Ireland, was established in 1918. In common with Zion-
ist movements in other parts of the world, the British Zionist move-
ment—renamed the Zionist Federation of Great Britain and Ireland
in 1928—declined significantly in the late 1920s but experienced an
upsurge in public support following the Palestinian Arab violence of
1929 and the rise of Nazism in Germany in 1933. During the late
1930s and early 1940s, the Zionist Federation lobbied against British
restrictions on Jewish immigration to Palestine, sought to persuade
the British public and government to support implementation of the
Balfour Declaration’s promise of a Jewish national home, and sup-
ported the establishment of a Jewish armed force to fight alongside
the Allies against the Nazis. At the same time, the federation assumed
an increasingly prominent role in the British Jewish community, and
its growing role in the Board of Deputies of British Jews led, in 1943,
to the formal severing of the partnership between the board and its
longtime non-Zionist ally, the Anglo-Jewish Association, as well as
the board’s formal endorsement in 1944 of the goal of Jewish state-
hood. 

The Zionist Federation today continues to function as the umbrella
for Great Britain’s wide range of Zionist organizations and seeks to
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strengthen Israeli–British relations through lobbying, public informa-
tion campaigns, fund-raising, rallies, and publications, including its
monthly Zionist Review and the annual Zionist Year Book. 

ZIONIST FEDERATION OF TUNISIA. See FEDERATION SION-
ISTE DE TUNISIA.

ZIONIST GENERAL COUNCIL. Originally known as the Greater
Actions Committee, the Zionist General Council is the supreme gov-
erning body of the World Zionist Organization (WZO) between
Zionist Congresses. The council decides on all matters except those
under the authority of the congress itself, including budgetary ques-
tions and amendments to the WZO constitution. The members of the
council are elected by each Zionist Congress, with each faction per-
mitted to nominate one council member per five delegates. 

ZIONIST ORGANIZATION. See WORLD ZIONIST ORGANIZA-
TION. 

ZIONIST ORGANIZATION OF AMERICA (ZOA). Fourteen local
American Zionist groups, meeting in New York City in July 1898, es-
tablished the Federation of American Zionists (FAZ), the first na-
tional Zionist organization in the United States. Professor Richard
Gottheil of Columbia University was elected president. Beginning in
1901, the FAZ published a monthly magazine, The Maccabean, ed-
ited by Louis Lipsky. Embracing both Political Zionism and Prac-
tical Zionism, the FAZ undertook a variety of educational endeavors,
including the promotion of the Hebrew language, as well as activities
aimed specifically at providing direct aid to the yishuv, such as sell-
ing shares of the Jewish Colonial Trust and soliciting contributions
to the Jewish National Fund. The FAZ’s insurance organization,
B’nai Zion, was created in 1907. The FAZ’s youth movement, Young
Judea, was organized in 1909; it later evolved into the Intercollegiate
Zionist Association, then Avukah, and finally Masada. In 1912 its
women’s division, Hadassah, was established. 

Shortly after the outbreak of World War I in 1914, the FAZ set up
a Provisional Executive Committee for General Zionist Affairs
to serve temporarily as the central Zionist authority in place of the
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Zionist movement’s Berlin headquarters, which because of the war
was cut off from Jewish communities in the Allied countries. The ac-
ceptance by the prominent attorney Louis D. Brandeis of the chair-
manship of the Provisional Committee proved to be a turning point
in American Zionist history. Brandeis’s leadership of American
Zionism, especially after he was named to the United States
Supreme Court in 1916, helped make the movement acceptable to
many American Jews who had previously feared that Zionism could
compromise their status as American citizens. Brandeis also at-
tracted to the movement a coterie of talented businessmen and attor-
neys who used their organizational acumen to channel American
Jewish sympathy for the plight of Jews in wartime Europe into prac-
tical support for the American Zionist movement. This, combined
with the enthusiasm surrounding the issuance of the Balfour
Declaration and the conquest of Palestine by the British, swelled
the FAZ’s membership ranks. 

In 1918 the FAZ and its affiliates merged with the Provisional
Committee to become the Zionist Organization of America. After vis-
iting Palestine in 1919, Brandeis became convinced that the ZOA
should focus exclusively on raising funds for specific development
projects in Eretz Israel. This put Brandeis and his followers at odds
with a substantial segment of ZOA activists, led by Louis Lipsky,
who favored continuing traditional Zionist political and cultural ac-
tivities in the Diaspora and preferred the leadership of World Zion-
ist Organization president Chaim Weizmann. A showdown be-
tween the two sides at the 1921 ZOA convention resulted in the
resignation of Brandeis and his supporters from the organization’s
leadership positions. 

The departure of the Brandeis faction was only the beginning of
the ZOA’s problems. With Great Britain pledged to facilitate the cre-
ation of a Jewish homeland and a peaceful climate between Arabs
and Jews in Palestine during most of the 1920s, many American Jews
no longer saw the need for an American Zionist movement. The
ZOA’s membership ranks dwindled steadily. The organization did,
however, score a significant political victory in 1922 when it per-
suaded both Congress and President Warren Harding to endorse the
Balfour Declaration. 
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The Palestinian Arab riots of 1929 and the subsequent Passfield
White Paper, which was unfriendly to Zionism, sparked the return
of the Brandeis faction to the ZOA. At the organization’s 1930 con-
vention, the Lipsky administration was ousted in favor of a group
dominated by Brandeis loyalists. The ZOA’s ranks swelled as the rise
of Nazism in Germany aroused increased sympathy for Zionism in
the American Jewish community during the 1930s. 

When World War II erupted in 1939, American Zionist leaders
established an Emergency Committee for Zionist Affairs (ECZA)
to serve as the world Zionist movement’s temporary center. But the
ECZA remained largely inactive during its first two years, due to
American Zionist leaders’ reluctance to criticize Britain during
wartime and fear of accusations that they were trying to drag the
United States into overseas conflicts. Under growing pressure from
the activist-minded ZOA grass roots, the ZOA leadership organized
the 1942 Biltmore Conference. The gathering adopted more force-
ful language in its articulation of Zionist demands and contributed to
the emerging militant mood in the American Zionist community. As
news of the Holocaust reached the United States, ZOA leaders who
still favored a more cautious, and less anti-British, approach were
voted out in favor of an activist group headed by Rabbi Abba Hillel
Silver. 

Silver led a nationwide political action effort that mobilized a large
segment of the American Jewish community on behalf of the demand
for Jewish statehood. By the late 1940s, the ZOA’s membership had
reached an all-time high of some 250,000. Silver’s lobbying efforts
won widespread support for Zionism in the U.S. Congress, increased
the pressure on Britain to leave Palestine, and helped win over the
Truman administration to support the 1947 United Nations plan to
partition Palestine into Jewish and Arab states. Although unsuccessful
in its bid to end the U.S. arms embargo on the Middle East, the ZOA’s
pressure campaign did play a role in President Harry S Truman’s de-
cision to extend American recognition to the new State of Israel. 

In common with other American Zionist organizations, the ZOA
began to decline, in both membership and political influence, after
the creation of Israel. With the movement’s primary goal achieved,
many American Jews lost interest in Zionist activities. In addition,
the emergence of the American Israel Public Affairs Committee
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(AIPAC) in 1954 and the Conference of Presidents of Major
American Jewish Organizations in 1955 usurped the ZOA’s previ-
ous position as the Jewish community’s voice in Washington. While
continuing its pro-Israel information activities and Zionist education
programs, the ZOA devoted an increasing share of its attention to its
philanthropic projects in Israel, such as ZOA House, a cultural center
in Tel Aviv (est. 1953), and Kfar Silver, a vocational training campus
near Ashkelon (est. 1955). 

The ZOA experienced a revival in the mid-1990s, after adopting
activist tactics and focusing on the issue of Palestinian Arab viola-
tions of the Israel–PLO accords. This approach attracted new mem-
bers and gained the organization growing influence in Washington. 

ZIONIST SUPREME COURT. The creation of an internal judicial
body for the Zionist movement originated at the Fifth Zionist Con-
gress in 1901, which authorized the establishment of what it called a
Congress Court. Later, the 1921 constitution of the World Zionist
Organization (WZO) provided for two separate bodies, the Con-
gress Court and the Court of Honor. The WZO’s new constitution in
1960 merged the two into a single Congress Tribunal. Its name was
changed in 1979 to the Zionist Supreme Court. The court consists of
a maximum of thirty judges, including its president and six deputy
presidents. Each serves a term spanning two congress periods, each
period consisting of the years between congresses. The judges are
chosen by a nine-member Nominations Committee, four of whose
members are elected by the Zionist Congress. The Zionist Supreme
Court interprets the WZO constitution, decides the legality of inter-
nal Zionist organizational actions, arbitrates disputes between Zion-
ist agencies, and rules on matters involving the elections to the Zion-
ist Congress.
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And God said to Abram: Leave your country, and your birthplace, and
your father’s house and go to the land that I will show you. And I will
make you into a great nation, and I will bless you, and I will make your
name great, and in you shall all of the families on earth be blessed. . . .
Unto your seed will I give this land. (Genesis 12: 1–7)

And God spoke to Moses saying: Command the Children of Israel
and say unto them: When you come to the land of Canaan, this is the
land that will fall to you as an inheritance, the land of Canaan accord-
ing to its borders. (Numbers 34: 1–2)

And God said unto him [Moses]: This is the land which I promised
to Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, saying: Unto your children shall I give it.
(Deuteronomy 34: 4)
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As long as deep in the heart
The soul of a Jew yearns,
And towards the East
An eye looks to Zion,
Our hope is not yet lost:
The hope of two thousand years
To be a free people in our land,
The land of Zion and Jerusalem.
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Zionism strives to create for the Jewish people a home in Palestine se-
cured by public law. For the attainment of this aim the Congress envis-
ages the following means:

1. The promotion, on suitable lines, of the settlement of Palestine by
Jewish agriculturists, artisans, and tradesmen.

2. The organization and unification of the whole of Jewry by means
of appropriate local and general institutions in accordance with
the laws of each country.

3. The strengthening of Jewish national sentiment and national con-
sciousness.

4. Preparatory steps toward securing the consent of governments,
which is necessary to attain the aim of Zionism.
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Foreign Office
November 2nd, 1917 

Dear Lord Rothschild, 

I have much pleasure in conveying to you, on behalf of His Majesty’s
Government, the following declaration of sympathy with Jewish Zion-
ist aspirations which has been submitted to, and approved by, the Cab-
inet. 

His Majesty’s Government view with favour the establishment in Pales-
tine of a national home for the Jewish people, and will use their best en-
deavours to facilitate the achievement of this object, it being clearly un-
derstood that nothing shall be done which may prejudice the civil and
religious rights of existing non-Jewish communities in Palestine, or the
rights and political status enjoyed by Jews in any other country.

I should be grateful if you would bring this declaration to the knowl-
edge of the Zionist Federation. 

Yours sincerely,
Arthur James Balfour
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The Council of the League of Nations
Whereas the Principal Allied Powers have agreed, for the purpose of
giving effect to the provisions of Article 22 of the Covenant of the
League of Nations, to entrust to a Mandatory selected by the said Pow-
ers the administration of the territory of Palestine, which formerly be-
longed to the Turkish Empire, within such boundaries as may be fixed
by them; and

Whereas the Principal Allied Powers have also agreed that the
Mandatory should be responsible for putting into effect the declaration
originally made on November 2nd, 1917, by the Government of His
Britannic Majesty, and adopted by the said Powers, in favour of the es-
tablishment in Palestine of a national home for the Jewish people, it be-
ing clearly understood that nothing should be done which might preju-
dice the civil and religious rights of existing non-Jewish communities
in Palestine, or the rights and political status enjoyed by Jews in any
other country; and

Whereas recognition has thereby been given to the historical connec-
tion of the Jewish people with Palestine and to the grounds for recon-
stituting their national home in that country; and

Whereas the Principal Allied Powers have selected His Britannic
Majesty as the Mandatory for Palestine; and

Whereas the mandate in respect of Palestine has been formulated in
the following terms and submitted to the Council of the League for ap-
proval; and

Whereas His Britannic Majesty has accepted the mandate in respect
of Palestine and undertaken to exercise it on behalf of the League of Na-
tions in conformity with the following provisions; and

Whereas by the afore-mentioned Article 22 (paragraph 8), it is pro-
vided that the degree of authority, control or administration to be exercised



by the Mandatory, not having been previously agreed upon by the Mem-
bers of the League, shall be explicitly defined by the Council of the
League of Nations;

Confirming the said mandate, defines its terms as follows:
Article 1.
The Mandatory shall have full powers of legislation and of administra-
tion, save as they may be limited by the terms of this mandate.
Article 2.
The Mandatory shall be responsible for placing the country under such
political, administrative and economic conditions as will secure the es-
tablishment of the Jewish national home, as laid down in the preamble,
and the development of self-governing institutions, and also for safe-
guarding the civil and religious rights of all the inhabitants of Palestine,
irrespective of race and religion.
Article 3.
The Mandatory shall, so far as circumstances permit, encourage local
autonomy.
Article 4.
An appropriate Jewish agency shall be recognised as a public body for
the purpose of advising and co-operating with the Administration of
Palestine in such economic, social and other matters as may affect the
establishment of the Jewish national home and the interests of the Jew-
ish population in Palestine, and, subject always to the control of the Ad-
ministration, to assist and take part in the development of the country.

The Zionist organisation, so long as its organisation and constitution
are in the opinion of the Mandatory appropriate, shall be recognised as
such agency. It shall take steps in consultation with His Britannic
Majesty’s Government to secure the cooperation of all Jews who are
willing to assist in the establishment of the Jewish national home.
Article 5.
The Mandatory shall be responsible for seeing that no Palestine territory
shall be ceded or leased to, or in any way placed under the control of,
the Government of any foreign Power.
Article 6.
The Administration of Palestine, while ensuring that the rights and po-
sition of other sections of the population are not prejudiced, shall facil-
itate Jewish immigration under suitable conditions and shall encourage,
in co-operation with the Jewish agency referred to in Article 4, close
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settlement by Jews, on the land, including State lands and waste lands
not required for public purposes.
Article 7.
The Administration of Palestine shall be responsible for enacting a na-
tionality law. There shall be included in this law provisions framed so
as to facilitate the acquisition of Palestinian citizenship by Jews who
take up their permanent residence in Palestine.
Article 8.
The privileges and immunities of foreigners, including the benefits of
consular jurisdiction and protection as formerly enjoyed by Capitula-
tion or usage in the Ottoman Empire, shall not be applicable in Pales-
tine.

Unless the Powers whose nationals enjoyed the afore-mentioned
privileges and immunities on August 1st, 1914, shall have previously
renounced the right to their re-establishment, or shall have agreed to
their non-application for a specified period, these privileges and immu-
nities shall, at the expiration of the mandate, be immediately re-estab-
lished in their entirety or with such modifications as may have been
agreed upon between the Powers concerned.
Article 9.
The Mandatory shall be responsible for seeing that the judicial system
established in Palestine shall assure to foreigners, as well as to natives,
a complete guarantee of their rights.

Respect for the personal status of the various peoples and communi-
ties and for their religious interests shall be fully guaranteed. In partic-
ular, the control and administration of Wakfs shall be exercised in ac-
cordance with religious law and the dispositions of the founders.
Article 10.
Pending the making of special extradition agreements relating to Pales-
tine, the extradition treaties in force between the Mandatory and other
foreign Powers shall apply to Palestine.
Article 11.
The Administration of Palestine shall take all necessary measures to
safeguard the interests of the community in connection with the devel-
opment of the country, and, subject to any international obligations ac-
cepted by the Mandatory, shall have full power to provide for public
ownership or control of any of the natural resources of the country or of
the public works, services and utilities established or to be established
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therein. It shall introduce a land system appropriate to the needs of the
country, having regard, among other things, to the desirability of pro-
moting the close settlement and intensive cultivation of the land.

The Administration may arrange with the Jewish agency mentioned
in Article 4 to construct or operate, upon fair and equitable terms, any
public works, services and utilities, and to develop any of the natural re-
sources of the country, in so far as these matters are not directly under-
taken by the Administration. Any such arrangements shall provide that
no profits distributed by such agency, directly or indirectly, shall exceed
a reasonable rate of interest on the capital, and any further profits shall
be utilised by it for the benefit of the country in a manner approved by
the Administration.
Article 12.
The Mandatory shall be entrusted with the control of the foreign rela-
tions of Palestine and the right to issue exequaturs to consuls appointed
by foreign Powers. He shall also be entitled to afford diplomatic and
consular protection to citizens of Palestine when outside its territorial
limits.
Article 13.
All responsibility in connection with the Holy Places and religious
buildings or sites in Palestine, including that of preserving existing
rights and of securing free access to the Holy Places, religious buildings
and sites and the free exercise of worship, while ensuring the require-
ments of public order and decorum, is assumed by the Mandatory, who
shall be responsible solely to the League of Nations in all matters con-
nected herewith, provided that nothing in this article shall prevent the
Mandatory from entering into such arrangements as he may deem rea-
sonable with the Administration for the purpose of carrying the provi-
sions of this article into effect; and provided also that nothing in this
mandate shall be construed as conferring upon the Mandatory authority
to interfere with the fabric or the management of purely Moslem sacred
shrines, the immunities of which are guaranteed.
Article 14.
A special Commission shall be appointed by the Mandatory to study,
define and determine the rights and claims in connection with the Holy
Places and the rights and claims relating to the different religious com-
munities in Palestine. The method of nomination, the composition and
the functions of this Commission shall be submitted to the Council of
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the League for its approval, and the Commission shall not be appointed
or enter upon its functions without the approval of the Council.
Article 15.
The Mandatory shall see that complete freedom of conscience and the
free exercise of all forms of worship, subject only to the maintenance of
public order and morals, are ensured to all. No discrimination of any
kind shall be made between the inhabitants of Palestine on the ground
of race, religion or language. No person shall be excluded from Pales-
tine on the sole ground of his religious belief.

The right of each community to maintain its own schools for the ed-
ucation of its own members in its own language, while conforming to
such educational requirements of a general nature as the Administration
may impose, shall not be denied or impaired.
Article 16.
The Mandatory shall be responsible for exercising such supervision
over religious or eleemosynary bodies of all faiths in Palestine as may
be required for the maintenance of public order and good government.
Subject to such supervision, no measures shall be taken in Palestine to
obstruct or interfere with the enterprise of such bodies or to discriminate
against any representative or member of them on the ground of his reli-
gion or nationality.
Article 17.
The Administration of Palestine may organise on a voluntary basis the
forces necessary for the preservation of peace and order, and also for 
the defence of the country, subject, however, to the supervision of the
Mandatory, but shall not use them for purposes other than those above
specified save with the consent of the Mandatory. Except for such pur-
poses, no military, naval or air forces shall be raised or maintained by
the Administration of Palestine.

Nothing in this article shall preclude the Administration of Palestine
from contributing to the cost of the maintenance of the forces of the
Mandatory in Palestine.

The Mandatory shall be entitled at all times to use the roads, railways
and ports of Palestine for the movement of armed forces and the car-
riage of fuel and supplies. 
Article 18.
The Mandatory shall see that there is no discrimination in Palestine
against the nationals of any State Member of the League of Nations 
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(including companies incorporated under its laws) as compared with
those of the Mandatory or of any foreign State in matters concerning
taxation, commerce or navigation, the exercise of industries or profes-
sions, or in the treatment of merchant vessels or civil aircraft. Similarly,
there shall be no discrimination in Palestine against goods originating
in or destined for any of the said States, and there shall be freedom of
transit under equitable conditions across the mandated area.

Subject as aforesaid and to the other provisions of this mandate, the
Administration of Palestine may, on the advice of the Mandatory, im-
pose such taxes and customs duties as it may consider necessary, and
take such steps as it may think best to promote the development of the
natural resources of the country and to safeguard the interests of the
population. It may also, on the advice of the Mandatory, conclude a spe-
cial customs agreement with any State the territory of which in 1914
was wholly included in Asiatic Turkey or Arabia.
Article 19.
The Mandatory shall adhere on behalf of the Administration of Pales-
tine to any general international conventions already existing, or which
may be concluded hereafter with the approval of the League of Nations,
respecting the slave traffic, the traffic in arms and ammunition, or the
traffic in drugs, or relating to commercial equality, freedom of transit
and navigation, aerial navigation and postal, telegraphic and wireless
communication or literary, artistic or industrial property.
Article 20.
The Mandatory shall co-operate on behalf of the Administration of
Palestine, so far as religious, social and other conditions may permit, in
the execution of any common policy adopted by the League of Nations
for preventing and combating disease, including diseases of plants and
animals.
Article 21.
The Mandatory shall secure the enactment within twelve months from
this date, and shall ensure the execution of a Law of Antiquities based
on the following rules. This law shall ensure equality of treatment in the
matter of excavations and archaeological research to the nations of all
States Members of the League of Nations.

(1) ‘Antiquity’ means any construction or any product of human ac-
tivity earlier than the year A.D. 1700.

(2) The law for the protection of antiquities shall proceed by encour-
agement rather than by threat.
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Any person who, having discovered an antiquity without being fur-
nished with the authorisation referred to in paragraph 5, reports the
same to an official of the competent Department, shall be rewarded ac-
cording to the value of the discovery.

(3) No antiquity may be disposed of except to the competent Depart-
ment, unless this Department renounces the acquisition of any such an-
tiquity.

No antiquity may leave the country without an export licence from
the said Department.

(4) Any person who maliciously or negligently destroys or damages
an antiquity shall be liable to a penalty to be fixed.

(5) No clearing of ground or digging with the object of finding an-
tiquities shall be permitted, under penalty of fine, except to persons au-
thorised by the competent Department.

(6) Equitable terms shall be fixed for expropriation, temporary or
permanent, of lands which might be of historical or archaeological in-
terest.

(7) Authorisation to excavate shall only be granted to persons who
show sufficient guarantees of archaeological experience. The Admin-
istration of Palestine shall not, in granting these authorisations, act in
such a way as to exclude scholars of any nation without good
grounds.

(8) The proceeds of excavations may be divided between the excava-
tor and the competent Department in a proportion fixed by that Depart-
ment. If division seems impossible for scientific reasons, the excavator
shall receive a fair indemnity in lieu of a part of the find.
Article 22.
English, Arabic and Hebrew shall be the official languages of Palestine.
Any statement or inscription in Arabic on stamps or money in Palestine
shall be repeated in Hebrew, and any statement or inscription in Hebrew
shall be repeated in Arabic.
Article 23.
The Administration of Palestine shall recognise the holy days of the re-
spective communities in Palestine as legal days of rest for the members
of such communities.
Article 24.
The Mandatory shall make to the Council of the League of Nations an
annual report to the satisfaction of the Council as to the measures taken
during the year to carry out the provisions of the mandate. Copies of all
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laws and regulations promulgated or issued during the year shall be
communicated with the report.
Article 25.
In the territories lying between the Jordan and the eastern boundary of
Palestine as ultimately determined, the Mandatory shall be entitled,
with the consent of the Council of the League of Nations, to postpone
or withhold application of such provisions of this mandate as he may
consider inapplicable to the existing local conditions, and to make such
provision for the administration of the territories as he may consider
suitable to those conditions, provided that no action shall be taken
which is inconsistent with the provisions of Articles 15, 16 and 18.
Article 26.
The Mandatory agrees that, if any dispute whatever should arise be-
tween the Mandatory and another Member of the League of Nations re-
lating to the interpretation or the application of the provisions of the
mandate, such dispute, if it cannot be settled by negotiation, shall be
submitted to the Permanent Court of International Justice provided for
by Article 14 of the Covenant of the League of Nations.
Article 27.
The consent of the Council of the League of Nations is required for any
modification of the terms of this mandate.
Article 28.
In the event of the termination of the mandate hereby conferred upon
the Mandatory, the Council of the League of Nations shall make such
arrangements as may be deemed necessary for safeguarding in perpetu-
ity, under guarantee of the League, the rights secured by Articles 13 and
14, and shall use its influence for securing, under the guarantee of the
League, that the Government of Palestine will fully honour the financial
obligations legitimately incurred by the Administration of Palestine
during the period of the mandate, including the rights of public servants
to pensions or gratuities.

The present instrument shall be deposited in original in the archives
of the League of Nations and certified copies shall be forwarded by the
Secretary-General of the League of Nations to all Members of the
League.

Done at London the twenty-fourth day of July, one thousand nine
hundred and twenty-two.
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ERETZ-ISRAEL was the birthplace of the Jewish people. Here their
spiritual, religious and political identity was shaped. Here they first at-
tained to statehood, created cultural values of national and universal
significance and gave to the world the eternal Book of Books. 

After being forcibly exiled from their land, the people kept faith with
it throughout their Dispersion and never ceased to pray and hope for
their return to it and for the restoration in it of their political freedom. 

Impelled by this historic and traditional attachment, Jews strove in
every successive generation to re-establish themselves in their ancient
homeland. In recent decades they returned in their masses. Pioneers,
ma’pilim (immigrants coming to Eretz-Israel in defiance of restrictive
legislation) and defenders, they made deserts bloom, revived the He-
brew language, built villages and towns, and created a thriving com-
munity controlling its own economy and culture, loving peace but
knowing how to defend itself, bringing the blessings of progress to all
the country’s inhabitants, and aspiring towards independent nationhood. 

In the year 5657 (1897), at the summons of the spiritual father of the
Jewish State, Theodore Herzl, the First Zionist Congress convened and
proclaimed the right of the Jewish people to national rebirth in its own
country. 

This right was recognized in the Balfour Declaration of the 2nd No-
vember, 1917, and re-affirmed in the Mandate of the League of Nations
which, in particular, gave international sanction to the historic connec-
tion between the Jewish people and Eretz-Israel and to the right of the
Jewish people to rebuild its National Home. 

The catastrophe which recently befell the Jewish people—the mas-
sacre of millions of Jews in Europe—was another clear demonstration
of the urgency of solving the problem of its homelessness by re-
establishing in Eretz-Israel the Jewish State, which would open the



gates of the homeland wide to every Jew and confer upon the Jewish peo-
ple the status of a fully privileged member of the comity of nations. 

Survivors of the Nazi holocaust in Europe, as well as Jews from other
parts of the world, continued to migrate to Eretz-Israel, undaunted by
difficulties, restrictions and dangers, and never ceased to assert their
right to a life of dignity, freedom and honest toil in their national home-
land. 

In the Second World War, the Jewish community of this country con-
tributed its full share to the struggle of the freedom- and peace-loving
nations against the forces of Nazi wickedness and, by the blood of its
soldiers and its war effort, gained the right to be reckoned among the
peoples who founded the United Nations. 

On the 29th November, 1947, the United Nations General Assembly
passed a resolution calling for the establishment of a Jewish State in
Eretz-Israel; the General Assembly required the inhabitants of Eretz-Is-
rael to take such steps as were necessary on their part for the imple-
mentation of that resolution. This recognition by the United Nations of
the right of the Jewish people to establish their State is irrevocable. 

This right is the natural right of the Jewish people to be masters of
their own fate, like all other nations, in their own sovereign State. 

ACCORDINGLY WE, MEMBERS OF THE PEOPLE’S COUNCIL,
REPRESENTATIVES OF THE JEWISH COMMUNITY OF ERETZ-
ISRAEL AND OF THE ZIONIST MOVEMENT, ARE HERE AS-
SEMBLED ON THE DAY OF THE TERMINATION OF THE
BRITISH MANDATE OVER ERETZ-ISRAEL AND, BY VIRTUE OF
OUR NATURAL AND HISTORIC RIGHT AND ON THE
STRENGTH OF THE RESOLUTION OF THE UNITED NATIONS
GENERAL ASSEMBLY, HEREBY DECLARE THE ESTABLISH-
MENT OF A JEWISH STATE IN ERETZ-ISRAEL, TO BE KNOWN
AS THE STATE OF ISRAEL. 

WE DECLARE that, with effect from the moment of the termination
of the Mandate being tonight, the eve of Sabbath, the 6th Iyar, 5708
(15th May, 1948), until the establishment of the elected, regular author-
ities of the State in accordance with the Constitution which shall be
adopted by the Elected Constituent Assembly not later than the 1st Oc-
tober 1948, the People’s Council shall act as a Provisional Council of
State, and its executive organ, the People’s Administration, shall be the
Provisional Government of the Jewish State, to be called “Israel”. 
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THE STATE OF ISRAEL will be open for Jewish immigration and
for the Ingathering of the Exiles; it will foster the development of the
country for the benefit of all its inhabitants; it will be based on freedom,
justice and peace as envisaged by the prophets of Israel; it will ensure
complete equality of social and political rights to all its inhabitants irre-
spective of religion, race or sex; it will guarantee freedom of religion,
conscience, language, education and culture; it will safeguard the Holy
Places of all religions; and it will be faithful to the principles of the
Charter of the United Nations. 

THE STATE OF ISRAEL is prepared to cooperate with the agencies
and representatives of the United Nations in implementing the resolu-
tion of the General Assembly of the 29th November, 1947, and will take
steps to bring about the economic union of the whole of Eretz-Israel. 

WE APPEAL to the United Nations to assist the Jewish people in the
building-up of its State and to receive the State of Israel into the comity
of nations. 

WE APPEAL—in the very midst of the onslaught launched against
us now for months—to the Arab inhabitants of the State of Israel to pre-
serve peace and participate in the upbuilding of the State on the basis of
full and equal citizenship and due representation in all its provisional
and permanent institutions. 

WE EXTEND our hand to all neighbouring states and their peoples
in an offer of peace and good neighbourliness, and appeal to them to es-
tablish bonds of cooperation and mutual help with the sovereign Jewish
people settled in its own land. The State of Israel is prepared to do its
share in a common effort for the advancement of the entire Middle East. 

WE APPEAL to the Jewish people throughout the Diaspora to rally
round the Jews of Eretz-Israel in the tasks of immigration and upbuild-
ing and to stand by them in the great struggle for the realization of the
age-old dream—the redemption of Israel. 

PLACING OUR TRUST IN THE ALMIGHTY, WE AFFIX OUR
SIGNATURES TO THIS PROCLAMATION AT THIS SESSION OF
THE PROVISIONAL COUNCIL OF STATE, ON THE SOIL OF THE
HOMELAND, IN THE CITY OF TEL-AVIV, ON THIS SABBATH
EVE, THE 5TH DAY OF IYAR, 5708 (14TH MAY, 1948). 

David Ben-Gurion
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INTRODUCTION

In addition to the English-language literature on Zionism listed below, there is
a vast literature of Zionism in Hebrew. Almost everything published on the sub-
ject, in Hebrew as well as in other languages, may be found at the National Li-
brary in Jerusalem. Likewise, most university libraries in Israel, as well as
many public libraries, have extensive holdings on the subject of Zionism.

University libraries throughout the world, as well as libraries of Jewish edu-
cational institutions and communal agencies, maintain significant collections
concerning the history of Zionism. The catalogs of many of these libraries can
be located on the Internet. Two valuable Internet sites for research on Zionism
are www.maven.co.il and www.usisrael.org/jsource/zion.html.

Scholarly journals that focus on Zionism include, in Hebrew, Hazionut, Zion,
Kivunim, Cathedra, Iyunim Bitkumat Israel, and Te-oria U-bikoret, among others



and, in English, the Journal of Israeli History (formerly Studies in Zionism). Its
final issue of each year includes a wide-ranging bibliography of the previous
year’s articles on Zionism published in Hebrew and English. Other Israel-re-
lated journals, such as Israel Affairs and Israel Studies, include some material
on Zionism but place more emphasis on events in Israeli history. American Jew-
ish History and American Jewish Archives are scholarly journals that focus on
the American Jewish experience and thus often include material on the history
of American Zionism.

Those seeking an introduction to the history of Zionism would do well to be-
gin with biographies of several of the giants of the movement: Shabtai Teveth’s
biographies of Ben-Gurion, Jehuda Reinharz’s study of Chaim Weizmann, and
Shmuel Katz’s biography of Vladimir Ze’ev Jabotinsky, Lone Wolf. These bi-
ographies help the reader understand not only the most prominent leaders of
Zionism, but also the parties they headed and the events they shaped. To un-
derstand religious Zionism, the reader may want to consult Aviezer Ravitzky’s
study Messianism, Zionism, and Jewish Religious Radicalism and Gary Schiff’s
analysis Tradition and Politics, as well as the collection on religious Zionism
by Shubert Spero and Yitzchak Pessin.

Another noteworthy biography, Abba Hillel Silver by Marc Lee Raphael,
surveys both the life of one of the most important leaders of American Zionism
as well as the trials and tribulations of the movement itself. Two good
overviews of the major trends in Zionist philosophy are Shlomo Avineri’s The
Making of Modern Zionism: The Intellectual Origins of the Jewish State and
The Emergence of Zionist Thought by Monty Penkower. Also useful is Arthur
Hertzberg’s The Zionist Idea, a collection of excerpts from significant docu-
ments that illustrate the major developments in Zionist history and thought.

The Jewish struggle for independence during the British Mandate period is
ably recounted by J. Bowyer Bell in Terror Out of Zion, while Menachem Be-
gin’s The Revolt offers an insider’s perspective. A good survey of the diplo-
matic battles over Palestine is Michael Cohen’s Palestine and the Great Pow-
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